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PREFACE

This is a collection of papers resulting from the workshop on Rapid

FluctuatiOns in Solar Flares held at the Ramada Hotel in Lanham, Maryland,

from September 30 to October 4, 1985. This workshop was one in a series of

NASA workshops that is part of the ongoing analysis of results from the

Solar Maximum Mission. The first three SMM workshops took place in January

and June 1983, and February 1984, and covered the full range of solar

flare observations. A workshop with more limited coverage was held in

April 1985 on Coronal Prominences and Plasmas. Thus, this workshop on

Rapid Fluctuations in Solar Flares is the second in a series of topical

SMM workshops, with more planned for the future.

The objectives of the workshop were to present observations of solar

flare emissions that showed fluctuations on time scales generally shorter

than - 10 s and to discuss the possible theoretical interpretations of

these fluctuations. Over 60 people attended the workshop and the hoped for

wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum was covered with observations

presented at radlo, microwave and _m wavelengths, in the Ha, the UV, and

EUV, and in soft and hard X-rays. At least a quarter of the contributions

were devoted to theoretical interpretations.

All of the original contributions to the workshop were either given

orally or were on posters. The papers contained in this publication were

completed, in most cases, after the workshop and contain some of the flavor

of the discussions that took place. We have been able to include nearly

all of the contributions; only in a few cases were "abstracts only" available

and in most of those cases the material is being published elsewhere.

None of the papers were formally refereed although the authors were

encouraged to have a colleague review their work. This method of publication

was chosen after much discussion at the workshop. It was felt that since

the field of rapid fluctations in solar flares is relatively new, the free

discussion of the observations and theories should be encouraged without the

possibly inhibiting worry of having to please a referee. Also, the more

rapid dissemination of the material possible using this method was deemed

to be important for the advancement of this field.

It is hoped that the workshop and this publication will generate new

interest in the field of rapid fluctuations and will promote future pub-

lications in the regular scientific journals leading to greater insight into

the fundamental questions of solar flare physics.

xi



The participants at the workshop were divided into four groups to
facilitate discussion. The groups and their leaders were as follows:

X-Rays (X)
Radio and Microwaves (R)
Thermal Response(T)
Plasma Physics (P)

- Alan Kiplinger
- Arnold Benz and Ken Tapping
- Gordon Emslie
- John Brown

This publication is organized along the same lines with four sections
for the contributions from the four groups and a fifth section for the
paper resulting from Peter Sturrock's introductory talk.

This workshopand collection of papers could not have been accomplished
without the support of Gloria Wharen, Kim Tolbert, Steve Graham, Shelby
Kennard and Bernie Gibson. We also acknowledge the contribution of Vicki
Greer at Birch and Davis and the staff of the RamadaHotel, who helped to
make the workshop run as smoothly as it did.
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RAPID FLUCTUATIONS IN SOLAR FLARF_

Peter A. Sturrock

Center for Space Science and Astrophysics

Stanford University
Stanford, California

ABSTRACT

Study of rapid fluctuations in the emission of radiation

from solar flares provides a promising approach for probing the

magneto-plasma structure and plasma processes that are

responsible for a flare. It is proposed that "elementary flare

bursts" in X-ray and microwave emission may be attributed to fine

structure of the coronal magnetic field, related to the

aggregation of photospheric magnetic field into "magnetic knots."

Fluctuations that occur on a sub-second tlme-scale may be due to

magnetic islands that develop in current sheets during magnetic

reconnectlon. The impulsive phase may sometlmes--or possibly

always--represent the superposltlon of a large number of the

elementary energy-release processes responsible for elementary

flare bursts. If so, one faces the challenge of trying to

explain the prop, ertles of the impulsive phase in terms of the
properties of the elementary processes. For instance, if the

impulsive phase produces a power-law energy distribution of

energetic particles, this may be due to scaling laws governing

the elementary processes rather than to power-law acceleration in

the each elementary event. Magnetic field configurations that

might produce solar flares are divided into a number of

categories, depending on: whether or not there Is a filament;

whether there is no current sheet, a closed current sheet, or an

open current sheet; and whether the filament (if present} erupts

into the corona, or is ejected completely from the sun's

atmosphere. Analysis of the properties of these possible

configurations is compared with different types of flare, and to

Bai's subdivision of gamma-ray/proton events. The article ends

with a number of theoretical questions related to the study of

rapid fluctuations in solar flares.

I. Selected Observational Data.

This introduction will present a brief review of some of the

forms of rapidly fluctuating output produced by solar flares, and

a brief discussion of some of the relevant aspects of the flare

problem.

One of the earliest studies of rapidly fluctuating X-rays

was carried out by van Beek and his collaborators (van Beeket

al. 1974). They found indications that the fairly brief hard X-

ray flares that they investigated could all be decomposed into a

number of smaller bursts with rise and decay times of the order



of a few seconds. These spikes were called "elementary flare

bursts." They estimated the energy involved in such a burst, on

the basis of a thick-target model, assuming that the electron

beam is impinging on t_ chromosphere, and found the energy to
lle within the range 10-" to 10 erg.

Although the early analysis was carried out by eye, de Jager

and de Jonge (1978) later made a more systematic study involving

a procedure similar to the CLEAN algorithm used in radio

astronomy. They found that it was possible to represent a

typical record as a sequence of standard pulses wlth a selected

triangular profile. See Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Filtering the noise, and decomposition into EFB's. (a)

The X-ray flare of 1972, August 2, 18:39 UT as observed. (b)

Filtered flare profile. (c) Residual noise after subtraction of

the EFB's and continuous background. (d) Analytic flare profile,

composed of the EFB's (de Jager and de Jonge 1978).

Tremendous advances were made as a result of the Solar

Maximum Mission. The HXRBS experiment provided data recorded in

two modes, the normal mode having a time resolution of 128 ms,

and a rapid mode having a resolution of about 10 ms. Only about

10 percent of flares were found to show fine structure. But, of

that 10 percent, fine structure was detected on a tlme scale down



to about 30 ms. An example of such a record,

Kiplinger et al. (1983), is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Hard X-ray time profiles (29-183 keV) of a solar flare
which occurred on 1980 October 18_ The curve in (a) shows PHS

data at 128 ms per point, while curves in (b) and (c) show memory

data at 50 ms per point. The numbered features indicate varying

morphol ogies that are present wi thin a singl e 9 s in terval

(Kiplinger et al. 1983).

It is possible to make observations with an even finer time

resolution in the radio part of the spectrum. Kaufmann and his

collaborators have been carrying out such observations for

several years with equipment at the Itapetinga Observatory,

normally operating at 22 gHz and 44 gHz. Figure 3 is an example

of a radio impulse (Kaufmann et al. 1984). The figure also

includes data from Owen's Valley Radio Observatory that operates

at 10.6 gHz. This burst is a few seconds in duration leading one

to suspect that it is produced by basically the same process as

produces the "elementary flare bursts" discovered by the Dutch

solar X-ray astronomy team.
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Fig. 3. The 18 December 1980, 19:21:20 UT spike-like burst, as

observed at 44 GHz, 22 GHz, and 10.6 GHz. Slower time structures

are evident, especially at 44 GHz (Eaufmann et al. 1984).

However, the radio observations offer much higher time

resolution than the early X-ray observations. It is found that

there is clearly good correspondence between the records obtained

at 22 gHz and 44 gHz, so that the fluctuations are real and

probably represent fluctuations of the process producing the

hlgh-energy electrons responsible for the radio emission.

Kaufmann et al. (lg85) have more recently published data

concerning a very interesting burst that is clearly evident at go

gHz, but is barely detectable at lower frequencies. This is a

very surprising event and a real challenge for theorists.

Another very exciting development has been Lin's balloon-

borne experiment. This experiment is much more sensitive than

the instruments on board SMM, and we see from Figure 4 (Lin lg84)

that very low-level bursts are continually present on th@ sun.

There are reasons to believe that these bursts are due to active

regions that were present on the sun at that time.
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We need to ask whether these low-level fluctuations are

related to solar flares. Figure 5, taken from Linet al. (1984),
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Fig. 5. The distribution of the integral rate of occurrence of

events vs. peak 20 keV photon flux for the solar hard X-ray

mlcroflares observed in this balloon flight. Also shown for

comparison is the distribution of solar flare hard X-ray bursts

reported by Datlowe, E]can, and Hudson (19Y4) (Linet a]. 1984).



presents a histogram of the number of events per day as a

function of photon flux, for photons of energy 20 keV or more.

In the same diagram, Lin has reproduced comparable data derived

by Datlowe et al. (1974) from analysis of 0S0-7 data. We see

that each experiment produces a well defined power-law

histogram, and one can well imagine that if instrumental

differences and/or variations in tlme were taken into account,

the two histograms would be found to form one continuous curve.

It certainly appears from this work that the same process is

operative in both ranges of photon flux, suggesting that flares

do not cut off at any particular level but continue down to a

much lower level than we had previously thought. Lin has indeed
introduced the term "microflares" to describe these low-level

fluctuations.
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Flg. 6. Relationship of mean peak emission rates in H-alpha and

in soft X-rays for flares (open circle) and for spike events
(filled circles). Flare data have been taken from Thomas and

Teske (1971) (Teske 19Zl).



A very important question to be addressed is the

relationship between X-ray bursts and radio bursts. Kaufmann and

his collaborators (Takakura et al. 1983) have indeed analyzed a

few bursts in terms of both X-ray and microwave data. For the

events they analyzed, there appeared to be little correspondence

on the one-second time scale, but some correspondence on a finer

time scale. A significant study was carried out about 15 years

ago by Teske (1971) using soft X-ray data obtained from the

instrument on board 0SO-3. Teske searched for a correlation

between soft X-ray fluctuations and Type III bursts and found

that about ten percent of the X-ray bursts were in fact

correlated with Type III bursts. Teske was concerned also to

search for corresponding H-alpha events. He selected periods

when active regions were on the llmb of the sun, and then

examined the X-ray data for small isolated bursts. He found that

there was a very high correlation between H-alpha events on the

llmb and X-ray bursts. The H-alpha events could be classified

into several types, but the one which showed the strongest

correlation with small X-ray bursts of a few seconds duration

were small surge-llke or spike-like ejections (large spicules or

small surges) reaching heights of between 10,000 and 40,000 km.

Teske compared the ratio of mean peak emission rates in H-alpha

and in soft X-rays for these spike events and for flares (Figure

6) and found that the ratio for spike events was

indistinguishable from the ratio for flares. This again suggests

that the flare process continues to a lower energy level than

that for which events are usually recognized as "flares."

It is unfortunate that the time resolution of the H-alpha

data was only about 15 or 20 seconds (as is typical of flare

patrols). There is a need for this work to be repeated using H-

alpha observations that have as high a time resolution as the

radio and X-ray data. Teske's analysis indicates that the X-ray

event tends to occur shortly before

the Type III event. This is a curious result, and it would be

interesting to see if further investigations confirm it and also

to determine the relative timing of the X-ray and radio events

with respect to the optical event.

II. Selected Theoretical Concepts.

In order to see how the flare problem has progressed, it is

interesting to look back at flare theories that were advanced

more than 20 years ago. At that time, a theorists considered

that he had only two facts to explain. 3_ne is that a large flare
involves an energy release of order 10 ergs, and the other is

that the time scale for energy release is (or was at that time

thought to be) about two minutes. Although the first fact needs

little modification, the second fact requires a great deal of

elaboration in both directions. We now believe there is energy



release on a much longer time scale than two minutes, and--as is

the focus of this workshop--we also believe that there is energy

release on a very much shorter time scale.

Early models were already based on the idea that the stored

energy is magnetic and that a flare releases the free energy

associated with the coronal current system. In order to achieve

sufficiently rapid energy release, theorists were soon lead to

the concept of current sheets. The first explicit current-sheet

model (Figure 7) was that of Peter Sweet (1958) who considered

that approaching sunspots would develop a current sheet that

would persist for some time, then suddenly disappear as the

result of magnetic reconnection.

A "AI

A B

Fig. 7. Sweet model. Movement towards each other of magnetic

dipoles A and B produces a current sheet with "neuteral line" N

in an atmosphere assumed to be perfectly conducting (Sweet 1958).

In one form or another, this idea still persists. One of

the flare models that is still very much alive and well is the

flux-emergence model of Heyvaerts et al. (1977) and others

(Figure 8), in which it is imagined that a new flux region

emerges into an old pre-existing flux region, and that the

interface comprises a current sheet. In an early stage, there

may be only a "soft" instability that is considered to be

responsible for "preheating." At a later stage, if the sheet

becomes sufficiently thin, there may be a "hard" instability that

produces an impulsive energy release, considered to be

responsible for the impulsive phase of a flare.



(a) Preflare Heating

JI/

(b) Impulsive Phase

HEAT

SURGEk_ RAPID

(c) Main Phase

Fig. 8. Emerging-flux model. (a) During the "preflare phase"

("onset phase"), the emerging flux begins to reconnect with the

overlying field. (b) During the impulsive phase, the onset of

turbulence in the current sheet causes a rapid expansion with

rapid energy release. (c) During the "main phase" ("late phase"),

the current sheet reaches a new steady state, with reconnection

based on a marginally turbulent resistivity (Heyvaerts et al.

1977).



The instability that leads to magnetic reconnection is named

the "tearing-mode instability." The linear theory was first

developed by Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth (1963), but numerical

studies by Carreras et al. (1980) and others have shown that

nonlinear effects have the important effect of speeding up the

reconnection rate.

Within the solar physics community, Dan Spicer was the first

to draw attention to the importance of mode interaction in

speeding up the energy-release process. One mode tends to

interact with another and develop small-scale structure including

current sheets and "magnetic islands" (Kahler et al. 1980)

(Figures 9, I0). It seems to me that if we are to understand

energy release on a time scale of milliseconds, we need to

understand more fully the development and implications of this

small-scale island structure.

DOUBLE TEARING MODE

MULTIPLE TEARING MODES

e.g. BZ= BoJo(ar) BZ_, _

k-8

Be =B 0 Jl(ar)
%

AR

Fig. 9. Top: The simplest example of multiple tearing modes, the

double tearing mode, in which k.B =0 occurs at two different

radii from the center of the loop. Bottom: The Lunquisst field in

which multiple tearing modes can occur (Kahler et al. 1980).
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MODE COUPLING

r L--_- k "Bo=O

ki-Bo=O

(k i , m i )

L/SECONDARY ISLANDS DRIVEN BY

HIGHER HARMONICS OF K2 MODE

Fig. 10. The phenomenon of mode coupling. Primary islands _re

generated when k.B =0 for different wave number vectors k. The

coupling between tRese primary islands results__n the generation
of secondary islands of shorter wavelength k (Kahler et al.

1980) .

Recent computer modeling, such as that of Carreras et al.

(1980), is providing more information on this topic. Since their

work is directed at Tokomaks, they use a toroidal geometry.

Figure ii shows the growth in time of the radial size of various

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

"?0.4

0.3

0.2

Fig. ii. Time evolution of the oi-

magnetic island width for the

(m=2 ; n=l ) , (m=3 ; n=2 ) , and o

(m=5; n=3) modes in a multiple- 05

helicit7 calculation (Carreras

et al. 1980).
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modes. Different modes develop at different 1ocatlons in the

minor radius. Inltlally they are well separated and develop

according to slngle-mode theory. However, at a certain time they

may be sufflclently large that the modes begin to overlap. At

this stage, the behavior is changed drastlcally. For instance,
Figure 12 shows a plot of the growth rate of two modes (the 2-1

mode and the 3-2 mode), and we see that when the modes begin to

interact, the growth rate increases rapidly. The growth rate can

increase by at least an order of magnitude.
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t.0 1.5 2.0

(t x 103)/rr

FAg. 12. Nonlinear magnetic energy growth rate of the (m=2; n=l)

mode (continuous llne) and (m=3 ; n=2 ) mode (broken llne) . The

(m=3; n=2) growth rate is compared with its value in the single

3/2 helicity evolution (Carreras et al. 1980).

If more modes are included (Figure 13), mode interaction

gives rise to an even more rapid increase in the growth rate.

Another important aspect of these results is the following: In

the early stage, the growth is fairly smooth and follows closely

the linear FKR theory. However, when the modes begin to

interact, leading to an increase in the growth rate, the current

pattern becomes stochastic. The electric field also will become

stochastic, and I think that an important topic to investigate is

the process of particle acceleration in the stochastic

electromagnetic fields that will develop in a reconnecting region

when mode interaction takes place.
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Fig. 13. Nonlinear growth rate of the (m=3 ; n=2 ) mode for a

calculation in which 5 modes were included ( .... ) compared with

the same case with 29 modes inc]uded (___). It is also

compared with the case in which on]y the 3/2 heiicity is included

in the calculation (...... ) (Carreras et a]. 1980).

Spicer also pointed out some time ago that reconnection may

not be spontaneous, but may instead be "driven." This certainly

occurs in laboratory experiments such as that of Baum and

Bratenahl (1985). The more recent experiments of Stenzel and his

collaborators (Stenzel and Gekelman 1985) show similar effects.

Large currents are suddenly driven through two plane conductors

in such a way as to develop a field reversal region between them.

The development of the magnetic field depends very much on the

aspect ratio. If the width of the current sheet is no more than

the separation between the conductors, an X-type point develops.

However, if the width of the current-carrying conductors is

larger than the separation, then there develops a series of

magnetic islands (O-type points) separated by X-type points. The

number of islands is approximately the same as the ratio of the

width to the separation.

Leboeuf et al. (1982) have set up a numerical code to study

the Stenzel-type experiment, and confirm that when the width to

the separation is larger than unity, a sequence of X-points' and

O-points develops. However, these do not survive in the form in

which they are created. Their numerical studies show that there

is a strong tendency for adjacent magnetic islands to coalesce,

as shown in Figure 14.

Leboeuf et al. find that the current densities, and

therefore the electric fields, are very much stronger in the

coalescence phase than they are during the tearing phase. Tajima

et al. (1985) argue that this process is significant for solar

flares. It is certainly conceivable that,if the process occurs,

it might be responsible for the fine structure in X-ray emission.
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Flg. 14. 127x32 island coalescence run. The ion density is

displayed on the left at, from top to bottom, _pet=50, 125, 250,
and 375. The dotted contours represent levels below the average

density +at a particular time, full contours levels above. The

plasma current density in the z direction is shown on the right

at equivalent times. Dotted coutours indicate regions of highest

return current (Leboeuf eta]. 1982).

Zt must be emphasized, however, that one must be cautious in

carrying over results from laboratory experiments to solar

situations, since the parameters differ enormously. One must

similarly be careful in carrying over the results obtained from

numerical experiments. For instance, Leboeuf et al. (1982) adopt

a "particle in a box" model, and there are on the average only

four particles per box, which is not very many, and the ion-to-

electron mass ratio is taken to be 10 rather than 2,000.

Furthermore, laboratory and numerical experiments typically have

magnetic Reynolds numbers very much smaller than those that are

relevant to solar situations. Since the coalescence instability

depends upon the magnetic attraction of two current filaments, it

clearly depends sensitively on whether or not the field can adopt

a vacuum configuration on a small scale, hence on the plasma

density.
The fine structure of the X-ray flux or radio flux from some

solar flares gives the impression that the elementary process is
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a very rapid process producing a spike of short time scale, and

that the overall development of the impulsive phase is the

occurrence of a very large number of such elementary bursts. If

this is so, we need to think carefully about the interpretation

of the total flux from the impulsive phase of a flare. In many

cases, the flux will indicate that the electron energy spectrum

has the form of a power law. We then face the question: Does

the power law represent the spectrum produced by an elementary

energy-release process, or is it the result of the convolution of

many elementary processes, each one of which produces a spectrum

differing from a power law?

In this context, it is worth considering once more the radio

burst detected by Kaufmann et al. (1985), that was clearly

detectable at 90 gHz but barely detectable at 30 gHz. This is

suggestive of a peaked electron-energy spectrum. Even for a more

typical microwave burst, it is difficult to understand the

energetics if each burst of electrons has the form of a power law

extending down to a few keV (Sturrock et al. 1984). Hence we

should consider the possibility that the elementary energy-

release process produces something other than a power-law

spectrum.

Let us consider, for example, that the elementary process

produces a spectrum of the followlng form:

dJ =
Llf,LeE,'_ . 1

In this equation L is the length scale, and we suppose that the

intensity and the characteristic energy each depend in a power-

law fashion on L.

Now suppose, as an example, that the length scale increases

linearly with time,

L=Vt 2

and let us consider the integral flux, integrating over tlme.
This is seen to be

JT(E) = l[dL L % f(LEE) • 3

J
If we now wrlte

x = LeE , 4

we see that the total energy spectrum is expressible as

i x--C- -i E- -E-
Jr(E) : T x f (x 5
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Hence, in this example, we have obtained a power-law spectrum

even though the elementary process need not have a power-law

spectrum.

My purpose here is not to argue that this is an accurate

representation of what occurs in a solar flare, but simply to

point out that the spectrum of the entire impulsive phase may

differ significantly from that of each elementary burst.

Ill. Phases of Solar Flares.

So far I have been referring to bursts that proceed either

in isolation or as part of the impulsive phase of a flare.

However, there are more phases of energy release than simply the

impulsive phase, as is exemplified by Figure 15 that is taken

from Kane (1969). This flare shows a sharp impulsive phase, but

it also shows a steady growth of soft X-ray emission before the

impulsive phase, and extended soft X-ray emission after the

impulsive phase. Some time ago, it was tempting to consider that

the extended soft X-ray emission simply represents the decay of

energy released during the impulsive phase. However, Moore et

al. (1980) and others have shown conclusively that during many
flares such extended emission must be the result of extended

energy release.

llilll lil,ll It ll|ili|i lilllill'l lliiiliiil I lili4l
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Flg. 15. Example of an X-ray burst with the impu7sive hard

component occurring 4 rain after the onset of the soft X-ray burst
(Kane 1969).

Similar conclusions can be drawn from study of the H-alpha

maps of two-ribbon flares. As the two ribbons separate, the

energy-release region excites different regions of the

chromosphere, indicating that energy is being drawn from

different regions of the corona. Hence it is clear that the

separation phase of two-ribbon flares, that corresponds to the
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extended phase of soft X-ray emission, must be ascribed to

continuous energy release, not simply to the decay of energy

released during the impulsive phase.

Another significant development is the analysis by Bai

(1986) of the properties of flares that produce gamma rays and

particle events. Bai subdivides gamma-ray/proton events into two

classes: those that are impulsive, with a spike duration of less

than 90 seconds and total duration of less than 10 minutes, and

those that are gradual, with spikes longer than 90 seconds and

durations longer than 10 minutes. These two classes have certain

properties in common, as we see in Table i, but the two classes

have more points on which they differ, as we see in Table 2.

Table 1.

COMMON PROPERTIES OF

IMPULSIVE AND GRADUAL GAMMA-RAY�PROTON FLARES

(These properties are in general not found from ordinary flares)

CATEGORIES IMPULSIVE GRADUAL

FLARES FLARES

1 H.X.R. HARD HARD

SPECTRUM (average (average

index 3.5) index 3.5)

2 H.X.R. SPECTRAL

HARDENING

3 ASSOCIATION WITH

TYPE II OR IV

SOME

(6 out of 13)

GOOD

(9 out of 13)

YES

(22 out of 23)

GOOD

(20 out of 23)

The first four points of Table 2 concern the temporal

development, that are clearly a reflection of the definition of

the two classes. However, the last seven items (excepting

perhaps item 8) are not so obviously related to the selection

process. The overall impression is that gradual flares involve

something that is ejected from the sun, and that this ejection

process facilitates the escape of high-energy particles. Item 7,

the "microwave richness index," may give some clue as to the

difference in conditions in the flare site in the two classes of

flares. It seems that the gradual flares involve something that

is ejected from the sun, and that during the ejection process it

is possible for particles (electrons and protons) to escape from

whatever kind of trap they were formed in.

These considerations of the various stages of a flare and

the various types of flares suggest that it would be worthwhile

to draw up a category of conditions in which flares can occur.

Since we believe that the magnetic field is the main context in

which a flare occurs, we face the following question: What are

the possible categories of magnetic-field configurations that

17



Table 2.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

IMPULSIVE AND GRADUAL GAMMA-RAY/PROTON FLARES

CATEGORIES IMPULSIVE IMPULSIVE

FLARES FLARES

1 HIGH-ENERGY

H.X.R.DELAY

2 H.X.R. SPIKE DURATION

3 H.X.R. TOTAL DURATION

4 SOFT X-RAY DURATION

5 H-alpha AREA

6 LOOP HEIGHT

? MRI

8 AVG. TYPE II DUR.

I.P. PROTONS

9 ON SITE PROTONS

10 INTERPLANETARY SHOCK

11 CORONAL MASS EJECTION

12 [e/p] RATIO

13 I.P PROTON FLUX DECAY

SHORT (< 4 s)

< 90 s (<30 s)

< 10 min

< 1 hr

SMALL

LOW (<109 cm)

< 1.0

14 min

SMALL (<<1)

LONG (> 8 s)

> 90 s

> 10 min

> 1 hr

LARGE

HIGH (>109 cm)

> 1.0

25 min

LARGE (>1)

NO YES

SOME YES

LARGE NORMAL

RAPID (2) SLOW

could give rise to flares and might have some bearing on the

different phases (and other aspects of the time structure) of
those flares?

I think we should begin with the fact that magnetic flux at

the photosphere is not spread uniformly over the photosphere. We

know from the work of Harvey, Sheeley, Title, and others (see,

for instance, Tarbell and Title 1977) that the magnetic flux at

the photosphere tends to be aggregated into knots of less than

one arc second in size, with field strengths of 1,000 to 1,500

gauss. This is bound to have an important influence on the

magnetic-field structure in the corona, where we believe the main

energy-release of a flare occurs. Rather than think of a

distributed field pattern in the corona, this flux concentration

at the photosphere leads one to consider that the field in the
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corona is really made up of individual flux loops, each loop

ending in one of these knots, although there may be two or three

elementary flux tubes arising from the same knot (Figure 16).

+
+

Fig 16. Schematic representation of possible coronal magnetic

field structure, determined by the aggregation of photospheric

magnetic field into discrete knots (Sturrock et al. 1984).

If one pursues this idea and inquires into the typical

length of such an elementary flux tube in an active region, and

how much energy can be stored in such a tube due to twisting of

the foot points, we find that the time scale for energy release

should b_Ta few _conds and the energy released should be in the
range 10 to 10 ergs (Sturrock et al. 1984). Hence energy

release from such elementary flux tubes may well be the

explanation of the elementary X-ray bursts identified by van Beek

and his collaborators. The "microbursts" with time scales of 10

to 100 milliseconds, that are found in both X-ray and microwave

data, may be attributed to energy release in "magnetic islands"

that develop during reconnection in such flux tubes.

In what follows, I depart from the earlier idea that a flare

is simply the manifestation of magnetic-field reconnection, and

that the only requirement for a flare is a pre-existing current

sheet. In a talk given 22 years ago at Goddard Space Flight

Center during a symposium on the "Physics of Solar Flares"

organized by Bill Hess, the great solar astronomer K.O.

Kiepenheuer made the following remarks (Kiepenheuer 1963):

"Those who have seen in an accelerated movie the

brightening of a flare out of a dark filament, and

the almost chaotic interaction of bright and dark

structures, will not doubt the existence of a causal

relation between the activation of a dark filament

and the formation of a flare."
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All large two-ribbon flares involve the disruption--maybe

eruption--of a filament. It is not the case that the filament is

disrupted because of the flare, but rather the other way round.

Some time ago, Sara Martin and Harry Ramsey (Smith and Ramsey
1964) studied the behavior of filaments near the time of

occurrence of flares and found that there are definite signs of

disturbance in the filament long before the flare occurs. These

"precursors" may occur many minutes or even hours before the

flare. The fluctuations become larger and larger until the onset

of the flare. This suggests either that an instability of the

filament creates the conditions that lead to the flare, or that a

flare is simply one manifestation of a complex instability that

leads to the disruption of the filament.

In order to pursue this line of inquiry, it is essential to

have a clear understanding of the nature and structure of

filaments. Unfortunately this understanding does not exist at

this time. I suggest that a filament comprises a rope-like

structure involving many intertwined magnetic flux tubes, each

tube linked to the photosphere at both ends. The foot-points are

close to the magnetic neutral line, so that the rope tends to run

along the neutral line (Figure 17). The interplay of the

different flux tubes will lead to regions of field that are

concave upwards; these are the regions that support the cool gas

responsible for the visible H-alpha appearance of a filament.

POSSIBLE SITE

FOR RECONNECTION

m

TY +-

//if /"_/ " REVERSAL

___ LINE2

Fig. 17. Schematic representation of possible magnetic field

configuration of a filament (Sturrock et al. 1984).

When viewed in the wings of H-alpha, a flare always begins

with two bright points very close together on opposite sides of

the neutral line. Moore et al. (1984) have found that the time
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of this initial brightening is also the time when the filament

first begins to show rapid upward motion. Our interpretation

(Sturrock et al. 1984) is that reconnection has begun to occur
between the feet of two adjacent flux tubes, as indicated in

Figure 17. This reconnectlon has two effects. One is that

energy is released that gives rise to the two H-alpha
brlghtenlngs. The other is that two strands tying the filament
to the photosphere have been severed. This is rather like the

severing of ropes that hold a buoyant balloon to the ground.
When the strands are severed, the filament begins to rise. This
change of configuration of the filament puts more strain on the

remaining flux tubes connecting the filament to the photosphere.
As a result, there may occur a runaway action in which similar

reconnectlon occurs sequentially, running in both directions

along the neutral llne. The end effect of this process would be

the formation of a large twisted flux tube rooted simply at its
end points, as shown in Figure 18. The eruption of such a tube

looks very much llke movies of erupting prominences that are
visible in H-alpha above the limb.

 -POLARITY H-
REVERSAL

LINE

CURRENT
SHEET

+

Fig. 18. Schema tlc represen ta tlon of the devel opmen t of an

extended current sheet beneath an erupting fllament (Sturrock et
al. 1984).

the
The eruption of the filament may lead to the end result that
filament forms a large loop high in the corona.
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Alternatively, if the stress due to twisting is sufficiently

great, the filament may expand into interplanetary space by

attempting to adopt an open-field configuration. Which of these

two processes occurs depends partly on the initial stress in the

filament and partly on the strength and topology of the

surrounding magnetic field.

In either case, the eruption of the filament is going to

disturb the overlying magnetic field, and the disturbance is such

that it will produce a current sheet below the filament. This

situation is rather like the the Stenzel experiment in which a

current sheet is suddenly formed. In this situation,

reconnection of the sheet is more in the nature of "driven

reconnection" rather than spontaneous reconnection.

The end result of reconnection of the newly formed current

sheet is that a region of magnetic field near the filament is

returned to its current-free state. In addition (Sturrock 1986),

a toroidal magnetic trap forms that embraces the filament (Figure

19) .

TOROIDAL
FLUX TUBE

®

+
\ / /

POST FLARE

LOOP PROMINENCE
SYSTEM

Fig. 19. Schematic representation of a toroidal magnetic flux

tube encircling an erupted prominence, as a resu7 t of the

reconnection indicated in Fig. 18. The toroid would be detectable

as a stationary type IV radio burst (Sturrock 1986).

The reconnection is likely to produce high-energy electrons, so

that the magnetic trap when formed would already contain a
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population of energetic electrons; this may be the explanation of

Type IV radio bursts. If the filament simply rises up into the

corona, we would observe a stationary Type IV burst. However, if

the stresses are such that the filament expands out into

interplanetary space, we would observe moving Type IV burst.

This ejection may also be the explanation of coronal transients.

If the ejection is sufficiently rapid, it should produce a bow

shock which could in turn produce a Type II radio burst (Figure

20).

ERUPTING

FILAMENT

\

®

®

POST FLARE
LOOP PROMINENCE

\ \ SYSTEM

Fig. 20. Schematic representation of situation that arises when a

filament, encircled by a toroidal flux tube, is completely

e_ected from the sun. The toroid would be detectable as a moving

type IV radio burst. The shock wave would give rise to a type II

radio burst (Sturrock 1986).

Table 3 shows another way of categorizing magnetic

structures, and the properties of the resulting flares. In this

table, we focus on only four properties. Does the flare produce
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a mass ejection? Does it produce a shock wave? Does it produce

gamma-ray emission? Does it produce a particle event?

TABLE 3.

CATEGORIES OF MAGNETIC STRUCTURES AND

PROPERTIES OF RESULTING FLARES

m

AN AC AO PCR POR PCJ POJ

Mass

Ejection X X X X X / /

Shock

Wave X X X / J _ /

Gamma-Ray
Emission X / / / _ / /

Particle

Event X X _ X / / /

A: filament absent

P: filament present

N: no current sheet

C: closed current sheet

O: open, or partially open, current sheet

R: filament eruption, but no ejection

J: filament ejection

Concerning the environment in which the flare occurs, we

first notice that there may be no filament in the system, that we

denote by "A" (the filament is absent). It may be that there is

simply a small flux tube that becomes stressed and then

reconnects releasing energy. I do not know whether this ever

occurs, but Hal Zirin has expressed the opinion that any flare -

no matter how small - always involves the disappearance of some

dark feature, implying that any flare always involves something

like a filament disruption. This viewpoint would appear to be
consistent with the work of Teske referred to earlier.

Assuming that there is a configuration that does not involve

a filament, we next ask whether there is a current sheet. If

there is no current sheet (AN), there is no reason to expect mass

ejection or a shock wave. I suggest that intense electric

fields, causing strong electron acceleration, occur only in

reconnection in a current sheet, not in reconnection in an

extended tube. If this is the case, there should be no gamma-ray

emission and no particle event if there is no current sheet.

If there is a current sheet, but the sheet is completely

closed (AC), the high-energy electrons could give rise to gamma-

ray emission, but there should be no particle event. On the

other hand, if the current sheet is open or partly open (AO),
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some of the particles can escape so that there may also be a

particle event.

Next we suppose that a filament is present (P), but we

distinguish between eruption (R) and ejection (J). In either

case, the existence of a filament necessarily requires the

existence of a current sheet at the interface between the

filament and the ambient magnetic field. This initial current

sheet may be either closed or partly open. If the filament

erupts (but is not ejected), and if the initial current sheet is

closed (case PCR), there should be no mass ejection, there may be

a mild shock wave (a blast wave), and there may be gamma-ray

emission, but there should be no particle event. On the other

hand, if the filament erupts and if the initial current sheet is

partly open (case POR), some of the high-energy particles may

escape and produce a particle event. Events of these two types

may be responsible for the impulsive gamma-ray/proton flares in

Bai's classification (Table 2).

We now consider the final possibility that a large filament

is ejected from the sun into interplanetary space. This produces

a mass ejection, and - if the speed is high enough - it may

produce a bow shock. Such a shock would tend to maintain its

strength as it propagates, whereas the strength of a blast wave

tends to decrease rapidly as it propagates. In this case, the

expansion of the magnetic-fleld system will weaken the magnetic

trap, so that particles can escape into interplanetary space. If

the filament is ejected from the sun, we get the same end result

whether the initial current sheet was closed or open, so that

cases PCJ and POJ have the same properties:- There is mass

ejection, a strong shock wave, gamma-ray emission, and a particle

event. However, the e_ection of a filament takes longer than

does its partial eruption into the corona. For this reason, it

seems llkely that this category of flares is responsible for the

gradual flares of the gamma-ray/proton flares studied by Bai

(Table 2).

IV. Looking Ahead.

Since this is the beginning of the Workshop, it is a good
time to consider what one would like to see come out of it. We

would surely like to get additional insight into a number of

questions that face us in trying understand solar flares. I now

list a few of these questions.

1. What is the pre-flare magneto-plasma configuration? I do

not think it is enough to ask only about the pre-flare magnetic-

field configuration. A filament or a similar structure is

usually involved, and the stress of plasma contained in the

filament may be significant.

2. Is the instability responsible for a flare macroscopic,

microscopic, or a symbiotic combination of the two? There are

good reasons to be suspicious of the earlier idea that a flare

simply represents reconnection of a current sheet. As I have
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indicated, it is quite possible that the basic instability
involves an MHD effect that gives rise to an erupting filament.

Hence we can ask whether the instability is macroscopic like an

MHD eruption, whether it is microscopic like a simple tearing
mode, or whether it is a combination of the two.

3. What fine structure develops as a result of the

macroscopic flow? It is clearly possible that the macroscopic

flow leads to the development of a shock wave, but it may be that

the macroscopic flow is unstable and leads to some form of

turbulence.

4. What fine structure develops as a result of the

microscopic flow? As I have indicated, numerical simulations of

the reconnection process indicate that very fine structure may

develop. It is clearly important to pursue this line of inquiry

if we are to understand the development of fine structure on the
sub-second time scale.

5. Do shocks usually occur? If so, what is their role in

particle acceleration? Any sudden change of magnetic

configuration is surely likely to develop a shock wave, either as

a propagating blast wave or as a convecting bow shock. Since

shocks are known to be promising locations for particle

acceleration, it is clearly important to have a better

understanding of how and where shocks are generated during
flares.

6. Is flare energy release always composed of elementary

bursts? For some flares, the X-ray time curves show a great deal

of fine structure strongly suggesting that the energy release

process comprises as many elementary events. When such structure

is not evident, is it because of a real difference in the energy

release process, or is it simply a reflection of our imperfect

observational capabilities?

7. Is the energy release process sometimes periodic? There

has been a debate for many years as to whether apparent

periodicity of X-ray emission or microwave emission is really

significant. Some years ago, Lipa and Petrosian (1975) looked

into this question but were unable to find a case for real

periodicity. On the other hand, Roger Thomas many years ago

obtained a "light curve" of X-ray emission that seemed to present

a very strong case for periodicity. If periodicity does

sometimes occur, it is a real challenge to the theorist to come

up with an explanation that is even plausible.

8. What is the relationship between the energy spectrum of

the integrated flare emission and the energy spectrum of the

elementary bursts? This is the question that was raised earlier

in this review. The first requirement is to have more detailed

information of the energy spectrum of an elementary burst. If

this resembles the energy spectrum of the entire impulsive phase,

there is no further work to be done. If, however, the spectrum

of an elementary burst usually differs significantly from that of

an entire impulsive phase, we must seek to understand the
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relationship between the two, perhaps along the lines suggested
in Section II.

This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval
Research Contract NOO014-85-K-0111 and by NASA Grants NAGW-92 and
NGL-05-020-272.
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SUB-SECOND VARIATIONS OF HIGH-ENERGY (> 300 keV)
HARD X-RAY EMISSION FROM SOLAR FLARES

Taeil Bai

Stanford University

IN TRODU CTION

Sub-second variations of hard X-ray emission frem solar flares

was first observed with a balloon borne detector (Hurley and Duprat 1977).

With the launch of _ it is now well known that sub-second variations Of

hard X-ray emission occur quite frequently (Kipllnger et al. 1985 198q).

Such rapid variations give constraints on the modeling of electron

energiz atlon.

Such rapid variations reported until now, however, have been observed

at relatively low energies. Fast mode data obtained by HXRBS has time resol-

ution of " I ms but has no energy resolution (Orwig et al. 1980). Therefore_

rapid fluctuations observed in the fast-mode HXRBS data are dominated by the

low-energy (- 30 keV) hard X-rays. It is of interest to know whether rapid

fluctuations are observed in hlgh-energy X-rays. The highest energy band at

which sub-second variations have been observed is 223 - 1057 keV (Hurley et

al. 1983). In this paper I am going to report sub-second variations observed

with HXRBS at energies > 300 keV, and discuss the implications.

CB SERV ATION S

In the normal mode, the time resolution of HXRBS is 0.128 s.

Therefore, one can still study sub-second variations of hlgh-energy hard

X-rays with normal mode HXRBS data. Because the hard X-ray flux decreases

rapidly with increasing energy, in order to observe statlstlcally significant

sub-second fluctuations at high energle_ one should study flares with high
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peak count rates and flat energy spectra. The flare observed at 0118 UT on

1980 June 21 meets both requirement_ with the peak count rate being 141,000

oounts/s and the spectral index near the X-ray peak being 2.0 (cf. Bai and

Dennis 1985).

Figure I shows time profiles of four energy bands (28 - 55, 55 - 125,

125 - 259, 259 - 484 keV), with integration time 0.128 s. Figure 2 shows a

time profile of 290 - 48_ key X-rays. The vertical bars in these figures

indicate one-sigma error bars. We can see statistically significant rapid

variations at several places in Figure 2, with time scales as short as 0.1

or 0.2 s.

INTERPRETATION

The energy loss rate of electrons due to Coulomb collisions is given

(for E > 150 keV) by

-10

(dE/dr) ffi-3.8 x 10 n keV/s, (I)

where n is the ambient electron density in ore-3. The energy loss time for

300 keV electrons is then given by

-1 10
E (dE/dt) = 7'9 x (10 /n) s. (2)

Therefore, the electrons responsible for the sub-second decreases must have

12 -3
interacted An a medium with density > 10 cm , i.e., below the transition

region. Rapid rise of hlgh-energy X-rays indicates rapid increase of the

number of high-energy electrons in the interaction region.

In interpreting the sub-second variations shown in Figure 2, I can

thank of the following two alternatives:

(I) High-energy electrons were accelerated with small pitch angle%

and they immediately penetrate below the transition region to radiate there

while losing energy. The rapid variations of the high-energy hard X-ray

flux are due to rapid change in production rate of high-energy elelctrons.
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(2) High-ensrgy electrons are accelerated with large pitch angle_

and they ere initially trapped in the magnetic loop with density < 10I_ cm°3 .

Once in a while some instability develops which rapidly scatters energetic

electrons into the loss cons. The rapid variations of the hlgh-ensrEy hard

X-rays are due to rapid scattering of hlgh-energy electrons.

For the following reason Z think the first alternative is a more

likely scenario. One can estimate the efficiency of microwave emission of

solar flares by comparlr_ the microwave peak density to the hard X-ray peak

flux. For this purpose, Bal (1986) defined mlcrowave-rlchness index (MRI)

as follows:

peak flux density of 9 GHz microwaves (sfu)

MRI = .... x 10. (3)
HXRBS peak count rate (counts/s)

When defined as such, the median value of MRI for flares observed in 1980

through 1981 is about unity. Relatively speaklr_ flares with MRI > 1 are

more efficient in prodouolr_ 9 GP= microwaves than flares with MRI < I.

For the 1980 June 21 flare, the MRI is 0.097 (BALI and Dennis 1985). This

means that this flare was ten times less efficient in microwave emission

than the average flare. This flare had flat hard X-ray spectrum with

spectral index 2.0. Therefore, this flare produced large numbers of

high-energy electrons, as evidenced from the large count rate of high-energy

X-rays shown in Figures 1 and 2. High-energy electrons are very efficient

emitters of microwaves; nevertheless this flare has a small MRI. The most

plausible way of suppressing microwave emission is to accelerate high-energy

electrons with small pitch angles and inject them below the transition

region.

CONCLUSION

We have seen sub-second variations of hlgh-energy ( > 300 keV) X-rays

in the 1980 June 21 flare. Such rapid variations are interprted to be due to

rapid acceleration of hlgh-ensrgy electrons with small pitch angles. This
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flare occurred at the Western limb (N19 W90), and continuum radiation above

10 HeY was observed from this flare (_tegor st al. 1983). This continuum is

mostly due to bremsstrahlung by highly relativistic electrons (Chupp 1984).

The decay time of this continuum is several seconds, and fr_ this one can

deduce that these highly relativistic electrons interacted below the

transition reglor_ similarly to > 300 keY electrons.
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INTERPRETATION OF RAPID RISES IN HARD X RAYS AND MICROWAVES

WITH THE THERMAL CONDUCTION FRONT MODEL

D. A. Batchelor

Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory

Laurel, MD 20770

ABSTRACT

Impulsive hard X-ray and microwave bursts with rise times from 0.1 to 10

seconds are discussed. Source areas calculated by the method of Crannell et

al. (1978) were compared with source areas determined from Hinotori and HXIS

images. The agreement strongly suggests that the method is valid. If the
thermal conduction front model for the hard X-ray and microwave source is

adopted, then the method enables one to derive area, density, magnetic field,

and rise time from hard X-ray and microwave spectral observations. This
approach was used to derive these parameters for several rapid impulsive rises

in the flares of 1980 July 1 and 1984 Nay 21. It is shown that the model
provides a consistent interpretation of the observations of these impulsive

increases. Indeed, the model provides a way to calculate rise times from

spectra alone (to within a factor of about three) over more than two orders of

magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper has two purposes. First, we evaluate a method first applied by
Crannell et al. (1978) to calculate the area of a flare source of hard X rays

and microwaves from data without spatial resolution. The area calculation is

made by assuming that a single thermal distribution of energetic electrons
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emits the microwaves (thermal gyrosynchrotron radiation) and the hard X rays

(thermal bremsstrahlung). We show that the method yields values in agreement

with those observed with spatially resolved hard X-ray imaging instruments for
the two test cases considered. With this additional support for the method,

we go on to apply it to some rapid spike bursts and show that the thermal
conduction-front model fits the rise times of the rapid bursts. The rapid

bursts have rise times from 0.1 to 1.4 s,and allow us to extend the thermal

analysis to bursts almost 10 times more rapid than heretofore. The thermal

analysis of these bursts suggests that they occur in smaller coronal loops

with unusually high magnetic fields, but represent part of a continuous family

of impulsive bursts with rise times as long as 20 sec, studied previously
(Crannell et sl. 1978; Batchelor 1984; Batchelor et al. 1985). At present,

nonthermal models of flare hard X-ray and microwave bursts do not make

specific analogous predictions that can be compared with the results of the
thermal analysis. Such predictions are sorely needed to make a meaningful

comparison possible.

2. REVIEW OF AREA CALCULATION

The area of a hard X-ray and microwave burst source was calculated from

the Rayleigh-Jeans law:

S(f) ffi 1.36 x 10 -44 f2 A0 Te (1)

where S is the microwave flux (solar flux units -- I sfu = 10 -22 W m-2 Hz -I at

a frequency f (Hz) in the optically thick portion of the microwave spectrum,

A0 is the ares (cmL)_ and Te is the temperature (deg K) found by spectral fit
to the hard X-ray spectrum. The units are those of Batchelor et al.; Crannell

et al. expressed the temperature in keV.

Equation (1) is strictly applicable only to a homogeneous thermal
source. There is evidence that variations in temperature and magnetic field

sometimes affect the spectra (Matzler 1978; Schochlin and Magun 1979; Dulk and

Dennis 1982). For the optically thick part of the microwave spectrum of

interest here_ the result of these nonuniformlties is to alter the index of f

in Equation (I) to a value less than 2. Considerations of a suitable model
for such a nonuniform thermal source lead to the conclusion that the central,

hottest part of the source is the origin of the optically thick emission of

maximum frequency. The most intense X-ray emission also would originate in the
hottest region of the source. Thus, if the index of the optically thick

microwave emission is less than 2, then the area can be approximated by using

the flux at the maximum frequency of optically thick emission in Equation (I).
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3. TEST OF AREA CALCULATION

Two sources of data currently can be used to test the derivation of hard

X-ray area: the Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS) aboard SMM, and the
two Solar X-ray Telescope (SXT) instruments aboard the Japanese Hinotor£

spacecraft. SXT data for one flare have been used by Wiehl et al. (1985), but

no HXI8 area has been compared with the area of the same flare calculated by

this method. In addition, microwave observations from Bern and Sagamore Hill
were available for these tests.

Test case 1: Hinotori SXT Observation

Wiehl et al. made use of the image of the 1981 August 10 flare at 0659:06

UT, published by Ohkl et al. (1982). This is shown in Figure 1 (a). The area

enclosed in the 40% peak contour is 1.2 x 1018 cm 2. The temperature was found

by Wiehl et al. to be 3.1 x 10_K, by means of a thermal bremsstrahlung
function fit to the 30-500 keV spectrum from the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer

(HXRBS) on SMM. Microwave spectra from Bern were available. The area

calculated _om _quation (1), using a microwave flux of 779 sfu at 11.8 CHz,
is 1.3 x I0 "_ cm'.

Test case 2: HXIS Observation

In Figure I (b), the raw image data are shown for the 1980 May 21 flare

during the sharpest, largest rise in hard X rays. If we choose the 40%

contour again, for consistency, 18 pixels are at the 40% level, yielding a

total area of 5.6 x 1018 cm 2. The spectrum of microwaves was observed at

Sagamore Hill. Optically thick emission at 4.995 GHz was observed of

approximately 1200 sfu. The temDerature from the HXRBS fit was 6.6 x 108K.

The calculated area is 5.4 x 1018 cm2.

The close numerical agreement between measured and model-derived area in

each case is within the uncertainties, which were estimated to be a factor of

about three (Batchelor et al.).

4. THE THERMAL CONDUCTION-FRONT HODELAND THE DERIVED AREA

A thermal model for the production of hard X rays in impulsive flares was

originally proposed because the popular nonthermal models required intense

beams of electrons with embarrassingly large number densities and energies to

explain the observed hard X-ray fluxes from flares (e.g. Hoyng, Brown, and van

Beek 1976). Whereas bremsstrahlung of a nonthermal beam in a thick target is

a very inefficient process, emitting only about I0-_ of the electron energy as

X rays, thermal bremsstrahlung from a confined, thermally relaxed electron

distribution offered a much more efficient mechanism to produce the radiation,
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if the confinement was sufficiently good. Brown, Melrose and 5picer (1979)

introduced the idea that an impulsively heated electron population at the top

of a coronal loop might be confined by ion-acoustic turbulence excited by

electrons attempting to escape from the source. Smith and Lilliequist (1979)

explored this model with fluid simulations, and this led to a number of papers

by Smith and collaborators in which the model was refined. Many variations on

the thermal conduction-front model have since appeared in the literature.

Batchelor etal. (1985) gave arguments for the confinement of high-energy

mlcrowave-emitting electrons in the source as well. A schematic of that

variation of the model appears in Figure 2.

It is assumed that heating of the electrons near the apex of a loop is

continuous until the peak of the hard X-ray burst or later. This is the

assumption of Smith and collaborators rather than Brown, Melrose and Spicer,

who assumed impulsive heating and studied the aftermath. Observational

evidence for this assumption comes from the time histories of fitted

temperature during the rises of bursts, which typically indicate rising

temperature. The theoretical arguments of Batchelor et al. suggest that the

microwave and hard X-ray-emitting regions are cospatial up to the peak of the

burst. It is justified then to use the area derivation described in Section 2

to estimate the loop length. If Equation (I) is us_2to derive AO, then the
half-length of the loop is proportional to L 0 = A 0

In the continuous heating version of the model considered here, the rise

time of the hard X rays is then the travel time of the conduction front from

the loop apex to the chromosphere. The velocity of the conduction front is

approximately c = (kT /m ) _IL the ion-acoustic velocity. T is found fromS e . e
the hard X-ray thermal br_msstrahlung spectral flt. Therefore the rise time

of an impulsive burst in this variation of the model is L^/c ffiz_. If the• u s U
assumptions of the model are valid, we should flnd tr, the rlse tlme measured

from the time history of a spike burst, to be linearly related to T_ , which

depends on spectral parameters only. This linear relation was foun_ to hold

by Batchelor et al. for the set of 20 impulsive rises from different flares

with rise times ranging from 1.8 to 22 s.

The impulsive and continuous-heating versions of the model have been

studied analytically by MacKinnon (1985). That work supports our assumption,

t = L /c , given that heating continues for t _ t after the start of the
b_rst •0 s r

We proceed to test this prediction of the thermal conduction-front model

with data from additional rapid rises from two flares.

5. RAPID RISES IN THE 1980 JULY 1 FLARE

The flare produced a series of seven sharp peaks, superposed on a more

gradual component, which we treat as background. These peaks are shown in
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Figure 2. Schematic o£ the conduction-front model for emission of impulsive
hard X rays (30-500 keV) and associated microwaves.
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Figure 3. Time-intensity plot of the seven rapid impulsive rises in hard X
rays (33-490 keY) on 1980 July 1, observed with HXRBS.
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X rays in Figure 3. Microwave data were also available from Bern, courtesy
of A. Hagun.

Hard X-ray spectra of the seven spikes were computed by fitting a thermal
bremsstrahlung function as described in Batchelor et al. Microwave fluxes

were computed at the maximum optically thick frequency. The observed and

derived parameters for these spikes appear in Table 1. The table includes

several parameters of interest that are defined by formulae in Batchelor et

al. The emission measure (n e 2 L0 3) and temperature of the fitted thermal

bremsstrahlung function are listed, _ and T e. The observed rise time, tr,

and the predicted rise time, zn , computed from S, f, and Te, are in
neighboring columns. The magnetic field is calculated from our estimate of

the peak frequency of the microwave spectrum, f, and from S, Te, and _ (see
Equation (15) of 8atchelor et al.). The formula is derived from the

simplified expressions for gyrosynchrotron emission by Dulk and Marsh

(1982). The electron density, ne, and thermal energy density, WT, are derived

from _ and L0. The standard plasma B for the electrons is also given. The
< and > symbols with some values of B and B occur because f is a lower bound

on the microwave peak frequency.

Table I

Observed and Derived Parameters for 1980 July 1 Spikes

T e

1045 cm-3 108K

No •

Observed

S f t r

sfu GHz s

1 .36 4.9 135 19.6 .8

2 1.0 6.4 750 35 .9

3 .53 5.7 39 19.6 .8

4 .22 6.5 82 35 1.0

5 .40 7.1 486 28 .8

6 .43 7.3 894 35 1.0

7 .44 7.8 1330 35 1.4

Derived from Model

T0 L 0 B ne w T S

s 109 cm gauss i09 cm -3 erg cm -3

1.1 .22 325 5.7 580 .14

1.1 .26 >470 7.4 980 <.11

.53 .11 270 19 2200 .77

.4 .086 >470 19 2600 <.29

1.0 .25 350 5.0 730 .15

1.1 .27 >440 4.5 680 <.088

1.3 .32 >425 3.7 600 <.083

The seven pairs of tr and T_ are plotted in Figure 4, with the other pairs
calculated by Batchelor et al. O(Spike 2 was included in previous work; the
six new values are indicated by diamond symbols.)

Noteworthy features of the parameters are the relatively high

temperatures, magnetic fields and densities, as compared with the set of rises
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Figure 4. Correlation of measured rise times of 34 impulsive rises with rise

times derived from the X-ray and microwave spectra, using the conduction

front model. Triangles: rises from different flares on the disk
(Batchelor eL at.); pluses: rises from different flares on the limb

(Batchelor et al.); square: 1980 November 59 2232 UT; diamonds: other

impulsive rises from 1980 July 1 flare; crosses: other impulsive rises

from 1984 May 21 flare. The square, diamonds and crosses are presented
here for the first time. The dashed line is the linear least-squares best

fit to the (log tr, log T ) pairs,le_luding limb events because of
possible occultatlon: tr°= o1.12 _ , correlation coefficient r = 0.96.
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studied by Batchelor et al. Association of high temperatures with high fields

is quite reasonable if the source of energy is magnetic reconnection. The

derived loop lengths are relatively small, which is interesting because the

flare was remarkably compact in H_. The high densities might be expected in

relatively small, low-lying coronal loops.

6. RAPID RISES IN THE 1984 MAY 21 FLARE

Microwave and hard X-ray data on this event were first presented by

Kaufmann et al. (1985). This flare is discussed in detail by Correia et al.,

elsewhere in this volume. Several rapid rises in microwave flux at 90 GHz

were observed, with tr from 0.I to 0.2 s. Seven clearly-resolved spike

features from the microwave bursts labeled B, C, and E (see Correia et al.)

were selected for analysis. In the simultaneous X-ray observations with

HXRBS, the time resolution (128 ms) did not permit complete resolution of the

spikes. The X-ray bremsstrahlung spectral fit was necessarily performed on a

blend of the first three spikes in feature C and on a blend of the first three

spikes in feature E. Feature B was resolved in both data sets. As in

previous cases, the slow component of emission was treated as background.

The observed and derived parameters for these seven spikes are given in
Table 2.

Table 2

Observed and Derived Parameters for 1984 May 21 Spikes

Observed Derived from Model

Label Te S tr

i045cm-3 108K sfu s

B 0.12 7.9 20 0.2

C1 0.13 7.5 40 0.1

C 2 0.13 7.5 55 0.1

C 3 0.13 7.5 60 0.1

E 1 0.32 4.5 15 0.1

E2 0.32 4.5 35 0.1

E3 0.32 4.5 40 0.I

TO L 0 B ne wT

s 109cm gauss 109cm -3 erg cm -3

0.059 0.015

0.088 0.022

0.I0 0.026

0.ii 0.027

0.090 0.017

0.14 0.027

0.15 0.028

940 180 29000

> 990 110 17000

> 1000 87 14000

> 1000 81 13000

> 1400 250 23000

> 1400 130 12000

> 1400 120 11000

< 0.84

< 0.44

< 0.34

< 0.32

< 0.30

< 0.16

< 0.14
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All derived values for this flare depend on observations at 90 CHz.

Because of the positive spectral index in each case from 30 GHz to 90 GHz, it
has been assumed that at 90 GHz the source is optically thick. The magnetic

field computations are lower limits, depending on the assumption that the

gyrosynchrotron spectral peak is > 90 GHz. More observations in this
microwave spectral range would he_p to determine the properties of these rapid

spikes more decisively. Values of t r were found by measuring the time-
intensity plots of microwaves given by Correia et al.

The pairs tr and __ corresponding to these seven spikes are plotted in
Figure 4 as "x" symbol_ The values of T_ should be regarded as uncertain by

a factor of about three l . odue to blendlng of spikes in the X-ray spectral

analysis. Nevertheless, agreement with the linear relation found in t_e08ther

cases is the resuIt. The best linear least-squares fit is tr = 1.12 _o '
with a correlation coefficient r = 0.96. (The three limb flares were omitted

from correlation analysis, due to the possibility of occultation effects.)

Unusually high values of B, 103 gauss and more, are derived for these

spikes. Loop sizes of a few hundred km, and densities of order 1011cm-3 are

also implied. All of these properties are consistent with an origin of the

radiations in unusually low-lying magnetic loops.

Considering all of the impulsive rises analyzed here and by Batchelor et

al., we find sources sizes rangeing from 150 km to 27000 km, magnetic fields

ranging from ii0 gau_s t_ more than 1400 gauss, and densities ranging from

108cm -J to 2.5 x 1011cm -J. In all cases, B < 1 is found, indicating

confinement of the plasma by the magnetic field, and that only a fraction of

the field had to be annihilated to supply the thermal energy of the plasma.

This is unlikely to result by chance alone, given the large range of

parameters contributing to B, and suggests that the derived parameters are

physically meaningful.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The two test cases suggest that the area computation using Equation (I) is

physically meaningful. The analysis of rapid rises in the 1980 July i and

1984 May 21 flares leads to derived physical parameters that are reasonable

for a simple extension of the same thermal source confinement mechanism to

smaller loops with higher magnetic fields than usual. The linear relationship

of observed and model derived rise times found by Batchelor et al. is

supported for short rise times.

It bears repeating here that the linear relationship displayed in Figure 4

is not due to a strong correlation with t of any one of the parameters S, f,

and T, that are used to compute T . As s_own by Batchelor et al., tr is not

correlated with either S, f, or T°alone; only the combination of these

parameters to compute Lo or T is correlated with tr, consistent with the
model, o
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This thermal model provides a physically meaningful way of connecting

independent temporal and spectral parameters of impulsive hard X rays and

microwaves. A challenge for future work is to develop comparable nonthermal

mechanisms to explain the relationship of the observed parameters in the
context of a nonthermal model.

This work was supported by NASA under grant NSG 7055, and by the National

Science Foundation under grant ATM-8312720. Stlmulatlng discussions and

helpful sugEestlons from C. J. Crannell and D. M. Rust are gratefully
acknowledged.
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ABSTRACT

The pioneering observational work in solar flare X-ray polarimetry was

done in a series of satellite experiments by Tindo and his collaborators in

the Soviet Union; initial results showed high levels of polarization in X-

ray flares (up to 40%), although of rather low statistlaal significance,

and these were generally interpreted as evidence for strong beaming of

suprathermal elecCrons in the flare energy release process. However, the

results of the polarlmeter flown by the Columbia Astrophysics Laboratory as

part of the STS-3 payload on the Space Shuttle by contrast showed very low

levels of polarization. The largest value - observed during the impulsive

phase of a single event - was 3.4% ± 2.2%. At the same time but

independent of the observational work, Leach and Petroslan (1983) showed

that the high levels of polarization in the Tindo results were difficult to

understand theoretically, since the electron beam is £sotropized on an

energy loss tlmescale - an effect which substantially reduces the expected

levels of polarization, although not to zero. A subsequent comparison by

Leach, Emslle, and Petrosian (1985) of the impulsive phase STS-3 result and

the above theoretical treatment shows that the former is consistent with

several current models and that a factor of _3 improvement in sensitivity

is needed to distinguish properly among the possibilities. In addition,

there is reason to expect stronger polarization effects at higher

energies: There may have been a strong thermal component to the flare at

the energies seen by the STS-3 instrument (predominantly below I0 keV), and

in addditlon the preponderance of Y-ray ( _ 300 keY) events on the solar

llmb (Rieger et al. 1983) suggests tha_ beaming must be important at

sufficiently high energies.
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Here we point out that a satellite instrument with the necessary sen-

sitivity and high energy response to make meaningful and important measure-

ments is well within current technological capabilities. We describe an

instrument whose sensitivity for a moderate (M class) event approaches

polarization levels of 1% in each of 7 energy bins spanning the 10 to 100

key range for integration times as short as 10 seconds. Comparable results
can be obtained for an X class flare in 1 second.

I. Solar FLare X-ray Polarlmetry

The idea that X-ray emission from solar flares might be linearly

polarized and that polarization measurements could therefore provide a

strong flare diagnostic was first discussed by Korchak (1967) and Elwert

(1968). Subsequent theoretical investigations (Elwert and Haug 1970, 1971;

Haug 1972; Brown 1972; Henoux 1975; Langer and Petrosian 1977; Bai and

Ramaty 1978; Emslie and Brown 1980) have resulted in polarization

predictions for a variety of models. There are two extreme classes of

models under investigation, termed "thermal" and "non-thermal", whose phys-

ical difference lies principally in whether the electrons responsible for

the bremsstrahlung are part of a relaxed distribution or of a suprathermal

tail. Although some form of hybrid model (e.g., Elmslie and Vlahos 1980)

is probably appropriate for actual events, the basic components differ

significantly in their polarization predictions: the thermal models

predict polarizations of at most a few percent, due to either photospheric

backscatter of primary photons (Henoux 1975), or an anistropy in the source

electron velocity distribution, caused by the presence of a fleld-allgned

thermal conductive flux (Elmslie and Brown 1980). The beamed or linear

bremsstrahlung models, on the other hand, predict quite high polarizations,

of the order of 10% for the spatially integrated radiation field, and even

higher than this for the collisionally thin upper portions of the flare

loop (Leach et al. 1985).

The two models also predict different directivities with the non-

thermal models tending to give anistropic distributions (Elwert and Huag

1970, 1971), although the intrinsic effect is substantially reduced by

photospheric backscattering (Bai and Ramaty 1978). Stereoscopic observa-

tions by Kane et al. (1980) put limits on the anistropy and tend to favor

the thermal models, but are thus far not conclusive. Recent gamma ray

observations from the Solar Maximum Mission Observatory show that above 300

keV more flares are observed at the llmb of the solar disk than at the

center (Rieger et al. 1983, Vestrand 1985). Dermer and Ramaty (1985) have

attributed this apparent beaming to electron beaming parallel to the

surface of the sun. It is important to recognize that the observations of

photon beaming directly imply non-vanishing polarization. The beaming

observations that have been made to date are purely statistical in

nature. They require one to compare the photon fluxes from different solar

flares; since no two flares are the same, this is a very suspect
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procedure. Polarimetrtc observations provide direct evidence for electron

beaming within a particular flare without recourse to any data from a
different flare.

The pioneering observational work in solar X-ray polarimetry was done

In a series of satellite experiments by Tindo and his collaborators in the

Soviet Union (Tindo et al. 1972a, 1972b; Tindo, Mandel'stam, and Shuryghin

1973; Tindo, Shuryghid_ and Steffen 1976). Initial results showed high

levels of polarization (up to 40%), although of rather low statistical

significance, and these were generally interpreted as evidence for strong
beaming of the electrons. These results are shown in Figure 1 where they

are compared to the theoretical calculations of Bai and Kamaty (1978). The

theoretical curve marked "thermal" in this figure is the polarization

expected to arise by X-Fay backscattertng In the photosphere when the in-

trinsic flare radiatio u is unpolarized (and so presumably thermal in
origin). The results of the polarlmeter flown by the Columbia Astrophysics

Laboratory as part of the OSS-I payload on the Space Shuttle mission STS-3

by contrast showed very low levels of polarization - no more than a few

percent. At the same tlme but Independent of the observational work, Leach

and Petrosian (1983) showed that the high levels of polarization In the

Tindo results were difficult to understand theoretically, since the

electron beam is Isotroplzed on an energy loss tlmescale - an effect which

substantially reduces the expected levels of polarization, although not to

zero. Recently Haug, Elwert, and Rausaria (1985) also considered the

effect of electron scattering on electron beaming and X-ray polarization.

These workers predict higher polarization than Leach and Petrosian but It

is Important to note that Kaug et al. consider only a straight electron

path, they do not consider the curvature of the electron path in the flare,

an effect which will almost certainly reduce the polarization. In Figure 2

we compare the results of Tindo et al. (1976) to the predictions of Leach

and Petroslan (1983) (which do not include photospheric backscatter

effects). For comparison we again show the predictions of Bal and Ramaty

(1978) which do include a photospheric backscattered component, but which

predict a higher intrinsic source polarization due to their approximate

treatment of the beam-target interaction. In Figure 3 we compare the STS-3

results to the calculations of both Bai and Ramaty and Leach and Petroslan.

These results are considerably below those of Tindo and all of the theore-

tical results. As noted on Figure 3 one of the STS-3 events was impulsive

in nature. A subsequent comparison by Leach, Emslle, and Petroslan (1985)

of the (impulsive phase) STS-3 result and the above theoretical treatment

shows that the former are consistent with several current models (see

Figure 4) and that a factor of ~3 improvement in sensitivity is needed to

distinguish properly among the possibilities. In addition, there Is reason

to expect stronger polarization effects at higher energies: Although the

predicted polarization curves of Leach and Petroslan (1983) are only weakly

energy dependent (up to at least I00 keV), there may be a strong admixture

of thermal X-rays at the energies seen by the STS-3 instrument (5-20 keV,

but predominantly below I0 keV). AS Leach, Emslie, and Petrosian (1985)
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stress, this thermal "contamination" will tend to reduce the observed

polarization, but the effect should decrease sharply with increasing energy

(see als0 Emslie and Vlahos 1980), so that the need for higher energy

observations is clear. Further, in the case where the coronal component

can be observed in isolation, such as in a flare whose footprints are just

behind the occulting photospheric limb, the predicted polarization is much

higher (Leach et al. 1985). Thus we clearly see that better polarimetric

observations are needed, particularly at high energies where thermal

effects are unimportant. In the next section we describe a new polarimeter

that is designed to answer the outstanding questions regarding electron

beaming and scattering in solar flares.

2. AN IMPROVED SOLAR FLARE POLARI_ETER

The previous STS-3 instrument exploited the polarization dependence of

Thomson scattering (see Figure 5). The targets (whose dimensions are set

by the relevant scattering length) were 12 rectangular blocks of metallic

lithium, monitored on two of the four sides by xenon-filled proportional

counters; there were thus effectively six targets. The low energy thres-

hold was set at ~5 keV by photoelectric losses in the lithium, the high

energy cutoff by the transparency of the proportional counters at ~20

keV. The improved instrument uses plastic scintillator (composed mainly of

carbon) in place of the lithium targets, which raises the low energy

threshold to ~I0 keV. The xenon counters are in turn replaced by sodium

iodide detectors; this extends the high energy response upward to _ I00

keV.

A fundamental improvement In background rejection results from using

the carbon target in the form of plastic scintillator. A sufficiently high

energy photon which interacts in the target will give rise to a Compton

electron which can be detected by a photomultiplier tube which monitors the

optical output of the target from below. This can then be used as a

trigger for the acceptance of events in the NaI(TI) detectors. Although

the exact value of the Compton threshold (experimentally found to be ~40

keV) is somewhat uncertain, the ultimate performance of the instrument is

not very sensitive to the precise value. The reason is that at energies

which are low enough for the detection of the Compton electron to be

difficult, the source fluxes are high enough that the background is simply

not a problem [It was not a problem for example in the STS-3 polarimeter].

Conversely, at energies which are sufficiently high that good background

rejection is essential (because of the low fluxes), the Compton electron

will have enough energy that it will be relatively easy to detect. In fact

since both target and detector events will be recorded in flight, the

precise value of the Compton threshold can be chosen post-fllght to

optimize the polarization response.

Because the NaI(TI) detectors are relatively compact, a large number
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of target/detector assemblies can be packed into a relatively small

space? We further plan to adopt a hexagonal geometry (as opposed to the

square geometry used on STS-3); this results in an improved modulation fac-

tor which in turn results in higher sensitivity and reduced vulnerability

to systematic effects. Current plans are for an array of 37 targets each

surrounded by 6 detectors (the latter shared by 2 targets, except on the

periphery) (see Figures 6, 7 and 8). Such an array would be 28 in. in

diameter. This result will increase the sensitivity by a factor of

4(37/6) -2.5 over the STS-3 instrument in the region where the bandwidths

overlap; the high energy response will be extended upward simultaneously by

a factor of 5. The entire polarimeter assembly will be rotated to avoid a

large number of possible systematic effects (instrumental polarization).

With a static polarlmeter it is necessary to compare the counting rates in

different sodium iodide detectors. Since the sensitivity and spectral

responses of such detectors are difficult to monitor this procedure can

lead to false indications of polarization. With a rotating polarlmeter one

searches for a modulation of the response of each detector. The depth of

modulation and phase are simply related to the degree of polarization and

the position angle of the polarization vector. By rotating the polarlmeter

at 20 RPM only 1.5 seconds is needed for a determination of the

polarization of the incident X-rays. This is clearly desirable for solar

flares which vary rapidly in intensity.

Preliminary sensitivity calculations for the instrument described

above for 5 typical (moderate) flares are shown in Table I; the flare

parameters were taken from actual observed events (Lemen 1981). Assumed

integration times are I0 s in each case. Note that sensitivities of a few

percent are routinely attained up to ~I00 keV energies.

3. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a new solar flare X-ray polarimeter

that has sufficient sensitivity so that it can be used to detect and

measure the polarization that is predicted to arise from beaming in solar

flares even when suitable account is taken of electron scattering. In

Figure 9 we show the sensitivity of the polarimeter to an M-3 flare in i0

seconds or for an X-3 flare in I second; in both cases we have assumed a

spectral photon index of 4.4. Note that the sensitivity is 2% or less at

energies up to 50 keV. At these energies unpolarized thermal emission from

the flare should be unimportant (Elmslle and Vlahos 1980). It is also

important to note that the instrument has sufficient sensitivity to detect

the polarization expected due to X-ray back-scatterlng in the

photosphere. Since this phenomenon must be present the polarimeter will

certainly yield a positive result. Any deviation of the observed polariza-

tion from that due to back-scattering must be attributed to intrinsic flare

polarization resulting from electron beaming. (Backscatter can reduce the

intrinsic source polarization if the angles are right.) This polarimeter
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represents a considerable improvement over the STS-3 instrument, especially

at high energies where the contaminating effects of unpolarized thermal

radiation are relatively unimportant. The design is based on laboratory

tests of individual modules, on detailed computer simulations, and it

incorporates the heritage of several successful rocket flights as well as

that of the STS-3 experiment. This polarimeter is well matched to the

outstanding questions about electron beaming and scattering in solar

flares.
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Table I

Polarization Sensitivities (le) Predicted for Five Typical Flares

(I0 second observation time)

I. Photon flux at 1 keY = 1.35 x 105 photons cm-2 s-I keV -I

Spectral index = 3.34

Classification = M2

Energy Range Polarization

10-20 keY 1.25%

20-30 keV 1.70%

30-40 keV 2.69%

40-50 keV 3.89%

50-60 keV 5.40%

60-150 keV 4.25%

2. Photon flux at I keV = 3.60 × 107 photons cm -2 s-I keV -I

Spectral index = 4.28

Classification ffiX2

Energy Range Polarization

10-20 keY 0.27%

20-30 key 0.46%

30-40 keV 0.87%

40-50 keV 1.41%

50-60 keV 2.15%

60-150 keV 2.01%

3. Photon flux at I keV = 2.61 x I_ photons cm -2 s-I keV -I

Spectral index - 4.66
Classification = M3

Energy Range Polarization

10-20 key 0.52%

20-30 key 1.01%

30-40 keV 2.02%

40-50 key 3.44%

50-60 keY 5.47%

60-150 keV 5.46%
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Table I (continued)

Polarization Sensitivities (Io) Predicted for Five Typical Flares

(I0 second observation time)

4. Photon flux at 1 keV = 2.49 x I0? photons cm-2 s -I keY -I

Spectral index = 4.36

Classification = M3

Energy Range Polarization

10-20 keV 0.36%

20-30 keV 0.63%

30-40 keV 1.20%

40-50 keV 1.97%

50-60 keV 3.03%

60-150 keV 2.87%

5. Photon flux at 1 keV = 2.30 × 105 photons cm -2 s-I keV -I

Spectral index = 3.0
Classification = M2

Energy Range Polarization

10-20 keV 0.60%

20-30 keV 0.75%

30-40 keV 1.12%

40-50 keY 1.55%

50-60 keY 2.09%

60-150 keY 1.74%
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Petroslan are generally below the polarization results of Tlndo.
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Note that the STS-3 results are lower than all of the theo-

retlcal predictions. The points marked "Assumed Calibration"

were obtained near the center of the solar disc where the

polarization is expected to be zero. This fact was exploited to

determine the instrumental polarization.
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Figure 5: Scattering polarimeter concept.
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Figure 6: Basic hexagonal polarimeter configuration. Note that the

scattering target consists of an active scintillator which

produces a light pulse when a Compton scattering event takes

place in the target. The scattered photon is recorded by one of

the six NaI(TI) detectors that surround the target.
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Figure 8: Complete solar flare polarlmeter consisting of 37 scintillator

targets and surrounding NaI(TI) detectors. The entire assembly

will be rotated at 20 RPM. This avoids many possible systematic

errors that could arise in a static polarlmeter in which one

must compare the signals In different NaI(TI) detectors. With

rotation polarization manifests itself as a modulation of the

signals in each of the NaI(TI) detectors, the amplitude of

modulation is simply related to the degree of polarization and

the phase of the modulation to the position angle of the

polarization vector.
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Abstract

Several solar hard X-ray events (> 100 keY) have been observed simul-

taneously with identical instruments on the Venera II, 12, 13, 14 and Prognoz

spacecraft. High time resolution (= 2 ms) data were stored in memory when

a trigger occurred. We present the observations of modulation with a

period of 1.6s for the event on 1978 December 3. We also present evidence

for fast time fluctuations from an event on November 6, 1979, observed from

Venera 12 and another on September 6, 1981, observed from the Solar Maximum

Mission. We have used power spectrum analysis, epoch folding, and Monte

Carlo simulation to evaluate the statistical significance of persistent

time delays between features. The results are discussed in light of the

MHD model proposed by Zaitsev and Stepanov (Soviet Astron. Letters, 1982,

8, 132, and Solar Physics, 1984, 92, 283).

I. Introduction

Light curves of a number of solar flare events observed in microwaves

and/or X-rays with high time resolution (- 0.1 s) show distinctive fea-

tures during the rise and/or decay phases. The time histories of hard

X-rays observations with time resolution of about a second on TD-IA

could be resolved into "elementary flare bursts" with full width at half

maximum of 4 to 25 s (van Beek 1974, de Jager and de Jonge 1978). The study

of a number of such elementary flare bursts in a single event or their dis-

tribution in time was not pursued in earlier papers. Recently, Loran

et al. (1985) have simulated the fast ripple structure by incorporating

in their model a variable repetition rate of these elementary bursts.

Sturrock et al. (1984) have tried to associate elementary event bursts
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with "elementary flux tubes", thus suggesting that the features are spatial

in origin. However, Ohki (1985) reports from Hinotorl imaging data

that the small size of the sources of impulsive flares and the lack of

motion indicate that spikes are temporal rather than spatial in origin,

i.e. that the same flux tube flares repeatedly.

Pioneering observations of solar hard X-rays (> 20 keV) by Parks

and Winckler (1969) with a balloon-borne detector revealed significant

power at a period of 16 s. They also reported similar simultaneous

behavior in microwaves at 15.4 GHz. Frost (1969) reported the existence

of modulation in OSO-5 data with a period of 35 s. Rosenberg (1970) ana-

lysing the solar radio event of February 15, 1969 (160-320 MHz), reported

modulations with a period of i s. He explained the modulations on the

basis of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillations in a coronal magnetic flux

tube. Janssens et al. (1973) also reported periodicities in radio data.

In two homologous microwave events on May 29, 1980, Urpo (1983) has reported

features with an average separation of 3.04 s. Recently Zodi et al. (1984)

have reported 1.5 s pulsations in both 22 GHz and 44 GHz high time resol-

ution microwave data. Wiehl and Matzler (1980) studied both hard X-ray

and microwave events and reported the existence of quasi-periodic modu-

lations with periods as short as five seconds. In their study a change of

slope during the rise or fall was accepted as a modulation feature.

In the studies mentioned above emphasis has been given on results

that demonstrate periodicities or quasl-periodicities. We present solar

events which show the prevalence of persistent time-delays between suc-

cessive or alternate features indicative of the existence of a synchro-

nized series of features. We examine this in the light of the proposed

MHD model of Zaitsev and Stepanov (1982, 1984). Various models have

been proposed to explain pulsations both in hard X-rays and in radio

data (Rosenberg 1970, McClean et al. 1975, Chiu 1970).

Power spectrum analysis of transient events to find out periods

which are fractions of the total duration of the transients are not

adequate. We have also pursued auto correlation, the epoch-folding tech-

nique, and Monte-Carlo stimulation to statistically evaluate the persist-

ence of delay times between features. In highly dynamic turbulent phenomena

like solar flares, strict periodicities may not prevail but parameter

dependent characteristic times - rise, decay, and delay times - could

prevail.

2. Observations

Observations reported here were made on the Venera 12 deep space

probe (VI2) and the Earth orbiting Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite.

Detailed dlscriptlons of the instrumentation have appeared in Barat et al.

(1981), Chambon et al. (1979), and Orwig et al. (1980). The basic detec-

tors on VI2 are 4.5-cm radius, 3.7-cm thick NaI(T£) scintillators with a
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plastic anticolncldence shield; the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS)
on SMMconsists of a Csl(Na) scintillator surrounded by a Csl(Na) shield
with an opening angle of - 40° FWHM.In both detectors, an increase in
counting rate above a certain threshold initiates data storage in memory.
The finest time resolution available is 2 ms for VI2 and 1 ms for S_IM.
The average photon energy threshold is - 100 keV for VI2 and - 30 keV
for SMM. For the present study data with 109 ms and 15 ms integration
are used for VI2 and 128 ms for SMMdata.

The Event on 1978 December 3

On 1978 December 3 at 20h30 m UT, an Ha flare of importance SB was

observed from McMath region 15694 located at $22E65. Figure 1 shows the

time history of the hard X-rays observed from VI2 with 109 ms resolution.

VI2 was closer to the Sun than Earth-orbltlng spacecraft and consequently

had better statistics. The total duration of the event was 16 s with

the maximum counting rate occurring 9 s from the start. Significant tem-

poral variations are seen during the rising phase. The filtered data are

shown at the bottom of Figure 1 with the times of various statistically

significant peaks indicated. Two series of peaks with delay times of

about 1.6 s are indicated in the figure. Figure 5 shows the histograms

of the delay times between alternate features. The amplitude of the

pulses of the first series appears to be constant while the amplitude

of the second series of pulses is growing. The average pulse profile

after proper phase folding for 6 cycles is also indicated in Figure 4a.

The shape of the first series of pulses is symmetrical with rise and

decay times of about 300 ms. The time-varying second series of pulses

is poorly defined statistically. During the decay phase after about II

s, the pulsations are significantly attenuated.

Bogovalov et al. (1983) have analysed several solar events for

quasi-periodicltles and have reported for this same 1978 December 3

event pulsation frequencies of 1.22 ± 0.03 Hz and 0.50 ± 0.03 Hz with

99% confidence limits. We have also carried out the power spectrum

analysis and agree with their results, but to emphasise the existence of

two synchronised series of features, we have also used the epoch-foldin_
technique and evaluated the X2 for various periods. We found that X_

peaks at a period of 1.64 s.

The light curve of this event shows a succession of ten prominent

peaks. The times of occurrence of all ten peaks can be described as a

periodic series of seven peaks with an "inter-pulse" which occasionally

appears at a stable phase. The probability of the peaks happening with

this arrangement can be calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation. Specif-

ically, we ask what is the probability that ten peaks can be randomly

scattered and yield ten "hits" to a periodic peak with interpulse. In

one thousand Monte Carlo trials none demonstrated periodicity. In fact,

on average, only four out of ten peaks could be fitted into a periodic

pattern.
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The Event on 1969 November 6

A second event occurred on 1969 November 6 at 08h38 m UT. Figure 2

shows the light curve with 109 ms resolution. The total duration of

the event is about I0 s. There are three major features and three

secondary features. The delay times between both series are indicated in

Figure 2. The folded light curve of the pulse profiles is presented in

Figure 4b with a time resolution of about 15 ms. Time variations down

to 30 ms are seen in the average pulse profile. The initial rise occurs

within 150 ms and the decay takes - 360 ms. The distribution of inter-

val times between features is shown in Figure 5.
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The Event on 1981 September 6

Another short event which shows well defined multiple pulse struc-

ture occurred on 1981 September 6 at 23h53 m UT. Figure 3a shows the

total event. A time-expanded view of both the initial low level and

later high intensity multiple structures are shown in Figure 3b. There

is a total of nine peaks with a characteristic time delay of - 2.5 s.

The light curve could also be interpreted as repetitive groups of three

peaks with a time delay of about 6 s. The successive light curves of

these groups are shown in Figure 4c. This pattern is revealed at energies

up to 300 keV. The distribution of interval times between features is

shown in Figure 5.
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In order to evaluate the characteristic parameters of the repetitive

features we have epoch-folded appropriate intervals of the light curves

of events I and 2 and the results are shown in Figure 4a and 4b, respect-

ively. The similarities of the features of the third event are revealed

by the aligned profiles of Figure 4c.
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All of these events are short with total durations not exceeding
40 s. Significant features with widths of about a second are revealed

as distinct peaks with persistant delays between them. The characteristic

time delay for three events is 1.6 s, 2.3 s, and 6 s, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of these intervals for all 3

events.
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The ratio of the amplitude of the pulse AJ to the average intensity

J is - 50%. The pulses occur at energies up to 360 keV. The amplitude

of the successive peaks of the December 3 event are nearly constant giving

a high value of the quality Q of the assumed generating oscillator, where

Q = _t/P, t is the e-folding time of the decrease in the pulse ampli-

tude, and P is the pulse period. In Figure 6a,b, and c, we show the

simultaneous behavior at various energies for all events.
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We have studied the evolution of the X-ray spectrum for the event

of September 6, 1981 with a time resolution of 256 ms. Figure 7 shows

the spectral index A 2 of the best fitted power law along with the inten-

sity profile of the event. At least three of the peaks are associated

with lower power law index values indicating a harder spectrum than in

the valleys. This type of behavior of spectral variation is also reported

by Kosugi (1985) at this meeting.
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Figure 7. Temporal variation of the power law index A2 and the HXRBS

count rate for the event of September 6 in the energy range
from 30 to 290 keV.
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In the MHD model reported by Zaitsev and Stepanov (1982, 1984),

compact (_ i0 I0 cm) magnetic loops with plasma density and electron

temperature one or two orders of magnitude higher than the ambient values
are considered as the resonators for fast mode MHD waves. The period P

of fast magnetoacoustic oscillations in a loop with a radius r that is

much smaller than the length is given by the following expression:

P = r(c2 + c2)-I/2s

where cA is the Alfven speed and cs is the sound speed. With r between

10 8 and 109cm and (c_ - 2,1/2t Cs) = 108cm s-I, one gets P in the range

of 1-10s, in good agreement with our results. Values of the period P,

the degree of modulation AJ/J, and the quality of the oscillator Q obtain-

ed from the observations enable estimations to be made of the plasma

density, the plasma temperature, and the magnetic field strength in

the loop (Zaitsev and Stepanov, 1982).

This type of analysis for the three events presented here indicates

temperatures of " 107 K- magnetic fields of - I00 Gauss and plasma
densities between I0 I0 and I012cm -3. These are in general agreement

with values of these parameters derived from other models.

We want to thank B.R. Dennis for providing SMM-HXRBS data, for

critically reviewing the text, and for suggesting valuable improvements

for this final presentation.
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EVIDENCE FOR BEAMED ELECTRONS
IN A LIMB X-RAY FLARE OBSERVED BY HXIS

Eberhard Haug and Gerhard Elwert

Lehrstuhl fOrTheoretische Astrophysik
Universit_t TiJbingen, F.R.G.

The limb flare of 1980 November 18, 14:51UT, was investigated on the basis

of X-ray images taken by the Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS) and of

X-ray spectra from the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS) aboard SMM. The

impulsive burst was also recorded at microwave frequencies between 2 and 20

GHz whereas no optical flare and no radio event at frequencies below 1GHz

was reported. The flare occurred directly at the SW limb of the solar disk;

this fact allows to study the height variation of the X-ray emission. Dur-

ing the impulsive phase several X-ray bursts of short duration (elementary

flare bursts) were recorded by HXRBS at energies between 29 and ~300 keV

(Fig. l) and by the high-energy bands of HXIS (16 - 30 keY).
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the soft and hard X-radiation as observed by HXIS and ItXRBS, respectively.
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Deconvolved contour maps of the flare site (Fig.2) show that during

the short-term spikes the 22 - 30 keV radiation is mainly emitted from a

compact area close to the solar limb. In contrast, the source of the last

major X-ray spike which has a longer duration of about 15 sec and a softer
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a b

Fig. 2. 22-30keY contour maps of the flare region for the time periods (a)14 : 51: 37-14 :51: 58,
(b) 14: 52 : 45-14 : 53 : 05, and (c) 14 : 53 : 10-14 : 53 : 33. The contour levels correspond to 100, 50, 25, 12.5,

and 6.25_o of the peak counting rate.

spectrum is situated at greater heights in the solar atmosphere. The hard

X-ray light curves of the short-time bursts are in very good agreement with

the microwave time profiles whereas the broader X-ray spike is missing in

microwaves.

Taking advantage of the spatial resolution of the HXIS images (8" corre-

sponding to ~6000 km on the Sun), the time evolution of the X-radiation ori-

ginating from relatively small source regions can be studied (Fig.3). In par-

ticular, the elementary flare bursts which are observed by HXRBS without spa-

tial resolution may be attributed to different source regions.

b

1451

2 3 4

1453 1455 U.7 1451 1453 1455 U.T.

Fig. 3. Time evolution of the 22-30 keY count rates in areas

A (a) and B (b). The marks on the abscissae denote the maxima

of the corresponding hard X-ray spikes of Figure I.
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During the impulsive phase of the flare the hard X-ray spectra gen-

erally could be well fitted to a power law with spectral index Y (Fig.4).

Using the HXIS count rates of individual pixels it is possible to deter-

mine the spectra of X-rays originating from different source regions. Parti-

cularly, in limb flares the height variation of spectra measured simultane-

ously can be studied. This was performed for the regions around the compact

source of the short-term X-ray spikes. During these bursts the spectra are

quite hard (Y = 3.2 to 4) and there is a systematic trend of the spectral

index Y to in=rease with increasing height of the source above the solar limb.
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Fig. 4. Composite HXIS and HXRBS

spectrum (X-ray flux @(hv) in units

of cm-Zs-lkeV -I) taken during the

first hard X-ray spike around

14:51:56. The straight line repre-

sents the best fit to a power law

with spectral index y = 3.88.

Fig. 5. Theoretical variation of X-

ray spectra, produced by electrons

injected with a power-law energy

distribution, with increasing column

density traversed, N. The electron

spectral index is _ = 5, and the

ordinate scale is in arbitray units.

Using Monte Carlo computations of the energy distribution of energetic

electrons traversing the solar plasma, the bremsstrahlung spectra produced

by these electrons have been derived (Haug et al., 1985). Under the assump-

tion that the electrons are injected at high altitudes in the corona, e.g.,

at the top of a magnetic loop, with a power-law spectrum in kinetic energy,

the resulting X-ray spectra are hardest at high column densities of the
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plasma traversed by the electrons, i.e., at low altitudes (Fig.5). This is a
consequenceof the more rapid slowing downof the less energetic electrons
due to Coulombcollisions. The observed hardening of the X-ray spectra with
decreasing altitude of the X-ray source is consistent with the existence of
nonthermal electron beamsprecipitating from the corona toward the dense lay-
ers of the solar atmosphere. The compact X-ray source situated close to the

solar surface can be interpreted as the footpoint of a flaring loop; the

other footpoint is occulted by the solar disk. This interpretation is also

in accordance with the fact that after the short-term spikes the differences

between the y values of regions at various altitudes have decreased consider-

ably. Moreover, the spectra have softened. These characteristics indicate

that the injection of electrons has ceased and that the energetic particles

have thermalized.

A full account of this work has been given in Solar Physics 99, 219

(1985).

Reference

Haug, E., Elwert, G., and Rausaria, R.R. 1985, Astron. Astrophys. 146, 159.
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Abstract

An analysis of the starting time in ten great hard x-ray bursts observed

with HXRBS is presented. It is shown that the impulsivephase of nine of them is

composed of a pre-flashphase, during which the burst is observed up to an energy

limit ranging from some tens of keV to 200 keV, followed ten to some tens of

seconds afterwards by a flash phase, where the count rate rises simultaneously

in all detector channels. For two events strong gamma-ray line emission is

observed and is shown to start close to the onset of the flash phase.

i. Introduction

Hard x-ray and gamma-ray observations from SMMhave shown that energetic

electrons and ions are accelerated since the early stage of solar flares. There

is nevertheless still controversy as to whether high energy electrons and ions

are accelerated simultaneously with electrons of lower energy or whether a

second, distinct step of acceleration is necessary to account for high particle

energies. This controversy arose mainly from analyses of the temporal evolution

of hard x-ray bursts, where in a minority of cases high energy peaks were

observed to lag those at lower energies. This was ascribed to the acceleration

process itself by several authors (e.g. Bai and Ramaty, 1979; Bai and Dennis,

1985), whereas others showed that the interaction of energetic electrons with

the background plasma can account for such delays (Vilmer et al., 1982). In fact

the interaction effects make the peaktime analyses yield ambiguous results. On

the other hand, as hard x-ray emission is the inanediate response of a plasma to

the injection of energetic electrons, the starting time of the burst is not

affected by the above-mentioned ambiguities. It is clear, however, that this

parameter is influenced by the energy-dependent detector threshold.
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Studies of the onset phase of the radiation from energetic electrons in

solar flares are still rare. Forrest and Chupp (1983) concluded for two events

that the hard x-ray and gamma-ray observations were compatible, within the

limits of detector sensitivity, with a simultaneous start of photon emission

from 40 keV to 8 MeV. Benz et al. (1983) considered hard x-rays and radio waves

at the very beginning of the impulsive phase. They found in some events evidence

for two components of the impulsive phase, a weak hard x-ray emission lasting up

to one minute, followed by a steep rise within some seconds to the peak count

rate. They termed these phases respectively pre-flash and flash phase.

Subsequently Raoult et al. (1985) showed for a series of energetic hard x-ray

bursts a systematic evolution from the pre-flash phase, associated with metric

type III bursts, to the more energetic flash phase with associated continua in

the decimetre to metre waveband (type V burst ).

In this contribution we present an analysis of the onset phase of hard x-

ray bursts aiming at the precise definition of the starting time of the burst in

each detector channel. The paper focusses on the observational results. Section

2 introduces the method of analysis and the selection criteria for the studied

events. The results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4 with

respect to relevant observations in other ranges of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

2. Method

We have analyzed the starting time of ten hard x-ray bursts observed with

the Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer (}D(RBS; Orwig et al., 1980) on the Solar

Maximum Mission. These events had peak count rates above 7000 s -I integrated

over all detector channels (HXRBS event listing; Dennis et al., 1982). Six of

them exhibit significant emission in the % to 8 MeV band of the _-Ray

Spectrometer (Chupp, pers. comm. ). For some of the events ISEE 3 data were also

available (courtesy S.R. Kane).

In order to define a starting time of the burst, we computed in each

channel the background count rate (mean value) and the noise (standard deviation

o) in the minutes before burst onset. The starting time was defined by the

instant after which for the first time three successive count rate values

exceeded the background + no - level. We considered separately the cases n=3 and

n-5 in order to have an approximate measure of the uncertainty of our results. In

all channels count rates integrated during 1.024 s were used.

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows the results for the strongest event of our sample, the

neutron flare of 1982 June 3. Crosses give the photon energy where the count rate

exceeds the threshold value, as a function of time: horizontal error bars

delimit the time interval between the 3 _ and 5 o levels' being exceeded (if no

error bars are plotted, these levels are exceeded simultaneously), vertical

error bars represent
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the width of the detector channels. For the
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seconds after the first signature at low energies a rapid rise occurs as a

distinctive feature in all channels, and during which the detection threshold is

exceeded in the high energy channels nearly simultaneously. In accordance with

the terminology of Benz et al. (1983), we refer to these two phases as pre-flash

and flash phase, respectively. The onset times of the flash phase observed with

HXRBS and ISEE 3 are seen to coincide within some seconds. Both events exhibit

strong excess emission in the 4-8 MeV photon energy range. This emission

(Forrest and Chupp, 1983; Chupp, pets. comm. ) starts, as indicated by the arrows

in figs. 2.a, b, close to the onset of the flash phase of hard x-rays.

As at low energies the start of the flash phase is masked by the pre-flash

emission, it cannot be analyzed by the method of section 2. We attempted to get

an indication of the starting time by extrapolating the observed rise back to

zero through a straight line. This was possible for four events of our sample.

The starting time of the flash phase found this way in the low energy channels

agreed with that in the high energy channels obtained with the method of section

2 within an uncertainty of +3 s, which cannot be considered as a significant

difference in the frame of the method used here.

:>, 200

o1

0

..c 100
I.-

HXRBS --_

1981 April 26 I

÷
.÷
!, I

11:43 11144 11145 ' 11J:46 ' 'UT

Fig. 3

The two phases have been found

in nine of the ten events studied. The

upper energy limit where pre-flash

emission could be detected ranges

between some tens of keV to 200 keV.

The duration is some seconds to 80 s.

No flash phase signature has been

observed in the "gradual" flare of

1981 April 26 at 11:40 UT (Bai and

Dennis, 1985 ). Fig. 3 shows the

temporal evolution of its threshold

energy. The emission exhibits a slow

rise in all detector channels up to

250 keV. In the two highest channels

there seems to be some fine structure

disturbing the slow rise, but the

count rate statistics is too poor to

yield clear evidence for flash-phase

like features.

4. Discussion

We have shown that nine out of our sample of ten hard x-ray bursts with

peak count rates above 7000 s-1 exhibit two components of the impulsive phase:

-a pre-flash phase restricted to lower energies up to 200 keVand lasting

some seconds to 80 s,

-a flash phase during which the emission in all detector channels rises

simultaneously within an uncertainty of some seconds.

In their study of 45 events with KXRBS count rates above i000 s -I Benz et al.

(1983) found evidence for these two phases in seven cases from visual inspection



of the count rate time histories integrated from 26 keV to 461 keV. Two of these

events (on 1980 March 29, cf. fig. 1 of Benz et al. ) belong to the sample

discussed in this contribution and confirm the identification of pre-flash and

flash phase with the features found in our analysis. The presence of these two

phases seems to be a much more frequent phenomenon in the great hard x-ray bursts

discussed here than in the smaller events of Benz et al. (1983), probably

because the pre-flash emission is too weak to be detected in events with low peak
count rate.

In the two events where we dispose of precise onset times measured with

the gamma-ray spectrometer, the rise of emission in the 4 to 8 MeV band occurs

close to the onset of the flash phase of energetic electrons. Forrest and Chupp

( 1983 ), comparing starting times of the 40 keV to 8 MeV emission in the 1980 June

7 and June 21 events, concluded on their simultaneous rise in all channels of the

gama-ray spectrometer. This is, however, only valid for the flash phase, in

agreement with our results. The pre-flash emission was not detected in their

study. For the 1982 June 3 flare detailed observations of low-energy photons are

also available. Centimetric radio observations at Bern University show a

spectrum peaking at low frequencies during the pre-flash phase. With the rise of

the flash phase the spectral maximum starts a rapid drift to high frequencies.

In the metre waveband the pre-flash hard x-rays are accompanied by fast-drift

bursts. Near the onset of the flash phase the starting frequency increases

rapidly - in accordance with the observations reported by Benz et al. (1983) -

and a continuum emission extending over all the band 150 MHz to 470 MHz covered

by the Nanqay radio spectrograph is established some seconds after the start of

the flash phase in hard x-rays. Raoult et al. (1985) have shown that this is a

typical evolution of radio emission associated with impulsive hard x-ray
bursts.

These independent observations suggest that the pre-flash and flash phase

as defined by the method of section 2 are physically significant phenomena

occurring during the early stage of a flare, despite the problems introduced by

the detector properties into an analysis based on low count rates. These

problems affect the question of time delays between different photon energies.

The reality and physical meaning of these - evolution of a single mechanism of

acceleration/injectlon or action of different processes - can only be

investigated through a thorough simulation of the detector response to model

spectra.
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I. Data and Method of Analysis

In order to understand the relationship between fast hard X-ray

bursts (fIXRB) and microwave bursts (NWB), we have used the data published

in the following publications.

Io NASA Technical Memorandum 84998.

The Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer Event Listing 1980, 1981 and 1982.

2. Solar Geophysical Data (1980-i983). Academia Sinica

3. Monthly report of Solar Radio Emission. Toyokawa Observatory, Nagoya

University (1980-1983).

4. NASA and NSF: Solar Geophysical Data (1980-1983).

We get the data of fast HXRB detected with time resolutions of I0 ms,

5 ms, and I ms and corresponding data of MWB observed (with a time constant

of 1 s) at frequencies of 17GHz, 9.4 GHz, 2.75 GHz, and 2.8 GHz during

the same flare-burst event.

For analyzing individual events, the criterion of the same event for

HXRB and MWB is determined by the peak time difference.

T = ITmw - Thx I < 20 seconds

The regression relation between the physical parameters of MWB and HXRB

may be written as:

Y=A+BX
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where X indicates the logarithm of the following parameters: peak flux

density Sp, total flux density St, and duration T'mw of MWB. Y indicates

the logarithm of the corresponding parameters: peak rate Cp, total counts

Ct, and duration T'hx of HXRB.

B is the regression coefficient

A is the regression constant

Sp is in s.f.u.

St = S.T'mw, S = the mean flux density

T'mw in seconds

Cp in counts per second

Ct in counts

Thx in seconds

2. Results and Conclusions

With the method of data analysis mentioned above, we obtain the

results presented in Table 1 and Figures I to 4.

In Table i, the parameters have the following meanings:

R is the correlation coefficient between X and Y for the energy

range of channels I to 15 (i.e. 25-500 keV)

R1 is the correlation coefficient for the energy range of channels

1 to 5 (i.e. 25-140 keV)

R2 is the correlation coefficient for the energy range of channels

6 to 15 (i.e. 145-500 keV).

The statistical analysis run so far and the comparisons of correl-

ation parameters with one another allow us to draw the following con-

clusions:

I. There is a good linear correlation between the physical parameters of

MWB and fast HXRB.

2. Comparison of R, RI and R2 at different frequencies for MWB show the

best correlation coefficients occur at 9.4 GHz.

. R2 is larger than R1 at any frequency. This means that the correlation

between X and Y is closer in the higher energy range of 145-550 keV

than that in the energy range of 25-140 keV at the same frequency.

4. Correlation coefficients between T'mw and T'hx are not as good as the

others, but they increase as the frequency decreases.
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8: - _,_ LARGE RADIO BURSTS

-- M ''_'_" 2.84 GHz
II

. 6-- m _

0800 0900 1000 U.T.

Figure I: Time profiles of radio bursts at 2.84 GHz and hard X-ray

bursts during the large solar flare of May 16, 198l.
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Figure 2: Correlation diagram between peak flux Sp at 9.4 GHz and hard

X-ray intensity Cp (in counts/s) in the energy range of
25-500 keY.
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X-ray intensity Cp (in counts/s) in the energy _ of 25-500 keV.
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Abstract

On the basis of the summing-up and analysis of the observations

and theories about the impulsive microwave and hard X-ray bursts, we

have investigated the correlations between these two kinds of emissions.

It is shown that it is only possible to explain the optically-thin

microwave spectrum and its relations with the hard X-ray spectrum by

means of the nonthermal source model. A simple nonthermal trap model in

the mildly-relativistic case can consistently explain the main character-

istics of the spectrum and the relative time delays.

I. Introduction

In recent years, along with the continuous development of space

observations, the investigation of solar high-energy phenomena plays

a more and more important role in flare physics. The so-called high-

energy phenomena include the high-energy particles produced by the

flare energy release, and the electromagnetic emissions from these

particles. It is believed that a significant part of the flare energy

is released in the form of high-energy particles during the impulsive

phase. But the properties of these particles are not clearly known. For

example, what is their velocity distribution (thermal and nonthermal)?

Are they produced by heating or by acceleration, etc.?

Since we can't detect these particles in the flaring region on the

surface of the Sun, we can only observe their emission on the ground or

in interplanetary space, or the escaped particles from the Sun. The

former is the basic way to understand these particles.
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The emissions most closely related to these hlgh-energy particles

are microwave, ultraviolet, hard X-ray, and y-ray emissions. One of

the fundamental problems for our theorists is to relate the observa-

tional quantities of these emissions with the high-energy particles.

All these emissions are detected during the impulsive phase, so they

are of impulsive characteristic, i.e. they have fast oscillating time

profiles.

By analyzing the temporal, spatial, and spectral character of the

microwave and hard X-ray bursts, we can get some important information

about the high-energy particles and the flare energy-release region.

In this paper, we have investigated the spectral correlations between

these two kinds of emissions and the time delays and reached some

important conclusions.

For convenience, in the following discussion we use "MW" and "HX"

to represent "Microwave" and "Hard X-Ray", respectively. The units of

all the quantities used in the paper are listed in Table I.

Table I. Quantities used in this paper

Symbols Meaning Units

L, S, V

Fx

F_

Tb, Tel f

B

N o

N

linear dimension, projected area and

volume of emission source respectively

photon flux of HX

flux density of MW source

brightness and effective temperature

of MW source

magnetic field in the source

electron density of medium

nonthermal electron density

=N.No.V emission measure

E, 8

f

A

electron and photon energy

MW frequency

index of power-law spectrum

109cm, I018cm 2

I0 27 cm 3

photons cm-2 s-I keV -I

S.F.U.

109 K

102 Gauss

I0 -3
i0 cm

109cm -3

46 -3
i0 cm

keV

109 Hz (GHz)

10 7
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II. Impulsive Microwave and Hard X-ray Bursts

To show the purpose of this work and to provide a foundation of

our discussion, we give a brief review of both observational and

theoretical investigations of MW and HX bursts.

I. Morphology and Time-correlation

Both MW and HX bursts have an impulsive character and have similar

structures. Their morphologies are varied. The simplest one is a single-

spike event. A multi-impulsive burst may have a very complex time

profile. But in general we can resolve a multl-impulslve burst into

many single-spike bursts, and all these resolved single-spike bursts

are of similar character, with durations between a few seconds and tens

of seconds. So it is convenient for us to investigate the short dura-

tion single-spike bursts and to extend the results to multiimpulsive

bursts (including those with quasi-period structures). We do not con-

sider the so-called "fine-structures" (of subsecond time scale) in this

paper.

The time-correlation between MW and HX emissions was recognized as

early as the HX bursts from the solar flares were first detected. Space

observations have shown that MW and HX bursts are not only similar in

time structures, but also reach maximum at approximately the same time

and have similar time profiles (we will discuss the time-delays in

Section IV). These similarities have been taken as evidence for a

common source of MW and HX emissions.

Actually such close correlations show that, even if MW and HX

emissions do not come from the same population of electrons in a common

source, they should be emitted by the high-energy electrons from the

same acceleration process.

2. Spectrum

The observed MW spectrum is composed of data at a few fixed fre-

quencies. The statistical analysis for a large amount of events shows

that most of MW bursts have a "C-Type" spectrum. A typical "C-Type"

spectrum rises at frequencies of > 1 GHz, and reaches a maximum in the

range of - 5-15 GHz, then decays toward higher frequencies. The rise

and decay before and after the maximum can be approximately described

with power-law spectra (Guidice and Castelli, 1975).

There are three spectral forms used to describe HX specta: single

power-law, double power-law and exponential. But the spectrum repre-

sented by them may have differences in essence: the power-law spectrum

is of "nonthermal" character, and the exponential one is of "thermal"

character. Because of low resolution it is difficult to distinguish

between the thermal and nonthermal properties for most of the observed
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spectra, but generally a single-power-law fit can describe the main
characters of the observed spectra. We will use this form in the
following discussions.

3. Thermal and Nonthermal Models for MWand HXEmissions

There have been controversies in deciding the thermal or non-
thermal origin of the energetic electrons.

In a thermal model, all the electrons in the energy-release region
are bulk-heated to temperatures in excess of 108 K. They are trapped
in a magnetic loop or an arcade of loops and limited by the ion-acoustic
turbulent fronts. The thermal bremsstrahlung and gyrosynchrotron emis-
sions from these hot electrons produce the HX and MWbursts, respect-
ively. In a nonthermal model, a relatively small fraction of the elec-
trons in the energy-release region are accelerated to energies of E >
i0-I00 keV. They are distributed in an approximate power-law spectrum.
There are three limiting cases for HX emission: thln-target, thick-
target, and magnetic trap model. Because of the low energy efficiency
of the thln-target model, we do not consider it in this paper.

4. Possible Discrimination Between Thermal and Nonthermal Models

It is feasible in principle that, there could be a simple criterion
to decide which model is more suitable. But we meet difficulties in
reality.

Spectra studies of both HX and MWand their modeling have been
undertaken to decide the thermal or nonthermal origin of the energetic
electrons. But it has been pointed out that, when the inhomogenities
of the source are introduced, regardless of the spectral forms, the
spectra, on their own, are not capable of distinguishing the thermal
model from the nonthermal model (Brown, 1974 and Emslie, 1983). Because
of the uncertainties in both observations and theories, we can not
reach definite conclusions from other observational diagnostics of HX
emissions, such as the directivity, prolarization and the spatial
location of the emission source.

Thus, it can be seen that the only possible way to seek the cri-
teria for distinguishing between the models is to investigate the
optically-thin MWspectrum and its morphology (since the optically-thin
part is not so seriously affected by the inhomogenities as the optically-
thick part) and their relations with the spectrum and morphology of HX
emissions.
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Figure I. Three typical MW spectra from SGD data.

III. Nonthermal Models of the Emission Source

• Trap Model and Electron-stream Thick-target Model

According to the discussions in the last section, we now try to

find criteria to distinguish the two models.

i. Collection of Observational Data

We list the observational data for 15 impulsive events in Table 2.

Spectral data for both MW and HX bursts are given for the peak time.
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For multl-lmpulslve (or the so-called "extended bursts") we consider

the main impulsive spike. The maximum time is given for the HX burst.

Two kinds of delays are given: AtHX_MW is the delay between HX and

MW, a positive value for HX preceding MW; AtMW is the frequency depen-

dent delay of MW and a positive value is for the precedence of higher

frequencies. Most of the MW data are from Solar Geophysical Data (SGD).

FW is the maximum observed flux and f_ is the frequency at which the

maximum is reached; m and 6 are the power-law indices before and after

the maximum (reverse frequency), respectively. All the HX spectral data

are selected from the literature. _ is the single power-law index and A

is the coefficient of the HX spectrum.

2. Two Nonthermal Models: Model I and Model II

It would be of great significance to explain the main character-

istics of MW and HX bursts with a simple model and to make reasonable

estimates of the source parameters from the observed data. Crannell

et al. (1978) used a homogeneous thermal model to explain 22 simple

spike bursts. In this section we will use two kinds of homogeneous

nonthermal models instead.

Suppose that, in the energy-release region near the top of the

magnetic loop in corona, a fraction of electrons is accelerated to a

distribution which can be approximated by

N(E) = KE -a (cm-3keV -I)

where K = (a-1)Ea-IN
o

(1)

(2)

N is the total number density of the nonthermal electrons with energies

E>Eo, and Eo is the low cut-off energy of the power-law spectrum. The

accelerated electrons may be trapped in magnetic loops or precipitate

along the magnetic lines to the denser solar atmosphere. The energy-

spectrum of the freely precipitating electron stream is given by:

F(E) = N(E) 4 (2/me) EI/2s = 1.88*1027SKE-a+I/2(electrons/cm2s) (3)

where we have assumed that the magnetic loop has a uniform cross-sectlon

with area S. The observed HX spectrum is described as:

Fx(_) = 107Ac -Y (4)

According to Brown (1974, 1976), the relations between electron spectra

and HX photon spectra can be given by:

N(E)NoV = 3.61*I011y(y-I)2B(y-I/2,3/2)AE -Y+I/2 (5)

F(E) = 2.68*I040y2(y-I)2B(y-I/2,3/2)AE-Y -I (6)
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for the two cases: trap (Model I) and precipitation (Model II), respec-

tively. B(p,q) is the Beta function. Comparing (I), (5) with (3), (6)

we get the relationships between source parameters and observational

quantities:

Model I: A = 2.77"I0-3_K 1 or _ = 3.61*I02A/K 1 (7)

Model II: A = 7.01"102SNK2 or SN = 1.43*10-3A/K2 (8)

where K 1 = K/(y(y-1) 2 B(y-1/2,3/2)); K2 = KI/Y (9)

The corresponding relationships between the spectral indices are

al = Y - I/2; _2 = Y + 3/2 (10)

To calculate the gyrosynchrotron emission from HX emitting elec-

trons, we use the empirical formulae derived from the numerical method

given by Dulk and Dennis (1982). It is convenient to express the peak

(spectral reverse) frequency and effective temperature as:

fpeak = 35"9"i0-0"21_ (sin@)X4(NL)XlBX2 (11)

T = 4.16"10 -0"26_ (sin@)X5B-X3f x3 (12)
eff

The emission and absorption coefficients are given by

nf = 1.56"10 -12-1"02a (sinO)X6Bd+IN.f d (13)

K = 2.67"10 -3"0-0"76_ (sinO)X7BX5-1N.f x8 (14)
f

where we use the indices

xl = 0. 32-0 .03a; x2 = 0.68+0.03a; x3 = 0.50+0.085a

x4 = 0.41+0.03a; x5 = -0.36-0.06a; x6 = -0.43+0.65_

x7 =-0.09+0.72a; x8-- 1.30+0.98a; d = 0.90a-1.22 (15)

For a source with brightness temperature Tb, the MW emision flux observed

on the Earth is given by

F (f) = S/4_R2.2kf2/C2.Tb (in c.g.s, units)

where R is the distance between the Earth and the Sun. According to

the solution of radiation transfer in a homogeneous source, we have

Tb = Tef f (l-e-Tf); Tf = 109LKf (16)

-Tf
and F_(f) = 1.08Sf2Tb = 1.08Sf2Teff (l-e ) (17)

where rf is the optical depth of the source.
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It is obvious that the observed spectra of HX and MWemissions are
completely determined by the nonthermal electron spectrum (N, Eo, _)
and the source parameters (B,L,S,V). For simplicity we take Eo=20 keV
and assume

S = L2, V = SL = L3 (18)

in the following discussion.

3. Evidence for a Nonthermal Electron Spectrum

Correlation between the Indices of the Optlcally-thin MW and HX Spectra

In a nonthermal source, the optlcally-thin MW spectrum is determined

only by the electron spectrum; it is independent of the inhomogenlties of

the source parameters. Its spectral index is the same as that of the

emission coefflclency given by (13):

6 = d = 0.90y - 1.22 (19)

From (10) and (19) we can get the relations between the spectral indices

of optlcally-thln MW and HX emissions for the two models, respectively:

Model I: 6 = 0.90T - 1.67 or y = 1.116 + 1.86 (20 .a)

Model II: 6 = 0.90y + 0.13 or y = 1.116 - 0.14 (20.b)

which are valid for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous sources.

For comparison, let's see the behavior of the optically-thin MW

spectrum in the thermal model. For a thermal source with temperatures

of >108-109 K, both analytical derivation and numerical analysis (Matzler

1978 and Dulk et al., 1979) shows that the optically-thln thermal gyro-

synchrotron spectrum produced by the mildly-relativistic thermal electrons

is very steep, typically with a spectral index of - 7 or 8. But for a

typical HX spectral index of y = 4, the corresponding optically-thin MW

spectral index is 6 = 2.38 and 6 = 3.74 for Model I and Model II, respec-

tively. Observations obviously support the nonthermal models. The statis-

tical results of Das and Das Gupta (1983) show that usually the index 6 is
between -0.5 and 3 and the mean value for 20 events is 1.05. In Table 2

the mean value of 6 is 1.49 for Ii events. It can be seen from the above

discussion that no thermal model can explain such hard MW spectra.

We can conclude from (20) that, if both MW and HX emissions are

produced by the same population of electrons or by the electrons with

the same distribution in energy, there should be a definite relation

between the two kinds of emissions. Benz (1977) noticed such a relation.
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But instead of (19) he used the highly relativistic approximation

6 = (e - I)/2 = (y - 3/2)/2

(for the trap case) to explain the spectral correlations observed

during two outstanding flares. For electrons with energies of >i00 keV,

the highly relativistic approximation is not suitable.

We plot a 6-y correlation diagram in Figure 2 by using the data

in Table 3. Although the observational data points are relatively few,

we can see from Figure 2 that there is a relationship between 6 and y.

The following conclusions can be made from Figure 2: (a) Usually the

nonthermal models, especially the nonthermal trap model (Model I), can

explain the relation between the two kinds of spectral index for most

of the impulsive events. (b) It is not excluded that the highly relativ-

istic electrons may make a relative contribution to the high frequency

MW spectrum. Some observations of the continuous y-ray spectrum sup-

port such a possibility. (c) MW, especially high frequency MW, emissions

mainly come from energetic electrons with energies of E ) 100-300 keV.

keV.

? R.2

R.1 //M.1

//5.0 /
/ lO [@,s

e / @f

_ (D // /_//
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Figure 2: 6-y correlation diagram. Dotted circles is for the HX spec-

tral indices in the low energy range in double-powerlaw fit

events. The small square is for the main values of 6 and y

given in Table 2. The lines M.I and M.2 are the theoretical

correlation curves predicted by Model I and II (according to

(20)), and R.I and R. 2 are for the high-relativistic approx-

imation: 6 = (e-l)/2, _ is given by (i0).
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Table 3.

Table 3

Spectral indices of optically-thin MW and HX emissions. AE is

the energy range for observation. The double-power-law fit

parameters are given when it is appropriate.

Event MW Spectrum

No.

f_ y Ae(keV)

HX Spectrum

Ae' (keV)

6 9 •4 1•22 4.6 20-200

8 9 •4 1•27 3.2 20-400

9 9 •4 0 •5 2 •55 20-350

i0 17 2.3 3.70 20-120

ii 17 1.2 (1.50) (,69)

13 19 0.9 3.1 )30

14 19 1.2 3.0 )30

15 9 •4 2.8 4.1 20-300

4.71 )120

3. I0 )69

4.9 300-600

4. Application of Nonthermal Models to HX and MW Bursts

Now we use Model I and II discussed above to estimate the para-

meters of flare sources. To relate the observational quantities to

source parameters, we extend the optically-thick MW spectrum to f=fB

(taking Tf = _ and f = f_ in (17)) and write

F_ =FB(f_) = 4.49*10-0"26e(sino)X5L2B-X3f_ m (21)

where m = 2 + x3 = 2.5 + 0.085_ (22)

and f = f = 35.9*10-0"21=(sinO)X4(NL)XlB x2 (23)
peak

For an event with observed parametes (A,y) and (f_,F_), we can solve the

source parameters (N,=) and (B,L) from equations (8) (I0) (21) (23) in

Model II. In Model I, the emission measure is determined by the HX

spectral coefficient A through (7). But since another source parameter

No is added in Model I, we introduce a new paremater H = N/10No, and

the source parameters can be solved from equations (7) (I0) (21) (23)

for any given value of H.

Considering the first order of approximation in our simple models,

we take O = 45 ° in the following calculations. The calculated results

are given in Table 4 and 5. The results show: (a) Although we used the

simplest nonthermal models, we can get good estimates of the burst
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Table 4

The observed quantltles of the MW and ILK spectra and the source parameters calculated in
Model I for two H values.

NO.

I

HX Spectrum

y A

1 17 335 (3.2) (0.003)
2 17 211 3.6 0.097

3 15.4 52 (3.0) (0.002)

6 12 360 4.6 8.5

7 7.5 6000 3.2 0.07
8 II 3300 2.55 0.06

10 14 2500 3.70 1.3
11 17 1000 3.10 0.38

15 12 8000 4.1 3.4

Source Parameters

with H - 0.001

B L N NO

Source Parameters

with H = 0.GI

B L N NO

10.67 0.87 0.013 1.26 7.27 0.76 0.049 0.49 0.011

8.56 0.71 0.055 5.49 5.98 0.62 0.21 2.[3 0.II

7.20 0.32 0.061 6.06 4.84 0.28 0.24 2.37 0.013

7.79 1.90 0.028 2.77 5.79 1.67 0.106 1.06 0.526

3.10 7.20 0.0026 0.257 2.11 6.26 0.010 0.I0 0.247

2.37 2.48 0.03 3.02 1.55 2.15 0.118 1.18 1.39

6.10 2.88 0.021 2.13 4.29 2.52 0.083 0.83 1.08

4.71 1.09 0.116 11.7 3.19 0.95 0.48 4.56 1.79

7.02 7.49 0.0046 0.46 5.06 6.57 0.18 0.18 0.894

mean 6.42 2.77 0.0037 3.66 4.45 2.42 0.14 1.4 0.67

Table 5

The observed quantities of the MW and HX spectra and the source parameters

calculated in Model II.

No. I MW Spectrum

I f_ F_

HX Spectrum

T A

1 17 335 (3.2) (0.003)
2 17 211 3.6 0.097

3 15.4 52 3.0 (0.002)

6 12 360 4.6 8.5

8 7.5 6000 3.2 0.07

9 II 3300 2.55 0.06

I0 14 2500 3.70 1.3

11 17 I000 3.10 0.38

15 12 8000 4.1 3.4

Source Parameters

B L N T b

21.3 2.04 3.66xi0 -4 0.26

14.4 1.52 8.30xi0 -3 0.29

15.1 0.75 2.76xi0 -3 0.36

12.3 4.12 8.40xi0 -3 0.14

7.76 18.0 1.09x10 -4 0.31

5.94 5.72 3.61xlO -3 0.77

10.5 6.17 5.35xi0 -3 0.31

8.28 2.25 4.71xi0 -2 0.63

12.1 16.6 7.27xi0 -4 0.19

-3
mean 12.0 6.35 8.52xi0 0.35
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source parameters. (b) Comparing the results in Table 4 and 5, it can be

seen that the source parameters derived in the trap model (Model I)

are more reasonable than those derived in the precipitation model

(Model If), since it seems not possible that the magnetic field in the

corona is stronger than I000 G. This tends to support the trap model

and is consistent with the conclusion from the above analyses of spectral

correlation. But the strong magnetic fields of 800-2000 G calculated

in Model II suggest that, in the freely precipitating thick-target

model the position of MW source should be near the foot of the magnetic

loop or loops, where the magnetic field is much stronger than that at

the top of the loop. (c) Comparing the results for different H values in

Table 4, we find that in the magnetic region where the emitting electrons

are trapped, the ratio of nonthermal electrons to medium electrons, H,

may have very different values for different events.

IV. Time Delays of MW and HX Bursts

Observations with high time resolution have shown that there are

delays between the time structures of different kinds of emission. We

will give a simple explanation for these delays

I. Characters of Time Delays

Some data about the delays was given in Table 2. It can be seen

that, for most of the events HX precedes MW. The time difference is
from a few hundreds of milliseconds to tens of seconds. The high

frequency MW ususally precedes the low frequency MW and the low energy

HX precedes the high energy HX. All these may be taken as the regular

pattern of the delays. But there also exist some unusual delay patterns,
such as event No. 3 and No. 9 in Table 2.

Morphologically, the time delays can be divided into three kinds;

(a) "profile delay", i.e. the time profiles of the two kinds of emission

show a systematic shift; (b) "peak delay", i.e. both of the emissions

start to rise at nearly the same time but the times for them to reach

the maximum are different; (c) "start-time delay", i.e. both of the

emissions peak at the same time but with different start times. Dif-

ferent kinds of delays may correspond to different mechanisms in the

emission source.

2. Explanation of the Time Delays

Both the frequency-dependent and energy-dependent delays are the

manifestations of the temporal evolution of emission spectra (Ref. e.g.,

Takakura et al. 1983). In a nonthermal model the evolution of the

emission spectrum corresponds to that of the electron spectrum. The

usual pattern of the spectral evolution of HX emission is "soft-hard-

soft" and the spectrum is hardest at the time of peak flux. But some
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events show continuous hardening in HX spectrum after the peak flux is

reached.

Having carefully investigated the relationship between the spec-

tral evolution and time delays, we find that: if the HX spectrum is

hardest at the peak time, there is no time delay longer than a second

between HX and MW; for events with long HX to MW delay (longer than a

few seconds), the HX spectrum continues to harden after the peak.

According to the above discussions, we know that MW, especially

the high frequency MW emissions (in the optically-thin part), are mainly

contributed by the electrons with energies of E>I00-300 keV. The

hardening of the HX spectrum reflects the hardening of electron spec-

trum. Under certain conditions, there may be a case where the total

number of nonthermal electrons (with E>Eo) is decreasing but the

number of the electrons with higher energies (e.g. with E>100 keV) is

increasing. This can cause the peak delay of MW relative to HX and

the energy-dependent delay of HX. The continuous hardening of the HX

spectrum after the maximum time of the event may correspond to the

energy-dependent life time of electrons trapped in the magnetic loop

(Enome 1982) or to second-step acceleration during the impulsive phase.

To see the actual relation between time delay and the evolution

of electron spectrum, we use Model I to make a quantitative analysis.

We choose event No. 2 for our analysis. In Table 4 we choose the

parameter values corresponding to H = 0.1% for the following calcula-

tion. Suppose that the source parameters L, N and B are constants

during the lifetime of the event and the acceleration process rises

and decays with exponentially according to the following expressions:

N(t) = N*exp((t-tm)/t01) for t_t m (24)

= N*exp((tm-t)/t02) for t>t m

where tm is the maximum (peak) time of the event (when the nonthermal

electron number reaches maximum) and t01 , t02 are the characteristic

times for the rising and the decay phase respectively. To simplify the

calculation we take tm = 2t01 and assume two cases for the decay phase
as illustrated in Figure 4,

(a): t02 ffit01 = 4s

(b): t02 = t01/2 = 4s
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Figure 3. The time profiles of the HX flux is the energy range 28-55 keV and 9.4 and 17 GHz MW flux,

copied from the Crannell et al. (1978).

The time evolution of the HX spectral index a(t) is plotted in Figure 4.

We also assumed two cases to correpond to that of N(t). In both cases

the minimum time of _(t) is delayed from tm by several seconds but with

no softening in case (b). By introducing the time evolution of N(t) and

_(t), we can calculate the time profiles of HX and MW emissions. The

calculated profiles are illustrated in Figure 5a and 5b corresponding to

case (a) and (b) in Figure 4, respectively. The MW flux was calculated

for two frequencies of 9.4 and 17 GHz and the HX photon flux is given for

a photon energy of E = 41.5 keY, which is the logarithmic middle energy of

the second channel of the HX spectrometer on OSO-5 (ref. Crannell et el.

1978).

Thus, it can be seen that the HX to MW delay can be explained very

well in the present model (comparing Figure 3 and Figure 5). The longer

delay of low frequency MW (e.g. 9.4 GHz) emission is probably caused by

the expansion of the optically-thick emission source. The energy-depen-

dent delay of HX can also be explained in this model. It is interesting

that the rare "reversed" delay (with MW preceding HX, such as event No. 3

and No. 9) could be easily explained if we reverse the time axes in

Figure 4 and Figure 5. The physical meaning of this reverse may be that

the second-step acceleration ceases before the maximum time of the event.
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Figure 4. The supposed time evolution of the nonthermal electron

spectrum in event No. 2. N(t) is determined by (24) and

(25). a(t) (then y(t)) is inferred from the data

given by Crannell et al. (1978, Figure 12).
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V. Conclusions and Discussions

Starting with the systematic analysis of the spectra of the impulsive

MW and HX bursts, we investigated the correlation of the spectral indices

and found a possible way to distinguish between the thermal and nonther-

mal models. Comparisons of the theoretical results with the observations

show that only the nonthermal models can explain the optically-thin MW

spectrum and its relation to the HX spectrum. The results suggest that

both the impulsive HX and MW bursts are produced by the same population

of nonthermal electrons accelerated during the impulsive phase. The

relative time delays of HX and MW can be explained consistently in a

magnetic trap model if only the hardening of the electron spectrum is
considered.

All the discussions above are simplified and the results are pre-

liminary. We should have more data to plot the 6-T correlation diagram

and construct the model in more detail. In Figure 2 the 6-T correl-

ation is for different events. It would be obviously of great signifi-

cance to analyse the 6-T correlation during the lifetime of one event

(or during its impulsive phase). But it is not easy to get the simultan-

eous }IX and high-frequency MW spectral data.
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Measurement has been done to obtain one-dimensional sizes of rapidly

fluctuating bursts with fast spikes whose rise times are typically about

one second, and in some extreme cases less than 0.I seconds. The results of

two bursts with fast spikes are presented here. One has a soft spectrum,

and the other has a very hard spectrum. The measured one-dimensional size

of both events indicates relatively a small size and simple structure. We

can say, however, the source size is not so small as expected from its

rapid time variations. Therefore, a thermal explanation of these bursts

seems to be excluded.

i. Introduction

Among various electromagnetic radiations, the hard X-ray shows most

complex temporal variations during the impulsive phase of flares as well as

radio waves. This fact may simply indicate that both type of radiations

come from most violently activated regions in the flare or the vicinity of

them where energy is created from the nearby magnetic field. Then, a

question may be naturally raised what causes the short time fluctuations.

Do they indicate many different loops flaring up successively, or the

repeated activations within the same loop?

It takes about 8 seconds to obtain two-dimensional flare images with

the hard X-ray imaging telescope aboard the Hinotori (hereafter called

SXT). However, if we restrict ourselves within one dimensional scan images,
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the temporal resolution to make a single scan image is only about I00

milliseconds depending on the position angle of the scan. So,hard X-ray

source location, size, and their time variation up to i00 millisec can be

observed by using this one dimensional scan data.

2. Data Selection

To obtain the one-dimensional size of hard X-ray events with fast

spikes, we searched for relatively intense events which contain at least

several spikes with a total duration of well less than one second.

Another criterion of event selection is that the events should have

fast spikes even in the lowest energy channel of the hard X-ray spec-

trometer, usually at 17 - 40 keV, because the SXT always observed at this

energy range. Many hard X-ray bursts observed with the Hinotori show rather

slow and broad spikes in the lowest energy channel in spite of fast and

sharp spikes in the higher energies. Even in the case where fast spikes

exist in the lowest channel, they are usually embedded in the gradual

components, and the flux due to fast spikes seems relatively small as com-

pared with those due to the gradual ones. Therefore we intentionally

searched for those events in which the fast spike components constitute the

major part of the total flux in the lowest energy channel.

Two typical events with such characteristics as above are found in the

events of March, 1981. Mar 21 and Mar 24 event seem to be very similar in

their appearance of the time history of the lowest channel. But the spec-

tral characteristics of the two events are very different each other. Mar

21 event has a very hard spectrum, while Mar 24 has a rather soft one. In

other words, these two events would show two extreme examples among similar

events with fast spikes. Therefore, we will exclusively analyze these two

events in this paper.

3. Method of Data Analysis

As indicated in Makishima(1982), the telescope SXT has the intrinsic

roundness of the triangular beam pattern which is less than seven arcsec.

Pre-launch calibration data also show five arcsec for the roundness of the

beam pattern. Therefore, it would not be so implausible to start from a

rigorous triangular pattern to analyze the one-dimensional data , if our

goal of this analysis is restricted to i0 arcsec for the minimum detectable

size of the hard X-ray sources.

Then, first we assume a triangular shape with FWHM of 28 arcsec as the

SXT 2 (the name of the two SXT collimators) beam pattern. Second, we assume

a gaussian profile as the structure of a single source. Then, the convolu-

tion between the triangular beam pattern and the gaussian profile of the

source will give a calculated pattern after the transmission through an

ideal collimator to be compared with the observed one-dimensional scan
data.
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Figure 1 shows the relationship

between the FWHM of the assumed

gaussian profile and the FWHM after

convolution calculation described

above. We can easily obtain the one-

dimensiohal size by measuring the

FWHM of the observed one-dimensional

scan curve and by comparing it to

the calculated FWHM in Figure i, as

far as the assumption of the gaus-

sian profile is not so absurd.

4.1. March 24, 1981 Event

In Figure 2(a), time histories

of four energy bands are shown.

Although this event has a moderate

count rate at the lowest energy

channel, the count rate at the third

channel is very small and the high-

est channel shows almost no increase

above the back-ground level, indi-

cating a fairly soft spectrum of
this event.

Figure 3 shows a detail time

history with 0.125 sec temporal res-

olution and three examples of FWHM

fitting of one-dimensional scan data.

5O

4O

3O

28

v

PWHMofGaussilm(_csec)
I I I I

11.75 Z3.S 35.Z5 47.0

Fig.l. The relationship between the F;_LM of the

assumed gaussian profile and the F_IH of the

calculated scan curve.

For comparison, the first scan data are accompanied Dy a standard scan

profile taken from October 12, 1981 event which has an excellent single

point source with the smallest size we have ever observed, with two-dimen-

sional images for this event being obtained because this event has a smooth

and gradual time variation. Generally, the March 24 event consists of a

relatively small single source throughout the event. Exceptionally, a halo

component is seen in the early phase of the event as can be seen in Figure

3(al), though the brightness of this halo is less than lO % of the main

source. The measured FWHM sizes of the main source at various times are

summarized in Table 1.

4.2. March 21,1981 Event

This event has the main source with larger size than March 24 event as

shown in Figure 4. Especially, in the first half of the event, it contains

intense halo components or some secondary weaker sources. Any way, it has a

complex spatial structure. It should be noted here that a clear secondary

source can be seen in a early phase of this first half period as shown in
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times and other data for each scan is summarized in Table i.
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observed FWHM of this event are larger than that of this standard scan

data.
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Fig.4 (continued) This again is similar to Figure 3. The bottom scan curve

C1 is illustrated to show a small secondary source which is indicated by

the thick arrow in the Figure. This scan data is specially given in two

phases of scan in order to show the secondary source clearly.
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Figure 4(C_). The spatial separation between this secondary source and the

main source is as large as about one arcmin. Even in the second half, this

event has a fairly large sized main source. The variation of the source

sizes and the observed times are again summarized in Table i.

Table 1. Summary of Observation

Date of Event

MAR 24,1981

MAR 21,1981

Scan Obs.Time

No.

A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

17:37:13

17:37:25

17:37:39

16:12:24

16:12:26

16:13:04

16:13:12

16:13:13

16:13:15

16:12:19

Obs.FWHM

(arcsec)

35.9

34.7

37.8

42.1

49.5
35.9

40.2

38.4

40.9

FWHM(arcsec)

(gaussian)

20.9

18.3

24.2

31.0

40.9

20.9

28.2

25.4

29.1

5. Discussion

Many hard X-ray images of impulsive bursts has been already published.

Among them, some images of spiky events were included, which showed rela-

tively small and simple structures. For examples, two impulsive events on

September 7, 1981 showed a small single source (Takakura et al. 1983).

August i0, 1981 event also had a small source (Ohki et al. 1983).

However, we have had not hard X-ray images of rapidly fluctuating

events composed of very fast spikes with total durations less than one sec-

ond, since we can not reconstruct two-dimensional images for such events.

About 8 seconds steady data are basically needed to obtain a two-

dimensional image. Therefore, in this paper, we sought to have only one-di-

mensional informations of some fast spike events.

The observational results show relatively small single sources, in the

case of March 24 event. One-dimensional sizes of March 21 event, however,

show rather moderately sized, somewhat complex sources. The sizes are

always larger than 20 arcsec, that is, more than 15000 km on the solar sur-

face. If this size indicates the length of the flaring loop, 20 keV elec-

trons take approximately 0.2 second to run through the entire loop. Since
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the energy generating region within the loop is localized in various flare

models, a sharp spike with a rising time less than 0.I second can not have

a source size larger than 7500 km, that is, i0 arcsec.

If we take a thermally heated model for the fast spike burst, since

the speed of heat conduction front is far less than the speed of 20 keV

electrons, more difficulties would arise to be reconciled with the observed

rapid time variations which should be originated from the 20 arcsec loop.
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X-RAY DELAYS

Richard A. Schwartz

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

N87-21796

High time resolutlon (8, 32, and 128 msec) hard X-ray rates wlth good

counting statistics (up to >25,000 counts/sec) over 5 energy intervals (22-33,

33-60, 60-120, 120-235, and >235 keV) were obtained using a large area

(300 cm 2) balloon-borne scintillatlon detector during the 27 June 1980 solar

flare. The impulsive phase of the flare In comprised of a series of major

bursts of several to several tens of seconds long. Superimposed on these

longer bursts are numerous smaller _ .5-I second spikes.

The tlme profiles for different energies were cross-correlated for the

major bursts. Below 120 keV, the bursts reached simultaneous peaks. Six of

the bursts show ~ .5-2 second delays In the peaks above 120 keV. These six

peaks cover over two minutes at the maximum of the impulsive phase.

The rapid burst decay rates and the simultaneous peaks below 120 keV both

indicate a rapid electron energy loss process. Thus, the flux profiles

reflect the electron acceleration/injection process. The delays could result

from a second-step acceleration wherein the initial fast electron burst acts

as a trigger or as a seed population.

The fast rate data (22-33, 33-60, and 60-120 keV) was obtained by a

burst memory in 8 and 32 msec resolution over the entire main impulsive

phase. We will cross-correlate these rates to look for short time delays and

to find rapid fluctuations (<100 msec). However, a cursory examination shows

that almost all fluctuations, down to the 5Z level, are resolved with

256 msec bins.
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Department of Space Research
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Code 682

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

A selection of short lived (_102s) small soft X-ray bursts is studied

using data from HXIS, and the results are compared with data from HXRBS with
a view to understanding conditions at the onset of flares. Short-lived events

provide an opportunity to study the radiation from the primary energy transfer

process without confusion from the slowly-varying thermal X-ray emission which
characterizes the decay of a large flare. The fast decay of the soft

X-rays, only a few tens of seconds, suggests that they occur in the dense

chromosphere, rather than in the corona, but this is of course a selection
effect. The results indicate that the short events may be signatures of

several different phenomena, depending on their characteristics. Some

events occur in association with reverse-drift type III bursts and simultaneous

flaring elsewhere on the Sun, thus suggesting dumping of particles accelerated
at a remote site. Some events have hard X-ray bursts and normal type III
bursts associated with them, while others have neither. The latter events

place strong constraints on the non-thermal electron population present.

IntroUuotion

There have recently been a number of analyses of solar/flare phenomena
which are characterized by a short, hard X-ray spike lasting 2]02s. (Crannell

et al,]978, Wiehl and Desai,]983, Batchelor et al,]984). Part of the motivation

for such studies is to understand (a) where in the solar atmosphere the X-rays

are produced, (b) the X-ray production mechanism -thermal or non-thermal

bremsstrahlung,and (c) the origin of the charged particles which carry the

energy to power the flare. It has long been assumed that these particles are

electrons. However, Simnett (]985) has argued that an energetically-dominant

non-thermal ion population might be better able to explain a wider variety of

flare phenomena than an energetically-dominant electron population.
With the advent of comprehensive data from recent spacecraft we believe

progress can be made in understanding the above topics. Simple events should
be easier to interpret than large, complex events, despite the relativity weak

signals from some of the former. The large events are almost certainly a
combination of two effects, the impulsive deposition of energy to give

the short hard X-ray burst followed by ablation of heated chromospheric plasma

into the corona. X-ray emission from this material in a typical large flare confuses
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any attempt to Isolate the radiation from the primary energy transfer process.

In this paper we study a selection of short-lived soft X-ray events seen in 1980

by the Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS) (van Beeket al (1980)) on the
Solar Maximum Mission (SMM). We discuss them in the context of the 527

keV X-ray burst seen by the Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS) (Orwig et

al,1980),also on SMM, and take into account simultaneous ground-based H a
and radio observations.

The X-ray emission is either thermal or non-thermal bremsstrahlung, or a
combination of both. Non-thermal bremsstrahlung would naturally come from

non-thermal electrons and rapid fluctuations of hard X-rays (528 keV) are

readily explained by modulation of the electron source. The spectrum radiated

by such electrons will extend to the soft X-ray region (=3.5 keV). However,

the majority of the soft X-rays have generally been assumed to reflect a thermal

origin in plasma heated by the primary energy carriers, be they electrons or

ions. If the radiation is thermal, then the very rapid decays (((ls above 28
keV) are more difficult to understand, although the soft X-ray variations such as

those reported here may be reasonable if the radiating region is in the

chromosphere. The main problem with a rapidly declining thermal source is the

cooling mechanism and for this reason it is unlikely that the X-ray source can

be in the corona, where cooling times are longer than the time scales

discussed here. Analysis of the events presented in this paper should have a

direct bearing on these points.

Th9 Observations

We have earlier presented observations of rapid soft X-ray flares (SImnett

and Dennis, 1985), Figure 1 shows an example of the most rapid soft X-ray spike

HXIS observed, on 1980, July 10 at 01:50 UT,which lasted (30s. The lower panel

of Figure I shows an expansion of 40s of data from HXRBS where the accumulation

periods for the two HXIS data points above background are shown in black. It is

probable that the soft X-ray onset was no earlier than 01: 50: 18UT and that the

intensity returned to background by 01:50:37 UT. From comparison of other fast

events, the soft X-ray maximum may be reached just before the harcl X-ray

maximum. Under these assumptions the soft X-ray amplitude would be 50%-100%

higher than plotted and the total width would be =19s. The event was compact,

imaged below the 8" x 8" resolution of HXlS, but on the limb. It was accompanied

by a type III radio burst.

Figure 2 shows an example of an event with no hard X-ray, microwave,

decimetric or metric emission. The clean fast decay event occurred at 07: 07:46

UT on 1980, July 7 and the intensity-time history of 3.5-8.0 keV X-rays from

four 8" x 8" HXIS pixels Is shown in the upper right panel. The 3.5-5.5keV

X-ray Image of this event is shown in the lower panel. The left panels in Figure

2 show a similar, but more complex event, which occurred a few minutes earlier

from a point approximately 14"E and 2"N of the former event. The active region

being studied was then at N28 W48, but there was no reported H a emission.
(Unless otherwise acknowledged, ground based observations are from "Solar

Geophysical Data', U.S. Dept, of Commerce, Boulder, CO. ). At this position

on the Sun, the observed separation of the two events corresponds to =1.5 x
104km. Ten minutes later at 07:"18 UT another small event occurred
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Fig. 1 The short soft X-ray
spike on 1980 July 10. The
hard X-ray intensity is shown
expanded in the lower panel.

where the emission was in a band
joining the bright points shown in Figure
2. One interpretation is that there is a
magnetic loop linking these points and
that the events In Figure 2 occur at
opposite ends. There may even be small
unresolved loops at these points which
contain the bulk of the X-ray emitting
plasma: the overlying loop would then
be energized by the event at 07:18 UT.
We stress then none of these events
produced any detected hard X-ray or
radio emission.
Some fast spikes occur when there is
activity from a remote region. Figure 3
shows the intensity-time history of 16-30
keV (upper panel) and 3.5-5.5 keV
(lower panel) X-rays from HXIS for the
period ]0:09 UT-]0:20 UT on ]980, July
7. The feature of interest is the soft

X-ray spike superimposed on the decay
of the first event, which also had a hard

X-ray burst reaching 280 c/s and
extending to over ] 00 keV (shown
hatched). The emission from HXRBS

corresponding to the earlier, 10:]4 UT
event is not shown. If we assume the
soft X-ray emission associated with the
spike to be that above the heavy solid
line drawn on the decay of the 3.5-5.5
keV X-rays, then the duration of the
spike is 85s. Although there was
microwave emission reported throughout
the period covered by Figure 3, the

maximum intensity at 9. 1 GHz was at 10:]7:48 UT, coincident with the spike.
The spectrum of the burst is hard, as it is remarkable that such a weak event
in soft X-rays would be detectable by HXIS above background in the ]6-30 keV
energy band. There was a 1N H(x flare reported from Hale region 16955, then
at N29 W50, from ]0:05 UT to]0.23UT, with a maximum at 10:15 UT. This

was the region studied by HXIS. However,there was another IN Ha flare from
10:10 UT to 10:33 UT, with a maximum at 10:18 UT, from a region at N2]
E44. There was also a reverse drift metric type III burst (A.O, Benz, private
communication) at ]0. ]7 UT which did not extend in frequency above 400 MHz.
This would correspond to an electron density of 2 x 10Scm -3 if the emission is
at the plasma frequency. In the quiet Sun such densities are typically found at
the top of the chromosphere or the base of the corona. (Vernazza et al, 198])
although during activity the altitude may be somewhat higher. The short spike
was imaged a few arc-seconds to the southwest of the brightest point of the
earlier, decaying flare. The data are consistent with an electron beam
escaping from the easterly region and impacting the (presumably) density
enhanced corona above region 16955. A similar event on 1980,June 24, was
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Fig. 2 The fast events with no

hard X-ray emission from well-

separated points.

Fig. 3 The X-ray spike superimposed

on the decay of an earlier event

reported by Simnett et al (1984) although in this instance both active regions

were visible to HXIS.

We have assumed the spike is superimposed on an undisturbed,

decaying background from the earlier flare. If this is correct, then the site of

the spike and the site of the decaying flare must be physically separate, and

not in good thermal contact. This either points to a vertical separation in

the solar atmosphere, or to the existence of structures well below the 8" x 8"

resolution of HXIS. If the spike is non-thermal bremsstrahlung from

precipitating electrons which do not penetrate the 400 MHz plasma level (or

the 200 MHz plasma level if the emission is at the second harmonic) then

the former explanation would be consistent with the data.

Figure 4a, b, shows the 3.5-8.0 keV X-ray intensity-time history for two

isolated events. The FW x/z0M are 106s and 152s respectively, but they

both have weak, long decays. Both are associated with hard X-ray bursts

extending above 100 keV seen by HXRBS. That on 1980 September 26

started at 10:37:40 UT, reached a peak intensity of 349 c/s at 10:37:50 UT,

and lasted 50s. That on 1980,July 10 reached a peak intensity of 535 c/s
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Fig. 4 (a) The fast event on 1980 September 26
of 1980 July 10

(b) The fast event

at 08: 56: 55UT, slightly after the peak In soft X-rays.
The September 26 event was accompanied by a microwave burst which

started at 10: 37:30 UT and reached a maximum of 34 x 104Jy, at 19.6
GHz, at 10:37:48 UT. At this time HXlS was studying Hale region 17145,
then at N17 W56. There was no optical flare reported from this region, but
there was a -F H a flare from region 17167, then at $19 E44, which reached
maximum brightness at 10:37 UT. There was metric radio emission between
10:37:42 uT and 10:88:18 UT, including a reverse drift burst. The latter is
indicative of downward moving electrons. If we apply the same reasoning to
this event as we did to the event shown in Figure 3, then we might be
witnessing X-ray emission from particles accelerated at one site and
transferred to a remote site via the large scale coronal magnetic field. There
was no evidence of any X-rays )16 keV from HXIS in this event. Considering
the relative strengths of the events at 3.5-8.0 keV, and )28 keV for the
event and that shown In Figure 8, this is surprising If all X-rays are coming
from the area Imaged by HXIS. It would be more reasonable if some of the
hard X-ray burst seen by HXRBS was from a different region.

Figure 4b shows a much stronger event on 1980,July 10. There was a
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significant hard X-ray burst seen by HXIS, above ]6 keV, capable of producing

a weak Image, yet the peak intensity seen by HXRBS was only 535 c/s.
Therefore, a comparison with the September 26 event shows either that the

X-ray spectra between the two events were very different or that the above

conclusion that some, or most, of the hard X-rays from the September 26 event

were from the east hemisphere flare is correct. There is an additional

unusual feature about this event in that the soft X-ray intensity is already

declining before the hard X-ray burst reaches maximum. The latter is very

structured, with three promlnant peaks, the last being the most intense. This

event might be more consistent with other events, from spectral and temporal

considerations, if the last and longest hard X-ray spike were from a region not

imaged by HXIS. There was decimetric, metric and dekametric activity from

03: 56-03:57 UT but no reported H a flare.
The final event on ]980,July 1] at 05:31:30 UT is shown in Figure 5.

The soft X-ray enhancement coincident with the hard X-ray burst fell virtually

to background level before rising again for the small event at 05:33 UT. The

40s duration of the hard X-ray burst, which reached an intensity of ]03 c/s

and extended to beyond ]00 keV, is indicated by the cross-hatched box in

Figure 5. The 5.2 GHz microwave burst reached 8 x ]04Jy at 05:3]:30
UT, essentially coincident with the hard X-ray burst maximum at 05: 3]: 35 UT.

There was metric and decimetric type III activity from 05:3]:30 UT-05:33 UT

(A. O. Benz, private communication).

This small event was from N20 E55, associated with a -N H a flare which
started at 05:32 UT and had a maximum at 05:34 UT. The initial soft X-ray

burst appears to be quite definitely associated with the hard X-ray burst, but yet

the following stronger soft X-ray emission has no corresponding hard X-rays.

The second burst is delayed long enough that any thermal effects of energy

deposition at the time of the hard X-ray burst must have dissipated.

We note that there was a IF H a flare in progress at this time from $1]
E83,with a maximum at 05:39: UT. In view of the associations discussed

above in relation to other events it is plausible that this event is also associated

with activity from a remote region. One might speculate that the first spike in

Figure 5 is non-thermal bremsstrahlung from electrons, while the later emission

is thermal X-rays from plasma heated by ions. If the distance travelled by the

particles is 8 x "10-1°cm, consistent with the separation of the two flaring

regions, cf e observed delay of ,=80s between the first spike and the subsequent

soft X-ray emission may be accounted for by electrons of =30 keV and protons
of =400 keV.

Conclusions

The events discussed above provide a unique Insight into the

correspondence between hard and soft X-ray emission in solar events which are

not confused by large scale chromospheric ablation and its associated thermal
X-ray signature. We have focused on the features of the events which we

think provide good boundary conditions for a sound interpretation. The

Interpretations we have made appear reasonable, but they are not meant to

exclude other explanations which match the boundary conditions. The soft X-ray

spikes are compact events,typically, but not always, below the 8" x 8" resolution
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HXIS. Some events, such as that on July 7 and on 1980,June 27 at ]9.50

UT (Simnett and Dennis, ]985) had no reported radio activity at any wavelength.
This would argue against non-thermal electrons as the dominant energy carrier

in these events, especially as the hard X-ray intensity is also below the HXRB8

threshold. The rapid decay of the soft X-ray events is unlikely to be a signature
of hot plasma in the corona. Therefore we believe these events either take

place at the top of the chromosphere, or are non-thermal electron

bremsstrahlung. The very short spikes which occur in coincidence with hard

X-rays, such as those shown in Figure ] and 5, are most likely examples of the
latter. Finally, we believe the events where (a) there is a reverse drift radio

burst and (b) simultaneous flaring from widely separated regions argues strongly

for a particle beam interpretaion, coupled with extensive magnetic coronal loops

linking the flaring regions; where in the large loop the energy release and
particle acceleration occur are open questions.
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RADIO AND MICROWAVE GROUP
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

Rapporteur: Arnold O. Benz

Institute for Astronomy, ETH
Zurich, Switzerland

Observersofsolarflaresinradioand microwaveshave been confrontedwith rapidfluctuations

fora longtime. In fact,most radioburstsshow variationson the time scaleofone secondor less.

At longwavelengths(decimetricand longer)theradiationmost oftenseems to consistofa sequence

of peaks ratherthan a modulated emission.There are two main reasonsforthe greatabundance

of rapid fluctuationsin radio and microwaves: The largecollectingareas and high sensitivity

of the receiverslead to a signalto noiseratiowhich usuallyfar exceedsmeasurements at other

wavelengths. Fluctuations,which alsomay exist,simply pass undetected in the noiseat other

wavelengths.The secondreasonisphysical.At wavelengthslongerthan about 10 cm the emission

processchanges from incoherentsynchrotronradiationto some coherentprocess. The cause of

emissionisone ofmany possibleinstabilitiesofa non-thermal electronvelocitydistribution.The

limitationor saturationlevelofsuch instabilitiesishighlyvariable.

The group consistedof 2 distinctsetsofpeople: observersat microwaves and observersat

longerwaves. The firstquestionaddressedwas: Are spikes seen in radio and microwaves

the same? G.D. Wells presentedan example ofNationalGeophysicalData Center archivesdata.

A. Benz showed firstquantitativespectrasofspikesat 0.3- 1.0GHz having bandwidths of 1.5%

of the centerfrequency. K. Tapping discussedVLBI observationsof a similarspikeat 1.6 GHz

with a possiblesourcedimension ofabout 40 krn.M. St_ihlihas discovereda narrowband spikeat

5.1 GHz of a few tenthsof millisecondduration,the highestfrequencyever. A theoreticalpaper

on millisecondspikeswas presentedby C.S.Li.

S.Enome and L. Orwig have studiedthe ratioofspikeemissionat 1 GHz to the hard X-ray

flux.They findthe narrowband spikestoemit much more than thebroadband spikes.A verylikely

interpretationmay be thatthe latterradiationisincoherent,i.e.synchrotronemission.Broadband

spikesare generallyseen athigh microwave frequencies.They lasttypicallyI secondand generally

correlatewellwith hard X-rays.They have beendiscussedby E. Correiaetal.interms ofinverse

Compton losses.K. Kai and H. Nakayirnafindpositionsofsuch broadband spikesat microwaves

to vary from peak to peak. P. Kaufmann and A.M. Zodi discussedms-second structuresat high

frequencymicrowaves which are not broadband. They seem to be a modulation of a background

or a finestructureof it.This isvery differentfrom the millisecondspikesat wavelengthslonger

than 10 cm, which are individualburstswith no (ordifferentlypolarized)background.

The group concluded that:

1) narrowband spikesare generallyobserved around 1 GHz, but up to 5.2 GHz, and are to be

consideredphysicallydifferentfrom broadband spikesat higherfrequency.

2) observationsof bandwidths at allfrequenciesare of greatimportance.

The second topicconcerned pulsations. They are observed as quasi-periodicfluctuations

in the whole radio and microwave region.T. Kosugi has found microwave pulsationscorrelating

with hard X-ray fluctuations.Pulsationsat veryhigh microwave frequencieswere presentedby P.
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Kaufmann. The discussion, however, revealed that the position of some of such microwave pulsa-

tions were not identical. Oscillating flux tube models, however, would predict a constant source

position. A. Benz presented metric radio oscillations (0.2 GHz) which were periodic and came

from the same source. It was concluded in a general discussion that only position measurements

can distinguish between real and apparent quasi-periodic pulsations.
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EXTREMELY RAPID RADIO SPIKES IN FLARES

(Review)

A.O. Benz

Institute of Astronomy, ETH
Zurich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

Radio spikes of a few to tens of milliseconds of the solar radio emission have recently seen

a surge of interest of theoreticians who are fascinated by their high brightness temperature of

up to 10 Is K, their association with hard X-ray bursts, and a possibly very intimate relation to

electron acceleration. Their bandwidth and global distribution in frequency have quantitatively

been measured only recently. This review is intended to emphasize the considerable extend of

old and new observational knowledge which is hardly touched upon by theory. The wide range of

spike observations is summarized and brought into the perspective of recent models. It is concluded

that spikes yield a considerable potential for the diagnostics of energetic particles, their origin, and

history in astrophysical plasmas.

1. Introduction

Millisecondradiospikesare a rapidlygrowingfieldofsolarradioastronomy. Although their

roleand diagnosticcapabilitiesfor flaretheory,nor even theiremission mechanism are clear,

considerableprogressin our understanding has been achievedover the lastfew years. Spikes

today are generallyagreedto be a non-thermal,coherentemissioncloselyconnected with particle

accelerationand energy releaseinflares.

Radio burstswith durationsoflessthan 100 ms have firstbeen noted by Dr6ge and Riemann

(1961) and ElgarCy (1961). They have been studied by de Groot (1962), ElgarCy (1962), and later

by Eckhoff (1966) and de Groot (1966). The first major articles on the subject did not appear

until DrSge (1967) and Malville, Allen and Jansen (1967) summarized their observations. This

work was extended by de Groot (1970) and Tarnstrom and Philip (1972a,b). The pioneers used

various names for the new phenomenon: knots, pips, rain, flash bursts, etc. We will use the word

"spike" introduced by de Groot, which today is well established in the community, and restrict

it to narrowband peaks of less than 100 ms total duration. Note that in hard X-ray and high

frequency microwave data the same expression sometimes is used for entirely different phenomena

such as peaks with ten times or longer durations or tiny fluctuations of a background emission.

In the first decade of spike observations the observing frequencies were in the range from 200
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to 350 MHz. This was extended by more than an order of magnitude in both directionsin the

followingyears.Barrow and Sannders (1972)havefound spikesat18 -26 MHz associatedwith type

IIIradiobursts.Their observation,however,has never been confirmedby spectralmeasurements.

At microwaves,spikeswere observed up to 1420 MHz by Dr6ge (1967 and 1977),at 2650 and 2840

MHz by Slottje(1978)and Zhao and Yin (1982).They have recentlybeen discoveredup to 5200

MHz by St_ihliand Magun (1986).These authorsdid not findspikes(asdefinedabove) at higher

frequencies.Itiscleartoday that spikesare most abundant in the decimetricrange,i.e.from 300

to about 3000 MHz.

How many types of spikesare there? The reportof Slottje(1978)of fullypolarizedspikes

in a microwave event at the time was consideredevidencefora speciesofspikesentirelydifferent

from the intermediatelypolarizedkind at lower frequency.However, subsequent observationsby

Slottje(1980)and St_ihliand Magun (1986)of a largersetof spikesat microwaves showed that

the eventwas exceptionaland the generalpolarizationbehaviourissimilarto the one deduced by

Benz, Zlobec,and Jaeggi(1982)at 300 MHz. Secondly,spikeemissionsmay have differentorigins

ifthey occurin differentcontextsas manifestedby otherradiations.Spikeshave been found to

be associatedwith metric type I storms (ElgarCy,1962;Eckhoff,1966),type IIIbursts(ElgarCy

and ROdberg, 1963; Tarnstrom and Philip, 1972b), and type IV events (Drfge, 1961); ElgarCy,

1961; de Groot, 1962, and later authors). Malville et al. (1967) measuring only total flux at

two frequencies could not find any difference between spikes and type I bursts except in duration.

ElgarCy and Eckhoff (1966) noted a smooth transition from type I bursts to spikes and back during

a noise storm. However, spectrographic observations by de Groot (1970) demonstrated that spikes

associated with type III and type IV bursts preferentially occurred at higher frequencies than type

I bursts. Finally, Benz et al. (1982) found significant differences to type I bursts in polarization,

bandwidth, and spatial distribution on the solar disk. In conclusion, it seems that presently only

two species of spikes can safely be distinguished: spikes in noise storms at metric frequencies,

which seem to be identical to type I bursts except for their shorter duration, and "real" spikes,

which extend to much higher frequencies and are associated with flares. This review concentrates

on the second kind. Whether it is a homogeneous set of phenomena or needs to be divided along

frequencies (such as decimetric vs. microwaves) or associated metric activity (type III vs. type

IV) needs to be investigated. Nevertheless, this review follows the rule that phenomena have to

be considered as manifestations of one type until shown to be different.

This article is the first summary of 25 years of spike research. The main emphasis is on a

complete discussion of observations and their theoretical implications. The theory of spike emission

is also briefly reviewed. The goal is to draw the attention of the larger community interested in

solar flares to the rapidly growing set of spike observations, and most of all to bridge the gap which

sometimes seems to separate theoreticians and observers.
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2. The Spike Phenomenon

2.1. Time Profile

The duration of spikes, orders of magnitude shorter than any other type of radio emission,

led to their discovery as soon as appropriate instruments were in operation. Early observations

are shown in Figure 1. Many authors have reported contradictory values for the duration of single

spikes. Limited instrumental resolution may explain some of the discrepancies. Other authors

emphasized extremely short values which were, however, exceptional cases. In addition there

seems to be a trend to shorter duration at higher frequencies noted already by Dr/_ge (1967) and

Tarnstrom and Philip (1972b).

-50.10- 21W/m2Hz 30163

_5 1420 MHz
14.54,50 U.T.

• 10- 21W/m2Hz

-10 240 MHz

16.111.64 [ 460 MHz-50

-20 , I t IJJ

- 5 16.07.50 U.T.

- 50 J

Fig. 1: Full Disk radio observations (to-

tal flux vs. time) of a solar flare
at different frequencies. Top:

Spikes superimposed on major

type IV event in microwaves.
Bottom: Spikes at 460 MHz

associated with metric type HI

bursts at 240 MHz (from Dr6ge,
1967).

Considering only measurements with sufficient resolution, typical durations of single spikes

around 250 MHz are 50 - 100 ms (Dr6ge, 1967, Benz et al., 1982). Barrow et al. (1984) measuring

with 0.3 ms resolution noted structure down to 5 ms. The typical duration decreases to 10 - 50

ms at 460 MHz and to 3 - 7 ms at 1420 MHz (Dr6ge, 1967). It seems to be below 10 ms around

3000 MHz (Zhao and Yin, 1982; St_hli and Magun, 1986).

Tarnstrom and Philip noted that the duration of spikes is comparable to the electron-ion

collision time interactions,

0.18 T s12
,-= (1)

n_ ln A '

(Zheleznyakov, 1970) assuming equal electron and ion temperature T. With In A _ 11.2 and

for fundamental plasma emission
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4.0(va__=) 2 T 8/2 ms (2)

where YaH, is the observing frequency in GHz. Several authors have derived upper limits on

the source size, requiring it to be smaller than the duration divided by the speed of light. In the

light of the above correlation of duration and collision frequency, it does not seem plausible that

the source size decreases with frequency. More likely is the duration determined by some collision

time, and the upper limit of the size derived from duration at high frequency is closest to the
actual dimension.

2.2. Spectrum

A better estimate of the source size can be derived from the bandwidth of single spikes. Early

spectras (e.g. de Groot, 1970) have already revealed that spikes are very narrow-banded. Reported

observations of the bandwidth vary between 0.5 and 15 MHz. They have been measured with vari-

dus methods and need to be considered with caution. Film recordings yield total bandwidth above

threshold. The measured values thus depend on peak flux minus threshold. The firstquantitative

spectra of spikes have been published only very recently (Benz, 1985). The half-power width at

practically instantaneous time is typically 10 MHz, or 1.5 %, at a center frequency of 600 MHz.

Figure 2 is an instructive comparison between spike and type III bursts in frequency and time.

This extremely narrow width is a powerful restriction on possible emission processes.

Fig. 2: Three-dimensionalrepresentation of spikes (front) and type III bursts (back): time increases
to the right (total of 4 seconds is shown). Frequency decreases with depth (370-250 MHz),

and flux is shown logarithmically in vertical direction. The data was recorded by the digital

spectrometer (IKARUS) in Zurich on 1980, September 24, 0731 UT.
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Spikeshave escaped detectionby routinefilm-recordingspectrographsfor a long time. For

thisreasonthe totalbandwidth ofspikeactivityand the totalnumber per event remained unclear.

Singlefrequencyobservationsby Dr6ge (1967)suggestedtotalbandwidths of a few hundred MHz

forspikeactivityintypicalevents.Thishas been confirmedwiththedigitalspectrometerinZurich.

Using thisinstrument Benz (1985)has estimatedthe total-number of spikesper event between

8200 and more than 13200 in 4 richspikeevents. The multitudeof spikesisevidentin Figure

2 showing the contrastbetween type IIIand spikebursts.Spikesassociatedwith type IV bursts

may aftersome time of random occurrencearrangethemselvesto patternsin the frequency-time

plane,which may resemblebroadband pulsationsor paralleldriftingbands (Kuijperset al.,1981).

A globalshiftof spikeactivityfrom 3 GHz to < 1 GHz has been noted by Fu et al. (1983)in

the 1981,May 16event.This may reflecta generalshiftofthe spikesourcesto lowerdensityand

possiblyhigheraltitude.

2.3. Polarization

De Groot (1962),Chernov (1976,1978)and Slottje(1978)reported"strong" circularpolar-

izationofspikes.More recentmeasurements (Slottje,1980;Benz et al.,1982;Stiihliand Magun,

1986; Nonino et al.,1986) agree that the polarizationisgenerallyhigherthan e.g. fortype III

bursts,but itcan vary from 0 to 100 %. Itisinterestingto note that theseobserversmeasured

300 -
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Fig. 3: Calibrated spectrogram of impulsive phase of a flare on 1980 September 24 observed by the

digital spectrometer in Bleien (Zurich). Top: total flux. Bottom: polarization spectrum

of the same time interval showing separation of type III and spike bursts. Left circular

polarization is represented bright, right circular polarization dark, and zero polarization is

gray (from Benz and Kane, 1986).
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differentfrequencies (from 0.2 to 3.2 GHz) and associated with differentmetric activity (type

IIIand type IV). An example of a polarization measurement isshown in Fig. 3. For this rare case

the sense of polarizationof the type III isopposite to the spikes. The polarization averaged over

many spike events isbetween 25 and 30 %. Surprisingly,the value does not vary between 0.238

GHz (Zurich and Trieste observations) and 3.2,resp. 5.2 GHz (unpublished Bern observations).

2.4. Position

The center-to-limb variation of the rate of occurrence of spikes has been investigated by

statisticson associated Ha flarepositions. No longitudinal effecthas been noted by Benz et al.

(1982) at 0.3 GHz and StKhli and Magun (1986) at 3.2 GHz. It may thus be concluded that

propagation effectsdo not play a major rolein the spike process.

Only one directmeasurement of the position of a spike event has been reported (Heyvaerts et

al.,1978). The sources were found separated from the associated type IIIbursts by about I arcmin.

Therefore itseems that not only the emission mechanisms of the two radiations are different,but

also the source environment.

3. Phenomena Associatedwith Spikes
The timing of spike emission in relationof the flareprocess isan important indicator for the

interpretationof spikes.
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Fig. 4: Correlation of frequency-averaged spike flux in the frequency band 580-640 MHz (middle)

with type III emission in the 250-310 MHz band (top) and HXR (bottom). The radio data

has been recorded with the Zurich digital spectrometer (IKARUS), the HXR observations

were made by HXRBS/SMM (from Benz, 1985).
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3.1. Other Radio Emissions

Spikes most frequently appear at times of type III bursts, the radio signature of electron

beams in the corona. Even with a modern film recording spectrograph spikes are observed near

the starting frequency of type III bursts in 10 % of all cases (Benz et al., 1982). They are generally

at higher frequency (and thus higher source density) than the associated type III bursts. Examples

of type III-spike associations are given in Figs. 2 - 4. Figure 4 shows a relatively close correlation

of the time variations. Details of type III and averaged spike emission sometimes, but not always,

correlate. Some examples of detailed correlation of single type III bursts with clusters of spikes

have been given by Benz et al. (1982). It seems very likely that spikes are caused by energetic

electrons or their acceleration process.

Karlicky (1984) has analyzed spikes in big outbursts (usually type II and IV). He finds the

spikes not always related to type III bursts. Some appeared shortly before the start of a type II

or another manifestation of mass ejection. Spikes generally occurred before pulsations, which have

been proposed to be caused by energetic particles trapped in magnetic loops. These observations

suggest that spike emission neither requires streaming, nor trapped particles.

Stiihli and Magun (1986) find from single frequency measurements at 3.2 GHz that 10 % of all

events show temporal fine structure possibly caused by spikes. In agreement with Slottje (1978),
Zhao and Yin (1982) and others, they find the spike activity to generally occur in the rise and

maxinmm phase of the impulsive microwave (synchrotron) emission. An example of the phasing

of s )ikes in relation to the impulsive microwave emission is given in Fig. 5.
I I I I I

_°

5"

20-

0

14':11

3.2. X-Ray Emission

14'-1s

Fig. 5: Observation of spikes at 5.2

GHz by the Institute of Applied
Physics in Bern on 1982, Febru-

ary 10. The spikes are super-

posed on the smoother, impul-

sive synchrotron emission

(courtesy of M. St_ihli).

T_ (UT)

Hard X-ray (HXR) emission originates from bremsstrahlung and provides reliable information

on the energy of fast electrons. Benz and Kane (1986) find enhanced X-ray emission above 26

keY in 71 _ of well developed type III/spike events. All major spike events are accompanied

by enhanced HXR. Benz and Kane (1986) have noted that HXR emission associated with spikes
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tends to be more impulsiveand shorterindurationthan the averageHXR burst.The correlation

of HXR and spikescan be very closeas e.g.in Fig. 4. However, itisgenerallynot as good and

reliableas between HXR and microwave emissions. The occurrenceof spikesseems to require

additionalconditionson the sourceor on the exciter.The occasionallycloseassociationof spikes

with impulsiveHXR emission suggeststhat spikesare intimatelyrelatedto the energizationof

fastelectrons.This issupportedby the observed concentrationofspikesin the riseand maximum

phase ofHXR bursts(Benz and Kane, 1986),which iscontrarytothe timingofallotherdecimetric

emissionsexcepttype III.The understandingofspikesmay thusyieldinformationon the primary

energy release in flares.

Soft X-ray observations of the 1980 August 31 flares by Strong et al. (1984) yield preflare

densities with plasma frequencies in the range of the frequencies of the spikes observed later during

the flare (Benz, 1985). It is generally believed that spike emission occurs at a frequency which is

within a factor of two of the local plasma frequency. The observations then indicate that spikes

occur near the flare site before the density increase by evaporation of chromospheric material. If

shown to be generally true, the range of spikes in frequency would limit the density in the primary

energy release region to about 109 - 1011crn -s.

If the spike sources were located in an isothermal atmosphere, the derived density range would

correspond to an extent of 5.5 scale heights or 550000 km at 2.106 K. The close correlation with hard

X-rays (known to originate mostly from _ 2500 km, Kane, 1981) and the absence of drift in spike

clusters clearly exclude such a possibility. The spread of spike activity in the spectrum thus seems

to be caused by a density (or magnetic field) inhomogeneity other than gravitational. Compared

with the much smaller inhomogeneity observed in type III or U bursts, the inhomogeneity of spike

sources seems to be due to a gradient in perpendicular direction to the magnetic field which, in

addition, is steeper at higher frequency (lower altitude). Benz and Kane (1986) have concluded

that spikes emission (and thus acceleration) take place in a highly inhomogeneous region with

density variations of about one order of magnitude.

4. Theory

Recent observationsat decimeter and microwave frequencieshave shown that millisecond

spikesare a phenomenon associatedwith the impulsivephase of primary energy releasein flares.

They oftencorrelatewith HXR and type IIIradioemission,both manifestationsof 10 - 100 keV

electrons.Occasionalabsenceof correlationhas been interpretedin terms of unfavorablesource

conditions(Benz and Kane, 1986):Type IIIemissionrequireselectronsstreamingon quasi-open

fieldlines,HXR have a high thresholdfordetection,and the conditionsforspikesare unknown.

Itisgenerallyagreed today thatspikesaresignaturesofenergeticelectrons.

4.1. Source Size and Brightness Temperature

Estimates of the source size of spikes yield small values and thus lead to enormous brightness

temperatures of spike radiation. They are a challenge to theory and have in the past attracted
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the attention of theoreticians. Upper limits based on duration may not be very meaningful, since

the duration seems to depend on frequency and decreases approximately with the mean collision

time (§ 2.1.). Estimates using the bandwidth seem to be more reliable. Let us assume that the

emission frequency depends on a characteristic frequency (such as the local plasma frequency or

gyrofrequency). The source dimension 1 of a spike is then determined by the scale length A of the

characteristic frequency and the bandwidth Aw of the spike:

Ahy

(3)
W

If the natural width of the emission frequency cannot be neglected, equ. (3) only gives an

upper limit on the size. Quantitative measurements of all variables in equ. (3) yield l _ 200 km

(Benz, 1985). This is an order of magnitude smaller than the "speed of light dimension" derived

from the duration of spikes at 600 MHz, but comparable to that upper limit at 3 GHz. It is

interesting to note that the source size derived from equ. (3) agrees with the possible observation

of a spike by VLBI technique yielding a diameter of approximately 50 km (Tapping et al., 1983).

With a diameter of 200 km and for a circular source the brightness temperature of spikes is

up to 10tSK. Only coherent emission processes can reach such an intensity.

4.2. Emission Process

Early ideas on the emission mechanism included plasma emission and electron cyclotron emis-

sion and were based on analogies to other impulsive radio emissions (Malville et al., 1967; Tarn-

strom and Philip, 1972b). A plasma wave model was first presented by Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev

(1975). They proposed emission at the harmonic of Langmuir waves generated by unstabilized

electron beams. As soon as the n gentle- beam" instability stabilizes, the beam emits ordinary type

III radiation. Chernov (1978) developed the model further and realized that such beams would

have to be small in size (500 km) and nearly monoenergetic. Although plasma emission is still used

today in modelling spike emission (Kuijpers et al., 1981, Karlicky, 1984) its predicted similarity

to type III emission contradicts the observations. Spikes have a much smaller intrinsic bandwidth,

higher polarization and, most of all, a 4 orders of magnitude higher brightness temperature. Spikes

probably have a different emission mechanism.

Langmuir waves may still be the cause of spikes. Their transformation into radio emission,

however, would have to be an extraordinary process (as examples we mention strong turbulence

or direct conversion on density gradients). A further possibility has been studied by Vlahos et al.

(1983) who considered the coherent wave-wave coupling of two antiparallel upper-hybrid waves.

The random initial phase and finite coherence length produce a spiky radio emission. This emission

process however still needs to be shown to agree with the wealth of observations summarized in

sections 2 and 3.

Cyclotron emission is today's most favored process for spike radiation. Cyclotron waves grow

exponentially in loss-cone velocity distributions of electrons. Such a distribution may be the result

of trapping (or just one reflection) of energetic particles in magnetic mirrors. Of particular interest

is the cyclotron maser instability, in which electrons with velocity v are in resonance with transverse
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electromagneticwaves (co,k) if

co- s t2c- kllVll= 0 (4)

where the index IIisthe component parallelto the magnetic field,s the harmonic number of

the wave, and ft_the relativisticelectrongyrofrequency.Equation (4) describesthe equalityof

wave and particlegyrofrequencyin the Doppler-shiftedframe of the electron.The term "maser"

was givento thisinstability,sinceitgenerallyoccursforelectrondistributionsdepletedofparticles

withlow perpendicularvelocityconstituinga reversedpopulation.The instabilitydirectlyconverts

particleenergyintoradiationand isableto produce very high brightnesstemperatures.For this

reasonitwas proposed asthe emissionprocessofspikesby Holman et al.(1980).

Melrose and Dulk (1982a) have worked out the detailsof the growth and energeticsof the

maser emission.The effectsof the ambient plasma have been includedby Sharma et al. (1982).

Growth and escapeof the variousmodes and harmonics have recentlybeen discussedforcoronal

conditionsby Sharma and Vlahos (1984)and forauroralkilometricradiationby Melrose et al.

(1984).Itseems thatthe maser mechanism operatesonly instrongmagnetic fields(cop/f2c_ 0.9)

and mainly emits on the fundamental (s: 1). Then itmay not only be a strongradio source

but can even considerablyheat the ambient medium and thus may redistributethe flareenergy

(Melroseand Dulk, 1984) or accelerateparticles(Sprangleand Vlahos, 1983).

While a considerableefforthas been made to theoreticallyunderstand the maser instability

and interpretethe high brightnesstemperature,verylittlehas been done to explainother features

ofspikes.Ina model discussedby Vlahos and Sharma (1984)the bandwidth ofspikeemissionis

givenby the inhomogeneity ofthe magnetic field(equ. 3).The shortdurationof spikeshas been

interpretedby Li (1986)interms ofinjectionofsmallbeams at skew anglesand fastrelaxationof

the anisotropicelectrondistribution.

Itisconcludedthat the emission mechanism isstillunclear. Although cyclotronmasering

looksattractive,otherpossibilitiesare stillopen and shouldbe investigated.

4.3. Spikes and the Flare Process

Sincespikesappear during the primary energy releaseinflares,itismost interestingto view

spikesinthe generalcontextofflares.The closeagreement ofthe sourcedensityofspikeswith the

preflaredensityofflareloops as derivedfrom softX-rayssuggeststhatspikesare emitted from a

sourcecloseto the primary accelerationregion.Unlesssome novelcoherentradiationmechanism

isat work theexciterof spikesmust be fragmented into10000 or more singleelements.This is

usuallyassumed formaser models. Then, the simplestassumption isthat the flareenergy,i.e.

atleastitsparttaken up by fastelectrons,isreleasedin ten thousands of elements (microflares).

This scenariohas been consideredby Benz (1985).These flareelements may be the resultof a

globalMHD instabilityof the flareregion.

Each flareelement should not be much largerthan the spike source (lessthan 200 km in

diameter).The accelerationprocessin such a regionmay be caused by a constantelectricfieldor

doublelayer(run-away,consideredby Kuijperset al.,1981),stochasticacceleration(Benz,1984),
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or smallshocks(VlahosandSprangle,1985).In anycase,the extentof spike emission over more

than an octave in frequency and the compactness of flare kernels suggests that the large range of

different magnetic fields or densities is due to strong inhomogeneities.

The suggested fragmentation of flare energy release needs confirmation. It may be difficult to

observe in hard X-rays, since most of the electrons may loose their energy far from the acceleration

site at higher density. Also type III bursts may be the combined result of many elementary

accelerations. They are well-known to often consist of superposed fine structures.

5. Conclusions

Spikes are an intriguing emission in the impulsive phase of flares. They are the most frag-

mented flare radiation consisting of ten thousands of individual elements. The most important

question is whether this fragmentation is original or the result of a secondary process. If original,

it will have a major impact on flare theory reducing flare time scales by several orders of magnitude.

The fact that spikes are not seen in every flare should not be overemphasized. Observations

have mainly been done on frequencies below 1 GHz and only on a few single frequencies above.

Many spike events have remained unobserved. Complete coverage from 0.3 to 5 GHz is urgently

needed. In addition, propagation conditions in the source region may often prohibit the escape of

spike radiation. This is particularly critical for cyclotron maser emission being strongly absorbed

at skew angles to the magnetic field.

Future spike observations should be compared with other flare radiations. Spatial resolution

and location in relation to the HXR flare are of great importance. Theoretical studies should

proceed from merely considering the emission process to construction of models of spikes in the

frame of current flare theory.
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Abstract

Results are reported of an initial comparison of solar narrow-band

decimeter wave spike bursts with corresponding X'ray events for 25 solar

flares. Contrary to the rather straightforward temporal and spatial relations

which exist between typical impulsive microwave and X-ray bursts, narrow-band

decimeter wave spike bursts show complex temporal structure relative to the

associated X-ray features. The time delay between the hard X-ray and microwave

emission peaks varies from -2 to 8 seconds. The asscoiated X-ray events are

very weak in intensity, are spectrally very soft, and do not show any peculiar

spectral features. Although the total number of bursts is small, it is

found that decimeter spike bursts are 10 2 - 10 3 times stronger than normal

impulsive microwave bursts for the same observed amount of hard X-ray emission.

This feature, supplemented by the fact that 100% circular polarization is

observed, strongly supports a maser origin for the decimeter spike bursts.

Published in Nature, 321,421, (1986).
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ABSTRACT. We have investigated whether microwave source positions
change while the total fluxes of hard X-rays and microwaves show remarkable

rapid fluctuations of the order of seconds. The position measurements were

made in one dimension (east-west direction) with the 17 GHz interferometer

at Nobeyama. Position changes greater than a few arc seconds can be

detected. The result shows that significant position changes are found for

five of seven bursts but that no position changes greater than 3" are found

for the remaining two bursts.

It is crucial for the understanding of the energy release mechanism in

solar flares to know whether the flaring occurs repeatedly in a single loop

or successively in adjacent different loops during X-ray and microwave

bursts of multiple spikes with time scales of seconds. VLA observations show

in some cases repeated flarings at the same position (Lang et al. 1981,

Kundu, Bobrowsky, and Velusamy 1982) and in some cases rather erratic

changes in flaring positions within complex active regions (Kundu, Schmahl,

and Velusamy 1982, Wilson and Lang 1984). The spatial resolution of these
observations are a few arc seconds, but the time resolution is 10 seconds.

High time resolution observations with the WSRT reveal complex changes in

flaring positions in the east-west direction; the source of spiky components

often shows position shifts of the order of the source size (Kattenberg and

Allaart 19_).

In this report we present time variations of circular polarization,

position and size of the source of rapidly fluctuating microwave bursts
simultaneously recorded with the HXIRBSon SMM and the 17GHz interferometer

at Nobeyama. We are interested in particular to know if the position changes

from one peak to the next of multiple spike bursts with time scales of

seconds. The interferometer operated on a regular babis, _ 5h a day, so that

we had greater oppotunity of simultaneous recording of flares with the HXRBS
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or the HXM on Hinotori.

The interferometer is one-dimensional in the east-west direction, and

its maximum spacings are 3B_51 and 77121 before and after July 1981, which

correspond to 50" and 25" respectively (Nakajima et al. I_BO, 1984).

Although these resolution are still poor, we can determine the source

position or estimate the source size with an accuracy of a few arc seconds

using all the observed Fourier components (Kosugi I_): if the source

shifts by more than a few arc seconds, we could detect them. The maximum

recording rate of Fourier components is once per 0.8s for both RH and LH

circular polarizations.

We present below the results of analysis of 7 microwave bursts with

rapidly fluctuations of a few seconds. We have selected those bursts whose

flux density is greater than 100 sfu at 17 GHz, recorded simultaneously with

both the 17GHz interferometer and the hard X-ray spectrometer on SMM

(HXRBS). The selection was by no means complete in the present report.

Examples are shown in Figures I to 8.

The first burst on 7 June 1980

This is a moderately strong burst occurring from an active region that

gave rise to the 'famous' June 7 flare. In Figure I (a) is shown the

comparison between 17 GHz flux and 54-125 keV X-ray flux obtained with the

HXRBS. The 17 GHz flux was recorded with the polarimeter with time constant

of 0.8 s. The result of analysis of the interferometer data is illustrated

in Figure |(b): flux density, degree of circular polarization, east-west

position, and source size. The observed source structure is simple and

unipolar. However the east-west position of the centroid of the source

shifts westward by _ 5" at peaks relative to those at valleys. In addition

the polarization degree becomes lower at peaks. On the other hand there are

no changes in the estimated source size between peaks and valleys. The

position and size were estimated by a model-fitting method developed by

Kosugi(1982).

The second burst which occurred _ 2 h later (0312UT) shows no changes

in position greater than 3" (p-p) between peaks and valleys but shows

similar changes in the polarization degree, as previously described by Kane

et al (1988).

The burst on 16 July 1982

The burst shows rapid fluctuations of a few seconds (Figure 2(a)). The

source is single and of simple structue, and its center position remains at

a fixed position at 0.8' west of the sun's center throughout the burst, as

shown in Figure 2(b). The peak positions of RH and LH circular polarizations

coincide to within errors of absolute position determination. There are no

significant changes greater than 8" in the east-west direction, except the

decay phase ( > 0822 80) when the source shows a progressive shift to west

by _ 2". The source size is estimated to be less than 8". However the degree

of circular polarization significantly changes between 20 % and 40 % : it is
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Fig,2(a) Time plots of 17 GHz flux and hard X-ray(62-1zk_ keY) flux for
the burst on 16 July 1982.
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smaller at peakes and larger at deep valleys.

The burst on 5 June 1982

The burst also shows rapid fluctuations of a few seconds. The source is

single but slightly asymmetric with an extension on the east side, and the

polarization structure is bipolar. As shown in Figure 3 the estimated source

size is _30", much larger than the estimated sizes for the remaining

bursts. Therecre it is likely that two sources of opposite polarizations are

unresolved to be observed as an apparently single source. The east-west

position changes from one pulse to the next and also between peaks and
valleys.

We have made similar analyses for the remaining bursts. The result is

summarized in Table I. There are no significant ( > 3") position changes in

the microwave sources for two bursts ( the second burst on 7 July 1980 and

the burst on 16 July l_), although these two bursts show large amplitude

fluctuations in both microwaves and hard X-rays. Even in these cases the

degree of circular polarization changes in a systematic way : lower at peaks

and higher at valleys. For the burst on 31 July 1981 there is a position

shift of _ 5" between an initial small spike and the following main spikes,

though no systematic shifts are found between peaks and valleys within the

main spikes. The remaining four bursts show significant (8" - 12") position

changes during rapid fluctuations. Systematic position shifts between peaks

and valleys are seen for the first burst on 7 June 1980 and less clearly for

the burst on2B June 1082. Position shifts from pulse to pulse are found for

the bursts on_ June 1982and 28 July 1981.

As far as the circular polarization is concerned, there is a systematic

change: the polarization degree is lower at peaks and higher at valleys

(c.f. Kundu et al., 1981). This tendency can be explained by the variation

of optical depth r of the source: r > I at peaks and r < I at valleys. Or
alternatively there might be two unresolved components: one is less

polarized and spiky, and the other more polarized and smoothly arying (c.f.
Kattenberg and Allaart, 1983).

From the present observational evidence alone we cannot draw a general

conclusion that microwave emission corresponding to different spikes always
originates in different loops, because there are some bursts for which

emission comes consistently at the same position. The latter case may be

attributed to a limitted spatial resolution of the 17 GHz interferometer,

because the two bursts showing no position changes have small source sizes
(<3").

Finally we mention about spatial structures of impulsive flares

observed in [IV (Cheng et al., 1981, 1984). From the analysis of four

impulsive flares observed with the UVSP on SMM, they presented diversity
and complexity of temporal and spatial structures of the flares: in some

flares there are several bright kernels which show different time behaviour

and in some flares bright regions extend over many pixels all of which show
a similar time behaviour.
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Table 1. Summary of Result

Date Time Position Size Change of

Change(p-p) Pol.Degree

1980 June 7 0117-0119 yes 5"

1980 June 7 0312-0313 no <3"

1981 July 26 0411-0412 yes 10"

1981 July 31 0053-0054 yes 5 +

1982 June 5 0126:40-0129:30 yes 12"

1982 June 26 0044-0048 yes 8"

1982 July 16 0321:30-0322:40 no <3 +

8" yes

<5" yes

10" yes

9" no

30" yes?

(bipolar)

20 + yes?

<8" yes
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ABSTRACT

The main observational characteristics of narrowband

dm-spikes are summarized. Since the spikes are observed in

typical sequences of radio bursts, a global model of these

bursts is presented. The intensity of the magnetic field in

the spike source region, which is of principal importance,
is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations indicate that dm-spikes can be divided into

two groups: narrowband dm-spikes (bandwidth af _ 3-15 l_.Hz,

duration ts % 0.1 s) and broadband spikes (blips)(15 I_[Hz _ af

100 MHz, t_ _ I s). Whereas the broadband spikes belong to

the impulsive phase of the flare and are similar to type II!

radio bursts (Benz et al.1983,Wiehl et al.!985,F_rnXk et al.

1985), the narrowband dm-spikes were observed during the

early stage of flare mass ejection (Karlick_ 1984). Due to

their very high brightness temperature (Kuijpers et a1.1981 )

the narrowband din-spikes belong to the most interesting and

important radio bursts. The purpose of this paper is to study

these narrowband dm-spikes from the point of view of the flare

process as a whole.

2. THE OBSERVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NARROWBAND D_-SPIKES

a) The duration of a separate spike is _ 0.1 s.
b) The bandwidth _f = 3 - 15 IvIHz.

c) The radio flux of a spike is typically 200 sfu (Kaastra
1985 ).

d) The dimension of the spike source of 500-6000 km and the

brightness temperature of the spike of 1.4xI0 _2 -6xI0 _s K

are estimated (Kuijpers et al.1981,Kaastra 1985).

e) In the radio spectrum, the spikes are observed in groups

which sometimes consist of several hundreds of spikes.

f) Relationships between the dm-spikes and zebra pattern

(Kaastra 1985) and the din-spikes and brained zebra pattern

(Kuijpers et al. 1981) were found.

'_'f_ECEDING PAGE BLANK _ F'JL.MED
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g) Oscillations of a spike band were observed (Kaastra 1985).

h) Sequences of radio bursts were observed in several cases

(dm-spikes, dm-pulsations and type II radio bursts)

(Karlick_ 1984). The pattern of such a sequence from the

January 31,1982 flare is depicted in Figure I. The impul-

sive phase of the flare usually precedes this sequence by

several minutes. The dm-spikes are observed at higher

frequencies than the pulsations and type II radio bursts.

i) In the August 19,1981 flare, we observed an interesting

radio spectrum (Figure 2a) which expresses the relation-

ship between the narrowband din-spikes, pulsations and fiber
(intermediate drift) bursts (Karlick_ 1985). In this parti-

cular case, it is important that the sequence of radio

bursts mentioned is followed (at lower frequencies) by a

type II radio burst. This sequence, with the exception of

the U-type and fiber bursts, is thus similar to the pattern

in Figure I.

j) The dm-spikes are considered to be the fine structure of

type IV radio bursts (Slottje 1981). In some cases, a group

of spikes were observed to change gradually into continuum

radiation (type IV radio burst) in the spectrum - see

Figure 2 in the paper by Karlick_ (1984).

k) The polarization of spikes may take any value and it is

almost constant within a single group, both in time and at

different frequencies. Their polarization is usually the

same as that of near radio activity (e.g. pulsations)
(Nonino et al. 1985).

l) The narrowband din-spikes are usually related to two-ribbon

flares (Karlick_ 1984).

3. blODEL OF BURST SEQUENCES WITH NARROWBAND DM-SPIKES

The observed burst sequences are best for verifying

models of separate bursts, because these models must consti-

tute the global model. Moreover, in this particular case the

global model must agree with the model of the two-ribbon

flare. Furthermore, the relation between narrowband dm-spikes

and type II radio bursts indicates that the observed burst

sequenes are connected with the process of flare mass ejection
(Karlick_ 1984).

The first attempt to explain the burst sequence was made

by Karlick_ (1985). The radio spectrum and the corresponding

model is shown in Figure 2. In this model, the narrowband

dm-spikes are interpreted as a radio manifestation of the

spatially localized reconnections in the flare loop. The

individual reconnection accelerates the dense electron beam,

which cannot be stabilized by non-linear processes, and,

consequently, the beam relaxes quasilinearly in a very short
time. During this process, Langmuir s waves are generated
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which, after transformation, lead to dm-spikes. The duration

of a din-spike is thought to be related to the thermal damping

time of the generated Langmuir s waves. After quasilinear rela-

xation and space evolution, the superthermal electrons form

the new electron beams which propagate along the flare loop

and generate U-type bursts via two-stream instability. After

some time, the superthermal electrons become trapped in the

flare loop, and fiber bursts (the model by Kuijpers 1975)
and pulsations (the model by Benz and Kuijpers 19761 are

generated via the loss-cone instability. The same "periods"
of the fiber bursts and pulsations (sudden reductions) are

explained by the superthermal electrons which, after inter-

acting with whistlers (fiber bursts) in the bottom part of

the flare loop, interrupt the loss-cone instability (sudden

reductions) also in the upper part of the flare loop. In the

course of the whole process, the flare loop is heated and it,

therefore, expands and generates a shock wave (type II radio

burst). The parameters of the flare loop in the radio burst

sources were estimated on the basis of this concept and of

the models of the individual bursts mentioned (Figure 2b):

The height of the flare loop from the U-type burst theory,

the magnetic fields from the fiber and type II burst theory,

the mean electric field in the reconnection process from the

size of the spike source region and the energy of the super-
thermal electrons.

This model was developed for the August 19,1981 flare,

but its significance is more general. It can also explain the

typical burst sequence shown in Figure I. The role of the

spikes, pulsations and type II bursts remains the same, and

the U-type and fiber bursts are not observed due to some

effects (generation mechanism, propagation effects, weak

intensity).

4. DISCUSSION

In all dm-spike models, their principal condition is

expressed in terms of the ratio of the electron plasma wp_

and electron cyclotron Wce frequencies. For example, the

models by Kui_pers et al.(1981)(the runaway model) and by

Melrose and Dulk (1982)(the electron-cyclotron maser) require

relatively high magnetic fields, i.e. the condition w_e _wce
must be satisfied. On the other hand, Kaastra (1985) esta-

blished the condition _p_>> _¢e in the spike source region on

the basis of the relation between the dm-spikes and the

zebra pattern. A similar result can also be obtained in our

case with a relatively low magnetic field (Figure 2b).

(However, a strong local concentration of the magnetic field

can change this result).

In general, it is difficult to estimate the magnetic
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field in the spike source region. In our case, we have used
Kuijper's theory of fiber bursts (Kuijpers 1975). However,

one thing requires an explanation: The H-alpha ribbons of the

August 19,1981 flare were squeezed among a group of sunspots

with a relatively high magnetic field. But Kuijper's fiber

burst theory cannot yield magnetic fields much higher than

we estimated. (A higher magnetic field means a higher group

velocity of the whistlers and a larger distance over which

the whistlers must propagate during the time of the fiber

burst. However, this distance must be smaller than the

characteristic dimension of the flare). These contradictory

facts can be explained in two wa_s:
a) By the structure of the flare s magnetic field.

The magnetic field in the flare is strongly inhomogeneous,

in other words, besides regions with strong magnetic fields

there are also regions with weak magnetic fields.
b) By modifying fiber burst theory.

For example, if the whistlers are replaced by another
type of low-frequency wave or if the ratio of whistler

frequency and electron gyrofrequency is smaller than 0.25

(which is usually used), the estimated magnetic field may

come out higher.

The situation is evidently very complicated. It should

be emphasized, therefore, that the results reported above

were obtained using determined models which still require
verification.
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ABSTRACT

The solar hurst of 21 May 1984 presented a number of unique features. The

time profile consisted in seven major structures (seconds), with a turnover

frequency > 90 GHz, well correlated in time to hard X-ray emission. Each

structure consisted in multiple fast pulses (10 -2 seconds), which were ana_sed

in detail. It has been confirmed a proportionality between the repetition rate

of the pulses and the burst fluxes at 90 GHz and 9 I00 keV hard X-rays, and

found an inverse proportionality between repetition rates and hard X-rays power

law indices. A synchrotron/inverse Compton model has been applied to explain

the emission of the fast burst structures, which appear to be possible for the

first three or four structures.

A number of unique characteristics were found in a solar event observed in

21 May 1984, 1326UT at 30 and 90 GHz by Itapetinga Radio Observatory using

high time resolution (I ms) and high sensitivity (0.03 S.F.U.), and at hard

X-rays by the HXRBS experiment on board of the SMM satellite, with !28ms time

resolution. This event was also observed by patrol radio telescopes at 7 GHz

(Itape tinga) and at 1.4, 2.7, 5, 8.8 and 15.4 GHz (AFGL; Cliver, 1984). The

time profiles at hard X-rays, in two energy ranges, and at 90, 30 and 7 GHz

radio frequencies are shown in Figure I.

The event presented seven major time structures (1-2 sec duration) at 90

GHz, very well correlated to hard X-rays. They are labeled A-G in Figure I.

The 30 GHz emission enhanced only after the fourth structure, and was also well

correlated to the 90 GHz and hard X-rays emissions. The radio emission

intensity increased towards the shortest am-waves, indicating a turnover

frequency at about or above 90 GHz for all seven major time structures, as

shown by the spectra in Figure 2.
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Table I - Parameters of the_burst major time structures, labeled A-G(Figure I).

The spectral indices a and q are mean values at the maximum of each structure.

Radio fluxes are in s.f.u., I s.f.u. = 10-22 w/m 2 Hz, and X-ray fluxes are in

units of 3 x 10 -25 erg/cm 2 s Hz. R is the repetition rate of fast pulses for

each structure, R = N/At, with N the number of pulses, and At the duration of

the major structures (or packet of pulses).

Flux X-ray spectral indices
$truc Flux Flux >30 >i00

ture 90 GHz 30 GEl keV keV

pae.kat: N9
R

burst slow con. dur. pulses

_ _ _ (see) N (s-l)

A 8 3 0.2 0.01 1.2. 2.2 0.8 4.0 2.0 3 1.5

B 34 5 0.6 0.03 1.8 2.5 0.8 4.0 3.8 II 2.9

C 83 7 0.7 0.05 2.5 1.9 1.0 3.0 2.8 16 5.0

D 40 9 0.4 0.02 1.6 2.7 4.0 3.4 1.6 5 3.0

E 58 24 l.l 0.04 0.9 2.4 0.3 3.4 1.7 6 3.5

F 27 12 0.6 0.02 0.7 2.8 0.3 3.4 1.6 4 2.5

G 23 16 0.5 0.03 0.3 2.7 0.0 3.5 1.0 3 3.0

e-fold.'

rise AF/F

time(ms) 90

60 50

70 20

40 50

60 20

50 30

60 50

60 40

Interesting properties are found by correlating pulse repetition rates and

the fluxes at 90 GHz and X-rays, for the various packets of pulses. The

scatter diagrams (Figure 6) are for the seven structures which, together,

included 46 fast pulses. The correlation coefficient was excellent at _ I00

keV X-rays and 90 GHz (better than 90%) but not so good at _ 30 KeV X-rays

(60%). These results favour the well accepted assumption that the mm-wave

emission are better associated to the higher energy X-rays and confirm the idea

that the pulses emission are quasi-quantized in energy (Kaufmann et al., 1980;

Correia, 1983; and Loran et al., 1985). The characteristic energy radiated

by each pulse at the emittrng source can be estimated as 5 x 1020 ergs at

90 GHz and 1020 ergs at _ I00 KeV X-rays.

Another and new result was found by correlating the pulse repetition rates

and hard X-ray power-law spectral index, shown in Figure 7. The correlation

coefficient is very good (91%). This result suggest that the harder is the

spectrum, the larger is the repetition rate.

The fast pulse emission and the high radio turnover frequency are

difficult to be interpreted using models currently available which consider the

acceleration of non-relativistic or mildly relativistic electrons (Kaufmann

et al., 1985; and McClements and Brown, 1986).

One possible explanation assumes the acceleration of ultrarelativistic

electrons which produce a synchrotron emission component spectrum peaking

somewhere at _ _ I0 II Hz. The concurrent hard X-ray emission is attributed to

inverse Compton quenching on the synchrotron photons produced in a compact,

bright and short-lived source (Kaufmann et al., 1986). We analysed here this

possible interpretation for all the seven major structures of the 21 May 1984
event.
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Figure 2 - Radio spectra for the maximum of each major

time structure of the 21 May 1984 event, as indicated

in Figure i.

Table I sun_arizes the main characteristics of each major time structure

of the burst. The spectral indices of the burst structures are distinguished

from the indices of a slow underlying burst emission component (-20 seconds).

At radio, the spectral indices e are defined as F = v , where F is the flux

density and v the frequency. The spectral indices 5etween 30-90 GHz enhanced

for each s_aperimposed structure with e-0.3 - 2.5, while the underlying slow

component spectral index was varying slowly in the 0-I.0 range. The X-ray

power-law spectral indices _ are defined as F _ E-q, where F is the flux, E

the photon energy, and q = @-I. The corresponding hard X-ray structures

exhibited spectral indices reduction to = 3, while the slow component remained

at the _ -4-5. The spectra become harder in peak of each structure (Figure 5,
Table I).
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Figure 1 - The solar burst of 21 May 1984,

1326UT, observed at 7, 30 and 90 GHz (Ita-

petinga Radio Observatory) and hard X-rays

(HXRBS-SMM). The seven major time structu

res are labeled A-G.

Each structure was expanded in 4 second sections, in order to analyse

their time profiles in more detail. Using running mean technique,we filtered

the 4 seconds sections to evidence pulses at 30 and 90 GHz (Figure 3). The

plots show that each radio structure, consisted in packets of fast pulses

with durations of tens of milliseconds and relative amplitude of N50% at 90GHz

and of less than 5% at 30GHz. After the fourth structure, when the 30 GHz

emission was enhanced, we verified that the pulses between 30 and 90 GHz were

generally in phase, to better than i0 ms (Figure 4).

Time expanded 4s sections were also analysed in comparison to hard X-rays,

and in terms of spectral indices. Two examples are shown in Figure 5. At

X-rays, the pulses are not visible because their durations (-60 ms) are shorter

than the time resolution available (-128 ms). However, when compared with time

integrated 90 GHz data, in the same 128 ms, the overall time structures appear

to be well correlated. Therefore it is likely that the fast pulses are also

present at hard X-rays and would be detected if enough sensitivity, and time

resolution were available. In this case, it is plausible to assume that both,

the radio and hard X-ray pulses, are produced by the same population of energe-
tic electrons.
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Figure 3 - All the structures at 90 and 30 GHz plotted on a 4s expanded time
scale with a running mean subtracted from the measured fluxes at the two

frequencies. The flux scales are indicated for structure C, and are kept the
same for all the other 4s sections.

Using the formulation of the synchrotron/inverse Compton model given by

Kaufmann et al., (1986), we obtained the pulse source characteristics in each

one of major time structures. The results, considering a magnetic field of

500 gauss are given in Table II.

The application of the synchrotron/inverse Compton model seems to work

self-consistently in the first four major time structures(A, B, C, D), which

have turnover fre'quencles well above 1011 Hz. The estimated source parameters

required to explain the high turnover frequency and the short pulse durations

(- 60 ms) are: source of -107cm and -I0 II cm-3 density of energetic electrons

with Lorentz factor y _ 40. The model predicts a turnover frequency around
I013 Hz.

For the last three structures (E. F, and G) exhibiting a turnover

frequency at about 1011 Hz, the application of the model would require

unrealistically high numbers of energetic electrons. The last three structu-

res might be explained by existing models that do not require the acceleration

of ultrarelativistic electrons (for example: Dulk and Marsh, 1982).
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Figure 4 -Phase relationships

are analysed for Structure D,

with the pulses time profile in

(a), and their cross-correla-

tion in (b). Pulses are in phase

to an accuracy better than 10ms.

Figure 5(a) - A comparison of

flux and spectral indices at

90 and 30 GHz,and hard X-rays

(> 30 keV) for Structure C.

The time resolution at hard

_O

L_

25oo....,.,.,.._K..,I 000
1500" ., . ,.h | 90GHz

_ooo._ __'__,'_i:_

't
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30-90GHz spectral index
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X-rays was 128 ms, and at radio was 4 ms. In the upper plot the 90 GHz data

was time integrated in 128 ms, in order to compare to the X-rsys time profile.
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Table II - Pulse source characteristics defined by Kaufmann et al., (1986)

synchrotron/inverse-Compton model application of each major time structure

as labeled {n Figure I. Parameters are defined at times t = t (at the
• O • • ,

begining of the pulse) and t = tp (at the maxlmum of the pulse radlo emlsslon).

7 is the Lorentz factor, _ is the fraction of energy lost by the electrons,

-- 7(t = tD)/y[t = t o ) ; _sm is the maximum frequency of the spectrum produced
by the accelerated ultrarelativistic electrons; K is the proportionality factor

of the power law distribution N(7) = Ky-n; N and N t are the density and total

number of electrons accelerated per pulse; r "B is the ratio of the inverse-
Compton to bremsstrahlung losses "intrinsic" _ the emitting pulse source.

STRUC Vsm
rURE- (t_t°

Hz

A 7xlO 13

B 8x1013

C 7x1013

D 9x1013

Vsm(j _ KV N t N_3
"t=tp" electrons electrons cm
Hz

3x1012

4xlO 12

2x1012

4xlO 12

0.21

0.26

0.17

0.21

2xlO 39

1041

4x1038

9x1041

2x1031

2xlO 32

8xlO 31

2x]O 32

2x10 I0

2x10 II

8xlO I0

2xlO II

y rc/B

(t=tp) to tp

47 107 I0

40 107 56

39 107 2

45 3xlO7 24

scale

size

cm

107

107

I0;

107
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ABSTRACT

A solar burst was observed with high sensitivity and time resolution at

cm-mm wavelengths by two different radio observatories (Itapetinga and

Algonquin) ; with high spectral time resolution at dm-cm wavelengths by patrol

instruments (Sagamore Hill); and at hard X-rays (HXM-Hinotori). At the onset

of the major burst time structure there was a rapid rise in the spectral

turnover frequency (from 5 to 15 GHz), _n about 10s, coincident to a

reduction of the spectral index in the optically thin part of the spectrum.

The burst maxima were not time coincident at the optically thin radio

frequencies and at the different hard X-ray energy ranges. The profiles at

higher radio frequencies exhibited better time coincidence to the higher

energy X-rays. The hardest X-ray spectrum (-3) coincided to peak radio

emission at the higher frequency (44 GHz). The event appear to be build up by

a first major injection of softer particles followed by other injections of

harder particles. Ultrafast time structures were identified as superimposed

to the burst emission at the cm-mm high sensitivity data and at X-rays, with

predominant repetition rates ranging 2.0-3.5 Hz.

i. INTRODUCTION

The 4 November 1981, 1828 UT solar burst was observed simultaneously at

eleven dm-mm wavelengths (0.4-44 GHz), by Sagamore Hill (AFGL, USA), Algonquin

(HIA, Canada) and Itapetinga (INPE, Brazil) observatories, and at seven

energy ranges at hard X-rays by HXM experiment on Hinotori satellite(28-375keV).

Radio spectral data were obtained by Sagamore Hill (0.4-15 GHz), with very
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good time resolution (I spectrum/second). The Algonquin (10.6 GHz) and

Itapetinga (22 and 44 GHz) data were obtained with high sensitivity, and high

time resolution (limited here to 30 milliseconds). The hard X-ray data were

analysed with a time resolution of 30 milliseconds in the lower energy channel

(28-38 keV). Hard X-ray spectral indices were obtained every 5-10 seconds

throughout the major burst duration.

2. TIME SPECTRAL VARIATIONS

In Figure 1 we show the flux time profiles, the time variations of the

radio turnover frequency and of the spectral indices. The radio spectral

index _ in the optically thin part of the spectrum was obtained from the

fluxes at 22 and 44 GHz, and defined as F = f_, where F is the flux and f

the frequency. The X-ray data for the seven energy channels (28-375 keV) were

fitted to a power law spectrum (defined as I = E _, where I is the flux, E the

photon energy, and 6 _sothe p_w_r law spectral index) and to a thermal spectrum

(defined as I _ (kT) -V'_ x E -_'_ x exp (-E/kT), where T is the temperature and

k is the Boltzmann constant). The main burst phase (1828-1829 UT) exhibited

three predominant structures at the softer X-ray (28-38 keV) time profile,

with peaks at 1828:19, 1828:27 and 1828:38 UT, respectively. The corresponding

maxima at radio occurred approximately at 10.6 GHz, 22 GHz and 44 GHz,

respectively. The 10.6 GHz time profile is considerably smoother, compared

to the time profiles at higher frequencies. This trend was also observed at

7 GHz, by a patrol instrument operated at Itapetinga Radio Observatory

(Takakura et al., 1983).

Before 1828 UT, there was a precursor which was more pronounced at lower

frequencies, presenting a spectral turnover frequency at about 5 GHz.

Between 1828:10 and 1828:20 UT (corresponding to the first X-ray structure),

there was a very rapid increase of the turnover frequency up to -15 GHz,

simultaneously to a decrease of the 22-44 GHz spectral index from about

-3.7 to -4.9. The rapid change in the radio turnover frequency is shown in

more detail in Figure 2.

The remaining part of the main burst (1828:20 to 1828:50 UT) was

characterized by an increase of the radio and X-rays spectral indices

(hardening) and a slight decline of the radio turnover frequency.

After 1828:50 UT, there was a softening of the X-rays index, but the

22-44 GHz spectral index continued to increase,reaching values between -3.0
and -3.5.

The increase and decrease of the X-ray spectral index _ can also be

described in terms of increase and decrease of the temperature, if we assume

the thermal fit (shown by open circles in Fig. I). The X2 test applied to

the two fits indicated that the thelnnal spectrum was better fitted than the

power law spectrum during the main phase of the hurst (1828:13-1828:43 UT).

However, it is known that multiple injections of power law populations can

produce apparent better thermal fits.

The errors bars marked in the plot of the radio spectral index refer

to the uncertainty in the estimates of the 22 and 44 GHz flux densities at

the beginning of the burst. After 1828:10 UT, this error becomes

negligible. There is still an uncertainty of 0.4 in the absolute value of _,
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by successive spectra, obtained every second,

labeled 1-12, at five dm-cm frequencies by Sagamore

Hill Radio Observatory (AFGL). The last three
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The shift in the turnover frequency (5-15 GHz)
occurred in less than 10s.

due to the uncertainty of about 20% in the calibration of the 22 and 44 GHz

flux scales. However, this effect is meaningless when we consider the time
variation of _.

Figure 3 shows the X-rays time profiles at the six higher energy channels.

There is a gap in the data between 1828:28 UT and 1828:37 UT, but it can be

seen that the first structure at 1828:19 UT was more pronounced at the lower

energies, while the third structure (1828:38 UT) was more pronounced at higher

energies. As shown in Figure I, the 44 GHz maximum occurred at the time of

the third X-ray structure.
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Figure 3 - X-rays time profiles at the harder energy ranges obtained by HXM

experiment on board of the Hinotori satellite. The softer energy channel (28-

38 keV) is shown in Figure i. Note that the 22 GHz time profile (Figure I)

fits better to the 102.9-159.2 keV channel, while the 44 GHz time profile

(Figure I) fits better to the 159.2 - 245.4 keV channel.
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3. SUB-SECOND TIME STRUCTURES

Time expanded sections of this burst reveal that sub-second pulsations

were present in the radio and X-rays time profiles. This phenomenon was

studied by Takakura et al. (1983), in the same burst. Their analysis,

however, was restricted to two time intervals (of 2s), and the Algonquin

10.6 GHz high sensitivity data werenot available. Figure 4 reproduces an

expanded section of the original 22 GHz and 44 GHz time profiles obtained by

two independent radiometers at the focus of the Itapetinga 45ft antenna. We

have analysed in more detail three 4.3s intervals across the main burst

structure, labeled A,B and C in Figure I. The technique used was the

subtraction of the data from running means, as described in the caption of

Figure 5.
SECTION C

i I I ! I
1828:38 1828:41 U.T.

Figure 4 - Example of 22 and 44 GHz raw data without any filtering or

processing, obtained for Section C (Figure I). Superimposed fast structures

are identified at the two frequencies by arrows. The mean time interval

between consecutive well defined pulses is of about 0.3s, corresponding to a

repetition rate of about 3.3 Hz. This burst section is analysed again in

Figure 8, together with 10.6 GHz and hard X-rays data.
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Figure 5 sho_s a sample of the uncertainties in fluctuations outside the

burst period of time. They include the system noise and other fluctuations,

which were due to excess noise at the data acquisition system (at 22 and

44 GHz), or to fluctuations of unknown origin (at 10.6 GHz). The figures

6-8 show the burst sections A,B and C_ which compared to Figure 5 indicate

clearly the presence of sub-second pulsations at the three radio frequencies

and at 28-38 keV X-rays. The figure captions describe further details of the

analysis. The repetition rates of the superimposed fast pulses ranged from

2-3.5 Hz. The subsecond pulses at 10.6 GHz were particularly pronounced at

the main structures A and B, reducing substantially at structure C, as well as

in the remaining part of the event. The relative amplitudes of the subsecond

pulses at the corresponding maxima were of 0.7% (10.6 GHz), 3% (22 GHz),

7% (44 GHz), and 23% (at 28-38 keV X-rays). This result confirm the tendency

of having better defined sub-second structures for higher mm-wave frequencies
(Kaufmann et al., 1984; 1985).

We still observe that the time correlation between pulses at different

radio frequencies and at X-rays is often poor or unexistent. The nature of

this effect is not known, and deserves further analysis. One possibility

might be that the fine time structures were not entirely resolved.

Convolution effects may have produced the observed "ripple" structures,

differently at the three radio frequencies and at X-rays (Brown et ai.,1983;

Loran et al., 1985).

The Fourier analysis techniques were highly criticized in the present

Workshop, when applied to pulsed phenomena which are not strictly periodic.

In spite of these restrictions, we obtained Fourier spectra for several

sections throughout the burst duration. One example is shown in Figure 9,

corresponding to the 4.3s burst section B (Figure 7). The results indicate

the presence of several frequencies, with different relative amplitudes for

different radio frequencies and hard X-rays, and confirm some repetition

rates common to the four time profiles of section B (Figure 7).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The impul_ive burst may be interpreted as consisting of several major

overlapping acceleration phases. In a first phase, the accelerated

.population of electrons are predominantly softer in energy. The sudden

increase in turnover frequency may be attributed to the increase in density

of accelerated electrons. The excess of particles with softer energies

causes the decrease in the radio spectral index in the optically thin part

of the spectrum. The following phases corresponded to a bardening of the

radio and X-ray spectra, exhibiting peak emission, first at 22 GHz, followed

by the peak at 44 GHz, nearly 20 seconds after the first phase. The phases

appear to be build up of multiple rapid injections, which may also be

superimposed or mixed up, producing complex power spectra or repetition rate
frequencies.
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Figure 5 - 4 seconds of data obtained when tracking the active cegion previous-

ly to the event, in order to show the level of uncertainties in fluctuations at

10.6 GHz (Algonquin), 22 and 44 GHz (Itapetinga) and 28-38 keV (HXM-Hinotori).

The plots were obtained by subtracting the data from 700 ms running mean base-

line. The radio data was time integrated in 30 ms, in order to become

comparable to the X-ray time resolution. The X-ray data was further smoothed

out by a 90 ms running mean (this technique keeps the 30 ms time resolution).
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Figure 6 - 4.3 seconds interval of burst section A (Figure I), obtained in the

same scales and data reduction techniques used in the plots of Figure 5. The

superimposed fast structures are clearly enhanced at the three radio

frequencies and at hard X-rays. The error bars at 22 and 44 GHz take into

account the increase in system temperature with the burst emission. Although

there is a good correspondence between 22 and 44 GHz pulses, some of the pulses

at 10.6 GHz and and at X-ray are not well correlated. The time intervals

between two significant and consecutive pulses are nearly similar in the four

plots, varying between 0.28s and 0.36s, corresponding to repetition rates

ranging between 2.8 Hz and 3.5 Hz.
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Figute 7 - 4.3 seconds interval of burst section B (Figure i), obtained in the

same conditions of the Figures 5 and 6. Fourier spectra of this section were

also determined and are shown in Fig. 9. Like in section A (Figure 6), the

time intervals between consecutive pulses denote the presense of more than one

frequency, of about 2, 2.5 and 3.5Hz. The Fourier spectra of Figure 9 also

show these components, with different relative importance at the different

radio frequencies and at hard X-rays.
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fast pulses are better seen at 22 and 44 GHz. The original data at these
frequencies were shown in Figure 4 and display the same structures.
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For more than a decade, various studies have pointed out that hard

X-ray and microwave time profiles of some solar flares show quasi-peri-

odic fluctuations or pulsations (Parks and Winckler 1969, 1971; Frost

1969; Cribbens and Matthews 1969; Janssens and White 1969, 1970; Janssens

et al. 1973; Maxwell and Fitzwilliam 1973; Anderson and Mahoney 1974;

Cliver et al. 1976; Wiehl and Matzler 1980). Nevertheless, it was not

until recently that a flare displaying large amplitude quasl-periodic

pulsations in X-rays and microwaves was observed with good spectral

coverage and with a sufficient time resolution. The event occurred on

1980 June 7 at - 0312 UT, and exhibits seven intense pulses with a quasi-

periodicity of - 8s in microwaves (f_ 3 GHz), hard X-rays (E_ 20 keV)

and gamma-ray lines. Details of this event are given by Kane et al.

(1983), Kiplinger et al. (1983), Forrest and Chupp (1983), and Nakajima

et al. (1983), and in several additional papers cited by them. This

flare strongly suggests that, in the impulsive phase of a flare, elec-

trons and ions are accelerated simultaneously in a train of quasi-

periodic pulses which may arise as a consequence of some MHD/plasma



process such as a current loop coalescence (Tajima et al. 1982; Nakajima
et al. 1984; Sakai et al. 1986). Therefore, a study of similar events
for confirming commoncharacteristics of this type of flare is expected
to provide deeper insight into basic flare processes.

On 1983 May 12 at - 0253 UT, another good example of this type of
flares wasobserved both in hard X-rays and in microwaves (Kipllnger et al.
1984). Time profiles of microwave intensity (R+L) at five frequencies are
shownin Figure 1 together with curves representing the degree of polar-
ization (R-L)/(R+L). Similar to the 1980June 7 event, this event consists
of seven dominant pulses with a remarkable regularity; the meaninterval
between pulses is - 16s with the ratio of the maximuminterval to the
minimuminterval being - 2.1. It is to be noted that such a regularity
should seldom occur as the result of randomly scattered pulses. The
probability of such a regularity in the occurrences of seven pulses
is - 3 x 10-4 if the pulses are distributed according to a Poisson
distribution.

Temporal and spectral characteristics of this flare are comparedwith
the event of 1980 June 7 in Table I. As can be seen from the table, the
two flares resemble each other not only in their time profiles but also in
other characteristics as follows:

a. The microwave source, observed with the Nobeyama 17 GHz inter-

ferometer for both cases, is almost stationary in the pulsating

phase (see Figure 2). (The 1983 May 12 source shows an eastward

motion in the decay phase after the pulsation. This motion

may be a projection of an upward motion with a velocity of
- I00 km s-l._

b. Several observed quantities vary in synchronism with the intensity

variation, i.e.,

(1) The hard X-ray spectrum hardens at the times peaks and softens

at the times of valleys,

(ii) The peak frequency of microwave spectrum, fp, increases at

the times of peaks and decreases at the times of valleys, and,

(ill) The degree of circular polarization of microwaves at f = f
decreases at the times of peaks and increases at the times oF

valleys, while that at frequencies f > fp (data is not avail-

able for the 1980 June 7 event due to its high fp) increases
slightly at the times of peaks.

All these variations are superposed on a more gradual variation. It

should be noted that the variation of hard X-ray spectrum between peaks

and valleys is less pronounced in the 1980 May 12 event and that the

6th and 7th peaks of this event reveal a progressive hardening of X-ray

spectra.

These common characteristics summarized above appear to be consistent
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The flare of 1983 May 12 in microwaves. Time profiles in

intensity (I=R+L, left) and the degree of polarization

(p=(R-L)/(R+L), right) are shown at five frequencies.

Observations were made at Toyokawa (I, 2, 3.75 and 9.4 GHz;

by courtesy of S. Enome) and at Nobeyama (17 GHz).
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Table I. Comparison between the 1980 June 7 and the 1983 May 12 flares.

A. Quasi-periodicity

B. Microwaves

BI. Source size

position

(17 GHz, East-West)

B2. Spectra

(fp: peak frequency)

B3. Degree of polar-

ization at f_fp

at f>fp

B4. Peak timings

with HXR's

high f vs low f

C. Hard X-rays

CI. Spectra (E-Y)

C2. Peak timings

D. Remarks

1980 June 7

T " 8S

N = 7

MW,HXR, y-lines

5"

stationary ( _ 3")

1980 May 12

T " 16s

N=7

MW, HXR

" 20"

almost stationary (_ 5")

upward motion (- 100km/s)

after pulsation

(fp: increases at peaks decreases at valleys)

fp _ 17 GHz fp - 9.4 GHz
gradually decreasing gradually increasing

(decreases at peaks, increases at valleys)

(i.e. anti-correlation with intensity)

--- positive correlation

with intensity

0.3s delay l-2s delay

low-f delay complex

(hardens at peaks, softens at valleys)

Ay - 1 Ay - 0.4

y :2.5 ÷ 3.5

(gradually softening)

< 0.2s delay at high E

subpeak structure

homologous events

y :4.0 ÷ 3.3

(gradually hardening)

-Is delay at high E
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with a model in which acceleration of electrons (and also ions in the

case of the 1980 June 7 event) takes place repeatedly in a single loop

or a system of loops. The interval between this repeated acceleration

is governed by some characteristic time scale such as the Alfven transit

time, i.e., the length (or the radius) of the loop(s) divided by the

Alfven velocity. At the times of peaks, electrons are accelerated in

the loop(s) and stream down into a thick-target hard X-ray source where

they give rise to hard X-rays by bremsstrahlung and lose their energy by

collisions. Also a certain fraction of the electrons accelerated in the

individual pulses are reflected and trapped in the loop(s) by magnetic

mirrors. These electrons have a relatively long life-time and give rise

to a gradual background component.

In this model, the differences in the hard X-ray spectra between the

peaks and the valleys may be explained by the existence of more than one

hard X-ray source. For simplicity, let us assume that hard X-rays are

emitted only from the thick-target source at the times of peaks, whereas

they are emitted only by trapped electrons at the times of valleys.

Also we will assume that the spectral evolution of trapped electrons is

negligible so that the thin-target approximation for the hard X-ray

radiation is applicable. In this case, we get the maximum peak-to-valley

difference in spectral index Ay _l.5. Note that the observed values, Ay

= 1.0 for the 1980 June 7 event and Ay = 0.4 for the 1983 May 12 event,

are smaller than this maximum value. This suggests that the above scenario

is nearly correct but needs some modifications. It is likely that both

the thick-target source and the trapped-electron source emit hard X-rays

continuously with their relative contributions varying over the peaks and

valleys. The smaller Ay observed in the 1983 May 12 event when compared

to that observed in the 1980 June 7 event is in accordance with a higher

trapping efficiency of electrons; this explanation seems consistent with

several characteristics of the former event such as a progressive harden-

ing of the X-ray spectrum and a delay of microwaves and hlgher-energy

hard X-rays with respect to lower energy hard X-rays.

The higher peak frequency of the microwave spectrum, f_, at the times

of peaks than at the times of valleys is not only due to a larger number

of energetic electrons but also due to a stronger magnetic field. The

positive correlation between the degree of polarization and intensity at

frequencies f > fp requires that the magnetic field is stronger at the

times of peaks than at the times of valleys. This result is consistent

with our scenario, because down-streaming electrons should encounter a

stronger magnetic field than the trapped electrons. Finally, the anti-

correlation between the variation in the degree of polarization and that

in intensity, found at around the peak frequencies, f = fp, is naturally

explained by variations in optical depth. This variatlon in optical

depth is observed as a positive correlation of fp with intensity.

In order to further explore these observational results and theoret-

ical scenarios, a study of nine additional quasi-periodic events has been
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incorporated with the results from the two flares described above. These

II flares were selected from a sample of 135 digitally recorded events

which were observed with the Nobeyama 17 GHz polarimeter from January

1979 through June 1983. All events were required to have a peak flux

exceeding 150 sfu and were selected by criteria similar to those used by

Cliver et al. (1976). Out of the II events selected, polarimeter data

from Toyokawa Radio Observatory at I, 2, 3.75 and 9.4 GHz are available

for nine events (digital data kindly provided by S. Enome); Nobeyama 17

GHz interferometer data are available for seven events; and HXRBS data
are available for four events.

A brief summary of the analyses of these events is:

(I) The mean periods identified in the II quasi-periodic events are

scattered in the range of 8 to 36 s with the number of pulses
varying between 4 and 15.

(2) The microwave source is stationary in three out of seven events

(3/7), or shows a small shift of < I0" in the pulsating phase

(4/7). In the latter cases, the motion appears continuous rather

than random. Two events suggest an upward motion ( - I00 km s-l)

in the decay phase after the pulsation.

(3) The summaries b(i) to (lii) for the events on 1980 June 7 and

1983 May 12 apply to most cases:

(i) Hard X-ray spectral hardening at peaks (4/4), with Ay = 0.4 -
1.0.

(ii) Increases of fp at the times of peaks (6/9). In one out of

the remaining three events, fp is remains nearly constant.

For the other two cases, the change in peak frequency cannot

be estimated because fp >> 17 GHz or because of small ampli-
tude of pulses at f < I0 GHz.

(iii) The anti-correlation of the degree of polarization with

intensity at frequencies f = fp (7/10). Two of the remain-
ing three events are unpolarized. The other is the only

exception whose degree of polarization decreases gradually

with time and shows no correlation with the rapidly varying

intensity.

(iv) Using data at 17 GHz, correlation of the degree of polariz-

ation with the intensity at f > fp has been examined for six

events which exhibits fp < 17GHz. We find that two events

with fp < 9 GHz show a weak positive correlation, one event

with fp -- I0 GHz shows no correlation, two events with

fp = 12 GHz show a weak negative correlation, and the

remaining one event is unpolarized. This result is con-

sistent with the statement in point b(iii) in the previous

summary.

(4) Flares from the same active region which produced a quasi-periodic
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event have been searched for homologous, quasl-periodlc events.

Such a homologous flare has been found in 6 of the II events,

and the mean periods are similar between homologous pairs of

flares in 5 out of the 6 cases. This is supporting evidence for

a physical reality of the quasl-perlodlcltles.

A more detailed examination is still in progress and will be summar-

ized in a more extensive paper in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

A tentative model is proposed to account for some features of the miczowave

millisecond spike emission and its links with the physical processes of associated

phenomena during the impulsive phase of large flares by conparing the optical,

radio and X-ray observations on May 16, 1981 to those on October 12, 1981.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emission of short duration (i-i00 ms), high brightness temperature

(7_.i0t5 K) spikes at microwave frequencies during the impulsive phase of some solar

flares is now well established [i, 2]. The occurrences of these spikes may give us a

clue to the physical process of microwave millisecond spike emission(MMSE) linked

with its associated phenomena.

On the basis of the observations described in [i], Melrose and Dulk (1982)

discussed the relation between the physical processes generating MMSE and hard X-ray

l ffr vjt.mw
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bursts. They suggested that MM_E was caused by the loss-cone driven electron-cyclo-

tron maser in a flaring loop [3]. In this paper, %_ go further to find the physical

processes of the MMSE and its links with associated phenomena druing the impulsive

phase of some solar flares, but the MMSE is considered to be excited by the electron-

cyclorton instability associated with a hollow beam of electrons [4].

We have analysed two major flare-burst events of May 16 and October 12, 1981.

The following observational data during the impulsive phase of these two flares were

used for comparison.

(i) Radio observations made at 2.84 GHz with the time resolutions of 1 second

and 1 ms at the Beijing Cbservatory,

(2) H_ and photospheric magnetic field observations made at the Yunnan

Observatory,

(3)Hard X-ray burst observations made on Hinotori (by courtesy of Dr.K.Tanaka)

(4) Radio spectra for type III and type IVD_zM bursts published in Solar-

Geophysical Data.

All the data staed above are stmmarized in Table i.

II. A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE T_D FLARE-BURST EVENTS

As shown by Table i, there existed some similar features between these two

events, such as the coincidence with H_ flares of inlDortance 3B, two-ribbon flares,

magnetic configurations of type _ and photospheric magnetic intensities _2500G.

However, we can see in the following their significant characteristics different

from each other.

i. There appeared strong MMSE's (Tb _ i0 I_" K) during the first event (1981 May

19 ) but appear during the second (1981 October 12 ).

2. A lot of intense decimetric bursts of type IIIs , type III_ and type IV_z M

occurred during the first event, but no decimetric burst and only weak metric bursts

occurred during the second.

3. Although only the decay phase of hard X-ray bursts was recorded on Hinotori

for the first event, the peak values (counts per second) of hard X-ray bursts for

the first event still far exceeded those of the second in the same energy range.

4. However, the peak flux density of radio burst at i0.6 an in the second
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event is about six times larger than that in the first.

III. THE MDDEL AND KEY PROCESSES

It has been pointed out in [2,6] that after the main phase of the microwave

burst there still appeared MMSE's. This means that the fast electrons generating

the microwave bursts and those exciting MMSE's do not come from the same source.

Furthermore, the simultaneous observations of hard X-ray bursts by SMM and high

resolution microwave observations by ViA indicate that the sources of these two

bursts are mot ooincident with each other in _pace.

On the basis of these observations and a comparison between the two flare-burst

events stated above, _ propose a tentative model to account for the links of the

physical processes of MMSE's with their associated phencmena as follows (Fig. i. ).

i. During the impulsive phase of large solar flares, there probably appear two

acceleration regions, One (region A) of them formed in the current sheet by a tear-

ing mode instability is located over the top of the flaring loop, the other (region

B) is established just at the top of the flaring loop by turbulence acceleration.

Regions A and B are also the energy release regions.

2. A stream of fast electrons escaping outward from region A along open field

lines is able to excite type III bursts with a negative frequency drift under

certain conditions, while the other stream injected downward with a certain incident

angle into the flaring loop is capable of establishing an anisotropic pitch angle

distribution of "hollow beam" and stimulate an electron-cyclotron maser to radiate

MMSE's or generate type IVp¢_M bursts with positive frequency drift. As soon as the

fast electrons radiate away energy in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic

field, they immediately precipitate into the transition region or the chromosphere,

collide with the surrounding plasma and emit hard X-ray bursts (thick target model).

3. The background radiation, i.e. microwave radio bursts superimposed by

MMSE's, is generally accepted as a gyrosynchrotron radiation emitted by nonthermal

electrons, gyrating about field lines, with an isotopic pitch angle distribution

and power law energy spectrun. The microwave burst source is located in region B at

the top of the flaring loop.
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Fig. i. The large microwave burst at _ = 10.6 an

and hard X-ray bursts recorded by Prognoz 8

satellite during the large flare-burst event

of 1981 May 16 [5].

I

IV. EXPLANATION AND DISCUSSION

I. According to a quasilinear theory, the general formula for the growth rate

at s-th harmonic for wave in the magneto-ionic mode is [3, Appendix B]
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Fig. 2 A model of MMSE and associated phenomena

68
where p = (p_ + p._ )_ : rmv is the electron's momentum, 6_)8=-_-_ is the electron-

cyclotron frequency, and _ and I/ denote components of wave number and velovity to

the direction of the magnetic field B, p, = pcos_, p_ = psin_ , and_ is the pitch

angle, r is the Lorentz factor.

of

It can be shown [8] that the sign of the integrand is determined by the sign

suO_ ix)

Positive contributions to Df favour the growth and negative contributions favour

the damping of the waves.
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Suppose that the distrioution function of nonthermal electrons with an isotro-

pic pitch angle and power law energy spectrum for gyro-synchrotron radiation can be

written as in [9, i0]

here G is a constant and g is the spectral index, gin0. one obtains _<o , so that

_(r)< 0. Therefore, the distribution function of fast electrons in expression (3)

is capable of producing gyrosynchrotron radiation of microwave bursts [9, i0] but

it can not amplify the s-th harmonic waves and generate MM_E's.

Just on the contrary, the "hollow beam' distribution of fast electrons favours

the growth of waves and leads to the generation of MMSE's [4].

2. The distribution of the pitch angles of the electrons injected from Region

A to Region B on top of the magnetic arch is determined by the distance D between A

and B. If D is sufficiently large, then the distribution is isotropic; otherwise,

it will be anisotropic. This is because, the large the D, the greater will be the

diffusion of the electrons; the smaller the D, the more restricted will be the angle

of injection of the electron beams.

Table 1 shows that, for the event of May 16, the Type III bursts began in the

decimetric wave range (aroung 60 cm, corresponding to a plasma frequency of 500 MHz,

and a height of 23 xl0_km above the photosphere, see below). For the Oct. 12 event,

they began in the meter wave bands (e.g., 2 m, corresponding plasma frequency

150 MHz and height 2.3 x 105 km above photosphere). Since both events have the same

type photospheric magnetic field with strengths _ 2500 G, for both then, we may

regard the microwave (10.6 cm) burst source in Region B at the top of the magnetic

arch during the impulsive phase of the flare to have about the same size (or i0// ).

It then follows that the angle of the cone subtended by the electron beams issuing

from Region A (the height corresponding to the starting frequency of the Type III

burst) must greater than 24020 ' for the earlier event in order to achieve isotropic

distribution, and need only 1°58 ' for the later event. Clearly it is easy to a beam

ejected at A to be diffused through the collision with the background particls into

a cone as small as 1° 58' when reaching B. Thus, for the later event, of October 12,

the electron beams injected from A into B had an isotropic distribution of pitch
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angle and so could not generate any spike emission or intense x-ray bursts. But

such isotropic beams would add to the isotropic electrons in Region B and greatly

increase the gyro-synchrotron radiation, hence the n_Dre intense at 10.6 cm.

For the earlier event of May 16, the Type III burst was strong, its starting

frequency was high, the generating electrons bad high energies, the downward

injected bear,%ras energetic and difficult to disperse, making the incident cone far

below the value of 20°20 ' required for isotropization. The bea_, then, was a

"hollow-beam" and so generated intense spike endssion and also led to strong bursts

in hard X-ray. According to the radio dynamic spectrum measured at Dwingloo 5,

during the inpulsive phase, this event (May 16), at about 0814.5 UT, a Type III

burst with a negative frequency drift appeared in 300-380 MHz, and at sa_e time,

one with a positive drift appeared in 509-666 MHz. This observed fact shows

certainly that Region A in the neutral current sheet can simultaneously eject both

one upward (towards the outer corona) and an inward (toward the coronal base)

electron bean_. It was estimated that the electron density in this acceleration

region was about 3xl0_km above the photospere.

3. Type III_ bursts are the type III bursts (_ i0) appearing in groups. In

the event of 1981 May 16, the M_E's recorded at wavelength 10.6 cm often happended

in a group-like type III_ burst. Since the radiating electrons of type III_ bursts

and _E's escape from the same acceleration process. Probably, the duration of

each group of _4SE's corresponds to that of each subburst in type III burst. The

switch-off structure of MMSE's in [2] corresponds to the interval between t_

subbursts and the switch-on structure manifests the start of a group of F_4SE's due

to the injected electrons with a "hollow beam" distribution.

As can be seen in Table i, an intense type-III burst appears from 0810 to

0816.2UT. It might be in correspondence with the significant switch-off and switch-

on structures of _4SE's at about 0815UT during the rising phase in micro-

wave burst (at 10.6 cm) of May 16, 1981.

About 0814.5UT in the band 300-480 F_z, type III bursts with negative fre-

quency drifts of about 100MHz/sec were observed with Dwingloo radio-spectrograph,

while at the higher frequencies 509-666 _ positive drifting bursts about

+ 50 MHz/sec occurred [5]. This is a strong evidence indicating the sin_itaneous

acceleration of electrons upwards and downwards. The electron density in the

acceleration region was estimated to be 3 x i0 9 cTn.3 and the corresponding
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height about 2.3 x 104 Km.

5. Becausethe radiating electrons of hard X-ray bursts and type III bursts

comefrom the sameacceleration region A, the key problem is whether these electrons

possess enough energy to radiate _E's and hard X-ray bursts. We should answer this

question by evaluating the energy of these nonthermal electrons which may produce

type III bursts.

Type III bursts present a rapid drift from high to low frequencies at a rate

described in [II].

Generally speaking, Type III emission is ascribed to the scattering of

Cerenkov plasma waves produced by fast electron streams. It is believed that most

type III bursts are observed at the second harmonic of the local plasma frequency

cD

where R(t) represents the position of type III burst source at instant t. N(R) is

the local electron density in cm -3 .

From equation (7), the drift rate in frequency can be expressed as

 o4: .e (6)

./N

where _ is the gradient of coronal electron density and _-v is the velocity

vector of the fast electron stream. If e is the angle between_ and v, and 6 the

angle between the line of sight and the direction of the electron stream, then for

a relativistic electron stream and because of Doppler effect and _< i, we can
l

obtain approximately fv =-/S/d_. From Equation (6), the rat io_=_ can be
l-

given by
a.
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and

For simplicity, we assume that the electron density of the corona is in

spherically symmetric distribution and the fast electron streams move outward along

the radial direction.

When 8=_ = O, _ have

The energy of the fast electrons producing type III bursts is given by

Moreover, _e use the model of N(R) for solar maximum activity fiven by Table 2 of

referenoe [12]. Finally, the kinetic energy of fast electrons producing type III

bursts for different frequencies is shown in Table 2.

If _ and _ are not equal to zero, the value of_(_,_) evaluated from equa-

tion(7) n_st be larger than that from equation (9) with the same frequency. Hence

the energy of fast electrons increases. Therefore, as long as the fast electrons

injected downward from acceleratiom region A possess the same energy as those

exciting type III bursts, they are still abl_ to produce hard X-ray bursts as those

recorded on "Hinotori" or on Prognoz 8 satellite even after losing some energy

about tens of kev due to MMSE's.

Table 2. Energy of fast electrons producing type

III bursts at different frequencies

i _ i =,

f(_z ) 600 300 200

_ (KEY) 11.24 69 34

V. CONCLUDING WORDS

Based on our model and the mechanism of electron-cyclotron instability
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associated with a hollow beam of electrons, we have explained why there occurred

strong MMSE's during the event of 1981 Fay 16 and why there appeared no MMSE but

more intene microwave bursts at 10.6 am during the event of 1981 October 12.

Furthermore, we have shown that there exist some intimate links of MMSE's with

their associated phenomena in the physical processes of generation and evolution

during the impulsive phase of large flares. Obviously, the discovery of these links

with ere another is /mportant for clarifying the mechanism of large flares.

The authors are indebted to Dr. K. Tanaka for sending us the data of hard

X-ray bursts recorded on "Hinotori" satellite and to the Yunnan Observatory for

the data of photospheric magnetic fields.
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THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF SOLAR MILLISECOND SPIKES

M. Sfiihli and A. Magun

Institute of Applied Physics

University of Bern
Sidlerstrasse 5

CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland

Abstract. The microwave radiation from solar flares sometimes shows short and

intensive spikes which are superimposed on the burst continuum. New

observations at 3.47 GHz with high temporal and spectral resolution have
revealed lifetimes of less than I0 ms and bandwidths between 0.5 and 200 MHz.

Simultaneous measurements at two further frequencies showed no coincident

spikes at the second and third harmonic. The spikes can be explained by the

theory of electron cyclotron maserlng if the observed bandwidths are

determined by magnetic field inhomogeneities or if the rise times are

independent of the source diameters. The latter would imply source sizes

between 50 and i00 km.

i. Introduction

Millisecond microwave spikes are intensive and very short fine structures

which are occasionally superimposed on the microwave continuum of solar flares

(Figure I). They have mainly been observed at the lower end of the microwave

spectrum up to - 6 GHz (Dr_ge, 1977; Slottje, 1978 and 1980; Zhao, 1983;

St_hli and Magun, 1985). The duration of most of the spikes was reported to

be shorter than 20 ms and the deduced brightness temperatures of the spikes

were in the range between i0 I_ and IOtSK. In order to resolve and study the

spectral and temporal flne structures of millisecond spikes a digital

spectrometer with a time resolution of 5 ms was constructed (St_hli, 1983).

Its center frequency was set at 3.47 GHz and its total bandwidth of 200 MHz

was continuously covered by 30 channels with bandwidths varying between 0.5

MHz and 30 MHz. The frequency range was extended by two fixed frequency

polarlmeters at 3.1 and 5.205 GHz. For the simultaneous observation at the

second and third harmonic of the gyrofrequency the latter was chosen at 3/2 of

the spectrometer center frequency.
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Fig. i. Typical time profile of a solar radio burst at 3.2 GHz with

superimposed milllsecond spikes. The integration time is 100 ms.

In this paper new spectral observations of microwave spikes which were

obtained with our fast spectrometer are presented and the proposed

8yrosynchrotron maser emission tested. The concept of harmonic radiation by

electron-cyclotron masers (Bolman et al., 1980; Helrose and Dulk, 1982; Sharma

et al., 1982) provides a plauslble explanatlon for the observed

characteristics of the spikes.

2. The spectrum of millisecond spikes

2. I. Observations

Between August 1982 and May 1983, 107 events have been observed, of which

14 exhibited microwave spikes. The fine structures appeared either as single

spikes or in groups (Figure 2). The duration, rise and fall times of most of

the spikes were between 5 and 10 ms. These values correspond to the

instrumental resolution of 5 ms and we therefore believe that the temporal
structures of these spikes could not be resolved.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic spectrum of millisecond spikes with subtracted continuum. The

event of December 25, 1982 was observed with an integration time of 5

ms and a spectral resolution between 0.5 and 30 MHz.

The brightness temperatures of single spikes were derived from the rise

time and the intensity under the assumption that the growing wave within the

source propagates with thelo_ speed of light. Temperatures usually exceeded 10 _°
K but were always below K. The bandwidth of the spikes varied from less

than 0.5 MHz to more than 200 MHz. However, the bandwidth must be smaller than

approximately 300 MHz because no simultaneous spikes have been observed with

the spectrometer centered at 3.47 GHz and the nearest single frequency

polarimeter at 3.1 GHz. Additionally, no spikes were found to occur

simultaneously at the second and third harmonic of the local gyrofrequency.

2.2. Discussion

The spectral data has been used to test the cyclotron maser theory

(Melrose and Dulk, 1982). It predicts spike emission mainly slightly above the

second or third harmonic of the local gyrofrequency with brightness

temperatures up to I0 %s K and very short rise times. The work of Melrose and
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Dulk (1982) was used to derive relationships between observed spike parameters

as flux density, brightness temperature and bandwidth, which are suitable for

testing the proposed emission mechanism. Because of the many free parameters

describing the loss cone and the ambient plasma only approximate formulae were
used.

The relationship between brightness temperature T b and relative bandwidth
A_/_ of the growing wave in the source was derived from (16) of Melrose and

Dulk (1982):

(2Tc.1 1
T b m v 2 _) _-_.

where vo : mean velocity of the m : electron mass

radiating electrons

c : veloclty of llght _ : frequency

ro : classlcal electron radius L : trap length

With _' m,v 2/c2 t_ ,=3 GHz and L 1010_ em this reduces to
ZT

T b [K] _ 10 15 Atot,,., (1)

which is a linear relationship between the brightness temperature and the

relative bandwidth of the spikes under the assumption of a homogeneous source.
The above expression is only valid if the saturation is due to the fundamental

radiation which usually grows fastest. A recent and more detailed analysis of

the growth rates (Winglee, 1985) has shown that for _r/at> 0.5 the second

harmonic dominates. This would lead to even higher brightness temperatures

than given above.

The scatterplot (Figure 3a) shows the derived brightness temperatures and

the relative bandwidths of the observed spikes, which were resolved in tlme

and frequency. Relationship (1) is represented by a dashed line. It is

obvious that the two parameters are uncorrelated in contrast to the

prediction. The deduced temperatures are too low or the relative bandwidths

are too large for which several explanations are possible: 1) Larger observed
bandwidths than predicted could be due to magnetic field tnhomogenetttes

within the source whose influence is not included in the theory. 2) The low

brightness temperatures could be the result of overestimated source sizes. In
this case source diameters and observed rise times must be uncorrelated which

is for instance true if the latter is determined by the dynamics of the
electron distribution.
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Flg. 3. Scatterplots of derived brightness temperature (a) and observed flux

density (b) versus the relative bandwidth of observed spikes. The

dashed lines represent the theoretical approximations, d is the
source diameter.

In order to avoid the assumption of correlated source sizes and rise

times the observed flux density of the same sample of spikes was plotted

against the relative bandwidth (Figure 3b). The theoretical relationship for

different source diameters was derived from (1) by using the Rayleigh-Jeans

approximat ion:

2 , _ (2)s [SFU] _ d
[km]

S : flux density in SFU

_: relative bandwidth

d : source diameter in km

If we assume that the bandwidth is not determined by inhomogeneities and the

rise time does not depend on the source geometry, diameters between 50 and I00

km could explain most of the spikes.

These first observations of the spectral fine structures of millisecond

spikes establish several new features. However, they also indicate that for a

detailed analysis, better observations with higher temporal and spectral

resolution including circular polarization are essential. For further

investigation of the important electron spectrum it is also necessary to

correlate microwave data with spike observations in other spectral ranges

(hard X-ray, declmetric radio waves).
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1. Introduction

The use of data recording systems having milli-second time resolu-

tion for solar radio observations has revealed the presence, at both

decimeter and centimeter wavelengths, of spikes and intensity fluctua-

tions having durations of tens of ms. If the associated mechanical dis-

turbances propagate at the Alfven speed then such time-scales imply

spatial dimensions of the order of I00 km. Indications of bright radio

sources having such compact dimensions are of considerable interest in

the study of solar plasma processes, so there would be great value in

being able to determine the properties of the sources directly, rather

than by inference.

The required angular resolution is beyond the reach of single

antenna radio telescopes or of connected-element interferometers. The

only observing technique currently available which will yield the

required angular resolution is that of Very Long Baseline Interferometry

(VLBI). Since this technique was developed primarily for the observa-

tion of extra-galactic and other sources having intensities varying

slowly with time, it does not lend itself well to the study of

transient, solar phenomena. Subject to certain restrictions however, it

can be used for solar studies. A general discussion of (non-solar) VLBI

is given in Meeks (1976).

There are two areas of particular applicability, namely the study

of the initial plasma instabilities in solar flares, and of the sources

of the milli-second spikes observed at decimeter wavelengths. The work

so far has been mainly with respect to the former application.

2. Current Work

In April, 1981, radio telescopes at Dwingeloo (The Netherlands) and

Onsala (Sweden) were used as a long-basellne interferometer at a wave-

length of 18 cm. The baseline of 619 km gave a spatial resolution on

the sun of about 45 km. The experiment and results are described by

Tapping et al. (1983). Strong suggestions were obtained of the occur-

rence of multiple sources of short duration ( _ 0.2s) during a small

solar burst. If the maximum size of the sources was 45 km, the inferred
1

brightness temperature was at least i0 2K at 18cm wavelength. In 1984 a
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further experiment was made by the same workers, this time using one of

the antennas of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (The Nether-

lands) in conjunction with a radio telescope at Onsala. Several bursts

were observed, some strong and at least two showing transient, spike

structures, so therefore good candidates for compact sources. The

results are still being analyzed.

3. The Technique

A detailed discussion of the major problems of Solar VLBI and its

associated problems is given by Tapping (1985); only a few notes will be

given here. There are four major difficulties to be encountered in

Solar VLBI which are not encountered in non-solar VLBI:

(a) The position of the source cannot be predicted to within arc-

minutes. The experiment must be designed to accommodate the ex-

pected values of the positional errors.

(b) The source is moving. Besides the annual motion of the sun against

the celestial sphere, and the solar rotation, the source may have

an intrinsic velocity. This is a consequence of the flare event

itself and cannot be predicted.

(c) On the basis of the 1981 results and the inferred sizes of spike

events, the lifetime of the sources is likely to be less than the

cycle time of the processor.

(d) The source has to be observed against the bright background made up

by the solar disc emission and the contributions from resolved

sources in the parent flare.

In order to process the data, an estimate of the position and

motion of the source is required. The receiver bandwidth used must be

sufficiently small that the error in the estimate of the source position

lies within the acceptance range of the processor. Since the processor

operates on the assumption that the source is fixed to the celestial

sphere, a compensating "incremental fringe rate" must be used to correct

for the motion of the source against the sky. The annual solar motion

and the solar rotation are easily calculable, but the intrinsic source

velocity is usually unknown. The processors now in use can accommodate

the contribution to the fringe rate for the velocities observed for Type

II events. Consequently this component can be ignored with reasonable

safety.

Since the sources can have a duration shorter than a processor

cycle time, the correlated amplitudes may be considerably degraded even

within the correlator cycle. No integration of multiple cycles can be

carried out. Also, the rate of change of fringe phase cannot be

determined. Thus, only the correlator delay can be used to estimate the

position of the source. With only one antenna baseline, only one source

coordinate can be measured accurately.
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The sources studied in non-solar VLBI are usually observed against

a cold sky; the system sensitivity is determined by the receiver and

signal processing hardware. In the solar case the source appears

against the bright solar disc, and against a background of emission

components from resolved sources in the flare. Accordingly, the system

sensitivity is quite poor (in the 1981 experiment, a source brightness

of the order of 1012K yielded a signal to noise ratio of about unity).

The bandwidth must therefore be as large as possible in order to

maximize the system sensitivity. In the experiments carried out so far,

only single interferometer baselines were used. In the 1981 experiment,

the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope was used at 6cm wavelength,

simultaneously with the VLBI observations. It was intended that

positional information may be obtained which would facilitate the

analysis of data. One of the major difficulties in the analysis of the

1984 experiment has been the absence of collaborative data from which

estimates of source position within the active region can be obtained.

4. Further Observations

There is a real need for further observations. However, unlike the

experiments done so far, _mltiple baselines should be used. These will

provide confirmation of the occurrence of sources. If the baselines are

at an angle to each other, estimates of the position and spatial size in

more than one dimension of the sources will be available. The sources

detected in the 1981 experiment had durations small compared with the

processor cycle time, there can be no reliable estimates of the dif-

ference between the estimated and actual fringe rate. This residual

fringe rate component can be used to estimate one of the components of

the source position. However, even if the residual fringe rate can be

determined, in the case of single baseline measurements it is not

possible to separate the contribution due to the source position and

that due to source motion. The use of multiple baselines would make it

possible to determine the source positions from measurements of delay

alone. Any estimates of the residual fringe rate can then be used to

estimate the source velocity and direction.

The more accurate the estimate of the source position that can be

used for the data correlation and processing, the more it is possible to

design the experiment for maximum sensitivity. The use of a high reso-

lution, real-time synthesis instrument such as the Very Large Array in

parallel with the Solar VLBI observations would provide high quality

observations of the burst position. It would also give information

concerning the relationship of the compact sources to the larger compo-

nents of the burst emission. Solar VLBI has considerable potential in

the study of solar plasma processes, so despite its limitations and the

difficulty in its application, further experiments will be highly worth-

while.
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ABSTRACT

The National Geophysical Data Center archives data of the solar-

terrestrial environment. The USAF Radio Solar Telescope Network (RSTN) data

allow performance of time series analyses to determine temporal oscillations

as low as three seconds. For our study, we selected the XI3/3B flare which

erupted in region 4474 (S12E43) on 24-25 April 1984. The soft X-rays, I-8 A,

remained above X-levels for 50 minutes and the radio emissions measured at

Learmonth Solar Observatory reached a maxlmum of 3.15 x 105 SFUs at 410 MHz

at 0000 UT. A power spectral analysis of the fixed frequency RSTN data from

Learmonth shows possible quasl-perlodlc fluctuations in the range two to ten

seconds. Repetition rates or quasl-perlodlclties, in the case of the power

spectral analysis, generally showed the same trends as the average solar

radio flux at 245 and 8800 MHz. The quasl-perlodlcltles at 1415 MHz showed
no such trends.

I. Introduction

Solar radio emissions in the microwave range have been monitored for

many years, but only within the last 20 years have investigators realized the

rapid fluctuations superimposed on these bursts were not "noise" or

interference. Since then, several physical mechanisms have been proposed to

explaln these rapid fluctuatlons. They may be caused by a modulatlon of the

source radiation by waves or oscillating magnetic fields, or by quasi"

periodic accelerations of electrons or successive occurrences of elementary

bursts either in a slngle or several source regions (Zodl et al. 1984). The

last two proposed explanations will be resolved with improved spatlal

resolution of the recording instruments. The first explanation involves

several mechanisms of solar physics which may be distinguished by their

fundamental periods as they give clues to the scale of the emitting source.

Zodl et al. (1984) separated these quasl-perlodlc pulsatlons into

categories. The first, and most common, class occurs in chains of a few

pulses (not more than a few tens of pulses) separated by nearly constant time
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intervals such as the burst analyzed by Parks and Wlnckler (1969). A second
class consists of long-lasting uniform oscillations which persist throughout
the event, such as the 28March 1976burst examined by Kaufmann et al.

(1977). The third class consists of the extremely fast (tens of mllll-

seconds) structures superimposed on mm-mlcrowave bursts, with repetition

rates (quasi-perlodicity) that are directly proportional to the average flux
level (Zodl et al. 1984).

These quasi-periodic fluctuations have been detected over a broad range

of periodicities. Kaufmann et al. (1984) detected some of the finest

structure yet with a periodicity at 30-60 ms and a "slow" structure at 1 s,

whereas, Crtbbens and Matthews (1969) reported a periodicity of 385 ±15 s.

Quasi-periodic fluctuations in the range 2-10 s have been reported by many
authors (Janssens et al. 1973; Kaufmann et al. 1972; Cliver et al. 1976_

Gaizauskas and Tapping, 1980; Urpo et al. 1981; Kaufmann et al. 1977; and Zodi
et al. 1984).

This RSTN data set was chosen for several reasons. Although the RSTN is

of fairly low resolution, 1 s, compared to Itapetinga recordings, it has

provided a nearly continuous, 24-hour record of solar radio emissions since

1981. Also, the RSTN data is readily available from the NGDC in Boulder,

Colorado, USA. Additionally, most studies of quasi-periodic bursts have used

microwave bursts with peak fluxes on the order of hundreds of SFUs (1SFU -
10 -22 watts/m2/sec) or less and durations of minutes; whereas, the burst

presented here had a peak flux on the order of a few hundred thousand SFUs

at 245, 410 and 610MHz and a duration of hours. This burst also had very

distinct impulsive and gradual phases. The length of the burst gives a

sufficiently large number of data points to analyze for "true" periodicities
in considerable detail using power spectral analysis techniques at various

stages of the burst. Finally, although the data is not of sufficient

resolution for "quasi-quantization" studies, the temporal resolution is

sufficient for studies of "elementary" bursts with durations of 5-20 s

(Sturrock et al. 1984) and "quasl-perlodlcity" in the range of seconds to
hours.

2. Equipment

The RSTNnetwork monitors the Sun with an analog sweep frequency

recorder and at eight discrete frequencies, i.e., 245, 410, 610, 1415, 2695,

4995, 8800 and 15400 MHz. It consists of three observatories: Sagamore Hill,

Massachusetts (actually a prototype RSTN site); Palehua, Hawaii: and

Learmonth, Australia. Except for a "window" over Europe, these sites provide

nearly 24-hour coverage of solar radio emissions. The RSTN discrete

frequency radio telescopes monitor the power output of the solar disk and not

Just for a specific region. The system consists of an automatic tracking

antenna system, a radiometer, an automated "event" detection system and an

analog recording system. The radiometers employed in the RSTN system are

Dicke radiometers and are designed to automatically compensate for rapid gain

changes within the equipment. The Dicke operates at a 500 Hz rate and is
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located between the antenna signal and the matched load, a 50 ohm precision

noise source. The RSTN system uses shielded coaxial cable for frequencies

below 8800 MHz and precision wave guides for 8800 and 15400 MHz to transfer

the energy from the feed to the receiver system. The 30 MHz intermediate

frequency (IF) section within each receiver limits the signals to an

approximate 8 MHz bandwidth.

The lower frequencies (245-1415 MHz) have double IF ampllflers to provide

approximately 55 dB gain for the medium and low gain channels and 99 dB gain

for the very high and high gain channels. The output from the 30 MHz IF

amplifier is detected and filtered to extract the audio modulation introduced

by the action of the RF switch by the lock-ln amplifier. Details are listed

by frequency in Table 1 (Air Weather Service Pamphlet 105-61).

Table 1

A summary of technical data for the discrete frequency
radiometers and their associated antennas.

Frequency HPBW Antenna

(MHz) _(deg) Diameter (m)

15400 1.49 0.9144

8800 .976 2.4384

4995 1.72 2.4384

2695 3.187 2.4384

1415 6.115 2.4384

Effective Efficiency Maximum

_ Bandwidth____MHz) (% _ Flux_ _SF_Us)
(

14 45 50,000

14 22 50,000

14 31.5 50,000

7 45 50,000

7 50 100,000

610 4.068 8.5344 2 50 500,000

410 6.0 8.5344 2 53.2 500,000

245 10.09 8.5344 2 55 500,000

3. Data and Data Reduction

Although we had data for all eight frequencies from about 30 minutes

before the event to four hours after the burst maximum, we selected only

three of the frequencies (245, 1415 and 8800 MHz) and limited our analysis

interval to no more than 15 minutes (900 points). We also limited the

analysis to four intervals: the preburst or interval A, the impulsive rise or

interval B, the post-maximum or interval C, and the gradual or interval D.

Figure 1 shows the general trends of the entire burst for the three frequenies

produced from 20-second averaged data from 2330 UT on 24 April to 0400 UT on

25 April. The analysis intervals are 15 minutes each except for interval B

where the duration depends on the implusive rise to maximum time.

Data quality should be good. The relative values used are reportedly

accurate to within 1SFU (Near 1985). As mentioned in the previous section,

the equipment automatically attempts to remove system noise. In addition,
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Figure 1. Plots of the 24-25 April 1984 radio burst using

20-second averages at 245, 1415 and 8800 HHz. Data from

Learmonth, Australia.

_4.30
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since Learmonth is remotely located in northwest Australia (Exmouth), local

interference should be minimal. Finally, since the RSTN system measures the

flux of the whole disk, pulsations due to the antenna beam oscillating across

a fixed source, as region 4474, are not a factor. Unfortunately, thls also

introduces uncertainty as to the source of the pulsations. However, except

for the preflare _nterval (A), the average flux is on the order of a few

thousand SFUs and any emission from nonflarlng regions should be negl_glble.

Higher-tlme resolution plots of intervals A-D are shown in Figures 2-5.

The data were filtered to remove all perlodicites greater than I0 s.

This was done for two reasons. The first, and most obvious, reason is that

we were only looking for periods on the order of two (the Nyqulst frequency)

to ten seconds. The second reason involves the desire to know whether the

peak is at or below the 95% confidence level, which is shown on the

normalized Fourier power plot. Unfortunately, once a peak drives the trace

above the 95% confidence level, the confidence level of subsequent peaks is

uncertain. Therefore, we wanted the first peak to exceed the 95% confidence

level to have a periodicity of I0 seconds or less. In an attempt to resolve

peaks of less than five seconds when there was a significant peak between 5

and I0 s, we also filtered out all periodicities greater than 5 s for
intervals C and D.

4. Data Analysis

The Fourier power spectrum, the normalized Fourier power spectrum, and

the maximum entropy spectrum analysis (MESA) were estimated for each frequency

for each interval using the filtered data. The Fourier power spectrum and

normalized power spectrum are used to determine, statistically, whether a

given peak is significantly above background noise. The maximum entropy is an

attempt to measure the degree to which the randomness of the data has been

lost or gained by using power spectral analysis. Nine hundred points (15

minutes) were used as input to the filter routine. However, since the filter

reduces the number of points, only 850 points were input into the power

spectral analysis program, except for interval B. As part of the power

spectral program, the significance was estimated both by the Fisher statistic

and the 95% confidence interval in the normalized Fourier power plot.

To check for any dominant preflare periodicities due to system,

environmental, or local sources, interval A was included as one of the power

spectral analysis intervals.

Following the Fourier analysis, we went back into the data plots to

locate the "quasl-perlodicitles" found in Tables 2-3. This wasdone by

measuring the peak to peak temporal spacing. We then marked those peaks

which closely (_ .5 s) agreed with the Fourier "quasi-perlodicitles".
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Figure 2. Preflare: interval (interv_ A) for 245, 1415 end $800
MHz. 0ata are at 1-second resolution from 2330 UT to 2345 UT on
24 April.
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RSTN SOLAR RADIO FLUX
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Figure 3. Impulsive Rise (interval B) for 245, 1415 and 8800
HHz. Data are at l-second resolution from 2350 UT on 24 April to

0005 UT on 25 April.
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Figure 4. Post-maxim_m (interv__l C) for 245, 1/+15 and _,,,00 NIlz.

Data are at 1-second resolution from 0000 UT to 0015 UT on

25 April.
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Figure 5. Gradu__l )_,hase (interval D) for 245, 1415 and 8_00 l,lHz.
Data _re. at 1-second resolution from 0115 UT to 0130 UT on

25 AT_ril.
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5. Results

For interval A, no periods with a 95g or greater confidence level,

hereafter referred to as significant, occurred at 410 or 610 MHz. The

maximum peak at 1415 MHz did not prove significant, but a secondary peak at

3.7 s did prove significant. Maximum, significant periodicities ranged from

3.7 to 8.2 s. A summary of the preflare interval (Interval A) is found in
Table 2.

Table 2

Summary of significant periods for interval A and whether they are

significant based on the Fisher statistic and normalized power spectrum.

Quasi-

Frequency Interval Period (sec_ Fisher Normalized

245 2330-2345 7.02 Yes Yes

410 2330-2345 None

610 2330-2345 None

1415 2330-2345 3.7 Unk Yes

2696 2330-2345 8.17 Yes Yes

4995 2330-2345 4.78 Yes Yes

8800 2330-2345 8.02 Yes Yes

15400 2330-2345 6.2 Yes Yes

For the impulsive phase (interval B), we did not have a sufficient

number of data points at 245 (30 points) and 1415 MHz (I00 points) to give

significant results. Therefore, the results at these two frequencies will

not be presented. We did have a sufficiently large number of points at 8800

HHz (220 points) and found a double peak in the Fourier power curve around

6.8 s, which did prove significant (Figure 6). Interval B results are
summarized in Table 3.

The post-maxlmum interval (interval C) was analyzed in two runs. In the

first run, the data was filtered to remove periodicities greater than I0 s;

in the second, periods greater than 5 s were filtered out. In the first run,

significant peaks occurred at 8.4 s and 9.8 s for 1415 and 8800 MHz,

respectively. The peak at 5.03 s was not significant using the Fisher

statistic, but did prove significant using the normalized Fourier power plot

(Figure 7) and the maximum entropy plot. In the second run, significant

peaks occurred at 2.1 s, 4.4 s, and 3.3 s at 245, 1415, and 8800 MHz,

respectively. See Table 3.

Interval D was analyzed using the same techniques as lnterval C. For

the first run significant peaks occurred at 7.7 and 8.1 s for 245 and 1415

MHz, respectively. The slgnlflcant peaks during the second run were 3.9 s

based on the Flsher statistic, Fourier power spectrum, and the maximum
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Figure 6. Fourier power spectral plot for 8800 MHZ

during the Impulsive phase or interval B. Data have

been filtered to remove periodicities greater than
10 s. Data are at l-second resolution from 2357.2 UT

on 24 April to 0000.87 UT on 25 April.
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245 NHZ POST-MAXIMUM START-O00042 UT
CUMULATIVE POHER SPECTRUM

FREOUENCY

Figure 7. Cumulative Fourier power spectrum plot

for 245 MHz during the Post-maximum or interval C.

Data has been filtered to remove periodicities greater
than 10 s. Data are at 1-second resolution from

0000.7 UT to 0014.87 UT on 25 April. The portion of

the curve above the upper diagonal line is significant

at the 95% confidence level.
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entropy plots (Figure 8); but it was 3.1 s based on the normalized Fourier

power plot. The peak at 1415 MHz occurred at 4.0 s. No significant peaks
were noted at 8800 MHz.

Table 3

Summary of significant periodicities for intervals B, C and D and
whether they are significant based on the Fisher statistic and the normalized

power spectrum.

Frequenc_ Interval Tlme (hh_mmss)

Quasi-

Period _(____ Fisher Normalized

8800 B 235712-000111 6.8 No Yes

245 CI0 000042-001541 5.03 No Yes

245 C5 000042-001541 2.1 Unk Yes

1415 CI0 000216-001715 8.42 Yes Yes

1415 C5 000216-001715 4.45 Unk Yes

8800 CI0 000111-001610 9.77 Yes Yes

8800 C5 000111-001610 3.32 Yes Yes

245 D10 011500-013000 7.66

245 D5 011500-013000 3.95

1415 D10 011500-013000 8.09

1415 D5 011500-013000 4.67

8800 DI0 011500-013000 None

8800 D5 011500-013000 None

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No Yes

Although crude and not nearly as complete as the Fourier analysis, the

peak to peak measurements did yield some interesting results. First of all,

those peaks exhibiting the "quasl-perlodlc" oscillatlons indicated by the

Fourier analysls generally occurred in pairs, and were very rarely organized

into groups of more than three successive pulses. Notable exceptions to this

generalization occurred at 1415 MHz beginning at 0013.36 UT (Figure 9), and

at 8800 MHz beginning at about 0012 b_ (Figure 10) on 25 Aprll 1984. In the

first case (1415 HHz), there were five peaks spaced at approxlmately 8.4 s

intervals, and In the second case (8800 MHz) there were four peaks spaced at

approximately 9.8 s intervals. Secondly, the longest "quasl-periodlc"

episode lasted on the order of one minute, which was considerably shorter

than our 15 minute analysls Intervals. Finally, we noted intervals where two

"quasi-perJodlc" episodes were occurring simultaneously though out of phase

with respect to each other (Figure 11).
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Figure 8 • Maximum entropy plot for 245 MHz during

the Gradual phase or interval D. Data has been
filtered to remove periodicities greater than 5 s.
Data at I-second resolution from 0115 UT to 0129.17 UT

on 25 April.
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Figure 9. Quasi-periodic pulses at 1415 MHz. Data are at 1 s
resolution from 0013.5 to 0015.5 UT on 25 April 1984.
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Figure 10. Quasi-periodic pulses at 8800HHz. Data are at 1 s
resolution from 0011.25 to 0013.25 UT on 25 April 1984.
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Figure 11. Overlapping (out-of-phase) quasi-periodic pulsations
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25 April 1984.
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6 • Discussion

In this study, we sought to define the dominant periodicities in the

range two to ten seconds in each of three radio frequencies monitored by the

RSTN telescopes during each phase of the flare. The observed

"quasi-perlodlcitles" seem real since observed trends in periodicity at 245

MHz and 8800 MHz fit well with what would be expected based on Kaufmann et

al.'s (1980) findings concerning the relationship between changing repetition

rates and changing radio flux. For instance, Figures 2, 4 and 5 show an

increase in repetition rates for the post-maxlmum phase and then a decrease by

the gradual phase. These observations are consistent with the results of the

power spectral analysis which show the same trend. Also, the apparent loss of

significant periodicity at 8800 MHz by the gradual phase supports our premise

that the periodicities during the preflare interval at this frequency were

caused by the "background" solar emission. The absence of any slgnJflcant

periodicity during interval D is probably due to the relative insignificance

of the "background" emission when compared to the average flux of 600 SFUs,

which is well above quiet sun values. Indeed, the power spectra] analysis at

8800 MHz shows the largest frequency during the impulsive phase, a smaller

frequency during the post-maxlmum phase and the disappearance of any

significant frequencies by the gradual phase. Figure 5 confirms this decrease

in repetition rate by the gradual phase at 8800 MHz.

For interval A, the spread in periodicities and the absence of a dominant

periodicity throughout all eight _requencles suggest that the data is free

from strong periodicities in the range two to ten seconds attributable to

broadband system noise or local interference. However, the Fourier power

spectrum plot for 610 MHz (Figure 12) clearly shows the data is "noisy". A

posslble source for some of this "noise" could be rounding of values,

especially at lower frequencies where the variance is of the same order as the

data accuracy. For example, the periodicity at 245 MHz during interval A

appears questionable. It is uncertain whether the observed periodicity

results from rounding of values due to the very small amplitudes of the the

fluctuations, 1 to 5 SFUs, or from the cumulative effect of many, very short-

lived bursts with peak fluxes around I0 SFUs (evident in Figure 2). Another

explanation could be the changing or unstable periodicities noted when we

searched the plots for the Fourier "quasl-periodicitles". In this case, there

might be significant periodicities, but these periodicities would not remain

constant throughout the analysis interval (Rust 1985). At higher frequencies

(greater than 2695 MHz), the observed periodicities seem to result from a

"background noise" from the Sun, but they may also be due to a succession of

small, impulsive bursts or some atmospheric phenomena. However, the

possibility that they may be due solely to some random process cannot be
eliminated.

Based on the appearance of our Fourier power analysis plots, it becomes

evident that there are no "true" periodicities; but we did find evidence of

"quasi-periodlcities". We use the term "quasl-perlodlc" because the

observed periodicities tend to occur over a range of values evidenced by

double or even multiple peak maximum, the peaks were not necessarily of

equal amplitudes, and their temporal spacing could only be determined to
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610 NHZ PREFLRRE STRRT=233000 UT
FOURICR POHERSPECTRUM

Figure 12 • Fourier power spectrum plot for 610 MHz
during the Preflare interval or interval D. Data has
been filtered to remove periodicities greater than
i0 s. Data are at i-second resolution from 2330 UT to

2344.17 UT on 24 April.
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closely fit the Fourier values since the analysis program does not identify

those peaks contributing to the "quasi-periodicity". The "quasl-perlodic"

episodes shown in Figures 9 and I0 (interval C) seem to closely fit the

"quasi-periodic" events of the Parks and Winckler (1969) type. However, the

vast majority of the peaks fitting the Fourier results occurred only _n pairs

indicating a random process rather than some physical mechanism. We,

therefore, felt that the Fourier analysis techniques did not show conclusively

that "quasi-periodlcity" was present in all intervals in which they showed

peaks in the power spectrum curves at the 95% confidence level. Based on the

results of our subsequent searches for "quasi-perlodicities", we felt Fourier

analysis techniques do not adequately analyze for the presence of_

periodicities.

The suggested presence of two, out-of-phase, "quasi-periodic" events

occurring simultaneously as shown in Figure 11 may indicate two emission

sources. Indeed, observations from Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, Japan,

did show two flaring areas within the region after 0100 UT (they were not

observing before this time) (Kai, 1985). The presence of two emission sources

would certainly contribute to making any results ambiguous. Additionally, the

peaks analyzed were composed of an overlapping fine structure poorly

resolvable using 1 s data (Kaufmann, 1985).

Our results may have been more conclusive had we analyzed more events,
or if we had had some correlative data. As it turned out, Palehua Solar

Observatory observed the event manually but was unable to record the radio

data due to electrical power problems. This eliminated our hopes for

simultaneous observations from two observatories using the same equipment and

monitoring the same frequencies. These simultaneous observations are

particularly critical for microwave frequencies below I0 GHz since radio

emissions in this range do not correlate well with hard x-ray emissions.

Finally, our observations of quasl-periodicities of 4, 6, 9 and i0

seconds agree fairly well with quasl-periodicities reported by Cllver et al.

(1976) using 2.8 GHz and with Kaufmann et al. (1977), who used 7 GHz data.

Our use of a highpass filter is similar to work done by Urpo et al. (1981).

7. Conclusions

From our analysis, we conclude the following: (I) The RSTN data does

contain a significant amount of "noise" which should be filtered out if one

is interested in the very fine structure in the data. (2) The "noisiness" of

the Fourier plots is partially due to shifting periodicities (Rust 1985).

(3) Periodicities in the range two to ten seconds should be resolvable from

the RSTN data, but higher resolution data would have been more desirable

since the longest interval of "quasi-periodicity" noted was on the order of

one minute. (4) These "quasi-periodicities" are similar to those reported

by others at other microwave frequencies. (5) Simultaneous observations are

critical for studies in this range of frequencies because Fourier techniques
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do not appear to adequately rule out periodicities due to random processes.
(6) Analysis intervals should be on the order of one to two minutes for

periodicities in the range two to ten seconds.
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ABSTRACT

Using the high time resolution of 1 ms, the data of solar microwave

millisecond spike (MMS) event more than two hundred times at the

frequency of 2.84 GHz have been recorded at Beijing (Peking) Observatory

since May 1981. The present paper has made a preliminary analysis. It

can be seen from these data that the MMS-events have a variety of the

fast activities such as the dispersed and isolated spikes, the clusters

of the crowded spikes, the weak spikes superimposed on the noise

background, and the phenomena of absorption. The marked differences

from that observed with lower time resolution are presented. Using

these data, a valuable statistical analysis has been made. There are

close correlation between MMS-events and hard X-ray bursts, and fast

drifting radio bursts. The MMS-events are highly dependent with the

type of active regions and the magnetic field configuration. It seems

to be crucial to find out the accurate positions on the active region

where the MMS-events happen and to make co-operative observations at

different band during the special period when specific active regions

appear on solar disk.

I. INTRODUCTION

At Beijing Observatory, a fast sampling recorder with time constant

of I ms for solar observation at 2.84 GHz was devised in 1981 (Jin, Zhao

and Fu). From April 1981 to June 1983, these systems worked in 480

days, about 250 events have been recorded. These results have given us

a clue to the researching on the physical process of microwave

millisecond spike (MMS) emission linked with its associated phenomena.

*Permanent address: Beijing Observatory, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China
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II. ANALYSIS OF FEATURES OF THE MMS-EVENTS

There are many and varied structures of the spikes in the MMS-

events. They may be classified as follows:

i) Dispersed or isolated spike clusters:

Among all MMS-events recorded spike bursts grouped in isolated

clusters occur most frequently. The duration of the clusters is often

10-100 ms and the time interval between clusters is about I00-i000 ms.

Each single spike generally last about 3-10 ms, sometimes longer, with

peak flux density higher

than 2000 sfu.,

sometimes higher than

i000 sfu.

Generally, the

isolated spike clusters

correspond with

subflares and/or

impulsive radio bursts

(type 3s, 5s and 8s).

Fig. i shows the record

of MMS-event occurring

at 0544 UT on Feb. 3,

1982. The duration of

the largest spike is 19

ms, with the amplitude

of 2.2 x 104 sfu. Most

MMS-events contained

isolated spike clusters,

while about I/3 of the

events were completely

composed of isolated

spike clusters.

2) Crowded

spike clusters

Such clusters

are composed of a 2.5

number of crowded

spike pulses.
Duration of each _

cluster amounts to >

tens to hundreds of

ms, even more than 10

s. Individual spike x

in the cluster has

short duration (not 0

more than a few ms)

and high flux density

(about ten thousands

sfu.). About half of

6s --TIME

(a)

v
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k=

Z 2.5
uJ

¢3
X
..J
EL

_lOOms_
_TIME

(b)

Fig. 2 a) A part of the crowded spike cluster occurring at 0839 UT.
on May 16, 1981.

b) The details indicated by an arrow in Fig 2a.
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the MMS-event recorded contained crowded spike clusters. About I0 events

of such clusters occurred without other types of clusters during the

period mentioned above. Fig. 2 indicates a part of the crow spike

clusters contained in the May 16, 1981 event. It is the biggest event

among the whole record we obtained. There were 37 spikes in the I00 ms

time interval. The average duration of individual Spike is 2-3 ms. Some

of them has a duration of less than 1 ms, the time resolution of the

radio telescope. Th_ amplitude of the largest spikes in the time

interval is 4.8 x I0_ sfu., with the duration of less than 4 ms. The

most crowded cluster recorded had 430 spike each minute.

3) Long lasting weak spike clusters

They display as some small spike on the noise background. The

spikes sometimes are isolated, sometimes crowded in groups. Their flux

density is generally of the order

of i000 sfu. The clusters have a

duration of several minutes to

tens minutes, even a couple of

hours. They look like a "noise

storm" at microwave band.

Generally, the long-lasting weak

spike clusters correspond to weak

radio burst or flares. About a

half of all MMS-events recorded

belong to this type, which gener-

ally happens when some specific

active region appears. Fig. 3

shows the long-lasting weak spike

cluster recorded on July 15, 1981.

4) Absorption phenomena

Besides the upward spike pulses,

we have recorded a number of downward

negative ones, namely absorption

phenomena. Their flux density is

obviously lower than that of slow burst

level. Of all the MMS events analyzed

about 10 events contained such

absorption phenomena. Fig. 4, Fig. 5

shows a part of the MMS recorded at

0901UT. on July 30, 1981 and at 0403

UT on July 21, 1981, respectively . It

can be seen that there are at least two

kinds of aborption phenomena in the

MMS-events.

Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 show four

typical MMS-events recorded on May 16,

1981 (Zhao, R., and Jin, S. 1982), July

31, 1981 (Fu, Q. and et al. 1982) Feb.

3, 1982 and Mar. 30, 1982.

0.75

=.1
u. -- ls _

_ TIME

Fig. 3 Weak spike cluster in the noise background

occurring at 0910 UT. on July 15, 1981.
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x
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.._!

145msl

500ms
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Fig.4 Absorption phenomenon occurring at 0901

UT. on July 30, 1981
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Fig. 5 Absorption phenomenon occurring at 0403 UT.

on July 21, 1981.

¢O

460 MHz

B 2840 MHz

C 3650 MHz

D 9395 MHz

0830 0900 UT ' ' '
0805 0815 0825 UT.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Microwave outburst associated MMS-event (Figures 2, 10) occurred on

May 16, 1981

a) slow record at 2.84 GHz

b) impulsive structures during initial rising phase at 460, 2840, 3650, and 9395
MHz
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Fig. 7 Spike's number per minute (NA) and X-ray bursts, flares, and radio bursts
at 2.84 GHz associated on the event of July 31, 1981.
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Fig. 8 The event of Feb 2, 1982.

a) spike's number per minute (NA) and other solar activities associated.
b) the details of flux density at the time indicated by an arrow in Fig. 8a.
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(b)

Fig. 9 The event of Mar. 30, 1982

a) a part of record of 16 seconds

b) the details indicated by an arrow in a).
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III. CHARACTERS OF OUR OBSERVATIONS

Owing to the time resolution obtained by us is higher than those

obtained by Slottje, C. (1980) and Drago, F. (1977), the morphology of

events observed by us is markedly different from that by them and

reflect MMS emission more accurately. It has been found that:

I) The amplitude of the largest spike is more than 5 x 104 sfu.

(possibly larger than 105 sfu.).

2) The duratioan of most spikes in great events is less than 4

ms. Some are less than 1 ms (Fig. I).

3) The ratio of the amplitude of individual spike to the slow burst

background in the event of May 16, 1981 is I00 to 500.

4) Some spikes which

cannot be resolved with lower

time resolution have been

resolved. Fig. lOa show a

recorded group of spikes. Fig.

lOb shows the same groups of

spikes with a time constant of

I0 ms. It can be clearly seen

that the group of spikes has

become a noise pattern with

random fluctuations. The

amplitude has decreased to less

than one half of the original

pattern, while the continuous

background has increased

greatly.

5)Because of the many

records with high temporal

resolution, its seems likely

that the basic unit of MMS

structure is a spike having a

duration from less than i ms to

tens or hundreds of ms. Spikes

appear individually to form a

sparse cluster as a "noise

storm" (Fig. 3), or in groups

with a group duration of tens

or hundreds of ms and even tens

of seconds. There are a number

of groups in an event. With a

lack of temporal resolution,

these groups become noise

pattern with random

fluctuation. Some "swltch-on

and switch off structures"

(Slottje, C. 1980) recorded

with a lower time resolution

I

I k ,IiilLT

I

m

_j
i

0.1s
(a)

!

• / 0.1s

(b) "-_ TIME

Fig. 10 A part of spikes occurring at 0815 UT. on May 16, 1981
a) with time constant of 1 ms
b) with time constant of 10 ms
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are possibly an assembly of a large number of unresolved spikes. The

first spike marks the begining of the assembly, and the last spike the

end. Its rising time or falling time amounts to only I _ 2 ms (Fig. i0).

6) Owing to continuous patrolling and maintaining a record of NA,

spike's number each minute, a valuable statistical analysis was made with

using the events recorded.

IV. CORRELATION BETWEEN MMS-EVENTS AND OTHER SOLAR ACTIVITIES:

i) The correlation between MMS event at I0 cm and solar activity

period:

Table i and Fig. II show the number of MMS-events recorded at

different periods of solar activity. It indicates that the appearance of

MMS-events decreases as solar activity decends.

Table i

May-Dec. Jan.-Mar. Mar.-Sept. Jan.-June

1981 1982 1982 1983

No. of MMS events/100 h 11.2 10.8 4.6 2.3

2) From Oct. 1981 to July 1982,

the MMS-events were recorded in 142

days, in these days, 299 hard x-ray

bursts recorded ("NASA Technical _ 10

Memorandum 84998", and "Listing of x- z

ray flares on HINOTORI") 94 of them >
•

are found to be co-occurrence with the

MMS events. This amounts to a

percentage of 31.4%, which is much

higher than those for the radio bursts _ 5

and optical flares with only 17.5% and =

8.6% respectively are associated MMS-
z

events. If taken the "satellite

nights" into consideration, the

significance of x-ray burst and MMS-

event association may even be

enhanced.

3) Table 2 gives the statistics

of the percentage of _MS events that

I I I I

"_

I I I I
81 82 83 84

YEAR

Fig. 11 The correlation between MMS-evcnt at
t0 cm and solar activity period

were associated with the radio bursts, optical flares, hard x-ray burst

and radio spectral events. It should be pointed out that the most of

radio burst assocaited with MMS events contain impulsive structure (Fig.

6). Some of the impulsive structure has been proved that they are

integrated with a great number of spikes (Fu, Q°, Li, C., and Jin, S.

1985), and the most of radio spectral events associated with MMS-events

are type III.
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Table 2

radio optical hard x-ray radio spectral

bursts flare bursts events

MMS-events 82% 59% 34.6% 61.5%

Peaks* in MMS-events 64% 59.6% 49.2%

*The amount of peaks in the plot of spike's number per minute via time.

4) Relation between MMS-events and solar active regions:

For those MMS-events associated with solar flares, we can relate

former with the active regions where the flares located. 149 such cases

have been found for statistical study. Results are listed in Table 3.

We notice that 87.3% of such MMS events occurred in the regions

with magnetic field more than 2000 Gauss, while in 6 and BY magnetic

configurations, which are rather rare as a whole, concentrated 54.6% of

the MMS-events generation. When referring to sunspot group, we find

that 84.8% of the events are associated with type D, E and F. These

lead to the conclusion that strong and complex magnetic field is an

important indicator for the happening of MMS-events.

Table 3

Relation Between MMS-Events and Solar Active Regions

Type of Percentage of Magnetic Percentage of Type of

Magnetic MMS-events field MMS-events Sunspot

Structure associated strength associated group

(Gauss)

Percentage of

MMS-events

associated

4.2 > 2000 87.3 E 34.8

41.2 > 2500 62.0 F 24.6

_y 17.5 D 25.4

6 37.1 other 15.2

5) The closeness of association between the MMS-events and hard x-

ray bursts differs significantly at different periods. The period Oct.

8-24, 1981 is a noticeable example. Duringjthis period 24 MMS-events
(with 28 peaks) and 62 hard x-ray events were registered when the time

intervals of our radiometer's working. 93% of the peaks of events has x-

ray association and for all the x-ray events, 41% are co-occurrence with

MMS-events. These correlations are much higher than the average values

over all periods (49.2% and 31.4% respectively as stated before). Almost
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whole of them were located on

active regions 17906 and

17923. This means that for

some particular solar active

regions, the probability of

co-occurrence of MMS-events

and x-ray events can be very

high.

6) The longitude distri-

bution of the flares

associated with MMS-events:

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the

distribution of these flares

in longitude of solar disk and

in Carrington longitude,

respectively. As one may

expect, there is obvious

directivity of the emission of

these events. The "half-

power" beamwidth of emission

is estimated to be 450 to

5_. The distribution is

somewhat asymmetric, in favor

of the west part of the

disk. There are some active

longitude (as 30_) on solar

disk for the flares associated

with MMS-events as the normal

flares, from the Fig. 13. It

means that, similarly to

normal flares, MMS-flares

correlate to certain active

places wiht long living on the

solar disk.
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Fig. 12 The distribution of the flares associated with MMS-events in
longitude of solar disk
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Fig. 13 The distribution of the flares associated with MMS-events in
Carrington longitude

V. DISCUSSION:

Owing to the systematic observation with equipment of high time

resolution (I ms), some interesting new features of fast fine structure

of solar microwave bursts have been revealed. For example, the MMS

emission has shorter duration and higher flux density than were

previously known, and the basic units of such fast activities are single

spike crowded together forming separate clusters. Observation shows

that many spikes are not yet resolved. Therefore, it is of importance

to have the time resolution further improved.

With the observational data accumulated so far, the following

results are worth noticing: the MMS events are closely correlated with

hard x-ray bursts and with fast drifting dm bursts. Some MMS-events

found no correspondence with the bursts at the same frequency on slow

speed record but corresponded to the bursts occurring in other

wavelengths. It is likely that the contribution of the spike clusters
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were smoothed out on the slow speed record, it seems that they originate

from different physical processes. Thus, such fast activity may be a

fundamental process different from the flares and normal radio bursts.

The MMS events are highly dependent with the type of active regions and

the magnetic configuration of the active regions. Possibly, it is

crucial to find out the accurate positions on the active region where

the MMS-events happen and the position relative to the places where

other solar activities associated occur, for judging what is better
mechanism for MMS emission.

Since the discovery of solar microwave spike emission with high

time resolution observations at cm wavelengths, much theoretical work on

the interpretation of its high brightness temperature and polarized

characteristics has been proposed. The mechanisms for generating MMS

emission have been reviewed in more detail by the authors (Holma, G.D.,

1982; Melrose, D.B., and Dulk, G.A., 1982). There is another type of

cyclotron maser instability with a "hollow beam" distribution of

electrons (Li, H°, Li, C., and Fu, Q., 1985) seems to be more important

than that associated with a loss-cone distribution. Possibly, different

kinds of MMS emission have different mechanisms. It is important to

make co-operative observations at different radio wavelengths, optical

wavelengths, x-ray and others during the special period when specific,

as mentioned in section IV, active region appear on solar disk for

clarifying the essence of the fast fine structure emission.
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In order to understand the temporal relationship between Ha and hard X-ray

emission predicted by the nonthermal electron thick target model of impulsive-

phase energy transport we have computed time-dependent theoretical Hu profiles

for the dynamic model atmospheres of Fisher, Canfield and McClymont (1985b),

which simulate the effects of an impulsively initiated power-law beam of

electrons.

On the basis of our physical analysis we expect a very rapid Ha response to

an instantaneous increase in the flux of a nonthermal deka-kev electron beam, as

compared to the timescale associated with the propagation of these electrons

over characteristic flare coronal loop spatial scales. The amplitude and

timescale of this response vary over the Ha profile, and show effects which

arise from three different physical mechanisms. First, there is an impulsive

initial rise, on the chromospheric heating timescale, which has greatest

amplitude at line center. Second, there is a slower component, on hydrogen

thermal ionization timescales, which is most apparent in the blue wing, Third,

there is a delayed response, associated with the formation of the chromospheric

condensation, which is most apparent in the red wing. This latter component

dominates over ionization effects on the red side of Hu and, to a lesser extent,

at line center.

We conclude that observational efforts to test the thick target nonthermal

electron model through detection of impulsive Hu brightenings associated with

impulsive hard X-ray or microwave bursts should initially focus attention on Ha

line center. Additional simultaneous blue-wing measurements will have

substantial diagnostic potential. However, red wing measurements are

potentially deceptive, since the prompt enhancements on the chromospheric

heating timescale are much smaller than the -1 s delayed enhancements due to

chromospheric condensations, which are not uniquely associated with either

nonthermal electron beams or conduction fronts.

INTRODUCTIOR

Study of the morphology and timing of Ha emission, relative to hard X-ray

and microwave emission, during the impulsive phase provides a useful test

through which one can discriminate between alternate models for impulsive phase

energy transport. For example, are deka-keV electrons the dominant mechanism of

energy transport from the hot flare corona (Lin and Hudson, 1976), or are lower

supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, under grant

NSG-7406, and by the National Science Foundation, under grant ATM84-15793.
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energy electrons in a nonclassical conduction front (Brown, Melrose, and Spicer

1979) more important? In the former case, one expects synchronism between Ha and

microwaves or hard X-rays on timescales much less than i s, whereas in the latter

delays of several seconds are to be expected between the hard X-ray or microwave

event and its primary Ha counterpart.

Temporal resolution of order 1 s is required to discriminate between

conduction-front and energetic-particle energy tranport models. It is also

necessary to have spatial resolution, since not all parts of the flare

necessarily reflect the same transport process. In the past the lack of adequate

temporal resolution led to much confusion about time delays between hard X-rays

(or microwaves) and Ha (cf. Vorpahl 1972 and Zirin 1978). However, the

development of two-dimensional digital detector systems enabled the first

observations with sufficient temporal resolution, which have been obtained

recently by Kaempfer and Schoechlin (1982) and Kaempfer and Magun (1983). In a

study of one flare with 1.4 s and i00 ms temporal resolution in Ha and

microwaves respectively, Kaempfer and Magun found evidence for both fast

electron transport, at one site of a flare, and hydrodynamic or nonclassical

conductive transport, at other sites of the same flare. At the former site they

observed Ha and microwave synchronism within two seconds; the lack of delays at

different microwave frequencies also supported an energetic electron

interpretation. At the latter sites, delays of about i0 s were observed. The

authors showed that these delays are consistent with the propagation of

disturbances at about 2000 km/s, i.e. roughly the same velocities expected for

collision]ess conduction fronts.

In this paper we address a specific technical question: for such

simultaneous observations with microwaves or hard X-rays, what is the most

appropriate point within the Ha line profile? The observations by Kaempfer and

Schoech]in (1982) and Kaempfer and Magun (1983) were made with a narrow-band

filter centered on the Ha line. Other observations are currently in progress

e]sewhere, some of which use a filter centered on the line, while others use the

red wing. Which of these positions within the Ha line profile is the best test of

energy tranport mechanisms? Which of these positions, or combinations of

positions, offers the most valuable diagnostic potential? To answer these

questions, our approach is not to try to simulate all the complexity found in

real flares; we know from hard X-ray data that, for example, that there is no

compelling evidence for preferred values of beam durations or intensities.

Instead we discuss in this paper a highly idealized computer simulation which

leads to an understanding that can be used to both guide and interpret

simultaneous observations in Ha and microwaves or hard X-rays.

COMPUTATIONS

In this paper we compute theoretical time-dependent Ha line profiles for

selected times in the sequence of model atmospheres of Fisher, Canfield and

McClymont (1985b), henceforth FCM. These models simulate the dynamic response of

a loop atmosphere to Coulomb heatingbya power-law beam of nonthermal electrons

injected at the coronal loop apex. FCM assumed that an electron beam was turned

on instantaneously, at a specified value of F28 (the equivalent flux of

nonthermal electrons above a 20 key energy cutoff) and then turned off after

5 s. To study the response of Ha on short timescales, we focus our attention on

the first few seconds.
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The method used for the computation of the time dependent Ha profiles in

this paper is an extension of the previous static calculations of Canfield,

Gunkler and Ricchiazzi (1984), henceforth CGR. For the model atmospheres at

certain instants, available from FCM, we solve the probabilistic radiative

transfer equation (Canfield, McClymont, and Puetter 1984) for a 4-1evel-plus-

continuum hydrogen atom. Complete redistribution within a pure Doppler

absorption coefficient profile is adopted for the Lyman lines (followingMilkey

and Mihalas 1973). The absorption coefficient profile for all subordinate

transitions has a Doppler core and wings due to both the linear Stark effect (we

assume a Holtsmark profile) and resonance broadening (hydrogen-hydrogen

collis_ons; see Mihalas 1978). Our use of probabilistic radiative transfer in

the computatSons of Ha line profiles is consistent with its use by FCM in the

energy equation, and its physical limitations are discussed in detail in FCMand

CGR. The major limitations on accuracy of radiative transfer aspects of our

calculation probably accrue both from the use of probabilistic methods and from

the assumption of Doppler core redistribution for the Lyman lines. We estimate

that the Ha profiles computed here are limited in their quantitative accuracy to

about a factor of two, as a result of these two factors.

The sole difference between the methods used here and those used by CGR

lies in the treatment of velocity fields and radiative transfer in the equations

describing the level populations of the model hydrogen atom. In the present

calcuation the fractional population _i of the quantum state i of hydrogen is

determined by the rate equation

_i =- 8_i/8t = E [Rji_j - Rij_i]

j_i

(i)

and the radiative and collisional transition rate coefficients Rij between
states i andh, subject to the constraints that

and

_'I" - _c (Zb)

_C

where _ 2} is the value computed for a 2-1evel-plus-continuum hydrogen atom by

FCM. These constraints given allow us to use the FCMresults, rather than having

to replace them by a simulation that includes, from the beginning, a full

4-1evel-plus-continuum hydrogen atom. The use of the more complete model of the

hydrogen atom would have only minor effects on the ionization state and energy

loss rate as a function of time, yet would impose stringent computational

demands. There is no reason to doubt the validity, on the factor of two level

that characterizes the calculations throughout, of the approximations made in

imposing these constraints, because the rates among the bound levels are so much

faster than the rates from bound levels to the continuum; for completeness, we

will return to a quantitative discussion of the self-consistency of this

assumption below. Our solution to the combined set of radiative transfer and

atomic populataon equations (2) for any FCMmodel atmosphere at any chosen time

gives a self-consistent set of radiation fields and source functions for all

transitions within the 4-1evel-plus-continuum hydrogen atom, including Ha. From
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this solution, and the columnar dependence of density, hydrogen ionized

fraction, and velocity from the FCM models, we know all quantities required to

compute the Ha line profiles.

Figure 1 shows Ha profiles at 6 selected times of interest from the FCM
F20 - 10 ergs cm -2 s -1 simulation; the electron beam heating in the FCM

simulation was turned on instantaneously at t - 0 and remained constant for the

entire period shown in the figure. It is clear that at t = 0.55 s the Ha-emitting

chromosphere is enhanced considerably; its behavior on timescales shorter than

0.55 s is discussed below. The profile at 0.55 s is still symmetric; the Ha-

emitting chromosphere is not yet moving. By t - 1.0 s an enhanced red wing is

formed, which is the first indication of chromospheric mass motions. By t - 1.5 s

one sees that there are two components of the Ha line profile, one shifted and

one not. The further evolution of these two components can be seen in the

subsequent panels at t - 2.0 and 3.0 s. The unshifted component is broad and is

initially centrally reversed; it fills in as time passes. This tendency for the

reversal to fill in is primarily a consequence of the shifting of the region of

formation to a more dense region of the chromosphere, as the region of formation

of unshifted Ha emission rapidly shifts to greater column depths. It is

secondarily due to seeing even further into the chromosphere at line center due

to Doppler shifting of overlying reversing material in the condensation. The

shifted component is unreversed initially, while it is optically thin, but a

central reversal appears as the moving material becomes optically thick. The

moving material is the chromospheric condensation, shown byFCMto be a thin slab

of chromospheric material rapidly cooled by the enhanced radiative loss rate

associated with compression of this region driven by explosive chromospheric

evaporation of adjacent overlying material. The redshift of the emission from

the condensation decreases perceptibly between 1.5 and 3 s, as a consequence of

its rapid slowing.

We note that the computed HU profiles are much brighter than typical

observed line profiles. The profiles show that this emission comes from both the

moving condensation and the essentially static underlying chromosphere, both of

which exhibit high pressure. CGR showed that high pressure static atmospheres

produce very bright Ha profiles when the conductive flux is not large enough to

evaporate much of the flare chromosphere. It is premature, however, to compare

these theoretical profiles to observations. As shown byCanfield and Ricchiazzi

(1980), the probabilistic radiative transfer methods upon which both the FCM

model atmospheres and our Ha profiles are based are only accurate to the factor

of two level for static atmospheres such as the VAL/F (Vernazza, Avrett, and

Loeser 1981). For dynamic atmospheres in which velocity gradients exceed well-

understood limits additional systematic errors arise due to the use of the

probabilistic methods. It is known that these limits are exceeded in the FCM

atmospheres, in the vicinity of the condensation front. Hence it is important to

recognize that while the Ha profiles of Figure 1 are qualitatively well founded,

and are based on a method that correctly describes the dominant physical

processes associated with photon escape in static atmospheres, one should not

attribute significance to the intensity, relative to the background continuum,

on the factor of two level.

In Figure 2 we contrast the time dependence of the relative intensity of

various parts of the Ha line profile. Bearing in mind that the intensity scale

used in the upper panel of Figure 2 is much different from that used in the

center and lower panels, it is clear that there is considerable difference, in
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both amplitude and functional form, of the time dependence between the blue

wing, the line center, and the red wing. Each point in Figure 2 corresponds to

one of a limited number of times at which a dynamic model atmosphere from the FCM

simulation is available. Between the first and second points (at t = 0 and 0.05 s

respectively) the intensity jumps on a timescale not resolved in the figure, but

tempDrally and spatially resolved in the computations themselves. The relative

increase of this initial jump is much grea_er at line center than in either wing.

In the blue wing, at both -1.61 and -1.84 A, there is also a slower increase, on

a timescale -0.3 - 0.4 s; our analysis suggests that this is an ionization

effect. Finally, at both line center and in the red wing, one sees a delayed

increase (starting at about 1 s), which is due to the formation of the

chromospheric condensation. We now turn to a discussion of the physical origins

of these effects.

ANALYSIS

The three timescales on which the Hu line profile varies in our numerical

simulation can understood in terms of the timescales for electron beamheating,

thermal ionization, and chromospheric condensation.

ELECTRON BEAM HEATING

In the first approximation, the flare chromosphere reaches a quasi-

equilibrium on the longer of two timescales, those for heating

and radiative cooling

th = Eth/Q b (3)

t r = Eth/R. (4)

The duration of this quasi-equilibrium is limited to values much less than the

hydrodynamic timescale

tp s B/Cs. (5)

3
Here Eth is the specific (per hydrogen nucleus) mean thermal energy _kT(l+x), T

is the electron and ion temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant, x is the hydrogen

ionized fraction, Qb is the specific electron beam heating rate, R is the

specific radiative cooling rate, H is the local density scale height for

hydrogen nuclei, and c s is the sound speed. The value of t_ is of order 5 - I0 sP
in the flare chromosphere. For the impulsive phenomena that interest us here we

need consider only th and t r.

In this study we are interested primarily in the region of the atmosphere

from which the flare HG emission originates. Table 1 identifies physical

parameters of interest in this region: N is the column depth of maximum

contribution to the HG emission at the specified spectral location within the

line profile and x and T are the hydrogen ionized fraction and temperature at

this depth, we focus our attention on the depths of maximum contribution at two

times: ] ) t = 0 s, before any shift of the emitting region into the deeper

chromosphere has started, and 2) at t - 1.5 s, after the emitting region has
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shifted into the deeper chromosphere and the condensation has been formed. Table

= I0 II ergs cm-2 s-1 the heating timescale th is very short2 shows that if F 20

at the depths that are of interest when the beam is first turned on--less than

10 ms. Because the radiation timescale t r is so long, and the th is so much less

than the pressure equilibration timescale t.p, it is clear that either the
temperature or the hydrogen ionized fraction is going to increase very rapidly.

Since both the rate and amount of energy that can go into ionization is limited,

while the rate and amount that can go into thermal form is much more weakly

constrained, the temperature of the beam-heated chromosphere will increase on

timescales less than i0 ms, if the beam energy flux F20 = 1011 ergs cm -2 s -1 . At

t - 1.5 s the heating timescale is longer, especially in the wings of Hu, but is

still about an order of magnitude less than the electron transit timescale t e -

L/v e, where L is the characteristic length of a flare loop and v e is the

characteristic velocity of a nonthermal electron, if L - 104 km and E e

- i00 keV. A range of values is given for the red wing at t - 1.5 s because this

emission is distributed rather evenly over the condensation and the upper

uncondensed material.

TABLE 1. - PHYSICAL PARAMETERS IN THE HG CHROMOSPHERE

AT DEPTHS OF MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION TO H_ EMISSION

t - 0 s N(cm -2 ) T(K) x

Blue Wing (-1.8 A)

Line Center

Red Wing (+1.8 A)

1.5x1020 6700 0.05

6.2xi018 7600 0.50

1.5x1020 6700 0.05

t- 1.5 s N(cm -2) T(K) x

o

Blue Wing (-1.8 A) 3.6xi02° 11,800 0.95

Line Center 6-0xi019 59,000 1.00

Red Wing (+1.8 A)$ 3.6xi020 11,800 0.95

2.7xi019 22,400 1.00

t Red wing emission originates in both the conden-

sation and the uncompressed upper chromosphere.

TABLE 2. - TIMESCALES (SECONDS) IN THE H_ CHROMOSPHERE

F20 - 1011 ergs cm -2 s -1

Wavelength ( A k )

t- 0 s t-l.5 s

heating radiation heating radiation

Blue Wing (-1.8 A)

Line Center

Red Wing (+1.8 A)

7xlO- 3 ixlO ÷ 2 2x10- 1 2x10- 1

2x10- 3 6x10 ÷ o 2x10- 2 2x10- 2

7x10- 3 ixl0 ÷ 2 ixl0 - 1 - 2 ixl0- 1 - 2
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Several comments are in order. It is apparent that the sudden jump

in the HU intensity at all three A A values in Figure 2 in the interval

0 _ t _ .05 s is a consequence of the short heating timescale in the

region of initial formation of Ha. Hence, except for other complications

(see below), it appears that all three spectral positions within HU would

be useful for high-intensity electron beam timing experiments, since all

heating timescales are much less than beam transit timescales. Even though

the heating timescale is 1 - 2 orders of magnitude longer after the beam is

established, it still remains about one order less than t e. Third, the

table confirms the quasi-equilibrium interpretation of the slowly-rising

plateau seen at line center and the red wing during the first second of

Figure 2; to the precision given in Table 2, t h - t r. One should therefore

expect HU to track beam temporal variations, at high electron beam flux

levels, down to timescales well under 1 s. Finally, it is hardly

surprising that substantial Hu emission is generated in the flare

chromosphere, given the large temperatures at the depths of maximum

contribution given in Table i. The hydrogen ionized fraction is much

higher in the Hu flare chromosphere than in the preflare, but no so high

that the chromosphere is optically thin at line center.

THERMAL IONIZATION

The gradual increase in the blue wing emission evident in Figure 2

on a timescale of about 0.3 - 0.4 seconds suggests a slow drift toward an

equilibrium that must be only quasi-steady on a grander timescale as

macroscopic effects such as pressure equilibration set in. What physical

effect controls the timescale of this approach to equilibrium, or more

accurately, what is the slowest of the many physical effects present? The

temperature and density of the emitting region are important to the total

emission, but the temperature equilibrates rapidly, as described above.

Also, the density changes only on the much longer hydrodynamic timescale.

Is then the relevant timescale that for the atomic level populations to

equilibrate? The bound-bound rate coefficients in equation (1) are so

large that the level populations equilibrate with each other extremely

rapidly, but the continuum rates are much slower and so the continuum

equilibration takes much longer. Thus the ionization timescale is a likely

candidate for the slow-paced driving timescale in this equilibration

process.

The ionization timescale manifests itself in a gradual increase in

the optically thin component of the wing emission. This is due to the

effects of Stark broadening of the HG absorption coefficient profile

caused by interactions of hydrogen atoms with free electrons. As

ionization progresses and the free electron density increases, the

broadened profiles produce an enhancement of the wing emission from the

ionizing region. (This emission is optically thin, so is superimposed on

top of the fairly constant optically thick wing emission from the

photosphere, but it contributes strongly to the total wing emission.) Thus

we expect a close correlation between the local ionization timescale and

the timescale for increase of the local contribution to the total wing

emission. This assumption can be tested by focusing on the region where

emission in the wings (e.g. at Ak = -1.8 and -i.5 _) is most important, and

calculating the ionization timescales directly from the local rate
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equations ( 1 ).

There are two ways in which the local populations effect the local

contribution to the Ha wing emission. First, the absorption coefficient

profile may become wider due to larger free electron density and

associated increased Stark broadening, as mentioned above. Second, the

population of the second level of hydrogen may increase, increasing the Hu

opacity (recall that the emission being considered is optically thin).

This second effect is highly dependent on the rate coefficient primarily

responsible for populating level 2, which is the i _ 2 radiative rate, and

as such is proportional to the local LU radiation field, whose origins are

highly nonlocal. If these nonlocal effects dominated the local wing rise,

it would be impossible to analyze the timescale in terms of local

equilibration timescales such as the ionization timescale. Fortunately,

our results indicate that the dominant effect is the absorption

coefficient profile, not the second level opacity. Hence the ionization

timescales are the most relevant to the wing rise, and these can be found

at least approximatelybyconsidering only the local conditions, i.e., the

local rate coefficients.

Finding a simple approximation to these ionization timescales based

on the local conditions is complicated bythe fact that the rate equations

(1) are nonlinear, owing to the dependence of the collisional and

radiative recombination rate coefficients on the electron density and thus

on the continuum population itself. But the local behavior of these

equations can be approximated by linearizing about a given point taken

from the simulations. The problem then reduces to the solution of a linear

system of first order differential equations, whose eigenvalues are thus

the equilibration rates of the various normal modes of decay to

equilibrium. The smallest of these eigenvalues will correspond to the most

slowly decaying mode, and will therefore give the overall net

equilibration rate. Of course, this can only approximate the true

equilibration rate because the equilibrium approached by the linearized

system will deviate from the true equilibrium. This probably introduces an

uncertainty of a factor of two or so in the rate predicted by this simple

analysis.

Linearization of the rate coefficients with respect to their

dependence on the continuum population is accomplished by writing the

vector _ of atomic level populations (_i .... _4" _c in our case) as _ = _0

+ _#, where #0 is the locally determined equilibrium population vector.

The linearized form of equation (i) is then

_ = R_o + R _ + (0_ c aR/a_ c) _0,

where R is the rate matrix evaluated at the point of maximum wing emission,

and the first term on the right side of the equation vanishes, by

definition of equilibrium. We can rewrite (6) as

0_ = [DR] 6#,

where

[DR]i j = [R]ij + 6jc _0"_ri/a_c

(6)

(7)

(8)
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where 8 is the Kroneker delta of rank two and r i is row i of R.

DR is the desired linearization of the rate matrix in equation (1).

It is a 5 by 5 matrix equation, whose size makes its eigenvalues hard to

obtain in a simple way. This is further complicated bythe fact that there

is a very broad spread in the magnitudes of the matrix elements, so that

slight errors in the eigenvectors can produce contaminationbydrastically

larger eigenvalues, which makes determination of the actual eigenvalue

impossible from knowledge of the approximate normal mode. But since the

overall behavior of the system was obtained from the two-level plus

continuum model of FCMand it is assumed that inclusion of levels 3 and 4

cannot drastically effect the overall behavior, we looked at the reduced 3

by 3 linearized system and were able to obtain the eigenvalues by simply

factoring the characteristic polynomial. This was further aided by the

fact that since the rate matrix (and the linearized version) must conserve

particle number and therefore must produce time derivatives that add up to

zero, it is singular, it has determinent zero, and its range forms a two-

dimensional subspace. This singularity results in one of the eigenvalues

being zero (corresponding to the non-_ecaying equilibrium mode itself).

Thus finding the remaining eigenvalues amounts to factoring the quadratic

polynomial to which the characteristic polynomial reduces.

The results of this simple analysis show that, although the

eigenvalues vary over the atm_osphere , in the region of greatest wing

emission at _k = -i.6 and -1.8 A we find one dominant eigenvalue of order

10 8 s -1, which is essentially equal to the large 2 _ 1 spontaneous decay

rate, and a second eigenvalue of size roughly 5 - i0 s -1, which arises

from the sum of all the linearized continuum rates except the large 2 _ c

rate. The corresponding eigenmodes are the direct exchange of electrons

between levels 1 and 2, and the exchange of electrons between the

continuum and levels I and 2 in proportion to the equilibrium ratio

between these two levels. It is this second eigenvalue that is related to

the ionization timescale, and is believed to account for the equilibration

time seen in the blue wing of Figure 2. Since the eigenvalue gives the

equilibration rate, its inverse gives the corresponding timescale, which

in this case is 0.i - 0.2 seconds.

This rate appears to be a little too fast to explain the 0.3 - 0.4 s

Hu timescale. This could be due to the fact that the linearized rates are

high by some factor of order unity owing to the fact that the eventual

equilibriumpoint is not actually within the local range of the validity

of the linear approximation until equilibration is nearly attained. Thus

during the times of primary interest (0.5 < t < 1.5 s), we are experiencing

a drift of the equilibrium point of the local linearization in addition to

the linear time evolution toward this point, which extends the

equilibration timescale somewhat. This could be enhanced bythe nonlocal

effects of the radiation field. Since the discrepancy is of order unity,

we believe that the ionization process described here does successfully

account for, and is the dominant physical effect in, the observed 0.3 -

0.4 s equilibration timescale in the blue wing. Other effects such as

changes in the opacity of the optically thin emitting region and

variations in the optically thick wing emission from the photosphere due

to changes in the total opacity of the chromosphere play a lesser role, and

certainly depend on the ionization timescale also.
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CHROMOSPRERI C CONDENSATION

Another important timescale that can be inferred from Figure 2 is

the timescale for the onset of strong H_ emission from the chromospheric

condensation. This is visible as a rapid increase in both line center and

red wing emission starting at t - 1 s. Shortly thereafter, condensation

emission dominates both the red wing and, to a lesser extent, line center.

Awareness of this -1 s delay time is important because this condensation

emission could be confused observationally with the initial brightening

that occurs when the electron beam is "turned on", particularly in the red

wing where the red-shifted condensation emission becomes much stronger

than the normal wing emission (which comes from deeper in the chromosphere

and produces the initial red wing brightening).

A rough way to see how this -1 s formation delay time comes about is

to imagine a simple two-step model of the effects of the explosive

evaporation of the upper chromosphere when the beamis "turned on". In the

first step, explosive evaporation causes the pressure to increase very

rapidly at the top of the chromosphere. Fisher (1986) has shown that this

first step can be understood quantitatively with a simple "gasbag" model

of the explosively evaporating region (see Fisher, Canfield and McClymont

1985a). We refer the interested reader to Fisher (1986), and will not

discuss this first step further here; we will make the simplifying

assumption that this pressure increase is instantaneous (both the FCM

simu3ations and the gasbag model show that it actually takes a few tenths

of a second to reach its maximum value). In the second step, the high

pressure region moves down into the chromosphere as a compression wave and

forms the condensation. This can be modelled most simply as a piston with

constant pressure excess Ap behind it moving down into a chromosphere of

density p, compressing the material ahead of it to the piston pressure.

Since we are interested in only -1 s timescales here, the piston is taken

to move at a constant velocity v -- the velocity of the compression wave.

Then setting the pressure discontinuity equal to the rate of change of

momentum in the compressed material (i.e.,the condensation), we obtain the

accretion rate of condensation mass m:

dm v2
Ap - _ v = p ,

so that

0J

Taking from the simulation a characteristic p = 4x10-12 g cm-3 and Ap

200 dynes cm- 2 gives v = 70 km s- 1 comparable to the initial=z S

condensation velocity in the F20 = 1011 ergs cm -2 s -1 simulation. Then

the column accretion rate of hydrogen with a density of roughly 2-3xi012

cm-3 is about l-2xlO 19 cm-2 s-1. Now from the simulation it is found that

the condensation begins to become visible in HU when it has accumulated a

column depth of about 5x1018 cm-2 and becomes optically thick at about

2x1019 cm-2. This simple model thus provides a consistent picture of why

it takes about 1 s to begin seeing condensation effects. It should be

noted that this delay time will depend on the F20 value, and may vary by

perhaps a factor of two over a plausible range of explosive F 2 0 values.
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CONCLUSIONS

We find an Ha response to a instantaneously initiated intense beam of

nonthermal electrons that is rapid compared to the timescale associated with the

propagation of these electrons over characteristic flare loop dimensions. The

amplitude and timescale of this response vary over the Ha profile, and show

effects which arise from three different physicalmechanisms. First, there is an

impulsive initial rise on the chromospheric heating timescale; this rise has

greatest amplitude at line center. Second, there is a slower component, on

hydrogen ionization timescales, which is most apparent in the blue wing. Third,

there is a delayed response associated with the formation of the chromospheric

condensation, which is most apparent in the red wing. This latter component

dominates over ionization effects on the red side of Ha.

We conclude that observational efforts to detect impulsive Ha

brightenings associated with impulsive hard X-ray or microwave bursts should

initially focus their attention on line center. Additional simultaneous blue-

wing measurements will have diagnostic potential because of their sensitivity to

the thermal ionization timescale and the fact that even for very intense

electron heating (F20 - 1011 ergs cm -2 s -l ) the timescale is in a readily

observable range (>0.1 s). However, red wing measurements are potentially

deceptive, since the prompt enhancements on the chromospheric heating timescale

are much smaller than the -1 s delayed enhancements due to chromospheric

condensations, which are not uniquely associated with either nonthermal

electron beams or conduction fronts.
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ABSTRACT. The main results are: I) No periodic oscillation in Fe XXI

emission detected. 2) The shortest timescale of rapid variation persistently

present in the Fe XXI emission is about 20 sec. 3) Statistically significant

isolated bursts of duration 3 to 5 sec are present in some of the flares.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations have shown that the intensity of soft X-ray bursts from solar

flares varies smoothly with a gradual rise and decay time profile. The

timescales of soft X-ray burst variations range from minutes to hours. On the

other hand, the impulsive hard X-ray bursts typically show fast variations and

spiky time structures, with timescales as short as one tenth of a second

(Hoyng et al., 1976; Kiplinger et al., 1983). Since the soft X-ray burst is

generally regarded as the result of energy transfer from the hard X-ray

electrons, either by direct heating or by the process of chromospheric

evaporation, it is of interest to ask whether the fast variations observed in

the impulsive hard X-ray burst are in any way reflected in soft X-ray bursts.

Studies of the Fe XXV and Ca XIX emissions in solar flares obtained from the

P78-I (Doschek, Kreplin, and Feldman 1979, Doschek et al. 1980; Feldman et al.

1980) have shown that these emissions have a very smooth intensity profile,

when observed with a time resolution of about 30 sec. During the SMM in 1980,

many flares were observed in the UV line of Fe XXI at 1354 _, which o-----riginates

in plasmas with a temperature of about 10 million K. Examinations of

high-time resolution Fe XXI observations generally show gradual rise and fall

profiles, representative of typical soft X-ray bursts. However, these

gradually varied time profiles do show intensity fluctuations. In this paper

we make a quantitative study of the Fe XXI intensity variations_ and assess

whether the observed rapid fluctuations represent intrinsic variations in the

emission or are just due to photon counting statistics.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

The Fe XXI observations were obtained with the Ultraviolet Spectrometer

and Polarimeter (UVSP) on the SMM satellite. In order to study fast

variations, we have chosen flares that were observed with a field of view of

30" x 30" and a slit size of 10" x i0". These 3 x 3 raster element images
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were taken every 1.215 seconds for a period of ten minutes. This time

resolution was the highest observed by the UVSP in the Fe XXI mode. Out of 26

flares in the fast Fe XXI mode, 10 were observed from the beginning of the

flare, and showed appreciable Fe XXI emission in the small field of view.

These were chosen for analysis. Figure I (upper panel) shows an example of

the time evolution of the Fe XXI emission in the I November 1980 flare at 1924

UT; the intensity is for the brightest pixel in the field of view (FOV).

Figure I shows there are large fluctuations superimposed on the generally

gradual rise and fall profile. In all figures, the count rate is count per
0.063 sec. As is well known in photon detection and cosmic ray observations,

such fluctuations are most often due to photon counting statistics rather than

due to real signals. How does one determine whether the observed variation is
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statistically significant in the inherently noisy data? If such fluctuation
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is real, what is its timescale? One technique to answer such questions is the

use of Fourier power spectral analysis. This technique was used by Hoyng et

al. (1976) and Brown, Loran, and MacKinnon (1985) to determine the shortest

tlmescale present in solar impulsive hard X-ray bursts.

We have calculated the power spectra for the I0 flares selected for

analysis, using a standard fast Fourier transform code. Since the analyses

are the same for the flares we studied, we shall present calculations for

three flares to illustrate the results.

In Figure i we have already shown the light curve for the brightest Fe XXI

pixel in the FOV for the I November 1980 flare. The flare occurred in AR 2776

(NOVA designation), and is classified as a IB in HA and M1 in soft X-ray. In

H_ the flare began at 1915 UT, reached maximum at 1922 UT, and ended at 1931

UT. The Fe XXI emission started to increase at 1918 UT and reached peak

intensity at 1924 UT. Figure i also shows the power spectrum. As expected,

the power spectra is dominated by the zero frequency component. The power

decreases sharply towards higher frequencies and levels off at about the
frequency f = 0.2 sec . The high frequency powers are dominated by random

noises. Since the noise in the photon counting experiment generally obeys

Poisson statistics, it is possible to calculate the expected level for the

high frequency powers that are due to noise presented in the data. Hoyng

(1976) has derived such an expression as well as calculated the relative error

in a power spectrum for Polsson distribution. The horizontal llne in the

power spectrum graph is the calculated high frequency power expected from

noise, and the relative error in the power spectrum as a function of frequency

is shown in the lower panel of Figure I. As can be seen, the power does not

rlselabove the noise level until the frequency has decreased to below f = 0.1
sec . At f = 0. I sec, the relative error in the power is about 30%, and the

error approaches unity at high frequencies, again demonstrating the dominance

of noise at high frequencies. Considering the errors involved in the power

spectrum, it is only for f < 0_5 sec - do we see any appreciable power in the
data. If we take f = 0.05 sec , where the error is relatively small, as the

cut off frequency beyond which the power is due to noise, then the

corresponding timescale is about 20 sec. We emphasize that this is the

fluctuation tlmescale that is persistently present in the data that is not

masked by noise. There are no isolated peaks in the power spectrum,

indicating the absence of any periodic variations in the Fe XXI emission.

We also obtained the power spectrum for the total intensity of Fe XXI

summed over the FOV. This is done to increase the count rate to improve its

statistics. Figure 2 shows the total intensity variation, the power spectrum,

and the relative error in the power spectrum. We see that the _wer spectrum
rises above the noise level at the frequency about f = 0.05 sec with

relatively smaller error than that shown in Figure i. This is because of the

increased count rate and comparatively lower noise level. It is clear that

for the i November flare, the shortest timescale persistently present in the

data is about 20 sec. This tlmescale of variability is similar to those found

for Fe XXV emission in some flares observed by the XRP instrument on SMM

(Zarro, Strong, and Saba, 1985).
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The detection of

persistent variations in the

Fe XXI emission by the Fourier

analysis does not preclude the

existence of isolated bursts

that have timescales much

shorter than those indicted by

the Fourier Power spectrum.

Close examination of the data

shows there are isolated large

changes; see Figures i and 2.

To examine the reality of such

isolated fast variations, we

plotted the difference

(absolute value) between the

observed intensity and a

calculated mean intensity

(Figure 3). The calculated

mean is obtained by a seventh

power polynominal fitting of

1
0 ' 1 1 Ir I' I1 11 TM r '11rl"'

0 4 8 12

TIME (MIN) FROM 191B UT

Figure 3

the observed data. Also plotted in the figure is the 3_ level calculated

from Poisson statistics for the observed data. Out of 500 intervals (a total

time period of 10 minutes), there are about 22 intervals in which the observed

intensities are above the 3 _" level. This represents a probability of 4.4% of

occurrence of a signal that is above the mean. From the Poisson distribution,

we know that the probabilty of occurrence of a 30"signal is 0.3% (Bevington,

1969). Therefore, the occurrence of a 34" signal above the mean in the

observed data is 15 times greater than that indicated by the Poisson

statistics. In other words, we would only expect less than 2 intervals in

which the signal rises above the mean, if the 3_" signals are purely random

fluctuations. We can conclude that the observed fast variations, with large

amplitudes, are statistically significant, and, to a reasonable degree of

certainty, real. One particular isolated change with large variation can be

seen in Figure I just before maximum intensity. The intensity jumps about 15%

in about 4 sec. Other isolated bursts show similar timescales of fast

variation. We emphasize that the existence of isolated fast bursts in our data

should only be understood in the statistical sense.

In Figure 4 we present the Fe XXI light curve for the whole raster as well

as its power spectrum for the 6 November 1980 flare. This flare occurred in

AR 2779 which in H_ started at 1228, reached maximum at 1236, and ended at

1258 UT. The H=_ class is unknown but the X-ray class is M3. The Fe XXI

observations started at 1232 UT and continued until 1233 UT. The FOV of the

UVSP covered only part of the flare. The figure shows that the shortest

timescale of fluctuations in the Fe XXI emission is about 20 sec,

corresponding to a cutoff frequency of about 0.05 sec.

Another example of the Fourier analysis of the Fe XXI emission is the 11

November 1980 flare. This flare also occurred in AR 2779. It was a SN flare

in Ho_ , which started at 0625 UT, peaked at 0632 UT, and ended 0645 UT. In
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X-ray, the flare was a MI. The Fe XXI

observation started at 0628 UT and lasted for

10 minutes. This flare is interesting in

that the FOV of the fast Fe XXI mode covered

an area located at the top of the flaring

loop (Cheng and Pallavicini, 1985). In

Figure 5, we show the total Fe XXI intensity

and its power spectrum. The power rises
-I

above the noise level at about f = 0.I sec ,

which gives a time scale of 1Olsec. The
relative error at f = 011 sec is about 10%

(Figure 5). When the light curve of the

brightest pixel is Fourier analyzed, as shown

in Figure 6, the cutoff frequency that can be

identifie_ in the power spectrum is about f =
0.05 sec , corresponding to a period of

about 20 sec. For this flare there are 3

intervals out of 500 that are 30" above the

mean. This is what is expected from the

Poisson statistics, and therefore, we would

not claim that the isolated large variations
in the data are real.

3. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

We have made a search for fast variations

in the Fe XXI emission for ten flares using

the Fourier analysis. Examples of three

flares were described in the previous

section. Here we summarize the main results:
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2) The shortest timescale of rapid variation, persistently present, in the

Fe XXI emission is about 20 sec or longer.

3) Statistically significant isolated bursts of 3 to 5 sec duration are

found in some of the flares. These isolated bursts, superimposed on the

general gradual time profile of the Fe XXI emission, have an intensity

variation from the mean by as much as 15%.

The main purpose of the paper is to find the shortest timescale,

persistently present, in the Fe XXI emitting plasma. A timescale of about 20

sec in the Fe XXI emission is considerably greater than the subsecond

variation found for the impulsive hard X-ray bursts (Kiplinger et al. 1983).

If the heating of the Fe XXI emitting plasma or the soft X-ray emitting plasma

is due to the energy deposition of the energetic electrons responsible for the

impulsive hard X-ray burst, as is commonly assumed, then there might be some
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is due to the energy deposition of the energetic electrons responsible for the

impulsive hard X-ray burst, as is commonly assumed, then there might be some
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causal relationship between the time variations of the two components. We

note that the chromospheric evaporation, which in the electron deposition

model is the mechanism by which the soft X-ray bursts are powered, begins

within seconds after the electron beam has heated the chromosphere (see, for

example, Fisher et al. 1985; MacNeice et. al. lq84). If a variable electron

beam is responsible for the fast variations in hard X-ray bursts, then we

would also expect the thermal response of the chromosphere in the form of

evaporation to vary accordingly, thereby manifested in the variations of the

soft X-ray emissions. We then might expect to find intensity variation on the

order of seconds in the Fe XXI emission. As we have seen, the shortest time
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scale of variation we found in our data is about 20 sec. Since the energy

transfer process and the thermal response of the chromosphere are complicated

and are not precisely known, it is difficult, at the present time, to conclude

whether the timescales we found for the Fe XXI emitting plasma are due to

variations in the electron energy depositions. A better understanding of the

timing relationship between the various emission components in the electron

energy deposition model has to wait for more realistic numerical calculations

(see Canfield et al. 1986).

This work is supported in part by NASA under Contract DPR W-15367.
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ABSTRACT

Recent Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) observations have shown fast and

simultaneous increases in hard X-rays (HXR, E>25 keV) and ultraviolet

continuum (UVC, kX _ 1600 and 1388 A) radiation. We give a simple and natural

explanation for this phenomenon to happen, which does not involve extreme

conditions for energy transport processes, and confirms earlier results on the

effect of XUV photoionizatlon in the solar atmosphere.

i. INTRODUCTION

Recent SMM observations, see Orwig and Woodgate elsewhere in these

proceedings, have shown that besides the close temporal correlation between UV

line emission originating in the transition zone (TZ) and HXR emission at E >

30 keV (Woodgate et al., 1983), a similar relationship exists between HXR's

and ultraviolet continuum (UVC). As shown by Orwig and Woodgate, the

correlation holds in some cases to better than 0.I s, with details that can be

found in their paper, thus extending the relationship between HXR and UV

emission to radiation originating in deep atmospheric levels around the

temperature minimum region (TMR).

As shown by Vernazza et al. (1976, 1981) for the quiet Sun and Machado et

al. (1980) and Machado and H@noux (1982) for the case of flare atmospheres,

the continuum radiation within %k 1350 -1680 A originates close to the TMR and

is primarily due to Sil. It is also known (Vernazza et al., 1981) that the

source function of the silicon continua, with edges at 1682 and 1525 A, is

significantly decoupled from the local Planck function, due to the strong

effect of the photoionization term in the ionization balance equation

4_ f (okJk/hv) dk + C

n(SiIl)/n(Sil) = R ' (I)

*NAS/NRC Research Associate, on leave from CNIE, Argentina.
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where C and R are the collisional ionization and recombination rates

respectively, and o_ is the photoionization cross section which we take from
Vernazza et al. (1976). Since the radiation field that Sil "sees is

characterized, even i_ the quiet Sun, by a radiation temperature larger than

the local electron temperature, Te, it results that the source function of the

continuum, S%, is

SI(Sil) > BI(Te) , (2)

where B% is the Planck function, at and around the optical depth unity
(T = i) level in both continua. This, in turn, leads to emergent intensities

characterized by radiation temperatures larger than the local Te at those

depths.

Therefore, any increase in the UVC radiation, which basically reflects an

increase in SI(Sil) at T = i for each of the continua, may either be due to an

increase in the Jl term of equation (I), which would further increase the S l
decoupllng with respect to B.(T ), or by a strong increase in the collisonal

A e
term C, associated with an increase in the local temperature at the TMR. If

by some means, presumably a large increase in the electron density ne, the C

term becomes dominant under flare conditions, then Sl = B(Te) and the

brightness temperature changes, which have been repo_ted to be ATb > 560 K
(see below) for uniform filling over the observed area (Woodgate, private

communication), would represent local changes in the TMR temperature during

the flare. Such an increase would then imply a change in the internal energy

of the plasma,

AE ffi1.5 nH k AT > 460 erg cm-3 , (3)

where we have taken nH = 4 x 1015 cm-3 at the depth of Sil continuum

formation. Considering that radiative los_ rates , primarily due to H-, can be
estimated to be of the order of I0 erg cm-_ s-_ under such conditions (Machado

et al., 1986; Mauas and Machado, 1986), the large AE value from (3) implies

extremely large energy deposition rates at the TMR, unlikely to be attained by

any canonical energy transport mechanism like accelerated particles or XUV

heating, not to mention heat conduction which is totally ineffective at those

depths (Emslle et al., 1981).

Furthermore, it can be easily demonstrated (Mauas and Machado, 1986) that

nonthermal electron beam ionization of hydrogen (Ricchiazzi and Canfield,

1983), which can lead to a local increase in ne without any accompanying large

change in Te, is rather ineffective at these depths, due to the strong
attenuation of the beam above the TMR.

We are thus left with either the possibility that strong and rapid local

heating, as specified in (3), occurs at the TMR during the HXR/UVC bursts, or

that the observed increase is due to a change in the J. term of equation (I).
A

Bearing in mind the unlikeness of the first, for conventinal energy transfer

conditions, we explore in the next section the effect of the second.
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2. THE EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION

As shown by Machado and H@noux (1982), the photolonlzatlon term on
O

the right hand side of equation (I) can be decomposed into a Jk term&
reflecting the undisturbed quiet Sun conditions, and an additional J_ term

which corresponds to flare irradiation from lines formed in the chromosphere/

corona TZ. The net effect of J_, which is principally related to the increase

in the CIV llne emission at 1549 A, is to alter the Sill/Sil ionization

balance, through photolonlzatlon from the ID level (1682 A continuum) which is

very effectively coupled through collisions, and thus in detailed balance,

with the most populated IS level (1525 A continuum, see Vernazza et al., 1981;

Machado and H_noux, 1982). Therefore, the effect of the largely increased

flare J_ term is to overlonlze Sil through the TMR, as compared with the

results of equation (i) for undisturbed model atmospheres llke those of

Vernazza et al. (1981).

The effect of the increase in n(Sill)/n(Sil) is twofold, it increases the

depth at which T (continuum) = I in the atmosphere, while at the same time it

enhances the already present decoupllng between Sk and Bk(T), increasing the
inequality of equation (2) and leading to brightness temperatures much larger

than the local Te.

Using spatially averaged values of UV irradiation, I(UV), as measured

by Skylab, Machado and _no_x (1982, see references therein) found that for

I(UV) = 4 x 105 erg cm-Z s-i sr-i the variation of Sk leads to a ATh = 280 K,
without any associated increase in the local temperature as compare_ with the

Vernazza et al. (1976) values. We have now performed a similar calculation

using Vernazza et al. (1981) model C atmospheric parameters, with ad-hoc
constant irradiation values I x 106 < I(UV) _ 5 x 106 erg cm -2 s-I sr -I, which

are more appropriate for flare kernels during the impulsive phase as compared

with the averaged flare decay values of Machado and H_noux. The details of

these straightforward statistical equilibrium calculations, in which we have

kept all model C parameters and ionization equilibrium of elements other than

Sil unchanged, will be reported elsewhere in conjunction with a self

consistent, time varying modeling of specific burst observations (see below)•

It suffices to say here that these increased irradiation values lead to

correspondingly larger equilibrium Tb increases, of the order

360 K < AT b < 690 K, (4)

in both the 1525 and 1682 A continua. These values are to be compared to the

AT b = 560 K as observed at = 1600 A in the 20 May, 1984 event, and ATb = 870 K
at 1388 A in the 24 April, 1985 flare (Woodgate, private communication; see

Orwig and Woodgate in these proceedings)•

Furthermore, the characteristic rate of increase of n(Sill) at the

optical depth unity level in the ID continuum (h = 400 km in the irradiated

model C), is given by

dn(Sill)/dt = 7 8 x i0 I0 dF(UV)/dh = 1.32 x i0 I0 cm-3 s-I (5)
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for I = 106 erg cm-2 s-I sr -I, for F = 2_I and assuming that the ionizing flux

is concentrated in the CIV llne. This gives, for characteristic silicon

densities at these depths (see Vernazza et al., 1981), a characteristic

e-foldlng time of Sill increases of the order of = 1.7 seconds, and

conmensurably shorter values for larger ionizing fluxes.

3. DISCUSSION

In the preceding section we have reported that increases in the UVC

brightness temperature can be effected, as far as steady state statistical

equilibrium calculations show, by the strong photolonlzatlon effect of

transition zone UV i_radlatlo_ under flarelike conditions. Irradiation fluxes
of the order of = I0 erg cm -_ s- seem to be enough to explain the observed

increases in the UVC brightness and, furthermore, they should occur extremely

rapidly.

On the other hand, we would llke to clearly note here that our results

are of very preliminary nature, since they are based on ad-hoc conditions of

constant UV irradiation, as compared with the spiky nature of the bursts. In

a subsequent study we shall model the HXR-TZ emlsslon-UVC correlation for a

set of events, taking into account the observed temporal dependence and

absolute value of the TZ irradiation. In spite of these shortcomings in our

present study, there are a few aspects worth pointing out in the results which

would still stand up after a more detailed study:

a) The strong temporal correlation between TZ and UVC bursts was a

definite prediction of the irradiation model (Machado and H_noux, 1982;

Machado et al., 1986), which has been at least qualitatively confirmed by the

SMM observations.

b) A temporal correlation between HXR and UVC bursts can only be

possible, in our model, through an equally strong correlation between HXR's

and transition zone UV emission. Since this correlation is known to exist

(Tandberg-Hanssen et al., 1983; Woodgate et al., 1983) and to support the

nonthermal thick target model, the HXR/UVC correlation also supports the thick

target model for as much as the previous one does, even though there is no

direct cause-effect relationship between particle heating or ionization and

UVC increases.

c) We further note that the observed increases can simply be due to a

relatively minor energy transport towards the deep atmosphere, as compared

with any model that invokes localized heating at and around the TMR. For
example, instead of the = 107 erg cm -2 s-I needed in our computations,

Aboudarham and H_noux (1986) have found that in order to heat the TMR bv

ele_tro_ beams, the power in the accelerated particles should exceed I0 II erg
cm s for electrons with energies above 20 keV.
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ABSTRACT

The close temporal correlation between the ultraviolet line emission

from OV (% 1371A) and hard X-rays above 30 keV has been previously

established from a comparison of data sets from the Ultraviolet Spect-

rometer and Polarimeter (UVSP) and Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS)

instruments on SMM. Corresponding features were found to be concident

to within 1 s. Following the SMM repair, similar measurements were made

for a flare occurring on May 20, 1984 at 0259 UT, this time with UVSP

observing in the continuum near 1600A with much higher time resolution

(75ms). The simultaneity of several features in this flare have been
established to better than 0.I s, thus reinforcing the close relationship

between hard X-ray and UV emission.

Following the repair of the UVSP wavelength drive, similar measure-

ments were repeated for a flare occurring at 0148 UT on April 24, 1985.

This event was observed simultaneously in the OV llne, the UV continuum

and in hard X-rays by the same SMMinstruments. Temporal comparisons of

the three data sets show that, for a few selected features, simultaneity

of the hard X-ray and UV emissions does exist. However, cross-correlation

analyses of the entire data sets indicate that there is a trend for the

fastest OV emission features to be delayed with respect to the hard

X-rays by - 260 ms. On the other hand the fast OV and UV continuum

features are simultaneous to within the instrumental uncertainty.

The combined results have established the close relationship of the

impulsive phase hard X-ray and UV continuum and OV line emissions. They

lend support to the argument that both the hard X-ray and UV radiations

originate low in the solar atmosphere. Such results place severe con-

straints on models which attempt to explain impulsive phase hard X-ray

and UV emission and may be important in proving the existence, or lack

thereof, of electron beams in the impulsive phase of flares. These

results indicate that alternative processes for impulsive phase UV con-

tinuum production should be considered. Models currently under inves-

tigation include an electron beam "hole boring" mechanism (Woodgate and

Orwig) and a photolonization radiation transport mechanism (Machado and

Mauas )•

Published in Proceedings of the NS0/SMM Summer Meeting on Relationships

Between Low Temperature Plasmas and High Enegy Emissions, 1986.
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Abstract

This paper is an amalgamation of two published works that discuss

the observation and theoretical calculations of OV (T-250,000K) and Hard

X-rays (30-100key) emitted during flares. The papers are by Poland et

al (1984) and Mariska and Poland (1985). The observations of Hard

X-rays and OV show that the excitation processes for each type of emis-

sion are closely coupled. Except for small differences the two types of

emission rise and fall together during a flare. Model calculations are

able to reproduce this behavior to a large extent, only when conductive

processes do not dominate the energy transport processes.
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Discussion of Figures

Figure I shows the light curves for one flare in OV and HXR. The

upper curve shows emission in OV f_ the entire flare area as a function

of time (actual values are I0 L_ times larger than shown), while t_
lower curve shows HXR emission above 25key (actual values are 3.84xi0 Lv

times larger than shown). The noise errors for a single measurement are

shown as vertical bars. It can be seen from this figure that OV and HXR

peaks occur simultaneously and that OV and HXR rise and fall together.

A

UJ

>

uJ

O

O°

2:10 2:11 2:12 2:13

TIME (NOV. 2, 1980)

Figure 1
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Figure 2 shows the energy emitted in HXR as a function of energy

emitted in OV on a log - log scale. Squares are before flare maximum,

diamonds are within 5 s of maximum, and plus signs are after flare maxi-

mum. Only every third point has been plotted for clarity of the figure.

It can be seen that for this flare they both rise and fall together and

peak at the same time. There has been some discussion in the past about

the importance of the slope of this curve and the large change in HXR

for a small change in OV. First, it can be seen from Figure 1 that most

of the range of HXR in Figure 2 is from the lowest brlghtnesses and may

be due mostly to noise. Second, the lowest brlghtnesses of OV are

highly influenced by the size of the area chosen for measurement and the

background brightness. Only the brightest few points have a slgnlfl-

cantly measurable slope which is not clearly unique, so the physlcal

significance of this is unclear. The significant result is that HXR and

OV rise and fall together with only a small hysteresis.
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Figure 3 shows a plot similar to Figure 2 for several flares. Note

that while most flares rise and fall together some show a lag in the

fall of OV. This lag behavior is what is expected when conduction be-

gins to become an important factor in the energy transport. The numbers

refer to the flare number (see Poland et al 1984). Curves labeled with

a solid line are disk flares; -. are limb flares; and - - are on

the disk but near the limb. Arrows on the split curves show the direc-

tion in time. Number 7 is the same flare shown in Figures I and 2.

23

22

2o

19

I I

/. _.... .I ii

._"[ "..i_ i

.11
.I l f _ jil
)

18 I I
22 23 24 25

Log OV (ergs/s)

Figure 3
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Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of heating location on the model

calculations. We plot temperature vs. column mass with the temperature

of OV formation bracketed by the two horizontal lines. Time evolution

is shown by the numbers 0., .5, i. etc.. It can be seen that when heat

is deposited below the transition region (a) there is obviously an en-

hancement of OV until later times when the temperature gradient steep_
due to conduction. Even at these later times OV is enhanced because Ne _

dominates the smaller Am. In the case where heat is deposited above the

transition region (b) it is not obvious that OV is enhanced. The

steepening temperature gradient reduces Am but because the transition
region is driven deeper into the atmosphere Ne _ increases. Detailed

calculations show that it increases in this case also but the results

are highly model dependent. Once the heat source is turned off in these

cases OV does not immediately decrease because conduction continues to

supply heat from the now enhanced corona or flare loop.

T

10 s -

104i
I0-*

Ne

I I

1.5x 10" 3.6x 10'"

9.8x10 '° 2.9x10" 1.8x10 '2 5.8x10'"

, i 1 i I I I

z ' , ,,jl I I I I I I II_ I I I I I II

10 -s 10 -4 10 -_1

COLUMN MASS (gm)

Figure 4
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Figure 6 shows the more detailed calculations discussed in Mariska

and Poland (1985). The figure shows temperature and emission measure

distributions at various times during the flare for one model. The

order of the times listed on the left panels corresponds to the ordering

in temperature of the peaks in the 1600km region and the ordering of the

emission measure curves between log T of 4.8 and 5.0. For clarity the

plots are separated into pre and post maximum sections. The initial mo-

del parameters are indicated in the upper left panel.

Figure 7 shows the relation between the power emitted in HXR and

the power emitted in OV 1371 A for the four different combinations of

initial pressure and beam flux discussed in Mariska and Poland (1985).
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Premaximum points are indicated with pluses and postmaximum points are

indicated with stars. The time separation between each point is roughly

0.25s. This figure shows that to avoid the hysteresis observed in case

c, it is essential that conduction not become the dominant source of en-

hanced heating. This required a relatively high density, and a short

heat input. If the heat input is long and of low energy, temperature

enhancements in the chromosphere will be of too low a value to provide

the observed enhancements.

Conclusions

We can think of few possibilities that would allow the OV and HXR

to follow each other as is observed. These are: i) The impulsive phase

loops are separate from the the gradual _hase loops and do not reach
temperatures greater than approximately 2x10 K. There are many loops

each "firing" for a second or two and relaxing for several seconds be-

fore "firing" again. 2) Conduction is almost totally inhibited so that

the transition region is heated only directly by the electron beam.
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ABSTRACT

We have studied three flares observed by the Soft X-Ray Polychromator on the Solar

Maximum Mission. Flare light curves from the Flat Crystal Spectrometer and Bent Crystal

Spectrometer were examined for rapid signal variations. Each flare was characterized by an

initial fast (<1 min) burst, observed by the Hard X-Ray Buret Spectrometer (HXR), followed
by softer gradual X-ray erni_ion lasting several minutes. From an autocorrelation function

analysis, we have found evidence for quasi-periodic fluctuations with rise and decay times of 10

s in the Ca XIX and Fe XXV light curves. These variations were of small amplitude (<20%),

often coincided with hard X-ray emissions, and were prominent during the onset of the gradual

phase after the initial hard X-ray burst. We speculate that these fluctuations were caused by

repeated energy injections in a coronal loop that had already been heated and filled with dense

plasma associated with the initial hard X-ray burst.

1. INTRODUCTION

Soft X-ray emission from solar flares is usually characterized by timescales ranging from

several minutes to many hours. However, this impression is based on observations by instru-

ments of limited spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution and coverage. In this paper we

use Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) observations to demonstrate the existence of soft X-ray
fluctuations with faster timescales of seconds to minutes.

The X-Ray Polychromator (XRP) on board the SMM is composed of two soft X-ray in-

struments: the Bent Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) and the Flat Crystal Spectrometer (FCS)
(Acton et al. 1980). These instruments are ideal for high time resolution studies since they

have good temporal resolution (0.5-10 s for the BCS and 0.256 s for the FCS), high spectral

resolution (A/6A > 1000), and well-collimated fields of view (6 arcmin FWHM for the BCS and

14 arcsec FWHM for the FCS). Among the various techniques for analysing time series data,

the autocorrelation function (ACF) provides a direct method of extracting the mean timescale

of rapid variations that are superimposed on a slowly varying background (Jenkins and Watts
1908). The following is a brief description of the technique and its application.

Given a sequence of N observations Y(i), the ACF is calculated by the formula:

N_u

ACF(u) = E
i----1

[Y(i)- < Y >][Y(i + u)- < Y >],
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where u isthe lag time in unitsof the accumulation time and < Y > isthe data mean. For

statisticallysignificantvariationsinthe data, the characteristictimescaleisrelatedto the 1/e

width ofthe ACF (Jenkinsand Watts, 1968).This relationshipisdemonstrated inthe following

simulation.We model a fluctuatingdata stream by a firstorder autoregressiveseriesdefined

by the algorithm:

Y(i) = aY(i - 1)+ bZ + c,

where Z denotesa random noisevariableand r -- -In(a)-1 isthe characteristicfluctuation

timescale.The constantsb and c are chosen such that the mean and varianceof the autore-

gressiveseriesmatch those of the observations.For example, figurela shows an example of

fluctuationswith r = 17.5s,generatedwith a poissonnoiserandom number generator.Figure

lb illustratesthe correspondingACF with a superposed exponentialfitbased on the firstten

points.The timescaleimplied by thisfunctionisapproximately r = 20 s. The errorin this

valuemay be estimatedvia a simpleiterativeprocedure whereby a new autoregressiveseries

isgeneratedbased on the currentr. An autocorrelationfunctionisthen calculatedand a new

r derived.Thisprocedure isrepeated to yielda set oftimescalesfrom which a corresponding

mean and standard deviationcan be assigned. Thus, in the above example, fiveiterations

with differentrandom number seeds gave r : 19.5± 4 s. Note that the autocorrelationwidth

isan approximate measure of the mean temporal width of spike-likeenhancements occuring

withinthe data train.Hence, forexample, an autocorrelationwidth of lessthan 20 s would

imply thatthe riseand decay timesofsignificantfluctuationsaretypicallyfasterthan 10 s (i.e.,

rria__ tACt/2). In the followingsectionwe apply thisautocorrelationtechniqueto X-ray light

curvesforthreestrongsolarflaresobserved with SMM.

r-_4

47.5

35.6

823.8

i i i i J
13.45 13.47 13.45 13 ..52 ,3.54 13 56

TIME

I

0.7

0.4

< 0.2

-0.1

-0.4 i

21 42 63 84 105

LAG

Figure la (leftpanel). Lightcurverepresentingan autoregressiveserieswith a 17.5s

timescalefluctuationabove a mean backgroundof42 counts.The seriesisgeneratedusing

the algorithmdescribedinthe text.Time axisisinunitsofhours.

Figure Ib (right panel). Autocorrelationfunctionoftheabove lightcurve(normalized

to unityatzerolag).The smooth curverepresentsa fittedexponentialwith 20 s 1//ewidth.
Time-lagaxisisinunitsof3.8s accumulationbins.
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Flare 1 - GOES class M3 at UT 13:25 on 21 May 1984

This event was studied by Kaufmann et d. (1984), who demonstrated that hard X-ray
structures and intensity fluctuations at 90 Ghz were well-correlated during the burst phase.

Figure 2a indicates that hard X-ray fluctuations persisted with much weaker intensity for several

minutes beyond the initial hard X-ray burst and were evidently correlated with soft X-ray

features in the BCS Fe XXV (1.85 _) and Ca XIX (3.18 A) channels; with typical delays of
less than 10 s.

d
gJ
O3
tr"
w
_L

O3
I--
Z
:::)
0
r,D

Z

I,,M
l--
<l:
nr-

IOO0

I / I I I I I I I I I I I I I

- -
,_ HXRBS 24-440keY,r __=._

20

0

40

0

13:25 13:30 13:35 13:40

UNIVERSAL TIME

Figure 2a. HXRBS (1 s resolution) and BCS (3.8 s resolution) light curves are compared

for flare 1. After the initial hard X-ray burst, there appear to be quasi-periodic fluctuations

in the three light curves. Error bars denote _r variations

Figures 3a-C illustrate the HXRBS and BCS light curves in the period following the initial

hard X-ray burst. The poisson error bars indicate that rapid 2-3 _ level fluctuations are present

within the longer-term variation. Figures 4a-c show the corresponding autocorrelation functions

for the above light curves. The fluctuation timescales implied by the 1/e widths are 14.1, 17.7,

and 14.6 s for the HXRBS, Fe XXV, and Ca XIX light curves, respectively, with associated

errors of 4- 4 s. Hence, to within our measurement errors, the soft and hard X-ray emissions

following the initial burst in flare 1 fluctuate with similar timescales of 15 - 20 s. Equivalently,

the X-ray rise and decay times are typically faster than 10 s.
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Figure 3a-c (left panel). Post impulsive phase light curves for flare i commencing at UT
13:27 are shown with o poisson error baxs. Intensity is in units of counts per bin resolution.

Figure 4a-c (right panel). Corresponding autocorrelation functions for the above curves

with fitted exponentials.

Flare 2 - GOES class C3/M2 at UT 12:48 on 8 August 1980

Figure 2b illustrates the double event nature of this strong flare, with the second component

(M2) exhibiting rapid fluctuations in the BCS Ca XIX light curve. As in flare 1, these soft

X-ray features corresponded to specific hard X-ray spikes. From an autocorrelation function

analysis of the second event, we inferred a characteristic spike width of 15 + 5 s in both soft

and hard X-rays. Note that this timescale is similar to the mean value obtained in flare 1.

The dynamics of flare 2 was studied by Strong et al. (1984), who found that the evolution of

the second event was influenced significantly by the thermodynamic initial conditions created
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Figure 2b. HXRBS (top panel) and BCS Ca XIX (lower panel) light curves for the double-

event flare 2. Note the prominence of fluctuatiorm in hard and soft X-rays at approximately

UT 12:53.

by the first event. In particular, prior to the first event, coronal plasma was relatively cool

(Te _ 3 x 10 e K) and tenuous (Ne _ 4 x 109cm-S). However, at the onset of the second event,

the temperature and density had both increased (Te _ 5 x 10eK, Ne _ 3 x 101Zcm -s) due

to previously heated chromospheric material being evaporated into the corona. Accordingly,

Strong etal. (1984) suggested that a large fraction of the energy emitted subsequent to the first

event would be absorbed high in the hot dense corona, with only a small proportion reaching

the denser transition region and chromosphere. In view of this circumstance, we speculate that

the rapid soft X-ray fluctuations that characterize the second event are a consequence of local

heating by energy deposition in the upper flaring corona. This model will be examined further
in section 3.

Flare 3- GOES class M3 at UT 01:25 on 20 May 1984

This flare exhibited fast fluctuations in the high-temperature FCS channels during the

rise and decay phase of the soft component. The FCS Fe XXV channel light curve is shown in

figure 2c. We used a I rain running mean of the data to approximate the soft X-ray background

and then subtracted it to produce the residuals shown in the upper curve. Comparison with
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the HXRBS light curve reveals a close correspondence between features, with FCS fluctuations

being most prominent in the post-impulsive phase. From an autocorrelation analysis of the

Fe XXV residuals, we derived a fluctuation timescale of 12 + 5 s, which is comparable with
timescales determined for the previous two flares.

O3

Z

0

n-

n-

rr

72

48
.,_HXRBS 24-440keY

24 / FCS Fe XXV

0 I I I I I

1.4 1.43 1.46 1.5 1.53 1.56

UT (hours)

Figure 2c. FCS Fe XXV light curve (lower) for flare 3 is plotted at 2 s resolution. The

middle curve shows the hard X-ray counterpart at equivalent resolution. The upper curve

displays the Fe XXV residuals (magnified x 10) obtained after subtraction of a 1 rain running
mean of the FCS light curve. There is good qualitative correspondence between variations

in the residuals and hard X-ray features. Note that the soft X-ray fluctuations became

prominent after the initial hard X-ray burst.

To a first approximation, we can assess the statistical significance of these fluctuations

by computing the deviation of the FCS residuals from the mean soft X-ray background. For

example, figure 5 illustrates the Fe XXV residuals during the the first 1 rain of the gradual rise

phase plotted with constant a lines (# calculated from the square root of the smoothed soft
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X-ray background). There are two features (A and B) that rise 2 to 3 ¢ above the background.
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Figure 5. FCS Fe XXV residuals during the first 1 min of flare 3, plotted at 0.256 s
resolution. The curves of constant _r are computed by assuming poisson counting statistics.

Two featur_ (A and B) lie approximately 3_rabove the background.

Further analysis of this flare revealed that the prominence of fast intensity fluctuations

decreased in the cooler-temperature sensitive FCS channels. For example, in figure 6 we com-

pare the Fe XXV (Te _ 2 x 107 K) channel light curve with the less temperature sensitive S

XV (5 x 106 K) and Mg XI (3 x 106 K) channel light curves obtained simultaneously. The
lack of stong fluctuations in the cooler-ion channels is further indication that these fluctuations

are temperature-related phenomena. In particular, Peres etal. (1985) have indicated that the

Fe XXV light curve represents the shape of the heating function, with the Fe XXV emissivity

function being very steep at typical flare temperatures of 15 - 20 x 106 K. Accordingly, sudden

temperature changes produced by heating would be strongly reflected as rapid changes in Fe

XXV intensity. By contrast, the emissivity functions for the lower temperature sensitive ions

such as Mg XI are broader and, thus, less responsive to sudden temperature changes.

3. DISCUSSION

The gradual soft X-ray phase of a flare is the response of the corona to the initial energy
release - presumably characterized by the hard X-ray burst - and the thermalization of the non-

thermal energy components of the flare (Strong et al. 1984). During the flare impulsive stage,

energy is deposited deep down in the transition region and chromosphere. Whether this energy
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Figure 6a-c. FCS light curves of Mg XI, S XV, and Fe XXV, respectively, for flare 3

flareplotted at 4 s resolution. Note the decreasing prominence of fast spikes in the cooler-

temperature sensitive channels.
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is transported by a particle beam or by a thermal conduction front, chromospheric evaporation

should result. This phenomenon is commonly observed as a high-velocity (V _ 400krns -1)
stream of hot (Te > 10 e K) coronal plasma (Antonucci et al. 1982). The timescale to fill typical
coronal loops of about 109 cm length is of the order of 30 s, which is comparable with the

observed delay time between the hard and soft X-ray maxima.

The observations reported in this paper provide evidence for fast soft X-ray flare fluctua-

tions with timescales that are shorter than expected for simple hydrodynamic processes. For

example, an upward velocity in excess of 1000 km s -1 would be required to evaporate hot,

dense chromospheric material sufficiently fast to produce a 10 s soft X-ray enhancement. Such

a large blueshift was not observed in, for example, the BCS Ca XIX resonance line wing. Con-

sequently, the observed intensity brightenings in soft X-rays are more probably due to local

temperature enhancements that occur in the upper layers of the flaring coronal loop. This is

consistent with our observation that the rapid soft X-ray fluctuations often corresponded with
hard X-ray emissions.

The amplitudes of the soft X-ray fluctuations were typically less than 20_ in the three

flares studied. Based on the theoretical emissivity functions for Ca XIX and Fe XXV, such

intensity changes would require a temperature increase of about 5 x 10e K. A possible driver

for this increase could be magnetic reconnection occuring after the initial hard X-ray burst.

Following each local heating episode, the hot plasma is likely to cool conductively within a
timesoale given by the expression:

rc _ 2 x 10 -10 Ne L _ T_ s/2,

where L denotes the conductive lengthscale (Svestka 1976). Setting Te _ 2 x 107 K for the

enhanced temperature of the soft X-ray emitting plasma (Strong et al. 1984), assuming Ne

1011cm -s as characteristic of the peak coronal electron density (Veck et al. 1984), and adopting
the 10 s soft X-ray decay time as representative of re, we derive L _ 10s cm. Note that this

value is an order of magnitude less than typical loop lengths, indicating that the locally injected
heat energy is conducted quite rapidly into the surrounding cooler medium. This is in contrast

with the energy associated with the initial hard X-ray burst, which is dissipated over much

longer length scales (L _ 109 cm).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented evidence for fast soft X-ray fluctuations during the onset of the gradual

component in three solar flares. These variations occurred in conjunction with similar features

in hard X-rays, although they were not necessarily correlated in intensity. The timescales of

these fluctuations were shorter than the typical hydrodynamic timescales expected for solar
flares.

It is generally accepted that the initial hard X-ray burst in a solar flare is responsible for

heating dense chromospheric material which subsequently evaporates into the corona. It is likely

that in the ensuing soft X-ray gradual phase, secondary heating may occur (e.g., by magnetic

reconnection). Since the coronal density is already enhanced by evaporation (Ne > 1011cm-S),
this energy is absorbed in situ rather than being transported to lower transition region layers.

We have speculated that such secondary heating may be responsible for the observed soft X-ray
intensity spikes. A more detailed study of this mechanism would demand theoretical calculations

that are beyond the scope of this exploratory investigation. However, past numerical simulations
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of rapid heating of coronal loop plasma predict that, among the many non-equilibrium effects
to arise, burst-like enhancements in soft X-ray flux are indeed likely to be a very common

phenomenon (Shapiro and Moore 1977).
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Unique observations from OS0-7 of the intense flare on 7 August 1972 are

presented, showing 1.6 second oscillations in it's soft X-ray emission which

are long enduring, extremely regular, and initially of large amplitude. For

approximately 20 minutes Just after flare maximum, the X-ray intensity of an

area 20 arc second square near the flare's core was monitored with 160 milli-

second time resolution in two channels, 2-8A and 8-16A. Each channel recorded

over 700 cycles of the X-ray oscillations, which remained remarkably stable

in phase and period throughout the entire observations, but with gradually

diminishing amplitude. The observed period does not corrrespond to any

known operational periodicity in either the instrument or the spacecraft and

cannot be attributed to aliasing with any other oscillatory component.

Although radio pulsations of similar period were reported earlier in the

flare, they had apparently died out by the time that the X-ray measurements

began. Channel ratios indicate that both the temperature and electron density

of the emitting plasma are enhanced at the peak of each cycle. There is

indirect evidence that the X-ray pulsations are occurring only in a relatively

small portion of an elongated feature, presumed to be a loop or arcade of

loops. Such an effect could be caused by periodic kink mode instabilities

within the arch, but seems to be incompatible with the idea of shock-lnduced

oscillations of the whole loop, as had been proposed to explain the radio

pulsations. Furthermore, the duration and stability of the oscillations set

stringent conditions either on the mode in which they are driven or else on

the physical characteristics of the oscillating flare structure.
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Abstract. We have studied the time evolution of several flares in H_ with a

time resolution of 1.4 seconds. The time profiles of the linecenter intensity

show fast fluctuations and spikes. During the impulsive phase, prominent

spikes occur in different kernels and they are correlated with microwave and

Hard X-ray spikes. Spectrally resolved observations show major changes of the

ratio between _x llne width and H_ linecenter intensity at time scales in the

order of 1 minute. No significant fluctuations occured at shorter time scales.

I. Introduction

By studying the chromosphere with a sufficiently high temporal resolution

and comparing the results with microwave and hard X-ray data one can draw

conclusions about the flare heating mechanism in the chromosphere. Different

energy transport mechanisms show different time delays between the initial

energy release in the corona and the chromospheric response. Conductive flux

results in a significant time delay in the order of some ten seconds.

Non-thermal electrons, on the other hand, imply time delays of much less than

a second, and fast fluctuations (order of seconds) in the primary energy
release should also be seen in the chromospheric response.

We have studied the time evolution of several flares in H_. Microwave

observations from Bern (in the range of 3.1 to 35 GHz) and hard X-ray data

from the HXRBS on SMM have been used for correlation purposes. H_ linecenter

observations, which can be done with high temporal resolution are important

for the measurement of fast fluctuations and small delays between the time

profiles in different spectral regions. Spectrally resolved observations are

limited in the temporal resolution because of the higher amount of data to be

observed and stored. However, lineprofiles contain more physical information

on the low-temperature flare plasma than does the intensity in the linecenter

alone. Because l_x is optically thick, the lineprofiles reflect the dependence

with height of the physical parameters in the chromosphere. Furthermore, they

seem to be sensitive to the flare heating mechanisms (non-thermal electrons,

conductive flux). Recently, theoretical lineprofile calculations have been

carried out (Dinh, 1980; Canfield, Gunkler and Ricchiazzl, 1984) which may be

used for quantitative comparisons with observed llneprofiles.
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2. H_ Observations

H_ llnecenter observations have been done with a digital CCD camera

taking images at a rate of i frame per 1.4 seconds (K_mpfer and Sch5chlln,

1982). Before analysis the raw data has been calibrated for CCD

inhomogeneltles.

The llneprofile observations have been carried out with an imaging

spectrograph equipped with a CCD array sensor (W_Iser, 1984). The instrument

scans an active region every 5.4 seconds, acquiring images in 15 spectral

channels simultaneously.

The analysis of the time evolution of the lineprofile as a whole is

rather difficult. It is more adequate to use single spectral signatures

instead, e.g. llnewldth, line shift, or total power in H_. In this paper we

concentrate on the analysis of the linewldth because it is supposed to be

sensitive to the flare heating mechanism. Canfield, Gunkler and Rlcchiazzi

(1984) have theoretically found that broad Stark emission wings of obviously

non-Gaussian form are produced by non-thermal electrons.

In order to get a parameter which is most sensitive to changes in the

llne wings, we measured the effective llnewidth at those points where the

flare profile exceeds the intensity of the adjacent continuum by i0 percent

(Frltzova, 1964). As a consequence of this definition, llnewidth and intensity

at linecenter are not independent. Therefore, we looked for relative changes

of llnewldth and llnecenter intensity. Figure 4b shows the time evolution of

the linewldth of a flare on November 20, 1982, and Figure 4a its intensity at

linecenter. The different evolution of the two parameters can be seen on a

correlation diagram where linewldth is plotted as a function of linecenter

intensity and time as free parameter (Figure 5).

3. Discussion

a) llnecenter observations. Figure 1 shows the light curves for two individual

kernels of the flare on December 17, 1980. The two kernels develop quite

differently. Kernel A starts earlier and peaks later than kernel B, which

shows a rather fast rise. Both kernels have spikes in their light curve but

most fluctuations are prominent in only one of the kernels. As an example,

consider the spike at 12hO7m48s. It is a major feature in kernel A but not in

B. The same spike is clearly seen in the light curve of the whole flare, in

the microwave regions and in X-rays at 29keV (Figure 2). The close temporal

coincidence between H= and microwaves indicates a rapid energy transfer by

electrons from the microwave source down to the chromosphere. Besides the

rapid fluctuations this event also shows a close correspondence of the

impulsive phase in the two spectral regions.
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Fig. i. Lightcurves for two individual kernels in H=. The spike at 12h07m48s
is very prominent in kernel A but not so much in kernel B.
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Fig. 2. The comparlson of the H_ lightcurve with the corresponding event in

the microwave region at 8.4 GHz and in hard X-rays at 29 keV clearly
shows the close correspondence of some prominent spikes.

The flare of June 17, 1982, is an example of an another type of event

where the development of the total H_ intensity is delayed compared with the

microwave emission (Figure 3a). However, if the evolution of a specific

kernel is considered, no time delay can be observed and there is a close

correspondence between the individual spikes in H_ and microwaves during the

impulsive phase (Figure 3b).

b) spectrally resolved observations. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of

intensity and linewldth of the flare of November 20, 1982. The two time

profiles show a spiky structure, but the ratio of both parameters does not

change much on short timescales in the order of I0 seconds. On longer

timescales, (some ten seconds to minutes) the ratio is changing significantly.

By comparing intensity and linewidth (Figures 4a, 4b and 5), we can

distinguish 3 phases: During the first phase until lOhl3mlSs, both parameters

show a fast rise. The second phase lasts until about lOhlSm and is

characterised by a further increase of intensity, whereas the linewidth

fluctuates around a constant value. In the third phase both parameters

decrease. A comparison with microwaves (Figure 6) shows, that the first phase

coincides with the impulsive burst. The fast increase of the H_ linewldth

indicate a heating of the chromospheric flare by fast electrons. However,

broad H_ emission wings as a clear indicator for massive electron heating do

not exist. At the beginning of phase 2, a qualitative change occurs. The

microwave flux begins to decrease substantially and the H_ linewidth remains

at about a constant value. These facts suggest that the further increase of

the H_ Intenslty is not primarily due to electron heating.
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Fig. 3a. In this flare a time delay between the overall development of the

H_-intensity and the microwave region is present.
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Fig. 3b. Temporal evolution of a specific kernel and the microwave event at

19.6 GHz which shows no time delay between the two spectral regions.

Integration time in both cases is 1.4 sec.
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Fig. 4. Flare of Nov. 20, 1982: Time evolution of linecenter intensity (a) and
llnewidth (b) at the center of the strongest flare kernel.
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Fig. 5. Flare of November 20, 1982: Correlation diagram. Linevldth as a

function of intensity at iinecenter. Free parameter is time. Changes
in the ratio of Iinewidth and Intensity mainly occur between lOh14m
and lOh15m.
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of microwaves at 5.2 GHz and H_-tntensity of the

of November 20, 1982.
flare
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ORIG'NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

An other flare (November 21, 1982) did not show these 3 phases in H_:

There was no difference between the temporal evolution of linewldth and

llnecenter intensity. On the correlation diagram (Figure 7) the flare rises

and falls along the same llne of path. The absolute amplitudes of linewidth

and H_ intensity were larger in this flare. It consisted of a single loop, in

contrast to the previously discussed event of November 20, which showed a more

complex structure (4 H_ kernels). Presently it is not clear to the authors

wether the 3 phase evolution in Ha only occurs above some minimum value of

released energy and loop size.

°
o

o

LINEWIDTH

14h18 m

14h19.5 m

14h19 m

_14h26 m

14h20 m

INTENSI TY

quiet chromosphere

Fig. 7. Flare of November 21, 1982: Correlation diagram.

falls along the same line of path.

This flare rises and

4. Summary

The time evolution of the total H_ intensity during the impulsive phase

shows fast fluctuations and spikes which are correlated with microwaves and

hard X-rays. These spikes indicate chromospheric heating by fast electrons.

Different peaks can originate from different kernels.

Spectrally resolved H_ observations showed no significant changes of the

shape of the line profile during the spikes. However, the time resolution of

the imaging spectrograph may have been too low to resolve the changes

properly. On longer timescales, one of two investigated flares shows an

enhanced linewidth during the impulsive phase, which is another indicator for
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electron heating of the chromosphere. We conclude, that H_ observations

with high temporal resolution are a valuable tool for the analysis of the

chromospheric flare. Together with microwave and hard X-ray measurements,

they especially can give us additional information about the flare heating
mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

Observations show that hard X-ray burst and UV lines rise and fall

simultaneously on time scales of seconds. Hydrodynamic simulations of beam-

heated atmospheres, based on collisional transport, however, produce only a

gradual fall in UV emission, when the beam flux falls, due to the long time

scale of conductive relaxation. It is suggested that this discrepancy might

be explained by onset of plasma turbulence driven by the strong heat flux or

by the beam return current going unstable. Such turbulence greatly reduces

electrical (o) and thermal (_) conductivities. Fall in o reduces the hard

X-ray flux by enhanced ohmic dissipation of the return current, while fall

in c may cause the UV line to fall by reducing the transition region thick-

ness.

i Introduction

Simultaneous SD_I data in hard X-ray and UV lines exhibit synchronism of

both rise and fall of impulsive spikes down to time scales of order of seconds.

The driving mechanism for both is believed to be a thick target electron beam.

However, numerical simulation of the atmospheric response to such a beam

(Mariska and Poland, 1985) does not reproduce synchronous fall in the two

emissions. In such simulations, UV line emission rises because of the direct

heating effect of the beam and because of the increased conductive flux in the

transition region driven by beam heating of the corona (cf Section 2). Though

the direct heating turns off with the beam, the fall in the enhancement due to

conduction is gradual because the corona acts as a heat reservoir.

This paper gives a very preliminary discussion of how onset of beam

generated plasma turbulence might modify the simulation results through

anomalous transport effects.

m$,0 B.ANK RLM 
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2 Line Formation in the Flare Transition Region

An injected electron beam dominates flare atmosphere heating in the

corona and in the low chromosphere, where the temperature gradient is rather

small, while in the upper chromosphere and transition region, after a brief

initial transient, the steep temperature gradient results in energy transport

being dominated by thermal conduction (driven by the coronal beam heating) -

e.g. Shmeleva and Syrovatskii (1973) and subsequent authors. In a quasi-

steady transition region there is negligible direct beam heating, because of

the small column mass, and essentially constant conductive flux down to the

temperature (_ I05K) where radiative losses become stable and maximal, and

where densities become high enough for conductive deposition to be radiated

away. Furthermore, because of the small column mass, the transition region

can be adequately described as having spatially uniform pressure.

For a conductive energy flux F emanating from the corona, the thermal

structure of the transition region is then described by
dT

_(T) d_z = F (i)

where K(T) is the thermal conductivity at temperature T, at geometric depth z.

Since the bulk of the energy of a beam is deposited in the corona, F is

essentially the energy flux of the beam.

An optically thin collisionally excited transition region line of wave-

length %, with emissivity n2f%(T) (erg cm-3s -I) at plasma density n,

ten_erature T, will have a total luminosity per unit area

I% = I n2(z) f% (T(z))dz (2)

Z

where n is determined by the constant pressure condition nT = noT o where n o

is the atmospheric density at the upper chromospheric level where the bolo-

metric radiative loss curve maximises at temperature To (_ IOSK). no will,

of course, depend on the magnitude of F, the higher value associated with a

flare pushing the base of the transition region deeper in the atmosphere to

the depth where no is high enough to radiate off the input. For lines formed

in the upper transition region (T > I05K), (2) then becomes

I% = n 2T 2 -I f%(T) dz (3).
o o Z T2

As a first approximation, a typical line may be approximated as being formed

over a fixed interval AT centred on the peak temperature T of line formation

and (3) can be approximated, using (i), as

2T 2 fx(T) dT T°2 f%(T)AT (4)
1% = nO o T T2 F/K(T) = --_ F

where K(T) is a mean value of K over AT approximated by its value at line

peak T.

It follows that if K(T) remains of the same form, 1% is determined by
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no2/F. Increase in F alone during a flare would result in a decrease in 1%

due to the transition region becoming thinner. However, as already noted,

increase in F also results in increase in _o and steady state numerical

simulations (Emslie, 1985) show that the rlse in no more than offsets the

decrease in AZ = _(T)AT/F and the nett result is a rise in UV flux 1%

accompanying an increase in thick target hard X-ray flux due to the increased

F. Time dependent simulations (Mariska and Poland, 1985) confirm this and

show that the rise is closely synchronous but that when F falls, the thermal

conduction relaxation time is too long for 1% to track F. All of these

calculations, however, assume that K(T) retains the same form throughout and

in particular neglect the consequences of onset of anomalous transport

processes.

3 Effect of Onset of Plasma Turbulence on Transition Region Lines

3.1 Qualitative Description

Suppose that instead of assuming the beam flux F to peak at the observed

peak of a radiation spike, while transport is still classical, we suppose

that during its rise F exceeds a threshold for anomalous transport effects to

set in. This may be due to one or more of three processes: two-stream

instability of the beam itself, resulting in Langmuir wave generation (e.g.

Emslie and Smith 1983; McClements et al 1985 - this Workshop); drift current

instability of the beam driven return current resulting in generation of

electrostatic (ion-cyclotron, ion-acoustic) waves (e.g. Hoyng et al 1977;

Cromwell et al 1985, Holman 1985 - this Workshop); heat flux instability

resulting in electrostatic wave generation by the currents associated with

steep thermal gradients (Mannheimer 1977, Brown et al 1979, Smith and

Lilliequist 1979). Here we will concentrate our attention on the last two

processes as it is these which will directly affect thermal and electrical

conductivities.

When such plasma waves appear, the effective electron collision

frequency will increase, resulting in a fall in both electrical (c) and

thermal (K) conductivities. Decrease in _ will increase the electric field

required to drive the return current, reducing beam electron lifetimes, and

consequently the X-ray bremsstrahlung from the beam. Decrease in K, on the

other hand, will result in a decrease in the transition region thickness (i)

and consequently in 1% provided no does not rise enough to offset this factor.

The extent to which no will eventually rise for a given change in K will

have to be determined by a steady state numerical calculation (cf Machado and

Emslie 1979). For the moment we will assume that n o is determined mainly by

the input flux F rather than by details of K(T) and that the K factor in 1%

overwhelms the n 2 factor. Likewise, the time scale on which the transition

region thins wil_ have to be found by time dependent numerical simulation.

We note, however, that a change in structure purely due to a change in

coronal heating when F changes will take roughly the time of propagation of

a thermal front along the coronal loop length. On the other hand, re-

adjustment of the transition zone structure due to an in situ change of

(typically in a few plasma periods) will occur in the much shorter time needed
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for a thermal front to cross the transition region.

3.2 Conditions for Onset of Anomalous Transport in the Flare Transition

Region

If beam electrons are injected into the transition region at a total

rate _(s -l) over an area A then the condition for return current instability

can be written

/\kTe i/2

n_-_) f(Te/Ti) < _/A (5)

where f declines from about unity as Te/T i increases from unity (e.g. Hoyng

et al 1977, Brown and Hayward 1981).

On the other hand, the heat flux F = E _/A is likely to drive wave

generation if it significantly exceeds the saturated value _4n(kTe_i/2kT or

-- 6 \m e /
roughly

(kTe_V2 kTen _ _ < _/A (6)
\ me/ E ~

where E is the mean energy of beam electrons.

From (5) and (6) we see that which effect sets in first depends on the

• ~ < 6.5KeV for thevalue of f compared to kTe/E With E > IOKeV and kT e ~

transition region, it seems almost certain that heat flux instability will

set in first except for very high Te/T i values and near the top of the

transition zone. (Noting the condition nTe = constant we see that the left

side of (5) varies as T_I/2f(T /T ) which increases with depth in the
e i _ and so decreases with

atmosphere whereas the left side of (6) varies as T e

depth - i.e. the heat flux is most unstable at low Te. ) In absolute

numerical terms, the separate criteria are as follows.

Heat Flux Instability

If the transition region pressure is P(dyne cm -2) = I02p 2 _ nkT e

with T = IO6T6(K), _= 1036 _36(s-i), A = lO18A18(cm2)

then (6) becomes

_36EI I/2
t 2"3P2T 6 (7).

AI8

Thus for typical flare transition region pressures P2 _ 0.3- 3 (e.g.

Machado et al 1979) and temperatures T 6 _ I and with the electron beam

parameters _36 _ E1 _ i typical of large hard X-ray bursts, heat flux

instability in the transition zone is likely if the injection area

A ! 4 × lOlTcm 2 which is very possible.

and

and E = IOEICKeV)..
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Return Current Instability

With the same notation and f = 0.i f-l' (5) becomes

--> 27P2 f i (8).
AI8 "

This condition will be satisfied only if f is particularly small, due to

large Te/Ti, or if the injection area A is << loIBcm 2, for typical flare

transition region pressures. It is more readily satisfied in the corona,

where P is smaller (and_ larger), and so may contribute strongly there to

beam deceleration, and hence to the fall in bremsstrahlung from the beam.

3.3 Quantitative Effect of Plasma Turbulence in the Transition Region

Both the electrical (o) and thermal (K) conductivities are determined

by the effective collision frequency Vef f of the electrons, viz

_ 6 × lOllnloT6/Vef f ergcm -I s-I K -I (9)

and

o _ 2 x lOIBnlo/Vef f s-I (i0)

n

where nlO = i010 .

In the classical regime Vef f ffiVcoll

Vcoll ffi7 x 102

given by

_Io/T63_ (ii)

whereas in the presence of (e.g. ion-acoustic) waves of energy density W,

Vef f becomes of order

Veff ffiVpe (W) ffiiO9ni0_2 (_-_) (12)

where v is the plasma frequency. Thus the classical and anomalous transport
pe

coefficients become

Kclas s = IOgT6_

and

w)KAN ffi6x

Oclas s : 3 x I015T6_

<,

(13a)

(13b)

(14a)

(14b).

If then, during a UV/HXR burst, waves are generated by either return

current or heat flux instability, at wave onset the thermal conductivity and

hence the transition region scale thickness will fall by a factor (Equation
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(1))

nz_ K_ (___)= _ 6 x IO-7nl? T6-3_2/ W
AZclas s Kclass

(15).

The actual value of W/nKT depends on how the waves are driven. Simulations

of return current instability (Cromwell et al 1985 - these proceedings) lead

to values of W/nKT as high as 10-3 at saturation and around 10 -5 in marginal

stability. In the more relevant case of heat flux instability, Brown et al

(1979) found that in the case of extreme temperature gradients, unstable

generation of ion sound waves led to W/nKT _ (me/mp)_Z _ 1/43 for which (15)
gives

AKAN
2 × 10-4 P_ /T62

AKclas s --

Consequently, neglecting any compensating factor due to increase of Po'

Equations (4) and (16) show that a small increase in F past a critical thres-

hold can result in a reduction in UV line strength by several orders of

magnitude. Furthermore, we expect this decrease to be very fast - roughly

the time it takes for F to rise above the instability threshold across the

temperature domain of formation of the line concerned.

Whether wave generation is driven by heat flux or return current instabil-

ity , its effect on c will act on the electron beam in two ways. Firstly,

it will increase the electric field driving the return current and so

decelerate the beam in the region of its propagation. Secondly, and more

speculatively, it may feed back on the region of acceleration of the beam and

interfere with beam production (Brown and Melrose 1977). To see the

consequences of the first effect on the HXRB, we can compare the thick target

bremsstrahlung yield in the case of collisional losses only (the usual thick

target case - Brown 1971) with that when strong return current losses

dominate. In each case the bremsstrahlung photon yield at energy e from an

electron of initial energy E° is roughly v = nQBV_ where QB is the

bremsstrahlung cross section (appropriately averaged over electron energies

between E and E^)j v is the electron velocity and x is stopping lifetime.

In the classicaY (collisional case) x = E 2 /2ze4Anv and so

Brems QBEo 2

9class _ _ (photons per electron) (17).

In the case of return current losses dominating (e.g. Brown and Hayward 1981)

T = meVo/(ej/c ) = CAEo/e2_v ° so that the photon yield is

Brems nQBCANAEo/e2 _ (18)VAN _--

Taking the ratio of (18) to (17) substituting, for CAN from (14b) and insert-

ing numerical values then gives

u(____ ) _ nlO_ AI8 / (__)_ 3 x 10 -8 _-- (19)

ass Brems "_3 6E i /
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which even with W/nKT as small as 10 -4 implies a fall in thick target

bremsstrahlung yield of over 3 orders of magnitude, effectively switching

off the hard X-ray production entirely.

4 Conclusions

In summary, when the electron beam flux in a beam heated flare becomes

large enough for onset of wave generation either directly by the beam return

current, or via production of heat flux beyond saturation, we expect an

immediate reduction in both hard X-ray burst intensity (due to anomalous

return current dissipation) and simultaneously in the emission of UV lines

from the transition region (due to reduction in its thickness by anomalous

thermal conductivity). The exact magnitude and time scales of this effect

require further investigation by numerical simulation, hopefully as a sequel

to this Workshop. In particular, the effect of reducing _ on the transition

region pressure (i.e. no) and its effect on the above conclusions is the topic
of Workshop related collaborations.
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I. Introduction

An intense solar microwave millisecond spike emission (SMMSE) event has been observed on May 16, 1981

by Zhao and Jin at Beijing Observatory (o_ = 27r x 2.84 GHz)tU. The peak flux density of the spikes is high
to 5 x 105 s.f.u., and the corresponding brightness temperature (BT) reaches - 10 '5 K.

In order to explain the observed properties of SMMSE, we propose in this paper that a beam of electrons

with energy of tens kev injected from the acceleration region downwards into an emerging magnetic arch

forms so-called hollow beam distribution and causes electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) instability. The growth
rate of second harmonic X-mode is calculated and its change with time is deduced. It is shown that the satura-

tion time of ECM is ts _- 0.42 ms and only at last short stage (At < 0.2 ts) the growth rate decreases to zero

rather rapidly. So a SMMSE with very high BT (T b > 10 '5 K) will be produced if the ratio of number densi-

ty of nonthermal electrons to that of background electrons, ns/n e, is larger than 4 × 10-L

II. Model and Excitation of X-mode

If the induced electric field is larger than the
Dreicer field, it will be able to accelerate electrons

along the field to energy of tens kev in one milli-

second. The injected electrons with a large pitch
angle gyrate around the magnetic field B and form

so- called hollow beam distribution (Fig. 1) as fol-

lowing equationt2]:

2 -,

F(VL,V,, ) _- (71.3/2d_ d,lVolVo,,)

_vl -v# (V,l-Vo__________2Iexp{- - v0,,/)

HOLLOW BEAM

Figure 1. Model of hollow beam driven ECM
for SMMSE.
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It drives ECM and we have the growth rate at the m-th harmonic t2j

o_Im) = 22m_ , [(m--l)!] 2 " nX " a,J w(W+fe).] -w---'_ - n2sin2

032 f
_, P . dvtt • b2mm-J

- n2c°s2°_ G n sin,-, _

• _ +_ncoso_ F(v m, v.)
a.V m C _"_H (2)

where

4 r 0020) 2 sin2o_ 602cos2ot1o = 2n flD 

_ w_fl_ sin2ot ]+2 [(2- __2_(1 - __22 (w2- fl2)2.1 w2]\ w2--f_]

'+ 2 (1 ___2 . 032f2 ]
032/ (602 __ f2)2J

Vm l (_e)2 2_0 _2Vl' E--C = 1 - + _--_]--Tncosot - 1

U .2[ .2 __ f2"t
+ 4n 2 t.Upt,Wp el

-1

oO4f 2
p e

+ (__fl)2 n2cos2c_) v_,

n cosc_ :t: 1 - (1 - n2 C0S200

v+

1 + n coso_

c is light velocity, n is refraction index satisfying the Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation, et is the angle be-

tween wave vector K and B, o_ is wave frequency,

fl° = m_--ceB, %2= 4___neEm , K£ = Ksinot, K. = Kcosot, b m - KIf_ Vm

Assuming that the energy of nonthermal electrons E = 60 keV, pitch angle _b = 60 °, i.e., Vox/C = 0.386,

Vo,/C = 0.223, and d± = 0.2, dtl = 0.4, wMf e = 0.4, it is found that the second harmonic (m = 2) X-
1-' o

mode will grow fastest if w = 2.02 fie, ot = 65 , and the growth rate is

w}2) = 0.096 n_ fl
n e
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m. Saturation of ECM

The excitation of ECM leads to diffusion of energetic electrons in velocity space, which in turn weakens the

instability. According to quasilinear theory we hayer3]

8 1 8 8

_'F(vI.,vI, ) = D(t,Vl ,v,,)'_'_"1 _ v1 _ F(v1 ,v,,)

D(t,_ ,v,,) Kii Vii )

(3)

(4)

a_(t) = 2oJ_(K,t) _t) (5)

where .y = (1 -(v_ + v,,2)/c2) -_, D(t, vl ,v,,) is the diffusion coefficient and 8"C the wave spectral density.
Let

f'r = dt' D(t', v1, vii) (6)

we can rewrite Eq. (3) as

8F 1 8 8F

v1 a vI vi a v---_

then obtain the distribution for t > 0 (i.e. t > 0).

f1
%y F(0,y,v,,) e- Io y

F(r,v 1 ,v,i ) = _ 4r

where F(0, vl , v,) is the initial distribution of Eq. (1), Io(x) is modified Bessel function of zero order with argu-
ment x.

_o_2) , no

O.

0.06

0.04

0.02

0 0.004 0.008 0.012 T(=_) 0 1 2 3 4 t(lO-4s)

Figure 2. Plots of w(,2)/fle .ne/ns: (a) vs r, (b) vs time t, all for X-mode with parameters: E = 60 keV,

¢ =60 °,or = 65 °, Wp = 0.4fl e,d 1 = 0.2, dll= 0.4 andw = 2.02fl e.
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Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2) and using the following relations

aF = aF + vN ,

0Vii VII vii

and Eqs. (4)-(6), we obtain the change of oJ_2) with r (Fig. 2a) and then with time t (Fig. 2b), which gives the

saturation time of ECM ts (¢ = rs) corresponding to o_12_= 0. We have ts _ 0.42 ms and find out that o_2)

almost doesn't change until t _- 0.8 ts and only at last short stage (At < 0.2 ts) it decreases to zero rapidly.
In addition we have obtained the following relations

1 en(2 W(ts)_t _- 2 _---io Wo ] (8)

m 2
¢

W(t) _- 4x2-----_2¢_0% K* Vo,l (9)

where W(ts) and W o are the saturation and initial energy density of the wave, respectively, C0io is the initial
growth rate and K* = _0/c cosa.

The above calculation is rather complicated. For simplicity we give an evaluation for saturation value zs.

Taking only the part of distribution (1) containing vl
A = dt v, we have

Fo(X) ---- (Trc2A2)-iexp l- (-_-_-)21

and introducing X ---- v±/c, v ----%±/c,

= exp -
OX rc2A 4

If X = Xo - (1 - dj./q_) v, then OFo/O x > 0 (so o_i > 0) and has its maximum. Introducing T = z/c 2,

X = Xo, z =y/c, we have for r > 0 (t > 0)

1 dz I o z exp X2+ z2
F(T,x) - 2rc2A2 T 4T

- 47rc2--A2T2- dz z I I - X Io z exp 4T (10)
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wecandividetheintegration in Eq. (10) into two parts:

Z4X 3

3.2,0T 4 (4T-3x") +

where zo _ 10T/x and in Q, (0 _< z _< zo) the Bessel functions Io, I, have been expressed approximately for

small argument but in Q2 (Zo < z < oo) for large argument. It is easy to see that in general we have
Q, < 0andQ, > 0.

If zo << x, i.e. T << 0.1 X2, Q2 is dominant and 3F/Ox > 0. This is the case at the start of the growing wave.

Ifzo >> X, i.e. T >> 0.1 X-', Qt becomes dominant, so 3F/Ox < 0. This is the case after saturation.

Ifz o - X, i.e.,T - 0.1 X2, we haveQ2 > [Q,[ andOF/Ox > 0, but [Q,[ gets larger. This corresponds

to the case that the growth rate decreases obviously.

Hence we can take T s = 0.1 v-' or rs = 0.1 v_l as the saturation value when Q, can be comparable with

Q2" For the chosen parameter, Vo±/c = 0.386, we have T s --- 0.015 which is in agreement with numerical
calculation (T s -- 0.013).

IV. Gyroresonance Absorption and BT of Radiation

The gyroresonance absorption (GA) is a serious problem for maser radiation. The optical depth of the mth
layer (m _> 2) for x-mode is 141

(.__) 2m2m_ COLB[ T _m-_Tm ------ • --

2re-'m! C \m+ c-']

with LB=BId._LI-'. Forto= 27r x 2.84 GHz and m =3 we have

 2 2T+7"3_ T2 L'-"_B
10s

Because L B > 1000 km in general, an intense maser radiation (T b > 1014K) can hardly be received unless

T e < 2 × 106K and C0p/t0 < 0.1

It seems possible, however, that some magnetic arches with smaller dimension and higher magnitude may

emerge from an active region where the magnetic configuration is more complicated, then it may be true that
L B < 1000 km (e.g. L B = 500 km) at larger angle to "I]and the third GA will be weaker, so the radiation

may escape from the corona.
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The BT (Tb) and flux density (S) received are

(__)3 (__)-i WTb = _-_r e-r3 (12)

(13)

where W is the energy density of the wave, R = 1.5 x l0 _3 cm is the distance between the Sun and the

Earth, A is the surface area of the radiation source, which is about 10 _5 cm 2 for SMMSE, Ao_ is the bandwidth

of the radiation (Ao_/o_ -----0.01 according to Droge m and our calculation), Aft r is the radiation solid angle. It

is easy to see from Fig. 3 that the propagation angle c_ will be from 60 o to 70 o if the pitch angle 4) = 60 0,

hence Aft r = 1.

F(T,z)
_:'_. n_._.e (10-20) _1.

fie ns

0.1

0.08

0.06 -

0.04 - a=75°

oot/ 
0 201 _i0

a=70 o

N t_=65o

5_ = 60 05 o

I I Y
60 80

3L T-°.°°°
2 / T=0.015

0.1 0.2 Xo 0.4 0.5 0.6 x(-- -_-)

Figure 3. A plot of _o_2)/fle • ne/n s vs _b for

different a: 55 °, 60 °, 65 °, 70 ° and 75 °.

Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. A plot of v± part of distribution of nonther-

mal electrons for different T with X =--- v1/c, T

z/c 2, v m Vo//c = 0.386, and Xo = 0.86v.

Assuming n = 0.97, ct = 65 o (for the fastest growing second harmonic of X-model) and ns/n e =

4 × 10 -5, rs/C 2 = 0.013, W(ts)/W o = 2 × 101°, e-_3 = 0.1, we have obtained from Eqs. (8)-(13)

t s = 0.36 ms, W(ts) = 5.9 × 10 -5 ergs cm -3

T b _ 5 × 1015K, S = 5.5 × 105 s.f.u.

These results are in agreement with observations.
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V. Summary and Concluding Remarks

It has been shown that ECM is an effective mechanism to produce electromagnetic radiation. Its BT may be
higher than 10_5 K and it can escape from the solar corona without any transformation. The simple procedure,

high ¢fficiency, short time scale, strong directivity of radiation, and high degree of circular polarization are its

advantages over the plasma radiation mechanism to explain SMMSE. It is calculated in this paper that

SMMSE with very high BT (T b _ 5 x 1015 K) would be produced by hollow beam driven ECM if E =

60 keV, q_ = 60 °, t_ = 65 °, ns/n e = 4 × 10 -5, O_p/fle = 0.4, L B = 500 km, and T e = 2 x 106K.

It is shown that the range of pitch angle _ for exciting ECM is very wide (> 30 °, see Fig. 3) and the

energy of nonthermal electrons may be from - 10 keV to 100 keV or higher. Besides the hollow beam distri-

bution, other velocity anisotropy as a loss-cone distribution can also excite ECM under appropriate conditions.

Hence it seems that ECM is often produced above solar active regions. The main reasons why there appear

rarely intense SMMSE events may be due to the powerful directivity of radiation and strong third GA.

It is easy to see from Eq. (7) and Fig. 4 that with the evolution of the energetic electron's distribution, the

transverse velocity component of them is decreased but the parallel one isn't. As a result, the pitch angle is

getting smaller, so the electrons, after losing most of their transverse energy, get through the magnetic mirror

points and rush into the transition region to produce hard X-ray bursts, so with which the SMMSE correlate
very well I61.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of electrostatic wave generation by a return current driven

by a small area electron beam during solar hard X-ray bursts is discussed.

The marginal stability method (cf. Duijveman et al. 1981) is used to solve

numerically the electron and ion heating equations for a prescribed beam

current evolution. When ion-acoustic waves are considered, we find that the

method appears satisfactory and, following an initial phase of Coulomb

resistivity in which Te/T i rises, predicts a rapid heating of substantial

plasma volumes by anomalous ohmic dissipation. This hot plasma emits so much

thermal bremsstrahlung that, contrary to previous expectations, the unstable

beam-plasma system actually emits more hard X-rays than does the beam in the

purely collisional thick target regime relevant to larger injection areas.

Inclusion of ion-cyclotron waves results in ion-acoustic wave onset at lower

Te/T i and a marginal stability treatment yields unphysical results.

Specifically, negative resistivity occurs when the ion-acoustic instability

is excited at an electron-to-ion temperature ratio of Te/T i _ 4.5, showing
the marginal stability analysis of ion acoustic waves to be invalid in this

regime. Discarding marginal stability and adopting a simple wave-energy

equation, the time-dependent effect of ion-acoustic turbulence generated by

the return current is investigated.

i Introduction

It is commonly believed that electron beams, propagating downwards in the

solar atmosphere, play a major role in the production, by collisional

bremsstrahlung, of hard X-ray bursts during the impulsive phase of solar

flares (see review by Brown and Smith 1980) and that they may also be
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instrumental in flare atmospheric heating. In addition, it is recognised

(e.g. Hoyng, Brown and van Beck 1976) that the large electron flux, demanded

by the observed X-ray photon flux in such an interpretation, requires that a

beam-neutralising return current be set up, such that:

nb vd
-- = -- (I)
n v b

n b P
where T is the ratio of beam density to ambient plasma density, v b is the

P

(sub-relativistic) beam velocity (a beam with single injection energy Eo,

representing the mean energy of a real beam, is considered here) and v d is

the drift velocity of the ambient plasma electrons (which constitut_ the

return current). If we consider, for simplicity, a model in which v d increases

during the impulsive phase, due to the rising beam flux nbVb, threshold

velocities for the generation of various microinstabilities may be reached and

so unstable wave growth may take place in the atmosphere. The resultant

anomalous resistivity will affect hard X-ray production in two ways:

(a) The electric field required to drive the return current will increase

and so reduce the lifetime of beam electrons. The nonthermal bremsstrahlung

efficiency, which is already small, is therefore further reduced.

(b) Enhanced plasma heating will take place and thereby affect the

observed thermal radiation signature.

The aim of this paper, then, is to describe preliminary results of

calculations attempting to determine the effect of such return current

instability on hard X-ray bursts during solar flares.

2 Mar$inal Stability Analysis

We consider a quasi-steady state consisting of a monoenergetic driving

electron beam, with specified current density Jb(t), current neutralising

(Jp =-Jb) hot drifting electrons at temperature Te, and hot stationary ions

at temperature Ti. While recognising the possibility of beam-return current

interaction, we concentrate here on the return current electron-background ion

instability. The quasi-linear relaxation of the electron beam is considered

elsewhere in these proceedings by McClements et al.

A typical large solar flare value is chosen for the peak total electron

injection rate, _o(S-1), but the beam area, A, is taken to be well below the

upper limit set by hard X-ray images in order to ensure that unstable return

current drift velocity thresholds are exceeded before this peak, viz.

_o = i036s-i; A = i016cm 2 (2)

(Brown and Melrose 1977, Hoyng, Knight and Spicer 1978). If we assume that

this rate (2) is obtained after a linear increase over lOs, a typical time-

scale for the impulsive phase, then our specified Jb(t) is:

Jb(t) = 5.109t statamp cm-2 (3).
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The electron beam is decelerated by the electric field that drives the

return current and ignoring electron time-of-flight effects, it has a "stopping

length", s (Brown and Hayward 1981) due to ohmic losses, given by

Eo
s =--=- (4)

en3 b

where E o is the injected electron energy, here taken to be iOOkeV and q is

the resistivity of the plasma. Finally, we also assume a homogeneous and

initially isothermal plasma with density np = iOllcm -3 and temperature

TO - 5.106 K .

The heating equations for the plasma electrons and ions, neglecting

collisional heating by the beam, and also convection, thermal conduction and

radiation losses, are

dTe 3 (Ti-Te) + _ .2 (t) (5)
3npK2 -_- =--npK2 T XiniJ p

i

dTi 3 (Te- Ti) •2 (t) (6)
3 npK =--n K + _ (I-Xi)niJ p2 p

i

where K is Boltzmann's constant, T is the ion-electron energy exchange time,

Xi _ xi(Te/Ti) and (i- Xi) are the fractions of the ohmic power dissipation

nijpL(t) absorbed by the electrons and ions respectively as a result of

collision process i, and n i is the resistivity due to this process; e.g. in

the case of classical Coulomb collisions, X = I and n is the usual Spitzer

(1962) resistivity, proportional to T_ 2.

With the onset of turbulence, anomalous resistivity sets in due to wave-

2 rises, leading toparticle collisions and so the ohmic heating term _ nij p
i

increased plasma heating. Note that this model, with a prescribed j(t), is

fundamentally different from the Duijveman et al. (1981) problem where the

electric field _(t) is specified. Specifically, their ohmic heating term,

--, is reduced by any turbulent increase in n, a fact they appear to have
• n i
1

overlooked. In other words, having a prescribed _-field leads to reduced,

rather than increased, plasma heating when anomalous resistivity sets in.

To solve equations (5) and (6) for Te(t) , Ti(t) and n(t) we use the

hypothesis of marginal stability (Manheimer and Boris 1977). States of

marginal stability (i.e. states with zero growth-rate) in the present case can

be represented by critical drift velocity (Vcrit) curves in the

(vd Te_ plane, where v e is the electron thermal speed. We apply
_v e ' Ti] =

the marginal stability hypothesis by setting v d = Vcrit at onset of turbulence,

thereby constraining the system to evolve thereafter along the marginal

stability curve. This gives us a relationship between T e and T i which, using

the forms of × for ion-cyclotron (IC) and ion-acoustic (IA) waves derived by
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Vo/V _

Duijveman et al. (1981), then allows us to solve numerically the heating

equations (5) and (6).

We first consider the simplest case of an unmagnetised plasma, i.e.

zero B-field. Figure i shows the evolution of the plasma in the
I,

vl_ _e) plane. In the initial phase of classical resistivity, collisions
' Ti

cause an increase in Te/Ti, from its initial value of i.O, while the drift

velocity rises, until the IA marginal stability curve is reached. The system

then evolves along the curve. Figure 2 shows the variation of the normalised

resistivity with time, ion-acoustic turbulence switching on after about 6s.

Finally, the increases in T e and T i are seen in Figure 3. These profiles

relate only to a plasma layer of thickness Smin, _ 5.iO9cm (emission measure

n2As • _ 5.1047cm-3), the smallest depth of beam penetration into the
mln --

atmosphere, because it is this region which is heated continuously during the

simulation. The final temperatures obtained (T e _ 300 To, T i _ 35 To) will

tend to be reduced by losses (neglected here) but we should note that wave

generation will reduce thermal conductivity by the same factor as the electrical

conductivity.

i , l , ' i T , i _--r_*_-T --I-

10° "'iA".........

10-1

10-2

10 0
10-3

TE/T !

I I I I I I I I

101

Figure i.

stability.

Ev°luti°n °f the plasma in the _vdve _-_le)plane' assuming marginal

IA denotes the ion-acoustic marginal stability curve.
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Figure 2. Variation of resistivity, normalised to the initial classical

(i.e. Spitzer) resistivity. IA turbulence is generated at about 6s.

TEMPERATURES AGAINST TIME

1

10= T,_/_.

TE, Ti

101

,oo/..--"f ........ 1
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TIME(iN SECS.)

Figure 3. Rise in electron and ion temperatures, normalised to the initial

temperature To = 5.10 8K, showing the increases at onset of IA turbulence.
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We now attempt to repeat the analysis for a magnetised plasma. For

Te/T i _ 8, the critical drift velocity for the generation of ion-cyclotron

waves has the lowest threshold. These preferentially heat ions and so tend

to reduce Te/T i. However they quickly saturate and do not contribute greatly

to the total resistivity. The system then evolves away from the IC marginal

stability curve, with Te/T i once again increasing due to the dominant effect

of Coulomb collisions, until the IAmarginal stability curve is reached. In

this case, onset of IA turbulence occurs at lower Te/T i and we often find

unphysical behaviour in the form of negative resistivity. Investigating

further, by assuming a simple analytic form for the IAmarginal stability

curve and by using the form of X_A = XIA(Te/Ti) derived by Duijveman et al.

(1981), we find that q is negative if Te/T i _ 4.5. In other words, the

application of marginal stability leads to negative values of anomalous

resistivity, if the onset of ion-acoustic turbulence occurs at Te/T i _ 4.5.

We discuss this failure of marginal stability further in Section 5.

3 Wave Growth Anal_sis

In the previous discussion we did not incorporate any equations describ-

ing the growth of the ion-acoustic waves, which occurs on very short timescales

in comparison to Vd/_ d , the rise time of the return current. Here we adopt

the following equation for the evolution of W, the wave energy,

dW

d-_-= vW (7)

where T, the linear growth rate, is taken to be iO-2_pi (_pi is the ion plasma

frequency). This growth rate corresponds to a drift velocity just in excess

of the marginally stable drift velocity (Stringer 1964). Provided that

W
<< I, (i.e. weak turbulence), we can relate the effective collision

n KT
p e

frequency, _eff' and the wave level using:

W

Veff _ _pe npKT e (8)

(see, e.g. Hasegawa (1974)) where _ is the electron plasma frequency. The
pe

effective (i.e. total, including classical) resistivity is then obtained

using: 4_ Uef f (9)

_eff = _p_

(see, e.g. Papadopoulos 1977).

We can, therefore, solve equations (5) and (6) numerically in conjunction

with equations (7), (8) and (9). The wave level grows from the thermal level

obtained by substituting the classical collision frequency in the left hand

side of equation (8). There are several possible saturation mechanisms limit-
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ing the growth of ion-acoustic waves (Hasegawa 1974) and the relevant process

for solar flare conditions is by no means certain. Hasegawa gives three

possible processes, the saturation level being lowest for the nonlinear two-

wave interaction investigated by Tsytovich (1971). The effective collision

frequency at saturation for this process is

Vd (10)
Veff _ 10-2 _pi c-_

where c =
s i_ is the ion sound speed.

Our approach then, is to let classical heating proceed as vd rises until

the critical drift velocity for onset of ion-acoustic turbulence is reached.

The wave energy then grows from the thermal level in the classical regime

until saturation occurs. During the ion-acoustic heating phase, Vd/V e

decreases due to the rapid increase in Te, until the system drops below the

IA marginal stability curve (see Figure 4). The waves are then allowed to

decay, with the same e-folding time (l/y) as the wavegrowth, until the wave

level has dropped to the thermal level, where, once again, classical heating

only takes place.

Initial investigations show a rise in anomalous resistivity to _ 105 times

the initial classical value (see Figure 5), while T e and T i rise to _ 50 TO and

8T o respectively (see Figure 6). These values are obtained in a very short

time: the rise, saturation and decay of the IA waves takes place in _ lO-Ss .

Again we note that the final temperature values are attained in the beam layer

of thickness Smin, here found to be only _ 3.5.103 cm (emission measure

3.5.1041cm-3), because of the very high resistivity attained during IA

turbulence. In our simulations, it is found that saturation occurs at

W
10-3 thus satisfying the requirement for weak turbulence.

npKT e

The above analysis has, of necessity, been a very simple approach to the

problem. For example, a wave energy equation with a proper averaging over

the wavenumber, k, of the wave spectrum W(k) would be more realistic. In

addition, the controversial issue of the relevant saturation mechanism for

solar flare parameters needs to be looked at in more detail.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the plasma in the _vd-ve _) plane using the wave

growth analysis. The initial value of v d is chosen such that the IA curve

is reached after just a few numerical timesteps.
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Figure 5. The variation of normalised resistivity with time, showing the

growth, saturation and decay of IA resistivity in '_ lO-Ss .
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Figure 6. The electron and ion temperature profiles over the evolution time
of 10 -4 s.

4 The Effect of Return Current Instability on the Radiation Signature

In this section we briefly compare the thermal and non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emitted at the instant when the beam has shrunk to its

minimum length Smi n. From equation (4) it can be seen that when n rises at

onset of turbulence, the beam length is reduced by the same factor (over the

short tlme-scale involved, the current density Jb(t) is virtually constant).

In other words, the electron beam lifetime is reduced and, correspondingly,

the non-thermal bremsstrahlung. The enhanced ohmic dissipation of the return

current, however, causes rapid local heating of the plasma and hence increases

its thermal bremsstrahlung.

Below, we calculate the ratio of thermal to non-thermal radiation in the

case of beam return current losses only, which as we will show, in some

circumstances, dominate collisional losses from the beam when _ is anomalous.

For comparison, we also evaluate the ratio of the thermal bremsstrahlung in

the anomalous case to the beam bremsstrahlung evaluated from the usual thick

target formula which incorporates collisional losses only. The thermal

emissivity from the volume V = A. Smi n is

_d--_JI = Vn [_ v(E) dn dQ (e E) dE (Ii)
\oE T P Je dE de '

dn
where d--E' the number density of electrons per unit energy range, is given by
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dQ
the Maxwellian distribution function and _ (c, E) is the bremsstrahlung

cross-section differential in photon energy. Here, as a simple first approx-

imation, we assume Kramer's cross-section:

dQ (¢ E) --
d--? '

8
where Qo --'q-_r2 in the usual notation.

emissivity (Brown 1971) is

Qome c2

cE

The thick-target non-thermal

(12)

d\ac/ = _(E)9(E, E) dE (13)
NT

where J(E) = _o6(E- Eo) (s-I per unit electron energy) is the electron

flux and 9(E,E) is the number of photons of energy g emitted by an electron

with initial energy E, given by:

m*7 ¢ _o v(m,)

_(e,E) = np •] -=-_-(e,E,)dE_ dE, (14)

E,=E \_-/

In the case of beam losses due to ohmic dissipation of the return current only,

the energy loss equation is

dE,
= - e _v(m,) (15)

dt

where _, the electric field, is given by

3o (16)= en T

The ratio of thermal to non-thermal emissivities (in the case of return

current losses only) is then:

d(_)T / 8 _ e2qnpSmin
exp - (17).

Equation (13) also applies to the case of beam Coulomb collisional losses

only. The energy loss equation in this case is

dE, _ _ K npv(E,) (18)

dt E,

where K = 27e 4 A in the usual notation. The ratio of thermal bremsstrahlung

in the anomalous case to the non-thermal emissivity in the case of Coulomb

collisional losses only is then:
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T --  o(Eo-
( )cc

(19)

Applying equations (17) and (19) to the results of Section 2 (Marginal

Stability) and Section 3 (Wave Growth Analysis) we find the following:

(a) Marginal stability analysis (Figures I- 3) gives, at e = 20keV:

(20).

Here the thermal emissivity is over one order of magnitude greater than the

non-thermal (return current) emissivity, and substantially exceeds that from

a collisional thick target beam. Thus, when one considers a beam injection

rate _o and reduces the beam area, A, until the return current goes IA unstable,

the beam length and bremsstrahlung are greatly reduced as usually assumed (e.g.

Hoyng, Knight and Spicer 1978) but enhanced thermal bremsstrahlung from the

rapidly heated plasma exceeds th'-e--thicktarget bremsstrahlung which is produced

by the same beam over a large area A.

(b) Using the wave growth analysis (Figures 4- 6), when unphysical

behaviour is found in a marginal stability treatment, gives at c = 20keV:

T _ 4 ; T

(_)RC (_)CC

8.10 -7 (21)

i.e. the thermal and return current non-thermal emissivities are comparable

but the thermal emissivity is negligible in comparison with the collisional

non-thermal emissivity. This is due to the small size of the emitting volume

defined by Smi n. In comparing these results with those of (a), we should note

that the evolution time in each analysis is very different - 2Os in the

marginal stability case compared to lO-4s in the wave growth case. However,

we anticipate that over longer evolution times the wave growth analysis will

result in a greater volume of material heated to _ 108K and a greater

thermal emissivity (and emission measure).

5 The Failure of Marginal Stability

We return now to the problem of why the application of marginal stability

leads in some cases to negative values of resistivity. There appears to be

confusion in the literature as to whether or not there is a lower limit of

Te/T i below which the ion-acoustic instability cannot be excited and therefore
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below which the marginal stability curve used by us, by Duijveman et al.

(1981) and by Holman (1985) for Vcrit (IA) is irrelevant. For example, Kaplan,

Pikel'ner and Tsytovich (1974) state quite explicitly (p.53) that "... it is

necessary that Te _ 5Ti" (for the growth of ion-acoustic waves). If this is

correct, then it would be inappropriate to use our Vcrit and X- IA curves

below Te/T i _ 5, and so it would not be surprising that unphysical results

arise in this region. Similar statements are to be found in Melrose (1985)

and in Stix (1962) (p.214) where a precise lower limit of Te/T i _ 3.5 is

set. However all of these statements appear to be based on the assumption

that vd << ve. In contrast, Fried and Gould (1961) and Kadomtsev (1965)
state that _L_ ion-acoustic .__.__:1-_Li= iu=_=_ity can arise in an isothermal (i. =.

Te/T i _ I.O) plasma if the drift velocity is high enough: vd _ v e.

By examining the roots of the linearised dispersion relation describing

longitudinal plasma oscillations for drifting Maxwellians, we have ourselves
confirmed the latter case: the so-called "ion-acoustic" mode will become

unstable in an isothermal electron-ion plasma, described by drx_f'_ng

Maxwellians, if the relative drift velocity > 1.34v e. We hope to justify

this in a subsequent paper. We are, of course, still left with the problem of

explaining the failure of marginal stability for Te/T i _ 4.5. It is possible

that the form of the X-function (Tange and Ichimaru, 1974) for ion-acoustic

waves is the source of this difficulty and we intend to investigate this.

6 Discussions and Conclusions

We have presented a simple analysis of the problem of electrostatic wave

generation by a beam-driven return current. The marginal stability approach

fails below an electron-to-ion temperature ratio Te/T i _ 4.5. We believe that

this is _n°t due to any lower limit of Te/T i necessary for the generation of

unstable ion-acoustic waves: the ion-acoustic instability will arise in an

isothermal electron-ion plasma provided v d _ ve.

Both the marginal stability and wave growth analyses presented here allow

us to calculate the uniform plasma heating only in the volume bounded by Smin,

the minimum stopping length of the beam. A 2-D treatment of the combined

spatial and temporal dependence is required to extend the problem to plasma

heating outside this region. Future work should also incorporate a less

idealised injected electron spectrum (e.g. power law). However, we believe

that the essential result presented here of enhanced ohmic return current

dissipation leading to rapid plasma heating to hard X-ray temperatures in

milliseconds (i.e. typical spike burst durations) or less, will remain unaltered.
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ABSTRACT. Absorption of radiation at the electron-cyclotron frequency, Re,

generated by the electron-cyclotron maser instability has been proposed as a

possible mechanism for transporting energy and heating of the corona during

flares. Radiation from the same instabillty but at harmonics of Re is be-
lieved to be the source of solar microwave spike bursts. The actual mode and

frequency of the domlnant emission from the maser instability is shown to be

dependent on (i) the plasma temperature, (il) the form of the energetic elec-

tron distribution and (iti) on the ratio of the plasma frequency _ to _e"
As a result, the emission along a flux tube can vary, with emission at har-

monics being favored in regions where _v/Re > 1. Changes in the plasma den-
sit7 and temperature in the source regibn associated with the flare can also

cause the characteristics of the emission to change in time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solar microwave spike bursts and very bright and highly polarized spike
bursts from flare stars and close binaries have been attributed to the elec-

tron-cyclotron maser instability (Holman et al., 1980; Melrose and Dulk,

1982a; Sharma et al., 1982; Gary et al., 1982; Dulk et al., 1983). Partial
absorption of the radiation as it propagates through the corona is also

thought to produce heating of coronae during solar and stellar flares

(Melrose and Dulk, 1982b, 1984; Winglee, 1985a,b).
The maser instability arises as follows. Electrons are accelerated at

some point along a flux tube tied to the star. As they propagate toward the

footpoint of the flux tube (i.e., towards increasing magnetic field) their

perpendicular velocity increases at the expense of their parallel velocity

due to the conservation of the adiabatic invartant. With the precipitation

of low pitch angle electrons, two types of distributions can develop: a

loss-cone distribution if the electrons are injected continuously into the

flux tube, or a distribution which is peaked at high pitch angles if the

electrons are injected impulsively (White et al., 1983). Both types of dis-

tributions have a positive %f/_v I which can drive the maser instability.

Maser emission at the fundamental is likely to be reabsorbed in the corona

and produce heating; higher harmonic radiation can escape to produce the
observed radio burst.
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The mode and frequency of the dominant emission from the maser instabil-

ity are dependent on the plasma temperature, the form of the energetic elec-

tron distribution and on the ratio of the plasma frequency _ to the

electron-cyclotron frequency Re (Winglee, 1985a,b). In this paper we review

the characteristics of the maser emission and discuss the implications for

maser emission during flares.

2. KINEMATIC CONDITIONS

The mode and frequency of the dominant maser emission is dependent on

_/_ due to restrictions on the frequency of a given mode imposed by the
cut-offs and/or resonances of the mode (Winglee, 1985a,b). These cutoffs

and/or resonances are increasing functions of _p so that for a fixed s and a

sufficiently hlgh _, these cutoffs can exceed sR e and growth at harmonic s
becomes suppressed.

Specifically, the dominant maser emission assuming that the energetic

particles have velocities of the order of O. lc is

(i) fundamental x mode when Up/R e < 0.3;

(ii) fundamental z or o mode or second harmonic x mode when 0.3 < _p/Re <
I;

(iii) fundamental z mode or second harmonic x mode when I < _/_e < /2;

(iv) second harmonic o mode or third harmonic x mode when _ < _/_ <

(v) secondharmonicz modewhen /3 !  p/Re! /6"

3. VARIATIONS WITH PLASMA TEMPERATURE

The above ranges in which growth in a given mode can dominate are only

approximate and they can be significantly modified when the plasm_ becomes

sufficiently hot. This is most pronounced for the x mode when _ /R e << I.

Under these conditions, a non-zero plasma temperature can significantly re-

duce the x-mode cutoff and allow x-mode growth to dominate at larger _/_e,

up to about 0.6 (Winglee, 1985a).

This dependence of the maser emission on the plasma temperature is

illustrated in Fig. i which shows the maximum growth rates in _ - _ space for

the o, x and z modes at the fundamental. The electrons are assumed to have a

Dory, Guest and Harris (DGH) distribution of the form

f ,. C(2'n') 3/2 VT 3 J!)-]" (Vl/V"2" VT) 2j expC-v2/2VT 2)

which is peaked at vz = O, v I = 2/_ v T. In Fig. i, j = i with (a) VT/C - 0.2

and (b) vT/e " 0.3. It is seen that in each case, the maximum growth rate

for the x mode initially increases with _p/_. However, in Fig. la once

_/_ increases past 0.45 the x-mode growth rate decreases rapidly and z-mode
growth rate dominates. In Fig. ib, x-mode growth does not become suppressed

until _p/12e = 0.65.
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Fig. i. Maximum growth rates for the o, x and z modes at the fundamen-

tal at a function of _v/_e for a J= 1 DGH distribution with (a) VT/C =

0.2 and (b) VT/C - 0.3.

4. VARIATIONS WITH THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION

When _/_ is sufflclently high that fundamental x-mode growth is sup-

pressed, then growth is not necessarily restricted to one mode and frequency

for a given mp/Ge" Rather the dominant mode depends on the form of the elec-

tron distribution, specifically on:

(a) the relatlve density of the energetic electrons to any background

component;

(b) the pitch angle of the energetic electrons driving the maser

instability.

In particular when _v/_ is < 1 and sufficiently large that fundamental

x-mode growth is suppressed, fundamental z-mode growth tends to dominate if

the density of the energetic electrons is much larger than that of the back-

ground component. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the maximum

growth rates for 0.4 < _/Ge < 2.4 and where the energetic electrons have a
J = i DGH distribution wlth VT/C - 0.075. In Fig. 2a there is no cold back-

ground component while in Fig. 2b the plasma frequency of the energetic

component WpE is held fixed at 0.2 Ge and the plasma frequency of the cold

component _c is varied. (For the illustrated range of _/_, fundamental

x-mode growth is suppressed.) In Fig. 2a fundamental z-mode growth donLinates

for _p/_^_. <~ 0.7. while, in Fig. 2b, for the same range of Wp/_e, both fundamen-
tal x-moae anu z-mode growth are suppressed and fundamental o-mode dominates.
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0.075. In (a) there is no background component (i.e., _pc " 0, _p =

RE), and, in (b) _pE is held fixed at 0.2 Re •

The pitch angles of the energetic electrons driving the maser instabili-

ty also play an important role in determining the fastest growing mode.

Specifically, when t_e d_stribution is such that _f/_v i > 0 lies in regions

of velocity where vI /vz < i (i.e., where the electrons driving the insta-
bility have small pitch angles) o-mode growth is favored over x-mode growth;

when _f/_v i > 0 lies in regions where vlZ/vz z >> i, x-mode growth is favored

(Winglee, 1985b). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the maximum

growth rates for the same parameters as in Fig. 2b except that j = 2 rather

than j = i. The effect of the larger j is to move the peak of the distribu-

tion to higher pitch angles. In Fig. 3 there is no value of Up/R e for which

the o-mode growth rate is largest, contrary to Fig. 2b. On the other hand,

when the energetic electrons have a loss-cone distribution with a small loss-

cone angle, growth of the o-mode tends to be faster than that of the x mode

at s > 2 (i.e., except at the fundamental for _p/Re < 0.3 (Melrose et al.,

1984)).
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5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, the characteristics of the dominant emission from the

electron-cyclotron maser instability have been examined. As _/_e is

increased, the mode of the dominant emission changes and the frequency moves
to higher harmonics of _. Fundamental x-mode growth tends to be restricted

to plasmas where _/_e <_ 0.3; growth at higher _/_e can occur if the plasma
becomes sufficiently hot. When fundamental x-mod_ growth is suppressed and

_/_ < I, the dominant emission can be fundamental o- or z-mode or second
harmonic x mode, depending on the form of the energetic electron distribu-

tion. Growth of the x-mode over the o-mode is favore d if _f/Sv I > 0 lies in

regions where Vl 2 ) Vz 2 (e.g., if the energetic electrons are impulsively

injected into the flux t_be) w_ile o-mode growth is favored if 8f/_v > 0

lles in regions where Vl = < vz = (e.g., if the electrons are contlnuously
injected into the flux tube).

During a flare, the above dependences of the emission on _p/_e, the

plasma temperature and the form of the distribution may cause the character-

istics of the maser emission to change. For example, suppose that the inl-

tlal conditions within the flaring flux tube favor fundamental z-mode growth.

This radiation is trapped in the vicinity of the source region and is llkely

to be reabsorbed locally and heat the ambient electrons. If most of the

electrons in the flaring flux tube become hot, the increase in temperature

can cause the dominant radiation from the maser instability to switch from

the z-mode to the x-mode. This x-mode radiation can escape from the source
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region, but, it is likely to be reabsorbed higher in the corona (the plasma
overlying the source region is believed to be optically thin only for radia-

tion at _ _ 2 _e)" This reabsorption can produce heating of the plasma away
from the source region. Should the plasma in the flaring flux tube then cool
(e.g,., by radiation or conduction losses) the maser emission may switch back

to the z-mode, and the process of switching between x- and z-modes Nay

repeat.
Furthermore the maser emission at the beginning of a flare Nay be

different from that at the end. The flow of cold electrons evaporated from
the bottom of the flux tube and/or electrons associated with the return cur-

rent for the precipitating electrons can cause _p/Ge to increase within the
flaring flux tube. In this case the emisson can move to a different mode or

to a higher harmonic of _e" Also the distribution of the energetic electrons

is most likely to have a loss-cone anisotropy at the end of the flare since

this type of anisotropy tends to occur when the acceleration of the electrons

lasts for any extended period. Hence, at least in the final stages of the

flare, o-mode growth may be favoured, provided that Up/R e > 0.3 and the den-
sity of the energetic electrons is not too large.
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Abstract

Rapid oscillations in the corona will be discussed from a theoretical

standpoint, developing some previous work on ducted, fast magnetoacoustic

waves in an inhomogeneous medium. In the theory, impulsively (e.g. flare)

generated mhd waves are ducted by regions of low Alfv_n speed (high density)

such as coronal loops. Wave propagation in such ducts is strongly

dispersive and closely akin to the behaviour of Love waves in seismology,

Pekerls waves in oceanography and guided waves in fibre optics. Such flare-

generated magnetoacoustic waves possess distinctive temporal signatures

consisting of periodic, quasi-periodic and decay phases. The quasi-periodic

phase possesses the strongest amplitudes and the shortest time scales. Time

scales are typically of the order of a second for inhomogeneities (coronal

loop width) of i000 km and Alfv_n speeds of i000 kms -_, and pulse duration

times are of tens of seconds.

Quasi-periodic signatures have been observed in radio wavelengths for

over a decade and more recently by SMM. It is hoped that the theoretical

ideas outlined above may be successfully related to these observations and

thus aid the interpretation of oscillatory signatures recorded by SMM. Such

signatures may also provide a diagnostic of coronal conditions.

New aspects of the ducted mhd waves, for example their behaviour in

smoothly varying as opposed to tube-like inhomogeneities, are currently

under investigation. The theory is not restricted to loops but applies

equally to open field regions.
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1. _ntroductlon

Since the end of the 1960's many observations of coronal oscillations

have been reported, the bulk of the evidence being provided by radio wave

and hard X-ray data (Abrami, 1970, 1972; Rosenberg, 1970; McLean et al,

1971; Gotw01s, 1972; Kal and Takayanagi, 1973; McLean and Sheridan, 1973;

Kaufmann et al, 1977; Pick arK] Trottet, 1978; Tapping, 1978; Dennis et al,

1981; Trotter et al, 1981; Kane et al, 1983, Kipllnger et al, 1983 a,b;

Takakura et al, 1983 ), though coronagraph observations have also been

reported (Koutchmy et al, 1983; Pasachoff and Tmn_m_n, 1984). Besides the

long period (one minute and greater) radio pulsatlons reported by, for

example, Trotter et al (1979) there are numerous observations of short

period oscillations with _periodicities of around one second. An interesting

feature of these short period observations is the form of the observed

signature, the temporal variation. Short bursts of oscillatory behaviour

are seen to occur, the wave packet or wave train behaviour being described

variously as periodic, quasl-perlodic or as a sequence of spikes. Kiplinger

(1984, private comm_nicatlon) has pointed out that of the various criteria

that any successful model of these oscillations must meet, one is certainly

that the process is not an enduring one. Theory must be able to explain the

termination of the pulses. Kipllnger also stresses two other observed

features of the hard X-ray (and also microwave and _-ray) pulse train

phemonena: the source appears to be more or less stationary and compact,

and the oscillations are very irregular. A model should ascribe a time

scale of the variations rather than a well-defined period i.e. one phase of

the motion is quasi-periodic.

How are these rapid oscillations generated? It is suspected that the

source is impulsive, perhaps a solar flare, as in the examples given by

McLean and Sheridan (1973) and Kiplinger et al (1983 a,b). However, Tapping

( 1978 ) and Galzauskas and Tapping ( 1980 ) have reported bursts of

oscillations with which there appears to be no associated flare activity.

2. Model of a Coronal Structure

The open and closed 'loops' of the magnetically dominated corona vary

in size and are often twisted, hot and dense. Structures may have cool

cores and it is thought that brightness variations over them may imply

density variations. Not all these observed properties can be incorporated

into a model which is simple enough to exhibit the wave-like phenomena

associated with the corona. Here the effects of gravity (not so important

for a region of scale > 3 x lO_km above the photosphere), curvature (more

important for closed loops ) and twist ( important in knowing if an

equilibrium exists) will be neglected. Since transverse dimensions are

usually much smaller than longitudinal ones, the structure will be modelled

by a straight cylinder and will be regarded as a density inhomogeneity.

This may take the form of a uniform magnetic cylinder or alternatively the

density may vary across the inhomogeneity but in either case we consider

this to be an intrusion into an otherwise uniform magnetic environment.

It has been shown previously (Roberts, Edwin and Benz, 1984) that a

uniform, high density coronal cylinder of radius a, its axis lying along the
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z-direction, acts as a wave guide for the free modes of oscillation

(e i(kz+wt), _, k real) of the structure. A high density (VAe _ vA, where
VA, vAe are the Alfv_n speeds in the cylinder and its environment

respectively) coronal loop can oscillate freely (that is without radiating

energy to infinity) in the fast magnetoacoustic mode. Motions in the

envirorment of the coronal loop arise simply in response to those within the

loop; the loop acts as a wave duct trapping the fast mhd oscillations, which

penetrate only a small distance into the environment.

The dispersion relation for these ducted, free modes of oscillation is

(Meerson et al, 1978; Wentzel 1979; Wilson 19801 Spruit 1982; Edwin and

Roberts 1983; Roberts et al, 1984)

Po(kZv_ _ _z )me K_(mea) , Pe(kZv _ _ wz )no J_(noa_____)
Kn(mea ) Jn( noa ) "

where

+ vlX_ _ - k_c_)

(1)

and Po and Pe are the equilibrium densities inside and outside the cylinder,

respectively. The sound and Alfv_n speeds inside the cylinder are co and

vA, outside ce and vAe. Also,

(% +v i) (c_ + v_)

Kn' Jn are Bessel functions (modified and first kind, respectively), n-0

give the symmetric (sausage) modes (those in which the axis of the cylinder

is undisturbed by the vibration) and n- 1 the kink or asymmetric modes.

Figure 1 illustrates the solutions of Equation (i) for a dense coronal

loop: two sets of waves feature which, because the sound and Alfv_n speeds

differ by an order of magnitude, have widely separated frequencies. One

class of oscillations has slow, acoustic time scales, for both kink and

sausage modes, and the waves are only mildly dispersive. In a low _ plasma

the tube speed cT is close to the sound speed c o so the frequencies of both

these slow modes are given (to a good approximation, provided ka is not too

large ) by

w - kcT _kc o. (2)

Of the £ast waves (with phase-speeds satisfying vA < _/'k < vAe ) only
the principal kink mode exists for all wave numbers k (i.e. does not have a

cut-off). It has a typical frequency given by

- kok,

where

- PeV_ + PoV_
Po + Pe

(3)
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0 1"0 2-0 3"0 4'0 -ko

z"tqurs Z. The phase speed w/k (_, k real) as a function of ka (k , 0)

where a is the radius of a dense coronal structure, illustrated

here for VAe -- 5c o, c e = 0.5c o and vA = 2c o. The mildly

dispersive, slow band of oscillations has infinitely many modes,

on acoustic time scales, for both sausage (--) and kink (---)

modes. Here only two are shown. Except for the principal kink

mode, which exists for all wave numbers k, the fast waves have

cut-offs. Hatching denotes regions where there are no free modes

(After Edwin & Roberts, 1983 ).

In a coronal loop of length L, with its footpoints anchored in the

dense chromosphere/photosphere both the slow and fast waves may occur as

standing modes. Then Equation (2) and (3) would give rise to two time

scales r s - 2L/c o and 7f - 2L/c k, corresponding to the slow and fast waves

respectively. For typical coronal parameters, for example a sound speed of

200 km s-z, an Alfven speed of - 2000 km s-_ and a loop length of 2 x 104 -

l0 s kin, 7s and 7f are estimated to be of order 200-1000s and iS-70s

respectively.

3. Impulsively Generated Modes

A solar flare, considered as either a single or multiple impulsive

source, will initiate propagating rather than standing waves.

Alternatively, there may be other less energetic sources generating the

waves, which may arise either in a closed coronal loop, if the motions have

insufficient time to reflect from the far ends of the loop, or in open field
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regions.

To simplify the discussion and interpretation of these propagating

waves it will be assumed that the plasma is cold. This is reasonable for

the low _ corona and involves no loss of essential physics as far as the

fast modes are concerned. Mathematically it means that c o - c e - 0 in

Figure 1 and that just the fast band of waves remains. For the fast sausage

waves in particular the dispersion relation (i) with c e = c o = 0 reduces to

- n o K_(mea) J_(noa)
Ko(mea ) = m e Jo(noa ) (4)

where

z and _ =
no= v_ v_

For a cylindrical structure of large radius, (4) reduces to

tan(%a - ./4) = - nJme, (s)

which, except for a phase shlft of _/4, is identical to the dispersion

relation given by Pekeris (1948) for the propagation of explosive sound in

shallow water.

Thus Eqn (4) describes the highly dispersive, fast, syBanetric (cold

plasma) waves of Figure i. If such waves are genor_ted impulsively, then

the resulting disturbance @ may be represented as a Fourier integral over

all frequencies _ and wave numbers k. In general, a wave packet results.

For example, if _ is related to k from (4) by _ = ±W(k), then W'(k) describes

the group velocity of the waves and _ has the form (Pekeris, 1948; Whitham,

1974) :

_(z,t)e i_(z't), W'(k) _ 0, (6a)

1 e i_(z,t), W"(k) = O, (6b)

(tlw"(k)l)¥"

where

A(Z,t) = / 2_ e -(_i/4)sgnW"(k) and _(z,t) = zk - W(k)t.

_/tlW (k)l

Thus Eqn (6a) describes an oscillatory wave train with _ giving the

variation between local maxima and minima. However, since A, k and _ are

not constant the wave train is not uniform. The distance and flme between

successive maxima, and the amplitude, are not constant i.e. there is a quasi-

periodic behaviour. It is obvious from Eqns (6) that extrema, W'(k) = 0, of

the group velocity are important since then expression (6b), the so called

Airy phase, describes the disturbance rather than (6a).

The group velocity curve for the _-k dispersion relation (Eqn (4)) for

a uniform cylinder of density inhomogeneity is found to possess a minimum.
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po(r) --

So too does the group velocity curve for a _-power density intrusion into an

otherwise uniform medium. If the density variation across the loop has the

form

(7)

Pe, r • a,

then the _-k dispersion relation becomes (Edwin, 1984)

[. Ko(V) Kz(v) ] vz

v Ko(V) _ 1_ - KZ_(v) I

K_(v) _+ 2

u Jo(U)

J_(u)
, (8)

where u z _ z a . _a a= noa and v z . Letting _ - m in the relation (8)
_+2

recovers the unifom density dispersion relation Eqn (4).

Typical group velocity plots for the lowest order sausage modes of the

uniform (_- m) and parabolic (_ - 2) density variation cylinders are shown

in Figure 2.

v_

05

'

'.

. ........-"___q"
VA_

0 i ",w_a ) 2

Fiqure 2 The dimensionless group velocity cg/VAe as a function of

dimensionless frequency _a/VAe of the lowest order fast

sausage mode of Figure l, shown for uniform (---) and parabolic

(--) density profiles across a coronal structure. Here Po(O),

the density on the axis of the structure is 6 times that in the

exterior of the loop, Pe" (After Edwin, 1984).
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Since each curve has a minimum there is a point where W'(k) - O. The

disturbance resulting from an impulsively generated fast symmetric mode may

thus be described as follows. At time t = 0 a pulse is generated at a point

source z = 0, say, which is composed of all frequencies. The disturbance

observed at a (large) distance z = h from the source, on the basis of one of

the group velocity curves in Figure 2, initially has a frequency given by

mc = kcV_' ( 9 )

where the wave number k c at cut-off is found from (4) or (8) with m/k _ vAe.

Specifically,

f.j(s°)
k c = , S = 1,2,3 .... (i0)

( Po( 0 )/Pe - l )_a

where f - 1 and Po(O) - Po for the, uniform cylinder, and f = (1 + 2/_) % for

p-power density variation_ j_O) (. 2.40, 5.52 .... ) are the zerosthe of the

Bessel function Jo" This disturbance has taken a travel time of t - h/VAe

from the source and initiates the perlodlo phase. As time. progresses the

frequency and amplitude of this nearly sinusoidal wave (Eqn (6a)) grow

slowly until a time h/v A when high frequency information arrives from the

source. So a new train of high frequency waves, due to the rlght-hand branch

of the group velocity curve, Is su_x_.rimposed on those arriving from the

left-hand branch. The result is a strong increase in amplitude and the

oscillation becomes quash-perlodlc (see (6a) where the amplitude varies

inversely as the square root of the slope of the group velocity curve).

During this quasl-perlodlo phase the frequencies of the waves in the

right-hand and left-hand branches of the curve continue, to decrease/increase

respectively (see Figure 2) until at a time t = h/c mln, where cm_In is the
9 ofThe disturbance then consists theminimum group velocity, they coincide.

single frequency _n (Figure 2) and, though the disturbance continues to

oscillate with this constant frequency, the amplitude declines rapidly

according to (6b) (W(k) - _n) in the Airy or decay phase. The behaviour at.

a location z - h from the impulsive source is well known (Pekeris, 1948;

Ewing et al, 1957; Brekhovskikh, 1960; Tolstoy, 1973; Kennett, 1983) and the

sequence of phases just described can be illustrated as in Figure 3.

In order to draw comparisons between observations and theory the

particular frequencies and time scales associated with Figure 3 must be

identified. The frequency representative of the periodic phase is given by

(9) and (i0), and setting s = i for the lowest order sausage mode. In terms

of period this means that the largest periodicity of the disturbance is given

by

rC = fj(O) VA e _e - 1 (ll)

For a very dense inhomogeneity (Po _ _ Pe )' Eqn (ii) reduces to
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_t:0

periodic phose quosi-periodic decQy

phose phose

>< _J_ _ I _I_'---->............. o .

Fibre A sketch of the evolution of the lowest order fast sausage

mode of Figure 1 in the low _ extreme (c o , c e << v_, vAe)
showing the various phases in the disturbance as recorded

at an observation level z - h away from an impulsive source

at z_O.

_'c "_ _ • (12)
fv&

The other important frequency is that representative of the quasi-

periodic phase, though, this is a variable quantity because of the very

quasi-perlodicity. _m_n, Which characterizes the frequency at the end of

the quasi-periodic phase is larger than _c and so has an associated period

r rain Which is smaller _.han 7 c. Thus rapid oscillations occur during the

quasi-periodic phase.

4. Relation to observations

The mechanism by Which fast magnetoacoustic waves ducted in a density

enhancement of the corona may be manifest as radio wave observations was

discussed in Roberts et al (1984). Here we merely summarise the properties

of such mhd waves When they are impulsively generated, perhaps by a solar

flare, and show that several of the desirable features of observed rapid

oscillations can be explained by our model.

When the lowest order, fast, symmetric mode is generated impulsively it

exhibits both periodic and quasi-periodic signatures as shown An Figure 3,

the vast majority of the wave power appearing as a well-defined packet. The

time signature thus resembles the pulsations recorded in the radio wave (and

other) data (see e.g. Pick and Trotter, 1978; Tapping, 1978). The time

scales associated with such a disturbance are indeed rapid and of the order

of 1 second, as observations require. For example, taking a particle

density of - 10°cm -3, a magnetic field intensity of 40G and a loop radius of

- 10_km, Eqn (5) shows that the periodicity at cut-off for a uniform loop is

0.94s. Again it must be remembered that this is the largest time scale of
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the motion, the periodicity within and at the end of the quasi-periodic

phase being much smaller. Also coronal loops having a gradual density

variation with radius rather than forming a step-like density inhomo.g, eneity,

would according to the _-power model have even larger values of wmln and a

correspondingly reduced time scale of oscillation in the quasi-periodic

_ase.

Apart from periodicities, there are time scales associated with the

durations of the periodic and quasi-periodic phases. Observational

determination of the onset of the periodic phase is expected to be difficult

because the lower amplitude oscillations may be lost in background noise,

but the quasi-periodic phase is theoretically distinctive (Figure 3) and so

comparisons with estimates of its duration, 7du r, given by

7dur = h [_m--_n - "_-],
_g VA

(13)

and observed nl gnatures of Rimilar form should be possible. It was

suggested also in Roberts et al, (1984) that the width of the inhomogenelty
J

and the associated Alfven speeds may be obtained by plotting a/h (in units

of 7mln/Tonset , where 7onse t - h/VA) against 7du r (in units of 7onset), so

that the theory may be used to determine physical conditions in the corona

using radio pulsation data.

The picture presented by Figure 3 depends largely on the comparative

sizes of v A, vAe and c-mln. If the density of the inhomogene£ty is not very

different from that of wits surroundings, so that v A is close to vAe and the

structuring is weak, then the quasi-periodic phase is of fairly short

duration because ac_ n - v A (see Figure 2). Consequently, with the periodic

phase lost in noise, the observed pulse train will start abruptly. Also it

wl 11 decay more gradually because the Airy phase is correspondingly

extended. (The curvature of the group velocity curve at the minimum is not

so pronounced for vA - VAe so IW"(k)I in (6b) is smaller. ) This theoretical

possibility may correspond to the event observed by McLean and Sheridan

(1973). Density variations across the loop would produce a lower c_ n and

longer duration times (see Figure 2 and Eqn (13)).

5. ConcludinqRemarks

A mechanism has been offered to try to explain some of the quasi-

periodic, rapid, oscillatory behaviour observed in the solar corona. It has

been shown that the explanation does not depend on the coronal loop having

uniform density. Variations in density across the loops would modify the

duration of the quasi-periodic phase and the time scale of the periodic

phase, but observations and results from radio wave, hard X-ray and other

data could stillbe accounted for.

Most of the foregoing analysis (the group velocity curves, etc) has

been carried out for both sausage and kink modes. (For the asymmetric kink

mode in a wide cylinder ka >> 1, the phase-shi£ted Love's equation

tan(noa - ./4) =me/n o,
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describing seismological waves ducted in the Earth's crust, is obtained

instead of Eqn (5). ) All modes would be generated by an impulsive source so

a combination of the above features is to be expected. Moreover

disturbances could be generated by a series of impulses at various times so

that a quasi-periodlc phase resulting from one disturbance may interact with

the periodic phase of a subsequent impulse to give a much more complicated

picture than that presented in Figure 3. Interactions between impulses and

the various combinations of modes could therefore produce a far more

distorted signature than that described here for a single mode and a single

impulse.

Whilst it is recognised that the real situation in a coronal loop is

unlikely to be that of a single, symmetric mode in a dlssipationless, linear

system arising from a single impulse, the theory nevertheless offers an idea

which can bQ tested agai nst further observations. The marriage of

observation and theory offers the possibility of a fruitful diagnostic of in

31tu coronal conditions.
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Abstract

We compare the simultaneous flrst-order Fermi shock acceleration of

electrons, protons, and alpha particles to observations of solar

energetic particle events. For each event, a unique shock compression

ratio in the range - 1.6 to 3 produces spectra in good agreement

wlth observation. The range in compression ratios predicts that the

more than 5 orders of magnitude spread in electron to proton intensity

ratios observed at MeV energies is compressed to about 3 orders of

magnitude at an assumed injection energy of I00 keV. The remaining

spread can be accounted for wlth amodest range of injection conditions.

The model predicts that the acceleration time to a given energy will

be approximately equal for electrons and protons and, for reasonable

solar parameters, can be on the order of 1 second to - I00 MeV.
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THE GENERATION OF RAPID SOLAR FLARE HARD X-RAY AND MICROWAVE
FLUCTUATIONS IN CURRENT SHEETS

Gordon D. Hoiman

Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, Code 682
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

Abstract. The generation of rapid fluctuations, or spikes, in

hard X-ray and microwave bursts via the disruption of electron

heating and acceleration in current sheets is studied. It is

found that 20 msec hard X-ray fluctuations can be thermally

generated in a current sheet if the resistivity in the sheet is

highly anomalous, the plasma density in the emitting region is

relatively high (_i0 II cm-3), and the the volume of the emitting

region is greater than that of the current sheet. A specific

mechanism for producing the fluctuations, involving heating in

the presence of ion acoustic turbulence and a constant driving

electric field, and interruption of the heating by a strong

two-stream instability, is discussed. Variations upon this

mechanism are also discussed. This mechanism also modulates

electron acceleration, as required for the microwave spike

emission. If the hard X-ray emission at energies less than _100

keV is nonthermal bremsstrahlung, the coherent modulation of

electron acceleration in a large number (>104 ) of current sheets

is required.

I. Introduction

Fluctuations in the impulsive hard X-ray emission from solar
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2

flares with rise and fall times as short as 20 msec have been

reported (Kiplinger et al. 1983). Spikes in the microwave

emission from solar and stellar flares with time scales as short

as i msec are also observed (Slottje 1978, 1980; Kaufmann et al.

1980, 1985; Zhao and Jin 1982; Gary et al. 1982; Lang et al.

1983). The high brightness temperature and polarization of the

microwave spikes clearly indicate that this emission is

nonthermal, while the hard X-ray emission may be either thermal

or nonthermal. Mechanisms that might be responsible for these

rapid fluctuations are (1) an instability in the

heating/acceleration region, (2) rapid compression and expansion

of the emitting and/or heating/acceleration region, or (3) an

instability in the "beam" of streaming, accelerated particles

when the emission is nonthermal.

Flares are generally understood to be associated with the

formation and instability of current sheets. This paper

therefore addresses mechanisms of the first type for producing

the observed fluctuations or spikes; specifically, unstable

electron heating and acceleration in current sheets. In a

previous study of electron heating and acceleration in current

sheets (Holman 1985; hereafter, H85) it was found that impulsive

phase solar flare bard X-ray and microwave emission can be

generated in a single current sheet if the bulk of the X-ray

emission is thermal, while a large number of oppositely directed

sheets (>104 ) is required if the bulk of the hard X-ray emission

is nonthermal (see also Spicer 1983, Hoyng 1977). Hence, the

following section is concerned with the generation of thermal

hard X-ray fluctuations in a single current sheet. The general

physical conditions required for the fluctuations to be produced

are determined, and a specific mechanism for generating the

fluctuations is discussed. In Section 3 the generation of

microwave and nonthermal hard X-ray spikes is discussed.
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2. Thermal Hard X-ray Fluctuations

The results of Kiplinger et al. (1983) indicate that the

X-ray flux can increase by a factor of two on a time scale of 20

msec. For one such fluctuation they deduce a peak temperature

and emission measure of 2.4 x 108 K and 6 x 1044 cm -3. Since the

bremsstrahlung emissivity is proportional to Tl/2exp(-Emin/kT),

where Emi n is the minimum observed photon energy (29 keV), if the

emission measure remains constant the temperature must increase

by a factor of 1.4 in 20 msec, and the initial electron

temperature, To, is 1.7 × 108 K. These values will be used in

the following paragraphs.

The characteristic time required to heat the plasma within a

current sheet, _j _ nkT/JE, where J is the current density and E

the electric field strength, can be written as (see H85, Eqns. 4

and 20)

xj = (Ve/Vd)2,e -I, (i)

where v e is the electron thermal speed, v d is the drift speed of

the current-carrying electrons, and _e is the thermal collision

frequency. The precise relationship between this time scale and

the actual rise time, tr, depends upon which quantities vary or

remain constant while the heating is occurring. When the

electric field E and the total current I are both held constant,

and 9e = T -312, this relationship is (H85, Eqn. 24)

tr = (3/2)[(T/To)-I]T J.

Writing, in general, tr = _Tj, T/T o = 1.4 gives _ = 0.6.

T/T o _ i, other conditions give comparable values for _.

(2)

Since

Holding

E and the volume of the current sheet constant gives a smaller

value (0.3), while holding J and I constant gives a slightly
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4

larger value (0.8) for _.

In addition to obtaining the 20 msec rise time, the emission

measure, EM = n2Vj, must also be correct. The current sheet

volume can be written as Vj = wL_r, where w, L, and _r are the

width, length, and thickness of the sheet. All three dimensions

are constrained to be less than Ctr, where c is the speed of

light, and 6r is further constrained by the requirement that the

induction magnetic field associated with the current sheet not be

unacceptably large. Taking w and L to be !Ctr, using Eqn. 8 from

H85 for _r, and combining this with tr = _j and Eqn. 1 for Tj

gives the following expression for _e:

_e I 1.89 × 1011 _(EM44)2T8(B 2) -2(nli}-2 ( -5 -itr(_2)) s ,
(3)

where all parameters are in cgs units and the numerical

subscripts indicate the exponent of the value assumed for each

parameter (nll= n/i011). With B = 300 gauss and n = 1011 cm -3,

a collision frequency of 3 x 1010 s-1 is obtained. This is well

above the classical collision frequency. A plasma density of

1012 cm -3 brings this down to a value that is comparable to the

highest anomalous collision frequency expected from the ion

acoustic instability, but the corresponding value of vd is, from

10-4Ve, much too small to drive such an instability.Eqn. 1, 3 X

Electron acceleration in such a sheet would also be negligible.

The reason for the low value of v d (and the correspondingly large

value of _e ) is the need for the thickness of the sheet, _r, to

be large enough for the required emission measure to be obtained.

Therefore, in the following an emission volume that exceeds the

current sheet volume is considered.

The collision frequency required for the Joule heating of a

volume V > Vj in time t r is found from Eqn. 22 of H85 to be
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_e _ 4.36 x 106 _(EM)44(To(8)) I/2(B2)-1 (nll)-l(tr(_2)) -3.

• (Ve/V d) s -1. (4)

With B = 300 gauss, n = 1011 cm -3, and (Ve/Vd) = 16, the

collision frequency _e = 1.4 x 107 s-1 is obtained. This is well

above the classical collision frequency, but an order of

magnitude smaller than the maximum effective collision frequency

expected from the ion acoustic instability. The ion acoustic

instability will be driven by this current when Te/Ti _ 10, and

this current and resistivity will result in significant electron

acceleration. The length and width of the X-ray emitting region

have been taken to be 6,000 km (Ctr) , and the thickness of the

emitting region is found from the emission measure to be 1.7 km.

Hence, the rise time of the X-ray fluctuations can be attained

with Joule heating if the resistivity in the current sheet is

highly anomalous and the volume of the X-ray emitting region

exceeds that of the current sheet. It is interesting, however,

that, because of the strong dependence of Ue upon tr, rise times

shorter than i0 msec rapidly become more difficult to obtain.

Since V > Vj, for the 20 msec rise time to actually be

achieved the heat generated in the current sheet must be

transported to the larger emission volume in 20 msec or less.

Both classical and anomalous (Bohm) cross-field conduction are

too slow to do this. This could easily be achieved with

classical conduction along field lines, however. Hence, a bent

or tangled field structure would allow the source volume to be

achieved. Alternatively, if the heat is transported convectively

or behind a shock or conduction front, a propagation speed of at

least 40 km/sec is required.

Producing the X-ray fluctuations requires a mechanism for

interrupting the enhanced heating of the flare plasma. If the
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current is driven so that E remains constant, and the plasma

resistivity decreases with increasing temperature, as for

classical resistivity, the fluctuations can be produced as

follows. The Joule heating rate is E2/_, where _ is the

resistivity in the current sheet, and, hence, is regulated by _.

The current density J = nev d in the sheet is J = E/_ and,

therefore, is also regulated by _. Hence, if the resistivity

decreases as the temperature in the sheet increases, both the

heating rate and J increase as T increases. The number of

electrons accelerated out of the thermal plasma increases as

well. If a new instability sets in because of the increased

current of either thermal or accelerated electrons, _ will

increase, causing both the heating rate and J to decrease. The

fall time of the fluctuation will be determined by either (a) the

growth time of the new instability, (b) the time required for

heat to be transported out of the emitting volume, or (c) the

size of the emitting region (tf _ L/c). The longest of these

time scales will dominate. After the enhanced turbulence

dissipates, heating will be occurring at the inltial lower level

and, as T increases again, the process can repeat itself.

It should be noted that the rise time of the fluctuation can

also be determined by either (b) or (c) if the heating time is

shorter than tr. If the rise is dominated by heating and the

fall by heat transport, then the X-ray spectrum is expected to

harden during the rise and soften during the falling phase. If

heat transport dominates both the rise and fall, the spike will

be fairly symmetric (t r _ tf) with the X-ray spectrum becoming

softer throughout the spike. The spike (0.25 sec rise time)

studied by Kiplinger et al. (1984) may be of this type.

A likely source of the anomalous resistivity during the rise

phase of the fluctuation is ion acoustic turbulence, since it can

provide the required collision frequency, and the current drift
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speed is likely to be near the threshold for the ion acoustic

instability. Whether or not the effective resistivity has the

required temperature dependence will most likely be determined by

how the instability saturates. The instability required to

interrupt the heating must also be strong, since the turbulence

level required in the sheet to attain the 20 msec rise time is

already high. The oscillating two-stream instability, associated

with the accelerated electrons, is a likely instability that can

generate the required level of turbulence. Determining when the

oscillating two-stream instability will occur is difficult, since

it depends upon the details of the electron distribution. Since

the instability grows rapidly compared to the msec time scale of

the X-ray bursts, the growth time of the instability is not

likely to be the time scale that determines the fall time of the

fluctuations.

A variation upon this scenario might be to have the initial

level of turbulence determined by the oscillating two-stream

instability, and the heating interrupted by the ion acoustic

instability when J reaches the instability threshold. It is not

apparent that the oscillating two-stream effective resistivity

can have the required temperature dependence, however, since it

is proportional to the number density of accelerated electrons.

Other likely sources of anomalous resistivity in the current

sheet are the electrostatic ion cyclotron instability and the

lower hybrid drift instability. One of these may be able to

supply the required initial level of turbulence if the plasma

density is higher and B is larger or Ve/V d is smaller than

assumed above. In the extreme case of ve/v d _ i, the Buneman

instability could be the interrupting instability.

An alternative mechanism for interrupting the plasma heating

has been studied by Krishan and Kundu (1985; see also Spicer

1977, 1981). In direct analogy to the sawtooth oscillations seen
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in Tokamaks, the current is interrupted by the onset and

nonlinear growth of the m=l tearing mode. A difficulty with this

analogy is that the tearing mode is driven by an internal kink

instability, requiring that the system oscillate about the

threshold for this instability, q = i, where

q = rBz/LB 8 = CBz/21LJ z = (CBz/2_enLve)(Ve/V d) (5)

is the system safety factor. A cylindrical current channel of

radius r with uniform current density, Jz' is assumed here, as

for the Tokamak. B z is the magnetic field strength in the

direction of the current, and B8 is the azimuthal magnetic field

associated with the current. For solar parameters, however, q is

found to be orders of magnitude smaller than one and, therefore,

the oscillations cannot occur (the system is very unstable,

however). This mechanism may still be able to operate as

required if, instead of being distributed throughout a

cylindrical volume, the current is concentrated in a thin sheet

at the surface of the cylinder. The right side of Eqn. 5 then

becomes multiplied by the factor _(r/_r), where _r is the

thickness of the sheet, and, for the parameters used above, r

106_r _ 103 km is obtained for q = I. Hence, although the formal

analogy with the Tokamak disruption is no longer valid because of

the different current geometry, this mechanism may also be able

to provide the required interruption of the current heating.

3. Nonthermal Microwave and Hard X-ray Spikes

In the above mechanism for generating thermal hard X-ray

fluctuations the acceleration of electrons in the current sheet

is modulated as well. The rate at which runaway electrons is

produced is sensitive to the value of Ve/V _ = ED/E , where ED is

the Dreicer electric field. With _ = T-3-2, ED/E = T -I and thee

flux of accelerated electrons increases as the temperature in the
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current sheet increases. Hhen the heating is interrupted by a

sudden increase in resistivity, the rate of runaway production

suddenly drops. For the parameters obtained above (§2),

electrons can be accelerated to energies of up to 1 GeV. If the

particles are pitch angle scattered within the current sheet,

however (e. g., Holman, Kundu, and Papadopoulos 1982, Moghaddam-

Taaheri et al. 1985), the maximum energy will be smaller, _a few

MeV, since electrons with a perpendicular energy greater than a

few MeV have gyroradii that exceed the thickness of the sheet.

Microwave emission generated by the accelerated electrons is

not likely to directly mimic the X-ray fluctuations, since the

rise and fall of the microwave spikes is likely to be determined

by the growth and saturation of the emission mechanism. If the

emission mechanism is gyrosynchrotron masering (Holman, Eichler,

and Kundu 1980, Melrose and Dulk 1982, Sharma, Vlahos, and

Papadopoulos 1982; for a review of possible emission mechanisms,

see Holman 1983) a delay is also involved in the time required

for the accelerated electrons to propagate to a mirroring point

within the flaring loop. 0nly when conditions are right for both

the X-ray fluctuations and the masering will both be seen

simultaneously.

Generating the hard X-ray fluctuations at photon energies

below _i00 keV through nonthermal bremsstrahlung requires

modulating simultaneously, to within the time scale of the

fluctuations, electron acceleration within a large number of

current sheets. For a typical electron flux requirement of 1035

electrons/sec for !25 keV X-rays, at least 104 sheets are

required. For a typical sheet thickness of 100 cm, the total

thickness of the sheets is _i0 ks if the sheets are arranged

adjacently, well below ct r = 6,000 km (and on the order of vAt r,

where vA is the Alfven speed). Hence the sheets can in principal

be driven with the required degree of coherency. The
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interruption of the Joule heating within the sheets must keep the

temperature (or emission measure) of the thermal X-ray source low

enough so that it does not dominate the nonthermal emission.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of quasi-linear interactions on thick-target electron beams

in the solar corona are investigated. Coulomb collisions produce regions of

positive gradient in electron distributions which are initially monotonic

decreasing functions of energy. In the resulting two-stream instability,

energy and momentum are transferred from electrons to Langmuir waves and the

region of positive slope in the electron distribution is replaced by a

plateau. In the corona, the timescale for this quasi-linear relaxation is

very short compared to the collision time. It is therefore possible to model

the effects of quasi-linear relaxation by replacing any region of positive

slope in the distribution by a plateau at each time step, in such a way as to

conserve particle number. The X-ray bremsstrahlung and collisional heating

rate produced by a relaxed beam are evaluated.

Although the analysis is strictly steady state, it is relevant to the

theoretical interpretation of hard X-ray bursts with durations of the order

of a few seconds (i.e. the majority of such bursts).

I. Introduction

It is widely accepted that hard X-ray bursts observed during solar flares

are produced by the bremsstrahlung of non-thermal electrons, but relatively

few authors have considered the possible consequences of collective plasma

effects on the dynamics of thick-target electron beams. Considerable

attention has been paid recently to the importance of reverse current Ohmic

losses due to collisional resistivity (e.g. Emslie 1980), but the effects of

plasma wave generation resulting from beam instability (as described by quasi-

linear theory) have been neglected by most authors. Emslie and Smith (1984)

pointed out that the effect of Coulomb collisions is to produce regions of

positive gradient in electron distributions which are initially monotonic

decreasing functions of energy: this gives rise to the well-known "bump on
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tail" instability, and Langmuir wave generation is set up.

In this paper we examine the effect of quasi-linear relaxation on the

bremsstrahlung emission and collisional heating rate associated with an

electron beam in the corona. In Section 2, the quasi-linear equations and

their asymptotic solutions are discussed. In Section 3, the collisional

energy loss rate of an electron in a warm target is used to infer the evolu-

tion of the electron beam in a collisionally dominated thick target.

Numerical computations of the distribution function, with and without quasi-

linear relaxation, are presented. Computations of the corresponding hard

X-ray spectra and heating rates are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we

compare our results with those of previous authors and consider their

implications.

2. The Quasi-linear Equations

In the following we will assume that the source region is a homogeneous

fully ionized hydrogen plasma. The beam electrons will be assumed to be non-

relativistic and to be streaming in one direction only: for simplicity, pitch

angle scattering will be neglected. In order to simplify the quasi-linear

equations, only Langmuir waves propagating in the streaming direction will be

considered.

Let f(v) and W(v) denote respectively the electron velocity distribution

(differential in velocity space) and the energy density in Langmuir waves

(differential in phase velocity space). Then the quasi-linear equations may

be written as (Melrose 1980)

+v]df - _ _v v W(v) (I)
dt mn

_f
dW _ --_mD v2W(v) ___v (2)
dt n

where m is the electronic mass, n is the ambient density and mp is the electron
plasma frequency. In general, d/dt denotes the total (i.e. advective) time

derivative. We will now argue that, if there exists a region of positive slope

in the electron distribution (i.e. positive 3f corresponding to wave growth)

then quasi-linear interactions will dominate over Coulomb interactions in the

corona. The wave growth rate associated with equation (2) is

_w = _ _p v2 _f (3)
n 3v

Now consider the situation shown schematically in Figure i in which a beam

distribution is superimposed on a background Maxwellian, a region of sub-

stantial positive slope lying between v I and v 2. Putting

3f _ f (Av = v 2- Vl) and defining3v -- Av

n I - f dv _ f Av

v I
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f(v)

fp

I Ii,I !

vA v I v 2 v B v

Figure i. The form of the combined electron distribution giving rise to

the "bump on tail" instability. A region of positive slope lies between

velocities v I and v 2. The plateau of the relaxed distribution is defined

by the three parameters VA, v B and fp.

the growth rate may be written as

Yw =

while the eolllsional damping rate is given by (Ginzburg 1961)

Yc _ 7 %n i0_ _ 70
(4)

where T is the electron temperature, and the logarithmic factor has been set

equal to a constant with T _ IoTK and n _ 1010 cm -3 (i.e. typical coronal

values). From equations (3a) and (4) we obtain, assuming Av _ v (a

reasonable assumption in practice),

Yw /T _3A

r : 2500nlt ) .
(5)

The value of n I depends principally on the total injected electron flux. For

fluxes of the order of lol9cm-2s -I (fluxes as large as this are required by

the thick target interpretation of some hard X-ray bursts) it turns out that

nI _ 106 cm -3. Putting T _ IOTK and n _ iO I0 cm -3 as before indicates
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that r _ 105 , so that the timescale for quasi-linear relaxation is extremely

short compared to the collision time. This justifies the omission of

collisional terms in equation (i) and enables us to model the effects of

relaxation by applying the asymptotic solution of equations (i) and (2) (in

the chromosphere, F << i, so that the effects of quasi-linear relaxation may

be neglected in that region).

The quasi-linear equations can only be solved numerically. Grognard

(1975) obtained a solution of the one-dimensional quasi-linear equations

including spontaneous emission terms, with the initial conditions of zero

wavelevel and a Gaussian electron distribution. As expected, the asymptotic

solution for f(v) is a plateau in velocity space. However, Grognard points

out that the time for the plateau to be formed is considerably longer than

asymptotic solution is only valid for times T _ iOO/Yw: this does not,

however, alter our conclusion that quasi-linear interactions dominate over
Coulomb interactions in the Corona.

Although a numerical treatment of equations (I) and (2) is essential

for studying the details of the relaxation process, the asymptotic value of

the wavelevel may be readily determined for any given initial distribution

f(v, O). Melrose (1980) obtained such an asymptotic solution in the case of

a delta function velocity distribution. An explicit calculation of the wave-

level to be expected is important because of the (possibly observable) plasma

radiation it excites. In fact Emslie and Smith (1984), on the basis of their

calculation, estimated that the wavelevel would give rise to a microwaw_ flux

far in excess of that observed in a typical event, unless the microwaves are

strongly gyroresonance absorbed. A convincing explanation of this anomaly,

consistent with the thick-target model, does not yet exist.

3. The Evolution Of The Electron Distribution with Depth

We will assume that instability (i.e. wave generation) will always

occur whenever a region of positive slope appears in the electron distribu-

tion. The combined distribution function is given by

f(v) = fb(v) + fo(V) (6)

where fo is the distribution function for the background plasma and fb is
the distribution function of a vertically injected beam of electrons.

Following Knight and Sturrock (1977) we will consider the beam distribution

corresponding to the injected differential energy spectrum

Fo(Eo) (6 I) F E°°6-1= - (7)

oo (Eoo+ Eo)6

where Foo is the total injected flux (cm-2), and Eoo and _ are constants.

Neglecting pitch angle scattering, the instantaneous steady state electron

energy spectrum F(E) is given by the continuity equation

F(E) dE = Fo(Eo) dE o (8)

and the beam distribution function is given by
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i.eo

v fb(V) dv = F(E) dE

fb(v) -- mF(E). (9)

To evaluate Eo from any given E we require the beam electron energy loss rate.

It turns out that the relaxation process affects f(v) at energies of typically

a few kT (depending on the model parameters, such as Foo), and therefore it is

not self-conslstent here to use the cold target formula for the energy loss

rate assumed by, for example, Brown (1971). The energy loss rate of an

electron in a warm fully ionized target, taking into account only electron-

electron collisions (cf Emslie 1978), is given by

dE= 2_ e 4 _nA
nv (_(x) - 2x_' (x)) (i0)dt E

(Spitzer 1962) where £nA_ 25 is the Coulomb logarithm, e is the electronic

charge, x = (E/kT) I/2 and _ is the error function. Writing

_(x) = _(x) - 2x_'(x), K = 2_e _ £nA and defining the usual column depth
variable

N = n dz' = nz

O

equation (i0) becomes

dEd--N = - $(x). (IOa)

The numerical solution of equation (10a) yields Eo for prescribed E,N .

dEo/dE is then given by

where x° = (Eo/kT)_.

dE_.__o = E _(Xo) (II)

dE Eo _(x)

Using equations (9), (IOa), and (ii) we can evaluate f(v) (neglecting

the effects of quasi-linear relaxation) for any prescribed set of parameters

(Foo, Eoo , 6, T and n). Quasi-linear relaxation can be incorporated in the

scheme in the following way: if a region of positive slope is found in the

combined distribution, it is immediately replaced by a plateau which

conserves particle number. The three parameters which define the plateau

are, as indicated in Figure I, VA, vB and fp. These are (uniquely) defined
by the condition that

VB(f(v) - fp) dv = O. (12)

VA

Although there are three unknown parameters, only one of these is independent:

they may all be readily determined numerically. The smoothed-out distribution

function minus the background Maxwellian can then be taken to be the new

Fo(Eo) , and the distribution function F(E) corresponding to the subsequent

N-step can be evaluated as before. Eo- E is thus the energy lost by an
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electron in a single N-step. If Eo lies in the plateau region then

m Fo(E o) = fp- fo(Eo). (13)

Otherwise, Fo(Eo) is given by the function F(E) as evaluated in the previous

step.

In Figure 2 we present numerical computations of the combined distribu-

tion function f(v), for typical thick-target parameters, at a depth of

1021 cm-2. The plateau formed by relaxation extends from 13keV to 130keV.

' " ' ' ' I i , , , ! i , , l

IO-'

f(v)

4 5 6 7 IJ | iO I Z 3 4 | I T • | IO !

E

Figure 2. The combined distribution function for the model parameters

7 ii 3 19 2 1 TheT = i0 K, n = I0 cm- , Foo = i0 cm- s- ,Eoo = 20keV, 6 = 4.
h 21 2column dept is i0 cm- . The dotted line shows the plateau formed by

i 3 I 1relaxat'on. (f is measured in electrons cm- (cms-)- and E is

measured in keY.)

4. The Bremsstrahlun_ Emission and Heating Rate

Figure 3 shows the local bremsstrahlung spectrum corresponding to the

distribution function shown in Figure 2 (the non-relativistic Bethe-Heitler

cross-section, averaged over solid angle, was used). The dotted line shows

the spectrum obtained by including quasi-linear relaxation. It may be seen
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Figure 3. X-ray bremsstrahlung emissivity spectrum corresponding to the

distribution function shown in Figure 2. (dj/dc is measured in photons

cm -3 s-I keY and c is measured in keV.)

that relaxation has relatively little effect on the X-ray spectrum.

Qualitatively, the emissivity is reduced in an energy range corresponding

roughly to the plateau region in the electron distribution: the reduction

is never more than about 50%. If the X-ray emissivity is integrated over

the source volume, the overall effect of relaxation on the spectrum is much

smaller: the reduction is < 10%.

The above results are in qualitative agreement with those of Hoyng,

Melrose and Adams (1979). They may be attributed to the "filtering" property

of the Bethe-Heitler cross-section. What this means is that the source

function f(v) is very sensitive to small perturbations on the photon spectrum.

Conversely, different electron distributions can give rise to bremsstrahlung

spectra which are almost identical (cf Brown 1975, Craig 1979).

In Figure 4 the collisional heating rate is shown as a function of column

depth with the same beam and source parameters as before. The dotted line

again indicates the case in which quasi-linear interactions are included.

There is a considerable reduction in the heating rate for N _ 1020 cm -2
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Figure 4. Collisional heating rate as a function of column depth with the

same beam and plasma parameters as before. (IB is measured in ergs cm -3 s-I
and N is measured in cm-2.)

(_ 50% at N = 1021 cm-2): this is to be expected since energy is being lost

from the beam in the form of Langmuir waves. These waves are then damped and

thereby heat the plasma: the total energy deposition rate is therefore greater

than that indicated by the dotted line in Figure 4. The bremsstrahlung

efficiency is consequently reduced and greater fluxes of electrons are

required to explain hard X-ray bursts on the basis of a thick-target inter-

pretation.

5. Discussion

As indicated previously, our results are consistent with those of Hoyng,

Melrose and Adams (1979). These authors used a rather different technique,

involving a Legendre series expansion of the three-dimensional quasi-linear

equations. The form of the initial particle distribution was similar to that

considered in this paper. It was found that bremsstrahlung spectra were not

greatly affected by quasi-linear relaxation. It is quite likely, however,
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that the total energy requirement of the thick-target model (with the

inclusion of quasi-linear effects) may depend critically on the form of the

injected electron spectrum. Our choice of a modified power law was governed

by the aim of reproducing power law photon spectra, while at the same time

having an acceptably small beam density to plasma density ratio. As mentioned

previously, Melrose (1980) evaluated the asymptotic wave energy density in the

case of a delta function injected particle distribution and sho_ed that the

particles eventually lose two thirds of their initial energy to waves. We

would therefore expect the effects of quasi-linear relaxation on the energy

requirement and the beam lifetime to be quite substantial in this case. For

the beam and plasma parameters assumed in this paper, however, it appears that

wave-particle interactions have an observationally negligible effect on the

integrated bremsstrahlung emission.

There remains the problem of determining the wavelevel generated by a

thick-target electron beam - this requires the numerical solution of the quasi-

linear equations with collisional damping terms. The wavelevel so obtained may

exceed the threshold for strong turbulence, with important consequences for the

stability of both the beam and the reverse current (Vlahos and Rowland 1984,

Rowland and Vlahos 1985).
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ABSTRACT

Energetic solar flare particles, both electrons and protons, must survive

the turbulent environment of a flaring loop and propagate to the lower corona

or chromosphere in order to produce hard x-ray and 7-ray bursts. This plasma

turbulence, often observed in soft x-ray line widths to be in excess of 100

Fun/s, is presumably capable of efficiently scattering the fast flare parti-

cles. To some degree this prevents the free streaming of accelerated parti-

cles and, depending on the amplitude of the turbulence, restricts the particle

transport to diffusive propagation along the length of the loop to the target

chromosphere. In addition this turbulence is capable of performing additional

acceleration on the fast particles by the second order Fermi mechanism. For

compact flares with rise times < 2s, the acceleration effect is small and the

propagation of the particles is governed by spatial diffusion and energy loss

in the ambient medium.

A time-dependent diffusion equation with velocity-dependent diffusion and

energy-loss coefficients has been solved for the case where energetic solar

particles are injected into a coronal loop and then diffuse out the ends of

the loop into the lower corona/chromosphere. The solution yields for the case

of relativistic electrons, precipitation rates and populations which are

necessary for calculating thick and thin target x-ray emission. It follows

that the thick target emission is necessarily delayed with respect to the

particle acceleration or injection by more than the mere travel time of the

particle over the loop length. In addition the time-dependent electron

population at the top of the loop is calculated. This is useful in estimating

the resulting _-wave emission. The results show relative timing differences

in the different emission processes which are functions of particle species,

energy and the point of injection of the particles into the loop. Equivalent

quantities are calculated for non-relativistic protons.

1. Introduction

Short bursts of energetic solar radiation are frequently ascribed to

energetic particles precipitating onto the lower corona or chromosphere after

being accelerated higher in the corona. The duration or rise time of these

bursts (x-rays or y-rays) bears upon the acceleration time of the particles

(electrons or protons/ions). However, the duration and rise time of the

bursts of precipitating particles is also affected, sometimes greatly, by

their propagation to these denser regions of the solar atmosphere.
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Many of the papers presented in these volumes focus upon the nature of

the brief or rapid fluctuations in x- or y-ray emission from flares, and it is

the aim of this paper to consider the effects of particle propagation on these

observed rapid fluctuations. Without such a discussion incorrect conclusions

about acceleration processes can be drawn from the time profiles of these

bursts. One of the major findings of the SMM program is the discovery of a

new time domain for bursts or spikes of hard x-rays and y-rays. Bursts have

been observed in x-rays on the order of tens of milliseconds (Kiplinger et

al., 1983) while bursts of 7-rays have been as short as _ 1 second (Kane et

al., 1985). These _imes are on the order of the travel times of electrons or

The propagation of electrons in a solar flare also affects the nature of

_-wave emission. The _-wave opacity of a coronal loop or a flaring region is

a strong function of electron density and thus altitude. The controversy as

to whether _-wave and x-ray emissions are results of the same electron popu-

lation is further complicated by the fact that one initial population of

electrons can spatially fractionate due to propagation effects which then

leads to different signatures in x-rays and _-waves due to the spatial depen-

dence of the emission process.

A variety of scenarios exists for how particles once accelerated and

injected into a coronal loop make their way to a region where they can emit

observable radiation. The model chosen for study here is a simple one where

particle propagation is separate and distinct from the acceleration process.

Such a distinction is not clear for stochastic acceleration processes such as

shocks and second order Fermi acceleration. In those cases, the propagation

of particles is intimately linked to their acceleration. The problem

of time scales in the related processes of stochastic acceleration and spatial

diffusion is discussed by Schlickeiser (1985). In the environment of a solar

fl_re where the spatial _cale, magnetic field strength and ion density are 2 x

i0- km, 100G and 10-cm -_ respectively, the product of the spatial _iffusion

time constant and the stochastic acceleration time constant is 80 s-. Thus,

if we restrict the discussion to the spatial diffusion time scale of 2 s, it

implies that the acceleration time scale is 40 s making acceleration a minor

feature in the propagation of particles within the loop. Thus, for these

brief events the subsequent transport of particles after rapid acceleration

involves negligible additional acceleration.

2. Model

We can analyze theoretically the transport of particles within a coronal

loop after a rapid episode of acceleration, where the time domain of interest

is under 2 seconds for the buildup or peaking of particle precipitation or the

transport of electrons to optically thin regions of the corona. This model

describing the particle transport and the rates of interest (e.g., precipita-

tion rates, etc.) is a one-dimensional diffusion equation with an energy

dependent diffusion coefficient and energy loss term.
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To pose the basic problem simply, we assume that a coronal loop contains

a uniform distribution of thermal material and is connected at both ends to

the chromosphere. A distribution of particles is impulsively injected at an

arbitrary point within the loop whereby the particles diffuse within the loop

according to an energy dependent diffusion coefficient which is independent of

time and space. The particles diffuse along the length of the loop away from

the point of injection or acceleration. The diffusion process itself is one

of elastic pitch angle scattering of the particles off an MHD wave field. We

have assumed here no specific origin of the wave field, which could be any-

thing ranging from an ambient wave field produced by photospheric turbulence

to a wave field generated by the particles themselves.

In the process of diffusing, these energetic particles emit x-rays,

y-rays and p-waves as the electrons and proton/ions interact with the ambient

material and magnetic field inside the loop. When the electrons and/or

protons reach the footpoints of the loop, they emit a burst of x-/y-rays.

Similarly, when the electrons reach an optically thin point in the loop, they

emit observable _-waves. The material inside the loop which is responsible

for the initial thin target x-/y-rays also serves to slow down the energetic

particles through collisions with ambient thermal electrons. It is therefore

necessary to follow the population of energetic particles in space, time and

energy as they diffuse away from an assumed impulsive injection or

acceleration. The case of finite duration injections can be handled by

integrating the solution of the impulsive injection case over the injection

time interval. If, however, the scattering wave field is due to the energetic

particles themselves then the diffusion coefficient must also be time depend-

ent. This complication is not addressed here.

The basic equation is the following

_f _ 8f _ _.(E)f = Q (I)
_t _x K (E) _x +

where f = distribution function of particles,

x = distance along loop,

K = diffusion coefficient,

= energy of particle,

E = energy loss rate for collisional deceleration and

Q = injection profile.

We take Q = 6(x - x')6(t)S(E) where S is the input particle distribution and

then (i) can be solved with the boundary conditions f = 0 at x = 0,Z, where

is the total loop length. Using a Laplace transformation in time and by

expanding in eigenfunctions in x (i) yields

2 . m_x' . mwx

f(x,x';E,t) = Z _ szn-_-- szn-_-- exp(-nm(E,E'))S(E'). (2)
m
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Here E' is determined by the slow down relationship

t + E = 0(c)I
-_E

(3)

and

[E' _- m211"2

E') =/ De K(g) _ de. (4)
nm(E, jE

The quantity E' is thus the particle energy projected backward in time to

t = 0. Integrating over x space, the total loop population is

4 1 . m_x'

f(E,t) = _ S(E') Z --m sln-_--- exp(-nm(E,E')) (5)

m = 1,3,5,...

The total flux of particles diffusing out the ends of the loop is the quantity

f(E,t) = K(E) (Vf(x=0,E) - Vf(x=£,E)) (6)

which is

4w m_x'

= _Z K(E) S(E') Z m sin _ exp(-nm(E,E'))-

m=1,3,5,...

Other quantities of interest can be calculated similarly.

(7)

Two cases of interest can be investigated, that of (i) relativistic

electrons where the energy loss is constant (as is the diffusion coefficient)
and (2) _ 20 MeV protons which are sub-relativistic (K _ E - and E _ E-').

The energy dependence of K is only due to velocity differences, i.e. the mean

free path of the particle is taken to be constant. As will be seen, the

results are similar so that the relativistic electron calculation can be taken

to be representative of the basic physics.

X-rays and y-rays can be emitted by electrons and protons, respectively,

from both the regions of precipitation at the ends of the loop and from the

interior of the loop where tenuous thermal material resides; _-waves on the

other hand might very well only be emitted from the highest parts of the loop

which are presumably optically thin. Appropriate time profiles for such

emissions can be derived by calculating the population or population flux of
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the parent particles for various injection positions and material densities

within the loop.

Figure 1 _'s a plot of total particle precipitation rate with an input

spectrum of E -_'5 at t = 0. These profiles would be identified with total

instantaneous thick targe x-/7-ray emissions. Here particles are injected at

the midpoint of the loop (x/E = %) and at x/£ = % and 1/10. The time axis is

normalized _go the characteristic diffusion time of the particles T d =

(_(E)./_212) and the density effect is included as a parameter T_/T where T
• Q_ c-i c

= E/E. The vertical axis, i.e. precipitation rate, is in unlts of z. norma-

lized to the total injection population. Values of Td/Z are 0, 1 an_ 5 which

represent respectively, the case with no material inside the loop, the case

with a quantity of material such that energy loss competes with diffusive

losses and the case where energy losses dominate.

Curves with equal T_/T show that the peak precipitation rate is solely a
o c

function of injection positlon but the actual time of peaking is weakly depen-

dent on the ambient density. The density effect is mostly seen in the ampli-

tude of the precipitation in the latter half of the pulse. The earlier

peaking of the curves for smaller x'/£ show that particles diffuse preferen-

tially out the closest end of the loop, the distance to which is strongly

related to peak time. In terms of the dimensionless quantities T_/T , there
is little difference between the curves for relativistic electrons _nd sub-

relativistic protons.

Figure 2 is a similar plot where the precipitation rate for each loop end

is shown separately. This sort of time profile would be expected from obser-

vations by an instrument which could spatially resolve two emission points.

The density effects here are seen as a variation in the amplitude of the

precipitation rate at the far end of the loop. The relative peaking times

again are only a function of position. The loop end closest to the injection

position shows the greatest precipitation and the closer the injection point

is to the end, the earlier the peak in the precipitation rate. The peak time

of the precipitation out the farthest loop end is not sensitive to the injec-

tion position as the particles must diffuse rather uniformly through the loop

to produce any significant precipitation at the remote site. This time is

roughly the same for all cases, i.e., Td.
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Figure I. Total particle precipitation rate versus time for various injection

positions and loop densities, where the time axis is in units of the charac-

teristic diffusion time. The precipitation rate is in dimensionless units of

inverse diffusion time, and the loop densities are parameterized by T the

collisional slow-down time and then normalized to the characteristic diffusion

time. An injection position of2x_/£ = i/I0 means that energetic particles in
this case with a spectrum of E are injected at one tenth the way from one

end of the loop to the other. Also shown are the corresponding curves for 20

MeV protons which have a different energy dependence for collisional braking.

Figure 2.

in3ection positions of i/i0 and 1/4.
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The particle precipitation rate for opposite ends of the loop for

Curves are shown for the precipitation
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rate at the loop end nearest the injection point and the loop end farthest

from the injection. There is almost two orders of magnitude difference

between the rates at opposite ends of the loop when particles are injected

very close to one end. Collisional braking further suppresses the rate at the

far end due to the greater time required to diffuse to the far end.

We expect that x- and T-ray emission comes not only from the footpoints

of the loop, but also from the interior of the loop due to the non-zero matter

density. This thin target emission will be proportional to the number of

particles still within the loop. In Figure 3 is the total loop population as

a function of time plotted along with the precipitation rate illustrating the

relative rates of thin versus thick target emission. These are plotted for

the case where x'/£ = ¼ and Td/T = I. Also shown is the ratio of these two
• . C

quantltles. It should be noted again that the emission physics is not in-

cluded in these calculations but the total emission will scale by the quanti-

ties shown. The ratio of loop population to precipitation reaches a constant

value as time approaches T_. At this time particles have uniformly distribu-

ted themselves throughout £he loop and from that time forward the precipita-

The positionaltion rate is simply proportional to the loop population.

dependency at t = 0 has been lost.
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Figure 3. Total precipitation rate representative of thick target emission

processes and the time behavior of the total particle population representa-

tive of thin target emission processes. The ratio of the two quantities is

also shown where thin target emission dominates at the very earliest times due

to the fact that no particles have diffused to the ends of the loop. Also

shown are equivalent curves for the 20 MeV protons.

Figure 3 has other relevancy if the whole contents of the loop is op-

tically thin to p-waves. In this case the thin target emission and the p-wave

emission will follow the total loop population. The total loop population, of
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course, peaks at t = 0 as would the _-wave emission in this case. The pre-

cipitation produced x-rays peak at a later time, a function of x'/_.

If the case exists, however, that only part of the loop is optically thin

to _-waves, specifically the top quarter of the loop, then the emission will

follow the particle population in that top quarter of the loop. This is shown

in Figure 4 again with the accompanying precipitation profile for the case of

x'/£ = i/i0 and for a few values of Td/T c. In this configuration the x-ray

flux (precipitation) will lead the _-wave flux (population) since the injec-

tion point is closer to the loop end than to the top of the loop.

IO _ ' _ x'//=,/,O I 0"1

o i o.oi 8

"5

"_' 0.I (g-- 0001 --

0.01 ' 0.0001
000, 00, 0t i ,0

Time ('F d )

Figure 4. Total precipitation rate representing hard x-ray emission and the

time behavior of the electron population representing _-wave emissions at the

very top 1/4 of the loop (presumed to be optically thin). The material

density inside the loop has little impact on the relative timing of the two

emissions.

Parameterizing all these curves in terms of T. and T is a useful exer-

cise even though we expect significantly different cprofiles from sub-

relativistic protons as opposed to relativistic electrons. But in terms of

these quantities the profiles are very similar as seen in Figures 1 and 3.

Thus the energy dependences of any of these profiles are imbedded in the

scaling of the axes. A different profile, though, is to be expected if K

exhibits an abrupt change of form. This would occur for mildly relativistic

electrons as they interact with whistlers at lower energies and MHD waves at

higher energies.

3. Discussion

Since second order stochastic acceleration occurs due to the same scat-

tering or diffusion process, it is possible that acceleration is not negligi-

ble compared to spatial diffusion effects. However, this is true only when
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the mean-free path is very short compared to loop length in which case the

particles are accelerated efficiently but do not propagate beyond the

acceleration region. If in fact, the turbulence in the flaring loop is not

associated with the acceleration of the energetic particles, the particle

transport is truly decoupled from the acceleration. In this scenario episodic

acceleration could occur in one region of the loop and then the particles

which escape this region into the remainder of the loop are the ones described

by the above formalism. The turbulence necessary for the diffusion approxima-

tion to be valid could then come from three potential sources, photospheric

turbulence propagating upward and cascading to larger K values, flare generat-

ed waves or waves excited specifically by the fast particles. Particle

excited waves would allow for scatter-free propagation of electrons prior to

the development of a sufficient intensity wave field to isotropize the

distribution. Thus it would be possible to achieve the very short time scale

phenomena observed by Kiplinger et al. (1983), yet the majority of the

particles would obey diffusive transport once the wave field develops. This

is consistent with the observations of Kiplinger et al., (1983) as these short

(< 50 ms) bursts of x-rays are infrequent occurrences with an energy content

far less than the total x-ray flux. The majority of hard x-rays and y-rays

reside within a time envelope which has a longer time scale than that of the

very shortest spikes. These could be photons from a majority of particles

which obey diffusive propagation while the infrequent but rapid spikes derive

from particles (electrons) which freely propagate to the loop footpoints

before a sufficient scattering wave field develops.

The concept of diffusive transport of energetic particles within a

fla_ing coronal loop is an attractive one in that we assume that the flare

environment is turbulent and noisy, a likely situation. This contrasts with

precipitation models based on simple strong pitch angle diffusion at a single

point while the remainder of the loop is quiet, e.g. (Zweibel and Haber, 1983;

Kawamura et al., 1981). It is unfortunately difficult to verify the existence

of the MHD wave field necessary for pitch angle scattering over such a large

spatial extent. Large scale turbulence (> i00 km/s) is commonly seen in

broad soft x-ray lines but this normally takes place very early in the event.

If the wave field is generated by the fast particles, only a small fraction of

the particle energy density is required in a small range of wave number

resonant with the particles. This may be entirely unobservable. However,

this can be observed in situ at the Earth's bow shock (Lee, 1982) where fast

ions generate the waves necessary for their own acceleration in the environ-

ment of that shock.

In summary, the physics of short time scale phenomena must take into

account the effects of particle transport between the times of particle

acceleration and production of observable radiation. Diffusive particle

propagation effects are capable of producing a number of timing features seen

in solar flares by varying geometrical parameters such as the length of the

loop, the relative position of the particle injection and the position of the

portion of the loop optically thin to _-waves. If such a transport concept is
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used as a working model in hard x-ray, _-wave and y-ray emission, then the

time profile of these emission processes become diagnostic tools in probing

the interior of flaring coronal loops.
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ABSTRACT

The nonlinear coalescence instability of current carrying

solar loops can explain many of the characteristics of the solar

flares such as their impulsive nature, heating and high energy

particle acceleration, amplitude oscillations of electromagnetic

emission as well as the characteristics of 2-D microwave images

obtained during a solar flare. The physical characteristics of

the explosive coalescence of currents are presented in detail

through computer simulation and theory.

Canonical characteristics of the explosive coalescence are:

(1) a large amount of impulsive increase of kinetic energies of

electrons and ions,
(2) simultaneous heating and acceleration of electrons and ions

in high and low energy spectra,

(3) ensuing quasi-periodic amplitude oscillations in fields and

particle quantities,

(4) the double peak (or triple peak) structure in these profiles,

A single pair of currents as well as multiple currents may

participate in the coalescence process, yielding varieties of
phenomena.

In particular, double sub-peak structures in the quasi-periodic
osillations found in the time profiles of two solar flares on

June 7,1980 and November 26, 1982 are well explained in terms of

the coalescence instability of two current loops. This interpre-

tation is supported by the observations of two microwave sources
and their interaction for the November 26, 1982 flare.
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1. Introduction
The solar flare phenomenon is a manifestation of an explosive

release process of energy stored in the lower corona, involving
the plasma heating up to 5xlO_K, the acceleration of charged

particles up to the order of the rest mass energy of electrons

and ions, as well as the production of electromagnetic radiation

from the radio band to F-ray wavelengths. (for a previous summary

of solar flares, see Svestka, 1976;Sturrock, ed.,1980;Priest,1982).

After launching of the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) and

Hinotori satellites, it becomes clear from the observations of
hard X-rays and F-rays that the electrons with energies up to MeV

as well as ions with energies up to GeV can be simultaneously

accelerated within a second during the impulsive phase of a solar
flare, ln a particular flare (03:12UT of June 7,1980) the r -rays

showed a quasi-periodic amplitude oscillation which

closely correlated with the quasi-periodicity in both microwave

bursts and hard X-ray bursts.
Direct observations in soft X-rays (Howard and Svestka, 1977)

showed that in the active regions there exist multiple coronal

loops which might carry plasma currents. The interconnecting
coronal loop might be a quite important physical process for

energy release in the solar corona.

Recently, the observations of the interacting coronal loops
which lead to solar flares have increased in various kinds of

observations from H_(Kurokawa et ai.,1985), radio (Nakajima et

al.,1984,Kundu, 1985) as well as hard X-ray (Machado, 1985).
In order to explain the rapid quasi-periodic particle

acceleration of both electrons and ions observed in the June

7,1980 flare, (Tajima et ai.,1982,1985) showed that the most

likely mechanism for the impulsive energy release in solar
flares is the current loop coalescence instability (Finn and

Kaw, 1977,Pritchett and Wu,1979).
It has been shown that by simulation and theory(Tajima and

Sakai,1985) that during the coalescence of two current loops, the

magnetic energy stored by the plasma current can be explosively

transformed to the plasma heating as well as the production of

high energy particles within a transit Alfven time across the

current loop (which is about 1_I0 seconds for appropriate radius

of the loop) through the magnetic reconnection process.
Furthermore, the energy release can be achieved with quasi-

periodic fashion whose periodicity depends on plasma parameters

such as plasma beta ratio (_), the ratio Bp/BT between the

magnetic field, Bp produced by the plasma current and BT the
potential magnetic field, as well as the colliding velocity of
two current loops that is determined mostly from the initial

total plasma loop current.

The plasma can be heated up to 60 times of the initial

temperature and the electrons and ions can be accelerated
simultaneously by the transverse electrostatic field which can be

produced during the explosive coalescence process.

The present paper is to show results obtained from current
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loop coalescence plasma dynamics with applications to solar
flares. The current loop coalescence itself is similar with Gold
and Hoyle model (1960) and emerging flux model (Hayverts et al.,
1977) in its morphological spirit of the model. However, the

details are quite different from each other. In particular,

Tajima and Sakai (1985) presented the physical basis of such a

morphological model, i.e., the physics of magnetic reconnection

process, as well as particle acceleration mechanism. We found

basically two types of magnetic reconnection, namely, slow and

explosive processes: the reconnected magnetic flux a_ is

proportional to t_(m>1) the slow reconnection process and a_ is

proportional to (to-t7 _ (m>0), in the explosive process. We also

found in the ensuing stage the quasi-periodic reconnection with

quasi-periodic acceleration during the coalescence of current

loops.

2. Physical Characteristics of Current Loop Coalescence

In the problem of solar flares, the reconnection of field-
lines is believed to take place due to finite resistivity. The

paper based on a boundary layer analysis by Furth, Killeen, and
Rosenbluth found an instability (the tearing instability) which

grows at a growth rate f=CT_ _TA_ _/;

Sweet and Parker, on the other hand, obtained a steady-state

solution which has a narrow x-point angle; the time scale _sg of

reconnection is characterized by _e=_C_/_e)_C_/b)_1_,where---- --
2L is the length of the impinged plasma, and are the
densities inside and outside of the singular layer. Petschek

similarly obtained a steady-state solution which has a large x-

point angle; the reconnection time scale Tp is independent of

resistivity,q_-a_ _o .The time scale of reconnection due t_ _hemechanism of the Sweet-Parker process is characterized by 6TM ( =

_^/_),while that of Petschek is by _. It may be said that the
paper by Furth et al. is appropriate for situations of

spontaneously growing tearing modes, while the papers by Sweet et

al. are for problems of driven reconnection, although the

distinction is yet to be clarified in more precise scientific

terms.
Since the paper Furthet al. was published, a considerable

amount of literatures have been written which further

investigate the nonlinear processes of the tearing instability. A

paper by Rutherford discussed nonlinear secular growth of a
single tearing mode, while a paper by Drake and Lee found the
collisionless equivalent to the Rutherford regime. The Rutherford

time scale _ is characterized by _-'_C_A_C_) _, where C is a

constant less than unity, B_ is the shear field, and _ the
reconnecting flux. Carreras, Rosenbluth, Diamond et al. discussed
nonlinear stages of many tearing modes with different helicities
(i.e., on different rational surfaces), emphasizing mode
couplings. With more than one helicity, the coupling is
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inherently three dimensional.

It has been recognized that the processes of magnetic

reconnection are quite different depending upon whether

reconnection is driven or spontaneous. For the spontaneous cases,

as we briefly reviewed in the above paragraph, the current sheet

becomes unstable against the tearing instability evolving from

the unstable magnetic configuration. It is customary to argue

that the Rutherford regime follows the linear stage and then the

highly nonlinear mode coupling stages come into play. There are

natural disturbances such as solar flares and geomagnetic storms,

in which some of the observed time scales of the entire process

of explosive phenomena are as small as the Alfven time. The

scenario for reconnection based on spontaneous tearing has to

confront the observed rapid reconnection processes, although the
nonlinear stages of spontaneous reconnection can be quite rapid,

as reviewed in the preceding paragraph. In this case, one has

to maintain the unstable configuration in equilibrium long enough
to reach the disruptive stage. On the other hand, driven

reconnection is much faster and therefore quickly enters the

nonlinear stage. This is one of the reasons why the driven

reconnection has been studied by many authors.

In order to rapidly convert magnetic energy into kinetic one

by a substantial amount, it seems necessary that the bulk of

magnetic energy has to participate in the conversion process:

the resistive heating at the x-point alone is to meager. This is

because the available magnetic energy at the x-point is small by
itself. On the other hand, the ideal MHD instabilities such as

the kink instability and the coalescence instability are the

processes that involve the bulk current redistribution in a
matter of the Alfven time scale.

In the present paper we pick the coalescence instability as

the primary instability to investigate its nonlinear

consequences, we do so because (1) although it is an ideal MilD

instability for drive in the linear sense, it would not

nonlinearly evolve if there is no resistive (non-ideal MHD)

effect; (2) therefore, it can involve a large amount of

conversion of magnetic to kinetic energies in a short time; (3)

it is essentially a two-dimensional instability, thus more

amenable to thorough analysis of the fundamental processes of the
instability. It is interesting to observe that with this two-

dimensionality restriction we still find an explosive process as
we shall see. The coalescence instability starts from the Faddeev

equilibrium, which is characterized by the current localization

parameter _c : The equilibrium toroidal current (in the z-
z

direction) is given as Jz=Bc_k(1-_¢)(cosh ky +_cos kxY z. The para-

meter d_ varies from 0 to 1 with small E_ corresponding to a weak

localization and _ close to unity corresponding to a peaked
localization; in the limit of E_--_ 1 the current distribution

becomes delta function-like, The rate of reconnection was that of

Sweet-Parker for small6¢, while the reconnection rate experiences

two phases for larger a. (but smaller than 0.8). This emergence of
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two phases is similar to the case of the driven reconnection. The

intensity of coalescence and the rate of subsequent reconnection
are controlled by just one parameter, the current localization

(_.). In this problem there is no ambiguity as to the nature of

the driver in contrast to the reconnection driven by external

boundary conditions. For the case with _ =0.7, the second phase
showed the reconnected flux increasing as t _ with 1<_<2.

(Brunel-Tajima scaling) This indicates that the more the current

localizes, the faster the reconnection becomes.

As seen in the next section, for the case with_=0.85 we found

more rapid reconnection called explosive reconnection, in which

the reconnected flux_ increases as ( t o - t) -¢/3 . (Tajima-Sakai
scaling)

2.1 Summary of Simulation Results

We combine both a MHD model and a kinetic model of

simulation. The results from these two different models are

consistent in basic points, but are complementary in many

detailed aspects. The kinetic simulation model we adopt here is

the electromagnetic particle code with 2- dimensions.

The MHD simulation model we use is the MHD particle code with
!

2_ dimensions. The MHD particle code is robust in applications to

problems even with strong turbulence, flows, convections, and

density depression. This is helpful because the present problem

involves fast (explosive) reconnection, strong density depression

and compression, and strong flows.

Results from the electromagnetic particle model are now

discussed. Figure 1 displays the typical time history of various

field and particle quantities observed in our simulation in which
after the initial transient (up to t=4_{lin the code unit to be

explained in the following section) the phase of coalescence of

two magnetic islands commences. It is seen in Figs. l(a)-(c) that

around t=27 the magnetic and electrostatic field energies shoot

up explosively as well as the ion temperature in the direction of

coalescence (the x-direction).The unit of computational time is

omitted hereafter whenever it is unambiguous. It is also seen in

Figs. l(a)-(c) that (1) after the explosive increase of the field

energies and temperature this overshooting results in synchronous

amplitude oscillations of all these quantities with the period

being approximately the compressional Alfven period; and (2)

superimposed on these overall amplitude oscillations is a

distinct double-peak structure in the electrostatic field energy

and the ion temperature. Although we are interested in analyzing

the entire episode of the run including the initial phase and the

post-explosive phase, we focus particularly on the explosive

phase of the coalescence. We replot Figs. l(a)-(c) into Figs. l(d)-

(f) to find the way in which these quantities increase toward the

catastrophic point. We find from Figs. 1 (d)-(f) that (1) the

magnetic energy explodes as (t o -t)-_; (2) the electrostatic

(to-t) -_ ; and (3) the ion temperature in theenergy explodes as

coalescing direction explodes as (to-t) --_/3 until saturation due to
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overshooting sets in, where t v is the explosion time measured
here to be to._27(_L) in this run. Figure 2 presents the time
history of various field quantities and temperatures in the

course of the early formation and the coalescence with the

toroidal field being such that _Bz/meo=_=0.2c_. In Fig. 2(a) both
the magnetic field energy and the ion temperature in the
direction of coalescence (x) show that after the early (t_3 _J)

rise which corresponds to the magnetic islands formation by

tearing a long relatively dormant period (t=3-22) sets in,

followed by a stage (t=22-27) rapid and huge increase in these

quantities. It is also evident that after the rapid increase

(t_27) sa!ient amplitude oscillations ensue due to overshooting.
It is to be remarked that all the other quantities shown in Fig. 2

(a)-(e) closely follow the pattern of Fig. 2(a) with their

characteristic events simultaneously occurring. It is also noted

that the amplitude oscillations of the temperatures (Tzx and T_zas

well as %_ and %z) and the electrostatic field energy have a

structure of marked double peaks. The valley of the double-peak

structure coincides with the peak of the magnetic field energy

amplitude. As mentioned in Sec. 1, it is important to notice that

the rapidness of the increase of each quantity differs and that

each quantity explosively increases characterized by a certain

definite, but different, index of explosion(i.e.,the exponent to
the time measured backward from the point of explosion time)

until the saturation stage sets in. Tile stop of rise (t 2) of

each quantity in Fig. 2(a)-(e) corresponds to the completion of
islands formation. The following quiescent period (3<t<20)

corresponds to the stage where the formed islands slowly attract

each other. The rapid explosive rise (t_20) marks the commence-

ment of the explosive coalescence. The following stage of ampli-
tude oscillations correspond to the "breathing" (or pulsations)

of coalesced islands (compressional Alfven oscillations). The

induced electric field E_ explosively increases when there is

rapid flux reconnection during the explosive coalescence and then
oscillates as the magnetic flux in the coalesced island is com-

pressed and decompressed.
Some of the above findings can be given by a qualitative

explanation. Since we shall discuss the explosive phase in

greater detail later, we try to pay attention to the amplitude
oscillation phase in particular here. Once two current blobs

coalesce, they are bound by common magnetic flux. The larger

coalesced island continues to vibrate. Within the coalesced

island the colliding two plasma blobs cause turbulent flows which

dissipate their energy quickly into heat, thereby reducing the

amplitude oscillations of temperatures and field. As a result as

we shall see, the momentum distribution of plasma electrons and
ions exhibit an intense bulk heating and acceleration of the

tail. The heating in the poloidal direction (x) is due to

adiabatic compression and decompression of the coalesced current
blobs. The eventual bulk heating is a result of turbulent

dissipation of counterstreaming instabilities. The heating in the
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toroidal direction is due to heating/acceleration by the
inductive toroidal electric field which is several times the

classical Dreicer field and the vexB acceleration. The double
peak in the time development of the temperatures occur just

before (t=tiN2V) and after (t=t_29) the maxima of magnetic field
(t=t2_ 28). In Fig. 3 schematic sequential pictures of plasma

dynamical behavior during coalescence are shown. At t=tl the

magnetic (JxB) acceleration of ions becomes maximum so that the

magnetic flux the behind the colliding plasma blobs as well as

the plasma blobs are themselves strongly compressed. This plasma

compression causes the first temperature peak at t=t t . After this
maximum acceleration phase ions aquire substantial velocities

along the direction of collision so that they detach from the

magnetic flux against which ions have been compressed. This

result in an expansion phase (t=tz) of ions, and hence in an

adiabatic cooling of the plasma as the magnetic fields obtain

maximum values. The process reverses after the maximum of the

magnetic fields at t=_29_ I, which gives rise to the second

peak of the temperature.
The high energy tail particle acceleration of ions and

electrons may be qualitatively discussed here. The tail formation

is probably due to a combination of localized electrostatic field

acceleration across the poloidal magnetic field and magnetic

acceleration of the poloidal to toroidal directions.

Electrons are magnetized and are carried away with the

accelerating magnetic flux, while bulk ions are accelerated by

the JxB force. On the other hand, the high energy ions are
produced and dragged by the charge separation created near the
compressed flux. The difference of motions between ions and

electrons around t=tt causes a strong localized shock-like

electrostatic field, E x. which propagates with a phase velocity

of the structure Vp =_. This vpxB acceleration causes the
formation of high energy particle in the toroidal direction. By

this acceleration process, ions and electrons are accelerated to

relativistic energies in opposite directions along the toroidal

magnetic field.
Next we present the simulation results of the case of multiple

coalescence process(Fig. 4).A number of islands are induced as the

crowbar current is turned on. An interesting phenomenon here is

that these islands begin to coalesce one by one to form slightly

larger ones. In turn, these larger islands coalesce further into
still larger islands. Finally, we are left with only two (big)

islands that more resembles two sheets of plasma. Eventually

these two islands also coalesce into but one. In this multiple

coalescence process, the early stage presents many less regular

or spiky time profiles of fields and particle quantities. As time

goes on, larger and more organized time profiles of these
quantities come to dominate. Eventually, large scale oscillations
are observed in Fig. 5 , which are set off after the final two
islands coalesce into one. This is, therefore, a similar process

to the previous two islands coalesce process. In this particular
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choice of parameters heating and acceleration of particles are

more intense than the previous case. Corresponding energy
distributions (spectrum) show a longer and more populous
tail,indicating a harder spectrum. However, the basic feature of
two (for perpendicular) and three (for the z-directional

distribution) distinct distribution regimes is still unchanged,
implying the same heating/acceleration mechanism at work. When

we inspect the electron z-direction distribution, the highest
energy of the tail oscillates as the overall coalesced island

vibrates. On the other hand, the maximum ion energy of the tail
in the z-direction, although also oscillating, is less sensitive
to the island vibration.

Results from the magnetohydrodynamic particle models are

presented hence. Fig. 6 shows kinetic energy and the reconnected

flux upon coalescence as a function of time for the case with

_=0. 85. A theoretical curve (to-t) -_is superimposed on the

simulation result. During the phase of the rapid increase of

reconnected flux (t=50-90_ c__) the simulation result matches

reasonably with the theoretical curve. Beyond t=90_ c;l the
increase begins to be mitigated due to a saturation effect (the
flux depletion).

Figure 7 displays the case with E_=0. 7. The reconnected flux

increases rapidly with _ _t_(m_l. 9). It is,however, less rapid
than the case with _ =0.85. The released energy is also less in

present case. The case with_=0.3 was treated, where _o<t TM with

m=l. Thus, it is clear that as increases, the process of

reconnection becomes faster, changing from the Sweet-Parker rate
to the Brunel-Tajima rate to the explosive rate. It is also

remarkable that the explosive increase of reconnected flux during
the coalescence is observed in the MHD simulation as well as in
the kinetic simulation discussed earlier.

The structure and its evolution of the plasma and magnetic
fields during the coalescence are examined.

These signatures are consistent with our hypothesis (a) that

the reconnection takes place by the mechanism of Sweet and
Parker for coalescence with Ec=0.3. The signatures found in

_c=0.3, on the other hand, imply that the reconnection process is

not that of Sweet and Parker. lt shows instead that (I) the

reconnection angle at the x-point has enlarged ; (2) a

high density spot near the x-point is formed ; (3) the

reconnected flux increases faster than the Sweet-parker process
( _ t_ with m _ 2). These are consistent with our further

hypotheses (b) that the reconnection is through the process of

Brunel, Tajima and Dawson for coalescence with @c =0.7. Later

(t=160), the system approaches saturation when most of the flux

available has reconnected as seen in _c=0.7 (at t=140 for this

frame) and the high density region shifted from the x-point to
the coalesced island hedge. The flow is randomized.

To supplement our kinetic simulation in order to make

comparison with the MHD particle simulation, we present a run

starting from the Faddeev equilibrium. In this case the
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equilibrium is the same as the MHD particle run, although the
parameters such as the collisionless skin depth are different
because of the difference in model.

Figure 8 presents the pattern of the plasma and fields of the

case E_ =0.85, where we see faster and explosive reconnection
(Fig. 6 7. We are advancing our third hypothesis (c) that the
coalescence with6_ =0.85 is explosive whose reconnection process
is to be characterized by the present paper. In frames of Figs. 8
(a)-(d) (t=50) one sees the coalescence behavior before it becomes

explosive. Although, in Figs. 8(a) and (b), in particular, one can
detect some deviation from the Sweet-Parker type for _ =0.3, it

is qualitatively similar to the E¢ =0. 3 case and the _¢=0.7 case
at this stage= ! ...... 8 (el and (f) (t=75), we now see
significant deviations in pattern from the cases with less A
much wider reconnection angle than the previous ones is observed
in Fig. 8 (e). From these observations it can be argued that the
widening of the reconnection angle has to be accmopanied by fast
or explosive coalescence.

2.2. Theoretical Model of Explosive Coalescence
As shown in the previous section, the current sheet of nearly

one-dimensional structure is formed in the explosive stage of the

coalescence instability. As the coalescence proceeds further, the
magnetic field structure approaches an x-type (Petsheck type)
configuration. We assume that_x>>_,_z , in which x is the
direction of coalescence, while y is the direction of poloidal

magnetic field line and z is the direction of plasma current. We
treat the external plasma dynamics of the explosive stage as a
one-dimensional problem.

As we shall see in our separate paper(Tajima and Sakai,1985), in
one-dimensional limiting case of two-dimensions, we get

essentially the same results as we obtain in this section.
We start from the two-fluid model equations of plasma and the

Maxwell equations, neglecting the displacement current. We assume
the adiabatic law of states for both electrons and ions. The

basic equations read as follows:

On---'_i"F V . (njvj) "- 0 (17
Ot

rnjnj-"_- = njej + --c x Vpj, (21

V x B = _ njeiv i,
c (3)

i

V .:E = 47r__,niej, (41

i

1 OB

v x E = (s)
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_t_'÷ vj • Vpj + "Tpjdivvj = O,
(6)

of
the

where j denotes the species of particles and _ is the ratio

heat capacity which is related to the degree of freedom of

system_ as _=i +_.

During coalescence, there is no specific scale length. The

scale length characterizing the current sheet varies continuously
in time without deformation of global structure of current sheet.

If one looks at the evolution of the system locally in time (in

the neighborhood of t=ts), the system undergoes the rapid field

and temperature swelling, compression of plasma and the size of

the current sheet, change of the reconnection angle etc. in a

certain specific fashion which was detailed in Sec. 2. If one
looks at the same system locally in time a little later (in the

neighborhood of t=t#+t_), the system undergoes these changes with

different magnitudes, but still in the same specific fashion.

That is, the relations (laws) that govern the explosive

coalescence themselves are invariant under the change of time

scale. This was the manifestation of the presence of

self-similarity in the system during explosive coalescence.

Such a physical situation may best be described by self-

similar solutions in which scale factors vary continuously. We

introduce scale factors a(t) and b(t) as follows,

Vex _ -Z, (7)
a

(8)

where a dot represents the time derivative. An ansatz is imposed
here that the velocities are linear in x. The linear dependence

on x of the velocity implies that ions and electrons stream in

the opposite direction around the center of current sheet, x = 0.

The scale factors a and b will be determined from the above basic

equations. From the continuity equations of electrons and ions,
Eq. (I), we obtain

ne "- no�a, (9)

nl = ao/b, ( 1 O)

where n o is a constant. Equations (9) and (10) show that the
densities of ions and electrons are nearly homogeneous in space

and vary only in time during coalescence. The self-similar
solutions obtained here are local solutions in space whose

physical process dominates near the current sheet. We therefore
neglect the higher order terms in space proportional to x a and

higher hereafter. The current Jz in the sheet is nearly

constant. This means that as ni is nearly constant, _3 is also
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approximately constant in space. Neglecting the term with x _ in
Eq. (3), we obtain

= c a ' (1 1)

where we assumed the magnetic-field B_ varies as B_=Bo(t)_. where
is the magnetic field scale length. This ansatz is consistent

with the assumption that the sheet current is constant in space.
From the y-component of Eq. (5) and the z-component of equation

of motion for electrons Eq. (2) we obtain

BO = 2C_ -_'

=2 _Bo(Op
E_,_ + _--_- =o,

(12)

(13)

where

@v_°,) = _ e.e_.E,o,
at m_

x2

E,= _o(t)+ Ez,(t)_.

(14)

Equations (12) and (13) yield

Bo.___o (15)
Bo(t)= _,

where Boo is a constant. From the z-component of equation of
motion for ions, we get

= !E.o.
at m_

From Eqs. (14) and (16) we have

(16)

u_o) me v(o).= --_ c= (17)
rn_

From Eqs. (15), (17) and (11),we get for v_[_ and E..

u(o) = _ cBoob
CZ

4_cn Aa 2 _ _ ' (18)o (_+ ,,)

E.= Boo_' _.°Bo° d( b )_ +
Q (19)

Assuming that the electrostatic field Ex varies like E_=Eo(t)x/A.
we obtain from Poisson's equation (4)

Eo = 4_eno_ _- • (20)

Furthermore, the equations of state for electrons and ions give
rise to
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Poe Poe x2 (2 I)

a'7 2a'I+2 A2 '

Pol Pol x2 (22)

Pi = b'-_- - 2b_+"----2A":"

We now go back to the x-component of equations of motions for
electrons and ions in order to obtain the basic equations for

a(t) and b(t). If we neglect the small terms of the order of the

mass ratio m_/m_, we obtain

Bo2o Poe
2

a i)-= - 2 " "1- - ' (23)
47rmcno I a" rncnt_ 2a'7

Fur the rmore,

i. e. , a = b, by adding Eqs. (23) and (24)
2

fi= v_ -I- c--:-5
A2a2 A2a_'

where

2 (I_ _b rnino12b'f'P°i (24)= %i _)+

assuming that the plasma is quasi-neutral n =n ,

(25)

B°2° ,nd 2 = (Poe+ Po4

In Eq. (25) the first term of the RHS corresponds to the J x B
term. This is the term that drives magnetic collapse. The second
term corresponds to the pressure gradient term. This term may
eventually be able to balance the magnetic compression (collapse)
when %"= 3. The condition _" = 3 means that the plasma compression
takes place in a nearly one-dimensional fashion so that the
degree of freedom of the system _ becomes unity. When _" = 3, we

obtain

= v_ c2
-- A2a'_-'_"l-.A--_a3" (26)

When _' = 2(:f = 2), on the other hand, we obtain

a = -d) (27)
_20.2

Once the behavior of the scale factor act) is determined from

the above equations, we obtain various kinds of physical
quantities as follows, in the quasi-neutral plasmas, and
neglecting the mass ratio (me /m_-_,0),

Boo z
B_ = a2 I (28)

E,, = k, eA a 3 e),a4no] I
(29)
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Boo&z 2 Boomer& (30)

E, =- ca3A - 41rrLoe2Aa2

cBoo (31 )

fez = - 4,'renoAa

& (32)
Vix --" Vex -- --X

a

no
n_= no=-- (33)

6

where the electrostatic field E_ in the quasi-neutral plasmas is
determined from the equation of motions for ions, not from
Poisson's equations.

From Eqs. (28) and (29) we find as important result that in
the explosive phase Ca 0) the electrostatic field E_ (a-3+ a-_)

grows more rapidly than the magnetic field (B_ a-2) does. This
effect comes into playing a pivotal role for high energy particle
product ion.

Now we investigate the global time behavior of coalescence by
making use of the first integral of Eq. (26). Equation (26) may be
rewritten as

a= av(4
aa ' (34)

where the effective (Sagdeev) potential V(a) is given by

= + c 2

-  z 2a2,
where the
potential"
schematic

(35)

first term may be reminiscent of the "gravitational
while the second of the "centrifugal potential." The

graph of the effective potential is drawn in Fig. 9
The value a which satisfies V(a,) = 0 is given by

2

al = _'_. (36)

The minimum of the potential, _:a, obtained from 9V/_a = 0 is

--u_ (37)

at a = 2a,= c_/v_. The potential becomes deeper when the ratio of

the kinetic to magnetic energy densities _ = c_ /v_ approaches
zero. This means that the driving force J B is dominant

compared with the pressure term. The first integral of Eq. (34) is
given by

a2 4
-- 22 a _2a----'_+ £, (38)

where _ is the initial (Sagdeev) "energy" (dimension: 1/time 2 )

in space of stretching factor a.
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2
2u_ + ¢._.L (39)

As seen from Fig. 9 , the explosive magnetic compression

corresponds that the scale factor a(t) rapidly changes in time by

orders of magnitude and vanishes. We may call this an explosive

magnetic collapse. Such an explosive collapse can be realized (1)

when the effective potential has a sharp and deep potential well

and this means that _ = c_/v_ is very small; (2) when the initial
total energy /2 is nearly zero. On the other hand, when E/2 is

close to -_:_, we have oscillations near the potential minimum

and no explosive collapse.

If the total energy is given in Eq. (38), we can find
period Tcs of nonlinear oscillations by integrating Eq. (38)

[ at._ ¢IdgTo, = 2 . 3-- 1/2

7r A
= 2 _ = 21r£-3/_t_,

where a,, , a_= are roots of the equation which gives a = 0:

and ts = _ /V A .

period T_;_ as

the

(40)

2

2v_ cs =0, (41)
as+ 2

In the limit of _->-V,:,, we find the minimum

Tmln -- 2_rflal2t A. (42)

Equation (40) indicates that the period Tos of nonlinear

oscillations becomes longer when _ tends to zero.
Let us examine the time history of various physical quantities

based in the qualitative time behavior of a(t) derivable from the

effective potential V(a). The magnetic field energy is

proportional to B_, which is given by

B_ = B°% z 2

If the scale factor a becomes smaller,

maximum is given by

B_ must increase. The

OB_ _ O,
ot

which yields a = O. namely a = a_l After the "maximum, B]

decreases again and reaches minimum at a = azz. The oscillatory

behavior of the magnetic field energy is schematically drawn in

Fig. 10 The period of the oscillation is given by Eq. (40).

The electrostatic field E is given by Eq. (29). The time

history of the electrostatic field energy, which is proportional
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to E_, is analyzed by investigating

OE---_2== O.
Ot

This condition is equivalent to

Eo=O,
(43)

or

aEo= o, <44)
at

,.: v2 Po_
where _o(t) - ex_-_+_'-_. The first condition E,= 0 occurs at a =

a 3 = P__ /m_nov _ = c_/v_. The second condition_o/_t=0gives two
conditions, namely

(i) a = O, which occurs at a = a_1 ,a,2

(ii)
a = a4 -- . "_ _.,_

The above considerations give us the schematic time history of

electrostatic field energy E_ as drawn in Fig. 11. Figure 11the

indicates a triple-peak structure in the electrostatic field

energy. When the plasma _ is small, a 3, a_ are close. In this

case, the triple-peak structure in the electrostatic field energy

would become double-peak structure. The maximum value of the

electrostatic field, E_, achieved at a = a_ is given by

E==x=_,4, e_ c_A:O"le_p3A"

The induced electric field Ez is given by Eq. (30), which shows
that E becomes zero, when a = 0. E_ changes its sign around

£ = 0 because a = 0 is the point where the magnetic field
achieves maximum or minimum.

Next, the time behavior of ion temperature T_x is examined. In

the early stage of coalescence, the plasma should be

adiabatically compressed. However, as the magnetic field energy

increases near the peak and approaches the peak, the ion flow

energy becomes dominant over the thermal energy. From the

consideration that v_ gives maximum or minimum, namely_v = 0,
we find two conditions for the extrema; (i) vx = O, which gives

a, (ii) _ = O, which gives

a5 = _2. (46)

we estimate_/hen the explosive coalescence takes place (_= 0 ),
the condition (46) as

a'-as ... 2 c_

3 p2A "
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After a = ay, the kinetic energy must decrease, which means that
the plasma is in the state of colliding phase. The
above considerations give us the schematic time history of the
ion temperature, which is shown in Fig. 12 Figure 12 shows a
double-peak structure in the ion temperature. In the limit of

quasi-neutrality, we can estimate the dominant term governing the
explosive phase where the adiabatic compression is predominant.
The temperature T is given by T = P / n , while the dominant
term in pressure changes in time as P_ a -_ when _ = 3, P_ _Y when

= 2, while n_ a-I Therefore we find

T = Pin-- _('_= 3)

= 1/_3(. = 2).

Fur the rmore,
namely the initial total energy
example, if

order of the transit Alfven time t A = _/ vA,
total energy E by making use of Eq. (40) as

(47)

(48)

of the

plasma
We investigate in more detail the explosive phase

coalescence in a case that we can neglect the effect of

pressure: it only acts as a saturation mechanism. However, if we
take _" = 2, the pressure does not take the role of a saturation

mechanism as seen in Eq. (27). In the explosive phase, therefore,
we can neglect the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (26);

= v_ (49)
_20. 2 "

we need a second condition for explosive collapse,
must be close to zero. For

the oscillation period of magnetic energy is of the
we can estimate the

(5O)To+, = 2_-3/2t_ 2 _ tA,

which gives

~ (2_)2/3
t_ " (51)

The solution of Eq. (49) with small E is given by

a(t) _- (9_'/2( vA _/s 2/z 0(_'),
,_, ,-_', (to-t) + (52)

where we neglect the order of E , to is the explosion time. Once
the solution a(t) is given by Eq. (52). we can find the various

physical quantities as follows, which is valid in the explosive

phase of the coalescence;
2 x

Uz = 1Ui= -- ?Jc: -"

3 (to-t)' (53)

n = ,',.+= n, = (2),/z ,_2/3,_o
v_/3(to-t)2/3 '

(54)
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2 r/_i z

9 (to-t)2' (55)

(2_/3 Bootl/3z
By = ,_, _",/a,.t.o- t)4/3'

2 (2_213 BooAII3_ 2 2(2_ I13 Booc

ez= o_ +
The explosion time to is related to the initial

From Eq. (53) we find the initial velocity v_o at t = 0 as

ao 2x
t;zo -- --Z "- --_I

ao 3to

where ao , ao are the initial values of a,
Eq. (58) we find

to = 3 _o"

(56)

(57)

condition.

at t = O.

(58)

From

(59)

where ao must be negative when magnetic collapse occurs. On the
other hand, a and a are related to the initial total energy as

when the pressure term is neglected.

Eqs. (59) and (60)

to _---_ aoV_o tA "

If t---_ O, we obtain

(60)

from

(61)

Combining eqs. (55) and (56), we find an important result that in

the explosive phase the electrostatic field Ex_ (% -t) -_ more

rapidly grows compared with the magnetic field B_ (t_ -t) -_
This fact becomes very important when we consider the high energy

particle production by E during the explosive phase of the

coalescence.

Let us compare the theoretical results obtained here for the

explosive phase with the computer simulation results. The global
structure of the magnetic field energy, electostatic field

energy, ion temperature in the x-direction observed in the
simulation is well explained by the theoretical model obtained

here. Especially, the double-peak structure in the ion

temperature, and the triple-peak structure in the electrostatic

field energy are also observed in the simulation (see Figs. 1 and
2). Table 1 summarizes the results of comparison between the

theory and the collisionless simulation.
In Table I we show the index m of explosiveness (the

exponent to the time (to-t)-m). Table I shows a good agreement
between simulation and theory in the electrostatic energy. When

the ttoroidal field becomes comparable the poloidal field (Br/ Br

= 1 case), there appears two-dimensional motion, plasma
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Table I

Lndices of E=plosson [exponents to the l/(to-t)] DursnE Coal©scence

Oet=O Oet=O.2_pe Oet=l.O

LzxLy=i28x32 L_xLy=I28x32 LzxLy=128x_2

[h_ l.zxg=Z56x32

_u_y Isl-nds]

Oet=2-O

LzXLy=128x32

No for==ustlon

of islemds

Magnetlc

Energy (S)

s- (T)

Electrostatic

Energy (S)
5

z_ (T)

Ion Temperature

ID ,--_lrec_ioD(S)

Tsx (T)

4

4

0/3

4

4

N/a

N/A

N/A

E_-_lossve

Time (S)

t o

Canpresssonal

Alfv_n

Oscillation(S)

Period

TOS

27_; I

inccuspressibilit7 is usuned. DeriTation frc_ ob_crTatlon

might be due to plasma rotation in Oet=l case.
S is for slnu|stion results and T for t_eory.

19n_ 1 _-/_

N/A
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rotational motion , which makes a more complex electrostatic

field configuration. When B_/ Bp = 1 , the magnetic
time behavior of field energy also deviates from the one-
dimensional analysis for the same reason. For the ion temperature
we find its explosiveness from Eq. (47) as

l 1
T _ -- ~ (62)

a4 (to- t)8/s
when _ = 3. The above scaling also is close to the results
Obtained in the simulation, except for the case of B_/ Br = 1.

Figure 13 shows the spectral intensity S(k,w ) obtained from
the simulation run that corresponds to Fig. 2. Since the spectral
intensity is integrated over time, the most intense period of
various modes is most heavily weighted. For most of modes this
intense period corresponds to that after the coalescence. Thus,
it becomes necessary to recalibrate the plasma density and
magnetic field strength, etc. at that stage. These recalibrated

eigenfrequencies are indicated near the edge of the frame of
Fig. 13 We observe that the lower hybrid range frequency
contains strongest spectral intensity, followed by the
compressional Alfven modes that correspond to the coalescence and

ensuing oscillations, and the plasma oscillations (w_e_). The
frequency happens to be outside of the frame so that we do not
know if they are prominent or not.

Finally, comments in the effect of non-quasineutrality are
due. In the explosive phase, we can neglect the effect of
pressure terms in Eq. (23) and Eq. (24):

5 = -wpe _2a2, (63)

2( b / (64)"- t_p_- ] -- - •
a

From the analysis of numerical calculations of Eqs. (63) and (64),
we can conclude that b is slowly varying in time during the
variation of a. Therefore if we use the result of b_- bo=const, in

Eq. (63), we find the effective potential V(a) as

av(a)

aa

-  ,pe , -
The schematic graph of the potential is given in Fig. 14. Here we
write the effective potential including the effect of plasma
pressure. The curve that incorporates the pressure effect is
shown as the broken line near a = 0. Figure 14 shows a second

minimum at a = am_which is caused by the effect of charge
separation. When the J x B force dominates, the charge separation
effect is unimportant. Such is the case of explosive phase of
coalescence (where charge neutrality is maintained to a good

degree). However, after the coalescence in the late stage of
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amplitude oscillations, the J x B force becomes weaker. Then the
charge separation may become important. In this stage electrons

can be trapped and oscillate in the potential well near the
second minimum in Fig. 14 The electrostatic field oscillations

are similar to the dipole oscillations near the current sheet.

Such dipole oscillations may be able to radiate the

electromagnetic wave (w_f_ or _e_), if the plasma is not
evanescent. The simulation results obtained show certain high

frequency oscillations in the frequency range of __ , _,, . The
detailed comparison will be reported elsewhere. Once other
effects such as the two-dimensional curvature effect are included

, it might be possible to have additional minima in the effective

potential and thus for the system to be temporarily trapped in

the potential well and exhibit pulsations.

We have found that in the explosive phase of magnetic collapse

the electrostatic field can be explosively generated and more

rapidly grow compared with the magnetic field.

The explosiveness of the electrostatic field

E_ (to - t)-2 , and magnetic field BS_ (to- t)-% well agree
with the results obtained in the simulations (see Fig. 1 )

As shown later, the kinetic simulation finds that in the

explosive phase ions and electrons are simultaneously accelerated

in the z-direction, opposite each other. When a particle moves

across the magnetic field driven by the electrostatic field E

the particle can be accelerated in the direction (z-direction)

perpendicular both to the electric field (x-direction) and the

poloidal magnetic field (y-direction). This acceleration

mechanism was considered by Sugihara and Mizuno (1979). On the

other hand, Sagdeev and Shapiro discussed the same physics in

another point of view, namely the large amplitude wave damping

due to trapped electrons. These previous works are applicable to

the cases in which the large amplitude electrostatic waves can

propagate across the static magnetic field. In the explosive

phase during magnetic collapse, a similar situation can be

realized; now the magnetic field and electrostatic field can vary

in time and space.
Figure 15 shows the distribution functions of electrons and

ions in the coalescence simulation from the electromagnetic

particle code. In Fig. 15 we compare the distribution of

electrons and ions before the explosive coalescence with the
distribution after that.

It is clear that the distribution functions have very rapidly

changed during the explosive coalescence and strong heating of

ions in the coalescence direction has occurred during this time.

It is also observed that there is a very small but energetic

population of electrons has been created in the z-direction

perhaps due to the inductive acceleration. A similar pattern is
observed in the ion distribution in the z-direction with the

appropriate parity difference because of the charge difference

between electrons and ions. It should be noted that the explosive

coalescence produces extremely energetic ions which form a
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relatively flat and long plateau.

3. Current Loop Coalescence in Solar Flares

Recent observations of x-ray continuum emission, _ -ray line,
and continuum emission from solar flares with instruments on the

Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) and Hinotori satellites show that
energetic ions and relativistic electrons are accelerated almost

simultaneously with non-relativistic electrons during the
impulsive phase of solar flares. These observational results make

it necessary to revise the widely accepted hypothesis of particle

acceleration that energetic ions and relativistic electrons are

produced in the second phase a few minutes after the impulsive

phase (Wild et al., 1963; de Jager, 1969; Svestka, 1976).

Although Bai and Ramaty (1979), Bai (1982), and Bai et al. (1983)

revised the hypothesis as the secondstep acceleration taking note

of a small delay of r -ray line emission from hard x-ray

emission, Kane et al. (1983), and Forrest and Chupp (1983)

pointed out that such a small delay can be explained simply by

either the injection, propagation, or energy loss processes of

particles which are accelerated in a single step.

Recently Nakajima et al. (1983) and Kiplinger et al. (1983)

reported observations of quasi-periodic pulses with double sub-

peak structure seen in hard x-ray, _ -ray and microwave emissions

in the two intense solar flares of June 7, 1980 and June 21,

1980. We are interested in the close similarity between the

observed time profiles and those obtained with the computer

simulation given in the previous section.

We present the results of our analysis of the June 7, 1980 and

November 26, 1982 events, both of which are widely different from

each other in duration, source size, source height, etc., they

provide a stringent test for examining the validity of our model

of particle acceleration in solar flares in terms of the

coalescence instability. Our study shows that

observational features of the two events are consistent with the

results of our computer simulation.

3.1 Summary of Observations

(a) June 7, 1980 Event

The impulsive burst of the June 7, 1980 solar flare (Fig. 16)

has been investigated by many authors (Forrest et al., 1981; Kane

et al., 1983; Forrest and Chupp, 1983; Nakajima et al., 1983;

Kiplinger et al., 1983). We summarize below some essential points
from these observations.

(1) The burst is composed of seven successive pulses with a

quasi-periodicity of about 8 seconds. Each of the pulses in hard

x-rays, prompt P -ray lines, and microwave is almost synchronous

and similar in shape.

(2) The microwave pulses consist of double sub-peaks as seen
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especially in the second and fourth pulses in Fig. 16(a).
(3) The starting times of hard x-rays, prompt _ -ray lines,

and microwaves coincide within ±2.2 seconds.

(4) The time scales of acceleration for both electrons (up to

energies above 1MeV) and ions (above 10 MeV/nucleon) are less

than 4 seconds. The accelerations must occur almost

simultaneously.

(5) The height of the microwave source is estimated to within

I0 are sec above the photosphere (H_ flare; NI2 , W64 ). The
source has a small size of less than 5 arc sec in the east-west

direction and shows no motion.

The H_ photographs from the Peking Observatory (H. Chow,
private communication) add a new finding. The flaring region has

two structures that appear to be in contact with each other, one

stretching in the east-west direction and the other in the north-
south.

(b) November 26, 1982 Event

We briefly outline the characteristics of the Nobember 26,

1982 flare (Fig. 17 ). This event is of much longer duration than

the event on June 7, 1980, about 20 minutes compared to about I
minute. The microwave observations were made with the 17-GHz

interferometer at Nobeyama, Japan, and the hard x-ray observation

with the hard x-ray Burst Spectrometer (HSRBS) on SMM.
(1) The microwave burst is composed of three successive peaks

with a quasi-periodicity of about 6 minutes as indicated by

number 1-3 in Fig. 17(a).
(2) Each of the microwave peaks further consists of two sub-

peaks. The hard x-ray time profiles seem to coincide with the

microwave sub-peaks. The SMM hard x-ray data are available only

for the first peak.

(3) The microwave and hard x-ray emissions start almost

simultaneously within 10 seconds.

(4) The microwave source is composed of two sources, one at a
height of _ 10 _ km and the other at _ 3x10 # km. These values are

derived on the assumption that the sources are located directly
above the H_ flare (S10, W88).

Figure 17(b) shows the height of the two microwave sources as

a function of time. In the pre-burst phase (phase 1: 0220-0228
UT), the upper source appears at a height of _ 2.9xI0 _ km above

the photosphere and the lower one at _ 0.7xI0 _ km. In phase 2,

the lower source rises at a velocity of N 30 km/ s The main

phase (phase 3) started when the lower source reaches a height of

1. Sx10_km. It is suggested that the two sources collide with each

other at this time. In fact, a small up-and-down motion of
the lower source is observed in the main phase. The oscillation

period and peak-to-peak amplitude of the up-and-down motion are
min and N2xl0 3 km (significantly larger than the fluctuation

level due to the signal to noise ratio), respectively. After the
main phase, the lower source begins to go down towards its
previous position. On the other hand, the upper source rises
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gradually, though it remains at almost the same height until the
decay phase.

The observational facts summarized above, especially the
collision of the two microwave sources and the small up-and-down
motion of the lower source in the November 26,1982 event, suggest
that the current loop coalescence takes place. The existence of

two H_ bright components in the June 7.1980 event also supported
this interpretation.

3.2 Interpretation by Simulations
Two parallel current loops are unstable against the coalescence

instability. They are attracted by and collide with each other
and finally coalesce into one loop. Its nonlinear development can
release a large amount of poloidal magnetic energy associated
with the current loops into particle energies. We investigated
this process, i.e.,the global plasma dynamics, heating and
acceleration of particles,and so on, through computer simulations
as described in Chapter 2. Here, we made two different types of
simulations in order to experiment with a wide variety of plasma
parameters: one is a MHD particle simulation, and the other a
collisionless full-electromagnetic particle simulation, both of
which are two-dimensional in space across the plane perpendicular
to the current loops and three dimensional in velocity space.

(a) Explosive Coalescence --- June 7,1980 Flare
The case that two parallel loops have sufficient electric

currents so that they attract each other fast enough(in about one
Alfven transit time) was simulated using the collisionless full-
electromagnetic particle code.

The resultant time history of the electron temperature is
shown in Fig. 2. We can clearly see a quasi-periodic oscillation,
the period of which is about one Alfven transit time(8_d_l). The

cause of this oscillation is as follows: after explosive
reconnection of poloidal magnetic fields takes place at the X-
point between approaching current loops, the two plasma blobs
pass through each other and overshoot, resulting in repetition of
this process.

Fig. 2 also shows that the electron temperature oscillation is

characterized by prominent double sub-peak structure. The double
sub-peaks occur Just before and after each peak in the magnetic
field intensity. Just before a peak, the magnetic acceleration of
the plasma by JxB becomes strongest so that the magnetic flux
behind the colliding plasma blobs as well as the plasma blobs
themselves are strongly compressed. This plasma compression
causes the first sub-peak of the electron temperature. Then, the
plasma particles acquire velocities close to the Alfven velocity
along the colliding direction, so that they detach from the

magnetic flux against which they have been compressed, resulting
in an expansion and hence in an adiabatic cooling of the plasma

as the magnetic fields obtain peak values. After the peak in the
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magnetic fields, the process reverses giving rise to the second
sub-peak of the electron temperature.

A similar time history is obtained for the kinetic energy of

high-energy tail electrons and protons as well as for proton
temperature. The acceleration of the high energy-tail particles

is due to the VpxB acceleration mechanism, which can lead
simultaneous electron and proton acceleration within about
second. Since these processes accompany the local plasma
compression/decompression just before and after coalescence, it
is not surprising that the time profile of the microwave
emissions caused by high-energy tail electrons resembles that of

Fig. 2(d).
The result of this simulation can also explain the observed

period of the quasi-periodic oscillation of the June 7, 1980
event. The period( 4 sec) which is estimated with source size (_5
arc sec), magnetic field(~200 Gauss: Kiplinger et a1.,1983) and
emission measure(_10 _ cm _ from the GOES soft x-ray data).

We discuss the energy spectrum of electrons and protons, after
the explosive coalescence of two current loops. The energy
spectrum consists of three components; (a) background thermal

component due to the adiabatic heating, (b) intermediate component
due to inductive electric field, (c)high energy component due to

the VpxB acceleration. Fig. 18 shows the energy spectrum without
the background thermal component which was reproduced from the
previous figures given in Chapter 2.

The intermediate non-thermal component has_ 2 as the power-law
index near the peak, while near the valley the spectrum becomes

more soft. The global structure of the electron energy spectrum
is consistent with observations. (Kane et al., 1984; Kiplinger et

al., 19841
The spectrum for ions is shown in Fig. 18b in which two cases are

given. The one is just after the coalescence(T=28_g_) and the
other is at T = 40_( _ • As seen in the figure, the spectrum
becomes harder which means that the number of high energy proton

increases. The range (b) and (c) for protons corresponds to the
production of observed _-rays.

Finally, we make brief comments about the energy spectrum in
the multiple coalescence. The global behavior consisting of three
energy components is still the same as the two loop coalescence
(see Fig. 19 ). The maximum energy obtaind by Vf x B acceleration

depends on total released energy. Therefore the bigger flare can
produce stronger -rays and neutrons.

(b) Slow Coalescence November 2G 1982 Flare

Nhen two parallel loops have insufficient electric currents or
are not well separated and hence the attracting force of them is
weaker than that of the previous case, reconnection of poloidal

magnetic fields during loop coalescence becomes slower. (However,
this reconnection rate is still faster than what would be

predicted by a classical tearing theory (Furth et a1.,1963)).
This case was also simulated using the MHD particle code. Figure
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7 (a) shows the temporal development of plasma kinetic energy
(the electron pressure energy) during the coalescence. Also shown

in Fig. V (b) is the time history of the integrated reconnected
magnetic flux through the X-point (case shown in Fig. 5(a) in

Bhattacharjee, et al., 1983) Note that a slight amount of
oscillations of reconnected flux can be seen around the straight
line. Again we can see the oscillatory behavior with double sub-
peak structure in both time histories, though it is less
prominent compared with that of the explosive coalescence case
presented in the previous subsection. The period of oscillation
is about 5 times the Alfven transit time.

The obtained time history resulting from the simulation is
explained as follows. In the case of slower reconnection, the two

plasma blobs do not pass through each other but are pushed back
by the pressure of the magnetic field compressed between the two
loops. This motion is repeated resulting in the damping
oscillation shown in Fig. 7 (a). The amplitude of the oscillation
in this case is less prominent compared with the previous case.

The observed plasma kinetic energy oscillation exhibit a
structure quite similar to the microwave time profile of the
November 26, 1982 flare as shown in Fig. 17(a). The source size of
the November 26 flare is about 10 times larger than that of the
June 7 flare. We therefore estimate the calculated period of the
oscillation to be 5 x 4 x 10 = 200 sec, assuming that the Alfven
velocity is about the same for both cases. This period is close
to the observed period of about 6 minutes. Note also that in this
case the flow velocity is much below the Alfven velocity in

agreement with the observational fact that the 40 km/s colliding

velocity of the lower loop is much smaller than the Alfven
velocity of _ 10 _ km/s.

The results obtained from computer simulations of the
coalescence instability of two current loops are in good
agreement with observations of two widely differing flares. The
key characteristics which are well explained are the simultaneous
accelerations of both electrons and ions, and the double sub-peak
structure in quasi-periodic pulses. The double sub-peak structure
is more pronounced when the currents in the two loops are
sufficient for the explosive coalescence to occur. This case
corresponds to the June 7, 1980 flare. When the currents are
insufficient for the fast coalescence, the double sub-peak
structure is less pronounced. This case corresponds to the

November 26, 1982 flare. In addition, we have the observation

suggesting the collision of the two microwave sources for the

November 26,1982 event.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

In the preceding chapters we have shown fundamental

characteristics of current loop coalescence plasma dynamics and
compared them with solar flare observations. The current loop

coalescence has been successful in explaining several important

natures of the impulsive phase as follows: (1)the sudden explosive

development in time profiles, (2) simultaneous acceleration of

electrons and protons up to several times their rest mass energy,

(3) plasma heating due to adiabatic compression up to several

times 10 K, and (4) quasi-periodic pulses of microwave, x-ray and
_-ray radiations and also double-peak structure in each pulse.

With regard to (2), it is noteworthy that the enegy spectrum of
accelerated electrons is almost consistent with observations.

Further, we have revealed that the energy release due to the

coalescence can be very explosive or relatively gradual depending

upon various physical conditions, the key parameters of which are

plasma ratio, colliding velocity (current localization and

peakness condition), and Bp / B v Thus this model is applicable
both to very "impulsive flares" and to "gradual flares", as is

shown in Chapter 3. Probably in impulsive flares such as the June

7, 1980 flare small current loops develop and interact with each

other in the lower corona, while in gradual flares such as

November 26, 1982 flare, large current loops whose to reaches

several 10 km in its height, develop and interact with each

other, whose current distribution might be comparable with the

distance of the two loops.

So far, we have argued that the quasi-periodicity is one of the

most important signatures of the two current loop coalescence,
because of its ideal situation. However, the quasi-periodic

pulsation is not a common phenomenon for the majority of flares.

In particular, the beautiful regularity such as seen in the June

7, 1980 flare has been rarely observed. Therefore one might claim

that the current loop coalescence in not a basic mechanism of

solar flares, even though in some specific flares it plays a

role. On the contrary, we believe that the coalescence is an

elementary process commonly occurring in the impulsive phase of
solar flares.

In Chapter 2 we have presented the result of a computational

simulation of multiple interaction of many current filaments in

addition to that of two current loop interaction. The multiple

coalescence exhibits many bursts that are more irregular than the

simple two current loop coalescence. In other words, it is very

difficult for us to find any regularity from the resultant time

profiles alone. We suggest that this is the case that happens in

most flares. As is easily expected, two dominant loops with

comparable current with each other may be (rarely) hardly

realized in flare-producing active regions where the photospheric

magnetic configuration and the photospheric motion are very

complicated.

As shown in the previous sections, the current loop
coalescence model has been successful in various observed points
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in the impulsive energy release stage. We have shown the many
characteristics of the coalescence dynamics as the element
process of current-current interactions which might be basically
of fundamental importance for the energy release process. We now
discuss the preflare stage in which multiple current-filament
structure as shown in Fig. 20 might be generated due to the

photospheric shear motions. The H, observations near the active
region imply that before several hours of the onset of the flare
there exists photospheric shear motion across the magnetic
neutral line as shown in Fig. 20 The photospheric shear motion
can give rise to plasma currents along the potential magnetic
field produced by the sunspots near the active region. If the
photospheric motions are associated with plasma vortex motion,
the current loop structure can be generated in the arcade-like
structure as shown in the figure.

As the shear motions proceed, the current density can increase
and the current loops might move up, associated with relaxation
of magnetic tension. Recent computer simulation (Wu, 1985)
suggests in the modeling of arcade-like preflare stage that the
current tends to localize by its pinching effect in the low
region. Recently, the preflare acceleration in the current sheet
moving up across the external potential magnetic field is
discussed (Sakai et al., 1985). Furthermore, the recent
simulation (Aydemir et al., 1985) of current generation in the
current loop with line-typing effect suggests the multi-current
filament structure with different helicity as shown in Fig. 21.
The multi-current filament system might ascend with increase of
the current density as well as current constriction into the low

region of the corona. In the low fi region the current
constriction can be enhanced and each current filament can be
well separated. If the current density continues to increase

further, such that the condition Be>BT can be realized, the
current loop coalescence can be set up. Of course, as se.en in the
multi-coalescence simulation, the not-well separated current
filaments might coalesce without a large amount of energy release
and can grow to high current density filaments before explosive
strong energy release. A similar situation can also occur in the
braized current filament system in Fig. 21.

Next we discuss the later phase after the current loop
coalescence in connection with the observed two Ribbon structure.

As discussed above, the flaring region might consist of multiple
current loops associated with ascending motions. As shown in the
figure, if the current loop coalescence happens to start locally
where the condition for the explosive onset can be satisfied in
the lower current loops, the sequential flaring might precede
firstly to the direction along the magnetic neutral line, as
observed in the recent Ha observation (Kurokawa et al. , 1985).
The reason why the sequential flaring proceeds along the arcade

might be due to geometrical structure or the fact that the meta-
stable filaments sit around in the same height in the corona. The
flaring loops move up slowly and continue to trigger the current
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20. Multi-loop coalescence process leads to the two-ribbon flare.

21. Current loop generation process (a) to (d)
with line-tying effect•
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loop coalescence with upper currect loops. The sequential flaring

on the upper loops can be observed in the H_ picture which shows
slow expansion motions far from the magnetic neutral line.

We need more investigations about current filament generation

in the preflare stage, in connection with the explosive current
loop coalescence process.
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ABSTRACT

Observations of the temporal evolution of loop BC in soft X rays in the

November 5, 1980 flare are reviewed. Calculations are performed to model this

evolution. The most consistent interpretation involving a minimum account of

energy is the following. Thermal heating near B gives rise to a conduction

front which moves out along the loop uninhibited for about 27 s. Beam heating

near C gives rise to a second conduction front which moves in the opposite

direction and prevents any energy reaching C by thermal conduction from B°

Thus both thermal waves and beam heating are required to explain the observed

evolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two analyses have been performed for the heating and subsequent evolution

of loop BC in the 1980, November 5 flare. The first was a beam heating

calculation by Duijveman, Somov and Spektor (1983; hereafter DSS). They

showed that beam heating could not explain the observed large increase in

density of the loop during the flare which requires continuous energy and/or

mass input after the impulsive phase. The second was an investigation of

observations supporting a thermal wave interpretation by Rust, Simnett and

Smith (1985; hereafter RSS). They used observations of a weak contour from

bands i-3 (3.5-11.5 keV) of the Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS) to

infer the presence of a conduction front moving out from B along loop BC. It

was noted in RSS that the electron beam of DSS arrived at point C at about

22:33 UT and thus the contours immediately after this time could be influenced

by a beam component.

Our approach is to examine the observations to determine what constraints

they place on a model. We employ our flux-corrected transport (FCT) code

(Smith and Harmony 1982) to model cases of normal heating and beam heating

using the model loop of DSS as described in Section 3. The latest results of

the laser-fusion community on heat transport in steep temperature gradients

(Smith 1986) are employed in our code. The results presented in Section 4

show that thermal conduction and thermal waves play an important role in all

cases, but not as dominant a role as could be inferred from RSS. A discussion

of these results and their implications is given in Section 5.
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2. OBSERVATIONS

We divide the observations into three phases. The first phase is the

preflare phase up to HXIS image 152 or 22:32:29 UT. The second phase is an

expansion phase from 22:32:29 to 22:33:16 which coincides with the images used

by RSS to infer thermal waves (Figure Ib). The third phase is a slow con-

tinuation of this expansion contemporaneous with another expansion from foot-

point C which eventually results in their merging from 22:33:16 to 22:34:31.

We consider these phases in turn.

The first phase is of interest mainly for determining appropriate initial

temperatures and densities in loop BC. The end time of the 4.5 s accumulation

interval corresponding Go frame 152 is 22:32:29. DSS present in their Table

II values for the density and temperature at an earliest time of 22:32:50

averaged over ±i min at the top of the loop and footpoint C. The problem with

this procedure is that the flare had already started for a significant frac-

tion of this interval as is clear from Figure 2 of DSS so that the tempera-

tures are not indicative of the preflare state. Machado (private communica-

tion) obtained temperatures over the interval 22:30 to 22:31 and found 12x106K

for footpoint C and 13x106K for the top of the loop, but with a lower count-

ing rate. Thus, assuming an isothermal loop at 12x106 K is a good approxima-

tion. The density of 5x109 cm -3 for both footpoint C and the top of the loop

is almost the same as in DSS as would be expected since the amount of heating

included in DSS only leads to a substantial density increase sometime beyond
22:32:50.

The observations of the initial expansion phase are shown in Figure i.

Figure la includes bands I and 2 (3.5-8 keV) with a single 6.7 counts s-I

contour whereas Figure Ib includes bands 1-3 (3.5-11.5 keV) and has 2.2, 4.4,

9, and 18 counts s-I contours. The 4.4 counts s-I contour of Figure Ib

should correspond closely with the single 6.7 counts s-1 contour of Figure la.

While there is a rough correspondence, it is clear that the addition of band

3 in Figure Ib results in additional smoothing not present in Figure la. This

throws doubt on the procedure of including band 3 because the number of counts

in band 3 should be small compared to the number in bands 1-2 in a purely

thermal model for the 10-30x106 K temperature range of interest.

A larger problem with a simple thermal wave interpretation of Figure ib

is found by comparing it with Figure la. If the weak 2.2 counts s-I contour

of Figure ib was really the result of a thermal wave, then we would expect

(Brown et al., 1979; Smith and Harmony, 1982; hereafter SH) that the more

intense 6.7 counts s-I contour of Figure la should tend to follow the weak

contour of Figure lb. The reason is that a thermal wave is driven by the hot

plasma behind it which continues to expand unless there is some very dense

cool material like the chromosphere to stop it. There is a complication

because the optical depth through the loop varies along the loop, but on

purely geometrical grounds, one would expect about 47% as much emission from

a pixel at the top of the loop as from one at a footpoint for an isothermal

constant density loop near the center of the disk as for the November 5

flare (MacKinnon, Brown and Hayward 1985). Thus at least the 4.4 counts s-I

contour of Figure ib should follow the 2.2 counts s-I contour because the wave

only becomes visible some distance along the loop and the expected optical

depth variation would be much less than a factor of 2 over significant sec-

tions of the tongue of the 2.2 counts s-I contour in the 22:33:16 image.
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Figure i. (a) HXIS bands i and 2 (3.5-8 keV) at the 6.7 counts

pixel -I s-I contour for the times shown at the far right on November

5, 1980. (b) HXIS bands i-3 (3.5-11.5 keY) at the 2.2, 4.4, 9 and

18 counts pixel -I s-I contours for the same times as (a).
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Although there is some indication of the extension of the 4.4 counts s-I

contour in this image, it is much less pronounced than would be expected

for a pure thermal wave.

Loop BC was there several hours before the flare and continued to exist

for several hours after the flare. This implies that whatever caused the

X-ray brightening of the loop did not significantly change the gross con-

figuration of the loop and thus it should be sufficient to consider energy

transport processes to explain the brightening.

3. MODEL AND METHOD

The model loop used is the same as in Figure 3 of DSS, i.e. a semi-

circular loop of radius 35,000 km. The total length of the loop is 105 km

including an extension into the chromosphere as in SH with an initial coronal

density of 5×109 cm -3 and an initial coronal temperature of 5.1×106 K. The

loop is divided into 900 cells of length iii. I km. The equations solved are

the same as in SH, and the boundary conditions at the coronal end x = 0 were

3T 3T.

____e =__! = 3__0= 0,
v = 0; 3x 3x 3x

where v is the velocity, T e and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures,

respectively, and p is the total mass density.

The boundary conditions at x = 105 km were

3T 3T.
30 3v e l

3x 3x 3x 3x

lonization equilibrium is assumed to calculate the radiative losses as dis-

cussed in SH.

The heat flux Q was calculated in the manner appropriate for steep

gradients in which the fast electrons have mean free paths much larger than

the temperature scale height (Smith 1986). This has the effect of reducing

the heat flux relative to the classical Spitzer-Harm value without anomalous

effects such as ion-acoustic waves. Treating the physics adequately leads to

the reduction automatically and there is no enhanced electron-ion coupling

(Cte = Cti = 0 in the terminology of SH).

The source term S is taken in one of the two following forms. For

thermal heating

S = F(t)
½ exp [-x2/2o2 (t)], (I)

(2_) o(t)

where

F(t) = t___j (t < 0.I s),
to

F(t) = J (t >i 0.I s),
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where to = 0.i s, and J is the energy input. For beam heating S is of the
form (Emslie 1978)

OO

S -- KAn(6-2)G(t)Ec 6-2 f
E*

3KAN(x_t)] 2/3,
(E-(6+I)dEo o)/[I- E2

O

(2)

where the beam flux distribution (electrons cm -2 s-I per unit E ) is of the
o

form

F(Eo,t) = (_-2) _ (_--9-°) , E _ E ; (3)
O C

C C

K = 2_e 4, A is the Coulomb logarithm, n is the density, N(x,t) is the trans-

versed particle colum_ depth, E c is the cutoff energy, 6 is the spectral index

and E* = max(Ec,(3KAN)_ ). Here G(t) is given by

G(t) = t___F (t < 0.I s),
to

G(t) = F (t > 0.I s),

where F is the energy flux of the beam in ergs cm -2 s-I.

For even integer values of 6, the integral in equation (2) is analytic

and the results for 6 = 4, which is the only value that will be used here,

are given in Nagai and Emslie (1984). Equation (2) gives the result for a

directed beam. It is a straightforward matter to derive the result for an

isotropic beam, but we do not present it because the minimum E c to propagate

a significant amount of energy to footpoint C with a directed beam over the

105 km loop with n= 5x109 cm -3 is 20 keV. It would be significantly higher

in the case of an isotropic beam.

The X-ray emission due to both the beam and the heated plasma were cal-

culated at 4 and 8 keV corresponding to energies in bands I and 2 of HXIS

using standard equations (see, e.g., Emslie 1980; Emslie and Vlahos 1980).

For the emission from the beam the results for photon energies c < Ec must be
used. The results in photons cm -2 s-I erg -I em -1 refer to a I cm thick slab

of source. To obtain the total emission we would have to integrate over the

line of sight through the loop. This step is beyond the scope of this paper,

but it needs to be kept in mind in interpreting the results.

4. RESULTS

The results shown in Figures 2-5 can be divided into the results for

thermal heating and emission and the results for beam heating and emission.

We consider these in turn. The initial o used for thermal heating was 3500

km. In Figure 2 the solid lines show a typical conduction front moving out

along the loop with a speed -5 c s, where c s is the ion-sound speed. The
highest temperature of ~30x106 K is about the temperature DSS deduced for the

top of the loop averaging over ±I min around 22:32:50. The speed of the
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Figure 2. The electron temper-

ature versus distance along the

loop for thermal heating with an

input of 11.4 erg cm -3 s-I for

two times (solid lines) and beam

heating with an energy flux of

i0I0 erg cm-2 s-I (dashed line)

which corresponds exactly to the

level of thermal heating.
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Figure 4. The X-ray emission

per unit length (dZldx) at 8 keV

at the source versus distance

for thermal heating (solid

lines) a_ beam heating (dashed

lines). 0nly the X-ray emission

due to heating is shown for the

beam.
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Figure 3. The X-ray emission
per unit length (dl/dx) at 4 keY

at the source versus distance

for thermal heating (solid

lines) and beam heating (dashed

lines). Only the X-ray emission

due to heating is shown for the

beam.
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The total X-ray emis-Figure 5.

sion per unit length at the
source versus distance for a

beam. The 4 keV emission (solid

line) has a peak off the scale

at 24.8×1011 photons cm -2 s-I

erg -I cm -I and the 8 keV emission

(dashed line) has a peak off the

scale at 12.4×1011 photons cm -2

s-I erg-I cm -I.
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front is ~2.2xi08 cm s-I which meansthat, without anything to stop it, the
front would run into footpolnt C in about 45 s.

However, a conduction front will only continue to move forward if the
temperature of the plasma ahead of the front is lower than the temperature of
the plasma behind the front. Weknowthat a beamwas impacting footpoint C
from 22:32:50-22:33:20 because of the impulsive 16-30 keY signature (DSS)
which leads to the brightenings in Figure la,b at 22:33:06 and sometime
beyond. This leads to heating as shownby the dashed line in Figure 2 which
at t = 14 s would correspond approximately to the 22:33:06 image in Figure I.
This heating would prevent any energy from conduction reaching footpoint C
until long after (> I minute) beamheating had stopped since it is very un-
likely that temperatures higher than those due to beamheating would be pro-
duced by a conduction front so far from the region of energy input without
producing temperatures near x = 0 muchhigher than those observed. Becauseof
computer time limitations, we were not able to show this explicitly. It
should also be noted that the times in Figures 2-4 are referenced to the start
times of two independent calculations, one for thermal heating (solid lines)
and one for beamheating (dashed line). Again, because of computer time
limitations we madeno attempt to heat near x = 0 and sometime later turn on a
beamin one computation. Still, a fairly complete scenario for this flare can
be madefrom the results presented.

The thermal heating X-ray results in Figures 3-4 show a front moving out
which would be consistent with Figure la,b from 22:32:29 to 22:32:57. Because
the heating near x = 0 causes a slight density depression and the X-ray emis-
sion is proportional to n2, the X-ray emission at 18 s has a peak away from
x=0. It is doubtful that this 10%variation could be detected with present
spatial resolution.

The beamused in the beamheating results had Ec= 20 keV, F= I0 I0 ergs
cm-2 s-I and 6= 4. The flux comesfrom DSSand _ from Dennis (private
communication). This leads, using (Emslie 1978)

½
3KAN]

m = Eo[I - m--_-- '
(4)

to the expectation that the maximum energy deposition will occur at N =E2/3KA

= 3.5xi019 cm -2 for A = 28 which is at x= 70,000 km. We see in Figure 2 That

the maximum heating has occurred at 76,000 km at 14 s because some of the

material in the flux tube has moved to larger x due to the heating by this

time. The beam thermal X-ray signature in Figures 3-4 is quite small relative

to the signature due to thermal heating.

In Figure 5 we have plotted the total X-ray signature of the beam in-

cluding the nonthermal X-rays. In fact one can see by comparison of Figure 5

with Figures 3-4 that most of the emission is nonthermal emission. The physi-

cal reason is that the beam deposits energy over a large fraction of the loop

so that the heating in one region does not raise the temperature a large

amount over another region as is clear from Figure 2. Consequently the

thermal emission is small. The nonthermal emission has a first peak around

73,000 km where the beam is depositing most of its energy. Intuitively one

might guess that this is also the place from which the maximum emission dl/dx

would occur (see, e.g., Brown and McClymont 1975). The reason that this is



not the case is that the photon energies are substantially below Ec and n
rises steeply in the chromosphere, dl/dx is proportional to n/_ 2, where2

= 3KAN/Ec, and the n factor increases muchmore rapidly than _2 well beyond

the place of maximum energy deposition.

Thus the beam X-ray emission should be concentrated near the footpoints,

but will still be substantial to about 30,000 km above the footpoint. It

should be kept in mind that the quantity plotted, dl/dx, must be integrated

over the line of sight to obtain I. Nevertheless, there appears to be an

order of magnitude discrepancy between the X-ray emission of the beam and the

thermal X-ray emission (Figures 3-4 and Figure 5) with the same energy flux

into both. The reason is that the beam energy is deposited over a relatively

large area, keeping the thermal contribution small. We are investigating the

effect of increasing the beam flux. DSS already concluded that the injected

beam energy should be increased to obtain more evaporated material and, since

they did not take into account scattering of beam electrons, their energy

transfer was unrealistically efficient. Within the uncertainty of not having

the results for higher beam fluxes, we feel that we have sufficient results

to make a qualitatively, but not quantitatively, consistent scenario for this
flare.

5. DISCUSSION

The results presented indicate the simplest manner of explaining the

observations of Figure i with a minimum amount of injected energy. The ob-

servations from 22:32:29 to 22:32:57 can be explained by heating above foot-

point B and the progressive expansion of a conduction front. An energy flux

of i0 I0 erg cm-2 s-I leads to temperatures and X-ray emission levels (Figures

2-4) consistent with the observations. The footpoint present at 22:33:06 can

only be explained by a beam which was known to turn on about 22:32:50. A

conduction front consistent with the observations from 22:32:29 to 22:32:57

could not have reached footpoint C at this time. Hence one cannot use the

edge of the 2.2 counts s-I contour to infer the position of a conduction

front beyond 22:32:57 because of the contribution of the beam, a possibility

already noted in RSS.

Thus, the velocity inferred on the basis of the 2.2 counts s-I contour

in RSS is too high. It is still less than the velocity obtained in Section 4

from the numerical results which is probably unrealistically high because the

initial temperature is a factor 2 too low. Another effect which could be

important in slowing the conduction front is the beam heating although it

would not be important until after 22:32:48.

The observations from 22:33:06 to 22:33:25 can be explained by a combina-

tion of nonthermal X-rays from a beam, beam heating and the interaction of

the conduction fronts from thermal heating and beam heating. Most of the

extension of the 2.2 counts s-I contour at 22:33:16 is due to beam heating and

nonthermal X-rays. By 22:33:25 a conduction front is starting to move up from
footpoint C which is consistent with the 6.7 counts s-I contour and which

could be made more pronounced in the numerical results by more beam heating.

DSS noted that the amount of beam energy was uncertain by a factor ~4. Energy

from thermal heating would then never be able to flow to footpoint C within

the times in Figure i since the conduction front due to beam heating would
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prevent the conduction front from B from traveling muchbeyond the center of
loop BC. It is also possible to see, using equation (4), that energy in the
16-30 keV range as seen in Figure 2 of DSSfor 30 s requires the injection
of greater than 30 keV electrons. Beamheating could continue beyond
22:33:20 by the injection of lower energy electrons which would give no hard
(16-30 keY) X-ray signature.

Thus, the most consistent interpretation of the observations in Figure
I involves a combination of thermal waves and beamheating.

The author is grateful to Drs. Brian Dennis, Gordon Emslie, Alan
Kiplinger, Marcos Machadoand David Rust for helpful discussions. This work
was supported by NASAcontract NASW-3603and NSFgrant ATM-8314511.
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Abstract

The wide range of wavelengths over which quasi-periodic pulsations

have been observed suggests that the mechanism causing them acts upon

the supply of high energy electrons driving the emission processes. A

model is described which is based upon the radial shrinkage of a

magnetic flux tube. The concentration of the current, along with the

reduction in the number of available charge carriers, can give rise to a

condition where the current demand exceeds the capacity of the thermal

electrons. Driven by the large inductance of the external current

circuit, an instability takes place in the tube throat, resulting in the

formation of a potential double layer, which then accelerates electrons

and ions to MeV energies. The double layer can be unstable, collapsing

and reforming repeatedly. The resulting pulsed particle beams give rise

to pulsating emissions which are observed at radio and X-ray

wavelengths.

1. Introduction

Most of the models for the quasl-periodic pulsations which are

often observed at radio and X-ray wavelengths are based upon the modula-

tion of synchrotron radiation by MI_ wave modes in magnetic flux tubes,

or by relaxation processes in wave/electron beam coupling. A summary of

the observational data and models is given by Kruger (1979). The impli-

cit assumptions embodied in these models is that the high energy elec-

trons and mechanical disturbances required to drive the process are

externally supplied by the flare.

However pulsations have been observed in the absence of flares

(e.g. Kobrin et al., 1978; Kaufmann et al., 1980; Strauss et al., 1980;

Gaizauskas and Tapping, 1980; papers by Kaufmann et al. included in

these proceedings). In such cases modelling is more difficult. In

addition to explaining the characteristic time-scales of the events, it

is also necessary to identify the acceleration mechanism supplying the

high energy electrons and how it is driven.

The wide frequency range over which the pulsations have been simul-

taneously observed, ranging from radio wavelengths to X-rays, implies

that rather than modulation of the emissive process, for example by a

time-varying magnetic field, it is more probably the variation of the

supply of high energy electrons driving the various radiative processes

that causes the pulsations. This may be due to a relaxation instability

in the particle beams themselves, or by production of a pulsed electron

beam by the accelerator. In this latter case the acceleration mechanism

has to be highly efficient, accelerating the electrons from thermal to
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relativistic velocities in time-scales of the order of seconds or less.

Direct acceleration by field-aligned electric fields are the most viable

ways of achieving this. The short time-scales indicate that the accele-

ration zone is spatially small, not larger than about 10 4 km.

One candidate is the potential double layer. They have been exten-

sively used in models for the acceleration of auroral electrons in the

Earth's magnetosphere. They have also been used in at least one flare

model (Alfven and Carlquist, 1967, Hasan and Ter Haar, 1978). The

formation, maintenance and dynamics of double layers have been discussed
extensively (Block (1978); Torven (1979); Torven and Lindberg (1980-two

references); Swift (1981); Davey (1983)).

Double layers are highly efficient electron accelerators, producing

mono-energetic electron beams having small pitch angles. There is

evidence that double layers exist in the laboratory and in the Earth,s

magnetosphere; however there is as yet little evidence that such struc-

tures form in the solar atmosphere. This may be because of the diffi-

culty in identifying structures of such small spatial extent.

2. The Model

Evolutionary forces in solar active regions cause the overlying

chromospheric and coronal magnetic fields to depart from simple, poten-

tial configurations, leading to the generation of electric currents.

The current carriers are the ambient thermal electrons and ions. The

complex magnetic structures contain sheared and curved magnetic field

lines, giving rise to some motion of the current carriers across the

field, from one loop structure to another. Therefore to at least some

extent, the active region is a complex current circuit containing many

interactive elements. Changes in one part of the region may modify the

current system and so affect conditions in distant areas.

The formulation of model which is truly descriptive of the active

region processes is very difficult if not impossible, yet the taking of

one element of the region in isolation may not be realistic. This is

particularly the case with double layers, where the formation criteria

and the subsequent stability of the layer are defined by the external

current circuit.

Consider the case of a magnetic flux tube forming part of an active

region. It is firmly anchored at the ends by its connections to other

structures, but is free to expand or contract in its middle section. It

is always in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding magnetoplasma.

Evolution of the active region leads to an increase of the current

carried by the tube, causing it to contract radially.

As the cross-sectional area of the tube decreases, the current

density is further enhanced. The variation in strength of the longi-

tudinal magnetic field strength along the tube leads to mirroring of

electrons at the tube throat, particularly at the centre, where the

field is strongest. Since the mean free path of the electrons is much
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larger than the dimensions of the trap, the current is carried only by

electrons lying in the loss cones.

Finally, the number of available charge carriers becomes inadequate

to carry the current. However the large self-inductance of the external

current circuit forces the current to be maintained. The continuity of

the current is achieved by the formation of a potential double layer in

the throat. The layer's field-aligned electric field accelerates elec-

trons into the loss-cones at MeV energies. These maintain the current

at the required value. If the rate of energy supply to the double layer

is less than the energy dissipation rate, the layer will collapse and

reform, producing a pulsed beam of high energy electrons. The pulsa-

tions are due to the time-variation of the electron beam driving the

various emission processes.

(I) Radial Contraction of a Magnetic Flux Tube

Consider the case of an infinitely long, thin, straight magnetic

flux tube. It carries a current driven by an external source. The

current density is assumed to be uniform across the tube cross-section.

The ends of the tube are fixed but the rest of the tube is free to

move. It is in pressure equilibrium with the external plasma. Initial-

ly it assumed to be a uniform cylinger of radius Ro, containing a

longitudinal magnetic field of strength Bo. The configuration is

shown in Figure (I). All changes in the quantities dictating the tube

structure are assumed to take much longer than any of the characteristic

Figure I: The Collapsing Flux

Tube.

time-scales of the tube. In the

force-free case, the tube equili-

brium is described by the equations:

-p -p

Curl (B)xB = 0 (i)

_j = Curl (B) (2)

where _ is the permeability of free

space.

In the axisymmetric case these

equations become:

BZ. _Bz/3r+B _. _B _/_r+B _/r=0 (3)

jz=B/r _(rB_)/_r
(4)

where r, _, Z represent the usual cylindrical coordinate frame.

If the current density is assumed to be uniform across the
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tube cross-section then Jz can be replaced by

JZ " Jo(Ro/R)2 (5)

where Ro and R are respectively the radius of the tube at the (fixed)

ends and R the radius of the tube elsewhere along the length of the

tube. The quantity Jo represents the current density at the tube end.

Using (5) and (4), equation (3) may be solved for B Z as a

function of r. At the tube periphery (r=R), there must be pressure

equilibrium with the external plasma. Also, since the total longitu-

dinal magnetic flux is conserved:

R

_.R2.B-- 2_ f Bz(r).r.dr
v v

o

(6)

Where Bo = Magnetic field strength in un-perturbed tube.
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Jo (mA'm-2)

Figure 2: The Relative Change in

Tube Radius as a Function of

Current Density for a Tube of

Radius I0,000 km.

Solving (6) gives the variation

of tube radius as a function of the

longitudinal current density, Jo,

and can be used to calculate the

throat current density (Equation

(5)). The radial shrinkage of a
tube of radius i0 _ km and an initial

magnetic field strength (Bo) of
2.5 mWb.M -2 is shown as a function

of current density in Figure (2).
The maximum limit of the x-scale is

equivalent to tube twist pitch of

about unity.

(ii) The Formation of the Double

Layer

As the current density in-

creases, a point is reached where

there are insufficient available

charge carriers to carry the

required current. If the charge

carriers initially have an isotropic

pitch angle distribution, the

fraction lying the loss cones is

given by:

n = 1 - (1 - Bo/BZ )} (7)

Only electrons lying in the loss-cones can contribute to the

carrying of the current, so using equation (7), the maximum allowable

current density in the throat is:
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Jmax = N.uT'e.[l - (I - Bo/BZ )½] (8)

Where N ffiNumber density of thermal electrons;

uT ffiMean thermal velocity of electrons;

e ffiElectronic charge

I0

9

8

'E 6

4

2

!

0
0

R0-- 50,000 Km

- / Ro'- 20,000

/
: I0,000

RO=I000

J I --------r'-----'-
I0 20 30

Jo(rnA.m-Z)

Figure 3: The Values of and

Satisfying the Double Layer

Formation Criteria for Various

Tube Radii.
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Figure 4: The Potential Dif-

ference Across the Double Layer

as a Function of Current Density.

When the current density

exceeds this value, the thermal

particles cannot carry the current

unless more electrons are scattered

into the loss-cones. Since the mean

free path is large, collisions will

not do this. A plasma instability

is required. The large self-

inductance of the global electrical

circuit prevents disruption of the

current flow over short timescales;

this factor provides the driving

force for any instability leading to

the scattering of more current

carriers into the loss-cones. Such

scattering implies the presence of a

field-aligned electric field and a

fall of the plasma density in the

throat of the tube. The field-

aligned potential difference acce-

lerates enough electrons into the

loss-cones for the current to be

maintained. The density in the

region of the electric field falls

and the current becomes space charge

limited. The curves shown in Figure

(3) indicate the values of initial

magnetic field strength (B) and

current density (j) for tubes of

various radii. Any conditions lying

to the right of the appropriate

curve satisfy the instability

threshold criterion.

(iii) The Acceleration of Electrons

The value of the potential

difference required to inject the

extra electrons into the loss-cones

may be calculated using Poisson's

equation. The one-dimensional case

is sufficient here. The relation-

ship between the current density and

potential drop across the layer is

easily calculated using Poisson's

equation in one dimension. The

"cold plasma" approximation (Lang-

muir, 1929) gives the relation:
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1/3

(9)

where d = Thickness of the layer,

e = electron charge,

m = electron mass,

Ro = initial tube radius,

R = current throat radius,

co = permittivity of free space.

The thickness scale d, of the layer is a function of the geometry

of the flux tube. It is of the order of the distance between the point

where the instability criterion is met and the tube throat. In this

calculation d is assumed to be 1 km. The electrons passing through the

layer would be accelerated to an energy of Vdl eV. The potential drop

across a layer of thickness 1 km, when the condition for the formation

of the double layer is just satisfied, is shown in Figure (4). In this

case electrons would be accelerated to energies of the order of I0 MeV.

If the current density exceeds the threshold value, the potential dif-

ference will be larger.

(iv) The Pulsations

The rate of energy dissipation by the double layer is given by the

product of the total current through the double layer and the potential

difference across it. A minimum condition for the stability of the

double layer is that the rate of energy supply is not less than that

value.

The dissipation of the energy of the magnetic field structure is

equivalent to the dissipation of the torsional magnetic field component

associated with the longitudinal current. The torsional magnetic field

propagates to the double layer in the form of torsional (Alfv_n) waves,

where the magnetic field becomes unfrozen and the tube is free to

untwist. It is very unlikely that the maximum torsional magnetic field

strength associated with the Alfven waves will exceed the longitudinal

magnetic field strength in the tube, so the absolute maximum rate of

energy supply to the double layer without disrupting the flux tube is

therefore given roughly by:

Provided that

W = u .B 2/2B (i0)
max a o

Wmax _ K-_-JT'VDL (ii)
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where u a = Alfven speed

RT = Throat radius

JT = Throat current density

The stability of the layer will be a function of other criteria.

However if the condition in Equation (II) is not satisfied, the layer

will collapse as soon as the tube has untwisted in its vicinity so that

Equation (Ii) is not longer satisfied. The layer will then collapse

until the adjacent parts of the tube have once more become twisted

enough for the layer to reform. The time taken for this would be of the

order of an Alfven transit time along the tube. For a tube carrying a

current density of 40 mA per square meter and having a radius of I0,000

km, a double layer sustaining a potential difference of 10 7 volts will

dissipate energy at a rate of 1020 W. This value assumes that the

double layer formation criterion has just been satisfied. For an Alfv_n

velocity of 2000 km/s and al_ube radius i0,000 km - the maximum energy
input rate would be about I0 W. In this particular instance the layer

would not be stable; it would be subject to a relaxation instability

consisting of successive formation and collapse where the mean rate of

energy supply is equal to the mean energy dissipation rate. The period

of the instability is very small compared with the characteristic time-

scales of the active region structures, so they would remain unaffected.

The pulsing double layer will produce pulses of electrons having

MeV energies. These maintain the current and drive the X-ray and radio

emission processes.

(v) The X-ray and Radio Emission

The production of X-rays is by free-free (bremsstrahlung)

emission. Having small pitch angles, the electrons are potentially

capable of penetrating to low levels in the solar atmosphere before

being subject to mirroring. At these heights the beams are colli-

sionally damped by the dense, thermal plasma, producing X-ray emission.

At meter wavelengths there are a variety of wave/particle inter-

actions which can result in extraction of energy from the particle beam

and the growth of plasma waves, which then contribute to radio emis-

sion. However plasma waves are probably not important for microwave

emission, because the high densities required would damp the waves.

This would lead to the conversion of the beam energies into heat. Elec-

tromagnetic radiation by the gyro-synchrotron mechanism would probably

be more important at centimeter wavelengths. Electrons having small

pitch angles are not subject to gyro-magnetic radiation losses, they

must be scattered in pitch angle. There are beam/plasma instabilities

which will achieve this. Once scattered the electrons will produce

gyro-magnetic radiation.

(vi) The Radiated Flux

The spectrum of the radiation is difficult to estimate. At meter

wavelengths the radiation will be a mix of plasma and gyro-synchrotron
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emission; at microwave (centimeter) wavelengths, gyro-synchrotron

emission will be predominant; the X-rays are produced by free-free

damping of the high energy particles by the dense thermal plasma at

lower heights above the photosphere. The total emission as a function

of frequency is hard to calculate. If the emission is assumed to be

uniformly distributed with frequency it is possible to estimate the flux

density at the Earth. A double layer of dissipation 10 20 W driving

emission processes producing a uniform flux density over the wavelength

range 1A to infinity, the flux density at the Earth would be about I0

solar flux units. The pulsations observed by Gaizauskas and Tapping

(1980) had a flux density of about 2 sfu at 2.8 cm wavelength.

3. Discussion

The high repetition rates of quasi-periodic pulsations imply small

spatial sizes for the sources. Since pulsations have been observed

which have a large instantaneous bandwidth, more than one emission

mechanism is probably involved. This in turn suggests that the modula-

tion mechanism is most likely to involve the supply of high energy

electrons driving the various processes than the processes themselves.

There are few acceleration mechanisms that are suspected to take place

under solar conditions which can produce relativistic electrons from the

thermal population in about a second.

The energetic electrons driving the gyro-synchrotron emission are

damped primarily due to radiative energy losses. The damping time may

be many seconds long, perhaps longer than the repetition period of the

pulses. However the successive formation and collapse of the double

layer in the flux tube would ensure that the tube contains torsional

Alfven waves. These will strongly modulate the gyro-synchrotron

emission with the same period as the pulsing of the electron beam

(Tapping, 1983). The pulsations at microwave and X-ray wavelengths

would therefore occur at the same rate but not necessarily in synchro-

nism. The pulse shapes would not necessarily be the same.

The pulsations observed during flares probably form just one way in

which the energy release drives external phenomena. There is an abun-

dance of available energy, accelerated electrons and evidence for

magnetohydrodynamic disturbances. This is not the case for the pulsa-

tions observed in the absence of flares. In this latter case the

fundamental problem is the electron acceleration process, and the way in

which the slow evolution of the active region can, if the magnetic

fields form the primary energy reservoir, lead to localized magnetic
reconnection.
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Abstract

Rapid fluctuations in the emission of solar bursts may have many

different origins e.g. the acceleration process can have a pulsating

structure, the propagation of energetic electrons and ions can be

interrupted from plasma instabilities and finally the electromagnetic

radiation produced by the interaction of electrostatic and electromagnetic

waves may have a pulsating behavior in time. In two separate studies

(Vlahos, Sharma, and Papadopoulos,1983; Vlahos and Rowland, 1984) we
analysed the contitions for rapid fluctuations in solar flare driven
emission.

1. Time evolution of a beam-plasma system

A possible interpretation of the solar hard X-ray bursts is that a

relativly large flux of non-thermal electrons accelerated near the energy

release site of a solar flare, stream along the magnetic field lines toward

the chromosphere. The interaction of the non-thermal electrons with the

ions in the upper chromosphere produces, via collisional Bremsstrahlung,

photons with energies from 20 Key to several Mev. The energetic electrons

are unstable to the growth of plasma waves. In the linear regime , plasma

waves with phase velocity ee/kb< vb will grow with a rate

_:RECE[)IHG PAGE BLANK NOT
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nb )2
_L = _;- (Vb/dV b we cos2F (1)

where v b is the beam velocity, we is the plasma frequency, rib, no are the

beam and ambient densities, dv b is the beam spread around the beam velocity

and _ the angle between the wave vector and the external magnetic field. As
LL_ --r.. 12

Lne beam J ....... waves reach u threshold value e.g. Wth/noT e -iv e VbJu_w. - / the

dispersion characteristics of the medium change dramatically and lead to
the formation of solitons. The long wavelength high frequency waves are
localised in space, producing soliton type formations in the wave energy
and cavities in the ion density. The local ion density is propotional to
the plasma wave energy (Papadopoulos, 1975) e.g.

6n 1

no =- [Wl/(2noTe) ]
(2)

1
where W1 is the energy density of the beam exited waves. The localization

in space of the plasma waves causes a fast transfer of wave energy out of
resonance with the beam electrons and into resonance with the low energy
tail of the Maxwellian distribution. The rate with which the waves are
transfered away from resonance with the beam is

• NL=(B/H) 1/2 {W_/n0Te}l/2 we (3)

for (W_ /noTe) > (Ve/Vb)2. The net result from the soliton formation is:

(1) the transfer of energy from the beam driven waves to non-resonant

plasma waves (W_) with low phase velocity and (2) the excitation of

ion-density fluctuations. As long as (W_/noTe)= 6n/n 0 the ion fluctuations

1
are undamped. The non-linear frequency shift, due to W2 , for the low

frequency waves is -kCs, so we obtain an essentially stationary non-linear

1
ion pertrubation. When W2 is absorbed by Landau damping on the electrons,

this non-linear frequency shift disapears, and the ion fluctuations are

converted to normal linear modes (ion acoustic waves) of the plasma and can
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then damped.

The evolution of a beam-plasma system then follows three stages: (I)

the linear growth of beam driven waves with rate _L" (2) Once the wave

energy passes a threshold value, discussed above, a fast transfer of plasma
waves to lower phase velocity waves occurs. (3) Ion density cavities are

(Ve/Vb)2. I thealso formed once (W /noTe) is above When W2 < Ws

non-resonant waves cannot support the cavitons and the "cavitons radiate"

ion density fluctuations. The ion density fluctuations scatter the high

frequency waves to lower phase velocityies with a rate

aNL= (Ws/noTe)(As/ADe)2we (4)

where As=lOA D and ADe is the electron Debye length. The time dependent

evolution of the beam driven waves can also be described by the folowing

phenomenological system of rate equations

_d_W_=dt_LW_ -_ NLW_, (W_-W_) - aNLW_,(Ws-WI) (5)

dW1 I 8(,__Wth ) _ULW1 _aNLW28(Ws_W21)dt = _NLW2
(6)

dWs 1 e(W__Wth)_ UlWsS(Ws_W_) (7)dt = 7NLW2

where uL is the damping of the Langmuir waves in the tail, u I is the

damping of the ion density fluctuations and 8 is a step function (see more
discussion on egs(5)-(7) in Vlahos and Rowland, 1984). We solved eqs(5)-(7)

numerically and the results are ploted in Fig.(1).

2. Stochastic three wave interaction

Electron beams, formed during the impulsive acceleration phase of a
flare, stream continuously toward the chromosphere. Since the magnetic
field increases slowly in the direction of propagation a fraction of the

beam electrons precipitate while the remainder became part of the stably
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Figure 1: The rate equations are solved numerically using nb/no=lO ,

Wl(t=O)=5*lO-5, W_(t=O)=Ws(t=O)=lO -5, Vb/Ve=lO. (a) The temporal

evolution of the resonant high frequency waves and the acoustic wave
(b) the temporal evolution of the non-resonant waves. The individual

pulse have a duration m ysec to msec, dependig on the beam strength.

trapped component. For a plasma with cyclotron frequency (_e) larger than

the plasma frequency (We) , the presence of the beam can amplify waves in

both , lower and upper hubrid brances. The beam exited electrostatic waves

are convectivly amplified and propagate toward the cutoff region where

their energy piles up in a narrow wave packet with bandwith _x_UH.

Coherent upconversion of the beam amplified electrostatic waves to

electromagnetic waves produce an intrinsically stochastic emission
component. For a coherent interaction we average the basic three wave
coupling equations over space, retaining however their dynamic character.

We thus have a zero-dimension but dynamic model. The energy input is steady
and represents the rate at which electrostatic waves convert into the

interaction volume. The three wave equations for the real amplitude(a;) and

phase are
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da 1

_-=Vlal-Ala2a3cos_

da 2

dt = "t2a2-Ala3alC°S'P

_3
= _3a3+A2ala2COSe

(8)

(9)

(10)
dt

d_

dt =-6_UII+(A2ala2/a3 -A lala3/a2 -A 1a2a3/al )sin_ (11)

where A1,A 2 are the coupling coefficients and _j are the linear growth (or

damping) of the wave.

The evolution of the electromagnetic wave is shown in Fig.(2).
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Figure 2: The time evolution of the electromagnetic wave resulting from the

dynamic interaction of two electrostatic waves near the cutoff region.
The individual pulses have a duration < lmsec. The dotted line
represents the response of an instrument with resolution >10 msec.
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Abstract

An outline as of February, 1986 is briefly described of a

Japanese plan to construct a large radio heliograph in the next

solar maximum. The principal performance specifications of the

heliograph are i0 arsec by i0 arcsec x SEC(Zenith Distance)

spatial resolution, 1 arc degree by 1 arc degree field of view,

l-sec temporal resolution, and six hour coverage of observing

time. It will be operated at 17 GHz with possible other frequen-

cy of 35GHz.

i. Motivation

In the solar activity cycle #22 as many as ten examplesor

so are obtained of simultaneous high-resolution observations by

X-ray telescopes on board SMM or HINOTORI and large radio tele-

scopes such as VLA or WSRT. Results obtained from these examples

are diverse, and they are unfortunately not associated with an

intense flare. It is evidently premature to draw any definite

conclusion from these poor samples on the physics in solar

flares.

One of fundamental objectives in observations of high energy

phenomena in solar flares will be to obtain quite good number of

samples on simultaneous observations in X-rays and microwaves

with high spatial and temporal resolutions enough for studies on
such critical issues as thermal/non-themal, foot-point/loop-top

arguments and conduction front problems etc. It is also impor-

tant to observe preflare activities, which will give us clues to

locate such points as of energy build-up, of particle accelera-

tion and/or of energy release. For these and other purposes we

have a plan to construct a large radio heliograph in Japan in the

next solar maximum, which will be expected around 1991, which, if

realized, hopefully operated simultaeously with X-ray telescopes

on board a Japanese satellite Solar-A currently scheduled to be

launched in August, 1991.

2. Performance Goals

During post several years we had now and then oppotunities

among radio astronomers in Japan to discuss the feasibilities to

have a large radio heliograph in the solar maximum #22 and its

general performance such as what are the most important necessary

conditions it has to satisfy. It turned out that the heliograph

requires to have full Sun images and to be dedicated to solar

observations. These requirements emerged from considerations of

the facts that either VLA or WSRT was limited in observation time

alocated for the Sun, and restricted in the filed of view they

can map in a single observation, which both believed directly

related to poor sample of solar flares. The following goals

agreed a few years ago after critical discussions based on both
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aspects of technical feasibility studies and scientific output
considerations.

Field of View As mentioned earlier, the field to be mapped is as

large as 1 arc degree times 1 arc degree or larger according to

hour angle and declination to cover full Sun image. This allows

us to observe any bursts which give rise to during the antennas

are pointed to the Sun. It also gives us rather uniform sample of

solar flare events with respect to time, and we will be free from

laborious but sometime fruitless work of flare prediction. The

size of element antenna is automatically determined by this

parameter, if the operating frequency is given.

Spatial Resolution It is clearly evident that greater resolution

is always desirable, but at the same time the resolution is

limited by the area of the site available to the radio astrono-

mers. The latter point is very severe particularly in Japan.

There is one and only way to relax this severe constraint, which

is to choose a higher frequency of observations. This, however,

brings us other aspects of physics involved, which will be dis-

cussed later in Polarization and Frequency. The resolution cho-
sen is i0 arcsec times I0 arcsec in the favorable condition and 5

arcsec in one dimension (E-W), taking the above and other re-

strictions into consideration.

Temporal Resolution It is evidenced in this cycle that high

energy phenomena showed very rapid fluctuations as fast as tens

msec in hard X-rays and 1 sec or possibly less in gamma-rays.

Our choice is 1 sec for normal mode, in which the heliograph is

operated as long as 6 hours of observations, and 50 msec for fast

mode or burst mode for some limited time of observations, which

will be bounded by the fast recording device available. A possi-

ble physical resasoning of the desirable temporal resolution will

be given by the ratio of the spatial resolution over the velocity

of electrons relevant to microwave emissions, which will be given

by 7000 km / i00,000 km/sec (20 keV), and it is equal to 70 msec.

Polarization and Frequency It is rather easily acceptable that

the heliograph is capable to measure both right- and left-handed

circular polarizations, since the circular polarization observa-

tions are key parameters to estimate magnetic fields of solar

flares in acceleration and/or energy release regions. The choice

of frequency, on the other hand, requires some considerations on

what physical quantities are to be obtained. Microwave spectra

of bursts usually show a peak at some frequency around i0 GHz.

This spectral peak, which sometimes shifts to a higher or lower

frequency, is believed to be due to saturation of radiation in

lower frequency side, whereas upper side is due to optically thin

gyro-synchrotron emission. The spectral peak frequency is prima-

ry function of magnetic field vector and electron energy distri-

bution. It is, therefore, necessary in ideal situation to deter-

mine spectral peak value across each burst source, and/or spec-

tral index in optically thin part. The primary frequency of the

heliograph is chosen to be 17 GHz, where most of burst source

will be optically thin, but for very energetic flares sources

will be possibly optically thick. The secondary frequency, if

possible, will be either higher or lower than this. Our choice,

based on the above consideration, is 35 GHz for the secondary

frequency, since our emphasis is put on high energy phenomena in
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solar flares. It is, however, still difficult to estimate its

feasibility, as the cost of 35-GHz amplifiers strongly depends on

state-of-the-art.

Time Coverage With conventional equatorial mounting or micro-

c--o_uter-controlled altitude-azimuth mounting system, antennas

will usually cover observation time of 6 hours a day or 3 hours

before and after CMP around 0 ° declination.

Sensitivity The sensitivity of the heliograph is limited by

several factors, among which major contributions will be radiome-

ter system noise, confusion due to side lobes and to atmospheric

effects. The goal for the overall sensitivity or dynamic range

of image is i/i00 or i00:I. Each factor should be, therefore,
much smaller than the total value in the sense of the sensitivi-

ty. As far as the contribution from the radiometers is concerned

the requirement is overcome either for intense bursts in snap-

shots or weak active regions in synthesis maps as will be ex-

plained later. For other contributions they will also be dis-
cussed in the later sections.

3. Conceptual Design

Array Configuration and Number of Antennas A tee array configu-
ration is chosen for the heliograph, since the simple application

of Fast Fourier Transform is possible to obtain images from

complex correlations or visibility functions or, in other words,

there is no step to perform time-consuming gridding procedure,

which will give us much less burden in computer time in the flood

of data to process such as an image in a sec even in normal mode.

Further discussion on array configuration will be given later in

Image Formation and in Aperture Synthesis. Basic idea to deter-

mine number of antennas is given by the number of independent

pixels in the field of view. If we take the fundamental grating

lobe interval as 35 arcmin or 98 lambda with 10 arcsec angular

resolution, the number of pixels will be 44,000. This means that

more than 400 by 200 element element antenna tee array will be

necessary to form a complete map of independent pixels. When

there is some symmetry in source structure or when structure is

simple, entire pixels are not independent, and we will not need

so many number of antennas. This is expressed in other way as a

simple image can be recovered from incomplete samples in UV

plane, where a sort of interpolation in done in UV plane or in

image plane. One straight-forward way to solve incomplete sam-

pling problem in UVplane is as follows: a tee array is formed of

double tees. One is a dense array of 64 x 32 antennas with a

fundamental base line interval of 90 lambda or so, and the other

is a sparse array of 64 x 32 with a larger fundamental interval

of 6 times that of dense array or 540 lambda. Total number of

element antennas will be 174 instead of 192, if a single antenna

represents each role for the sparse and the dense array at dupli-

cated positions. The fundamental grating lobe interval of the

sparse array is about 6 arcmin, which well covers the size of

most of intense active regions. With the dense array we can have

a complete map of quiet Sun with 1 arcmin resolution, from which

we can estimate accurate beam positions both for dense and sparse

arrays, taking into account of redundancy of antenna configura-

tion. If we have a single burst source whose brightness at
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maximum is much higher than that of the quiet Sun, the image

obtained with the sparse array represents a high-resolution image

of the burst source, and its position is shown in the low-resolu-

tion image from the dense array.

_mage Formation and Phase Calibration Most popular method is

CLEAN to restore an image from a so-called dirty map, which is

Fourier transform of incomplete UV plane data. It is, therefore,

a kind of interpolation performed in image plane. This procedure

will be a powerful tool in the case of the heliograph to recover

images from dirty maps of double tee array configuration, which

will be snapshots. If this configuration is adopted, there will

be ample redundancy in antenna configuration, which may be used

for calibration of complex gain, or amplitude and phase, of each

antenna, where the Sun is employed as an only calibrator source
because of the small antenna size. This method has been exten-

sively used in the 17-GHz interferometer at Nobeyama Solar Radio

Observatory. With the calibrated complex antenna gain, we can

correct distorted maps to obtain high-quality images with a high-
dynamic range.

Atmospheric Effects Successful operations of 5-Element 10-Meter

Diameter mm-Wave Synthesis Radio Telescope at Nobeyama have re-

vealed that atmospheric scintillation is serious even at 22 GHz

at arcsec resolution. It is operated with i0 sec integration

time, therefore, there are no data available on atmospheric

scintillation spectra in the range faster than i0 sec, in which

the heliograph will be operated. When atmospheric scintillation

effects are serious, very frequent calibrations of complex anten-

na gain have to be conducted using the redundancy antenna confi-

guration.

A_ure Synthesis In normal mode of observations snapshots of

the Sun are obtained, which are as mentioned earlier synthesized

from incomplete UV plane samples. As the dynamic range of image

is not expected to be high for these snap-shots, we can not well

see small or weak active regions or other fine structures in or

above quiet area. In order to observe those low-brightness

structures with intense background radiation of quiet Sun, rather

complete coverage of UV plane will be necessary. Appreciable

improvement of UV coverage is expected for 15 to 30 minutes

accumulation of UV data in favorable conditions as simulated in

preliminary analyses.

Alternative Choice: Array Configuration, Self-Calibration So far

we have described image formation in the heliograph system based

on the double tee array configuration. There is, however, an

alternative to handle this problem in a more progressive way,

which is to employ the self-calibration developed for VLA and

MERLIN and extensively used for both, and also applied recently

to radio maps observed by the mm-Wave Synthesis Radio Telescope

at Nobeyama. If we adopt this self-calibration method for image

formation and antenna calibration, we will not need redundancy in

array configuration, which implies there is a possiblity to

reduce the number of antennas of the heliograph. In this case

array configuration will not be of grating type but for example

randomly spaced tee. Risky points associated with the self-

calibration method are first, there is no stable general software

is developed for extended source structures, which are mostly the
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case for solar bursts with possible simple or complex sources and

the disk of quiet Sun, and it is a time-consuming procedure for a

large mass of image data, which means we will need extensive

computer time or an ultra-fast super-computer to process these

data. The problem to be solved will be, therefore, what is a

proper balance between one part of cost and manpower spent for

the antenna system and the other part spent for the computer

system with an assumption of a limited total cost for the entire

heliograph system.

4. Concluding Remarks

An artist impression of the radio heliograph is illustrated

in the Figure.

System Desi@n Preliminary studies have been started and are in

progress on system design of the heliograph, involving several

firms such as specialized in electronics, computer systems, small

antenna systems, etc. The system design includes element anten-

nas and mounting, frontend and IF receivers, the local oscillator

system, the correlator system, cable systems, control and data-

processing computer systems etc. Results of the studies will be

reported separately, after certain step and proper reviews are

cleared.

Some of cosmic radio astronomers show strong interest in

this plan to employ the heliograph as a radio Schmidt camera to

find new radio objects or to survey time-varying peculiar radio

sources. In that case we will have to install very low-noise

receivers with a wide bandwidth.

This plan is promoted by radio astronomers at Tokyo Astrono-

mical Observatory, University of Tokyo, at the Research Institute

of Atmospherics, Nagoya University, and the Department of Phys-

ics, Nagoya University. Vigorous efforts are undertaken to ob-

tain fund for this plan. In this respect we will welcome sup-

ports from scientists in every aspect and comments, suggestions,

criticism etc, as well as international supports.
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studies, and d1_-_ussions of a large number of scientists, engi-
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ABSTRACT. A project for space observations of solar flares for the

comming solar maximum phase is briefly described. The main objective is to

make a comprehensive study of high energy phenomena of flares through
simultaneous imagings in both hard and soft X-rays. The project will be

performed with collaboration from US scientists.

The HESP (High Energy Solar Physics) WG of ISAS (Insitute of Space and

Astronautical Sciences) has extensively discussed future aspects of space

observations of high energy phenomena of solar flares based on successuful
results of the Hinotori mission, and proposed a comprehensive research

program for the next solar maximum, called the HESP (SOLAR-A) project.

Meanwhile in Februrary 1985 a joint discussion with US scientists was made
at ISAS about the scientific objectives the collaboration between US and

Japan scientists. The collaboration will cover not only hardwares but also

softwares and data analyses.

The objective of the HESPprojectis to make a comprehensive study of

both high energy phenomena of flares and quiet structures including

pre-flare states, which have been left uncovered by SMM and Hinotori. For
such a study simutaneous imagings with better resolutions in space and time

in a wide range of energy will be extremely important. Therefore, we

consider a hard X-ray telescope in 10 - 100 keV and a soft X-ray telescope

to be the main instruments.

Hard X-RayTelescope(HXT)

The fundamental requirements for HXT are as follows.

(I) Simultaneous imagings over a wide range of energy. In particular

flare images at enrgies higher than 30 keV are essentially important to
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separate nonthermal components from thermal components. Images taken at

above 50 keVwould not be poluted by thermal components. Simultaneous

imagings at 3 - 4 different energies between 10 and 100 keV are needed.

(2) High resolution. In order to know, for instance, whether successive

spikes of impulsive flares occur in a single loop or successively adjacent

loops, or whether the whole part of a loop or only its foot points brighten,

the spatial resolution should be better than that of the SXT and the

temporal resolution should be as short as I s.

(3) Wide field of view. The whole Sun coverage is desirable to catch

trasient flare phenomena, because we cannot predict to our present knowledge

in which region flares occur.

(4) Accuracy of absolute position determination. It is crucial to

compare HXR images with those of Ha, microwaves,and magnetograms. The

accuracy of absolute position determination of HXR images should be better
than 2" - 3".

A spin-stabilized satellite is not suited for a soft X-ray telescope

from a view point of loss of signal, and therefore a non-spinning satellite

is desirable. As a result a HXR telescope of a rotating modulation

collimeter type such as SXT cannot be adopted. Instead, a HXR telescope of a

multi-grid synthesis type has been proposed by Kosugi. It is somewhat

analoguous to a radio interferometer of a multi-correlator type. It consists

of a number of modulation collimeters (MC) with various pitches and

orientations. F_%ch MC consists of a pair of grids installed in parallel

(perpendicular to the optical axis) with a separation of _ I m. The response

patterns for a point source are triangle. The repetition rate of the

response patterns in the sky depends on both the pitch of grids and the

separation. The repetition rate corresponding to the largest pitch is chosen

to be _ 2", since HXR flare images rarely extend over areas of 2' x 2'. It

is noted, however, that the field of view of HXT covers the whole Sun. We

consider that _ 100 MC's are necessary to obtain flare images of complex

structure. The final number and configuration of MC's will be determined by

trade-off between technical feasibility and scientific demand.

It is troublesome to prepare a separate detector for each of MC's.

Instead, we use a photomultiplier as position-sensitive detectors. Thence

the total number of photomultipliers can be reduced to less than 10.

Soft X-Ray Telescope

High resolution observations in soft X-rays is also crucial for

understanding of not only high energy phenomena of flares but also pre-flare

conditions and large scale quiet stuctures of the Sun. The fundamental

requirements for a soft X-ray telescope is high resolutions in space and

time. Magnetic field structure in flaring region and its change before,

during and after flares can be investigated only with spatial resolution of

down to a few arc seconds and temporal resolution of as short as I s. In

addition simultaneous imagings at different wavelengths are also of special
interest.

The soft X-ray telescope is one of important items of the Japan-US

collaboration. The optical system and detector will be provided from US
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scientists and the data processor from Japanese scientists.

Other Instruments

In addition to hard and soft X-ray telescopes, X-7 ray continuum

spectrometers, a Bragg crystal spectrometer, and a solar intensity monitor
are candidates for supporting instruments. Which instruments are to be

aboard will be decided after the design of the two telescopes has been

fixed.

Satellite

The satellite will be launched by a M-SS-II roket on a near circular

orbit of _800 km altitude. The total weight allowed for scientific

payload will be limitted to _ 140 kg.
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ABSTRACT

In this report we give a brief summary of the proposed NRAO

Millimeter Array discussed at a workshop held in Green Bank, W. Va.,

September 30-October 2, 1985. We also provide a brief description of

the solar studies that can be made with such an array.

THE ARRAY

A milllmeter array consisting of two arrays to cover the range of

desired resolutions and fields of view was proposed:

(I) A large array of _ 21 movable antennas of _ 10 m diameter and a

small array of _ 21 antennas of ~ 4 m diameter which are mounted on a

structure ~ 29 m in size in a multl-telescope (M-T) configuration wlth

50% filling factor and 25 m resolution. Figure I schematically

illustrates the major options being dlseussed for configuration of the

two arrays. The antennas in both arrays will operate in both aperture

synthesis mode and single antenna mode. Figure 2 summarizes the

observing modes that wlll be used to cover all resolutions from the

56"_mm beam size of the 4 m antennas down to the resolution of the

largest arrays of the I0 m antennas. Single dlsh observing in total

power/beam switching mode covers the largest two size scales, the M-T in

aperture synthesis mode covers the next step of a factor of 2.5 in

resolution, and the large array configuration > 90 m covers all higher

resolutions (Hjellming 1985). Mapping by mosaiclng is also intended,
which involves the combination of 4 m and I0 m data to observe the

fields of view of the 4 m antennas with the resolution of the I0 m

antennas or array of I0 m antennas. The maln reason for two arrays with

antennas of two different sizes is to allow imaging 9f a wide range of

spatial scales with reasonable surface brightness sensltivit_. The
collecting area of the array wlll be between 1000 and 2000 mz , and it

wlll operate at 9, 3, 2 and 1 mm, and submillimeter wavelengths, for

both continuum and spectral llne observations. The VLA-Y or the

randomized circle for the large array is believed to be the most

suitable configuration.
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Millimeter Array Imaging/Mosalcking Problem
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SOLAR STUDIES

I. FLARES

(a) Gamma ray-mm wavelength flares

One important solar problem that can be studied with a mr, wave

array is that of gamma ray-mm wave flares. In gamma ray-mm wave flares,

recent evidence (from Solar Maximum Mission and mm wave observations)

has demonstrated that electrons and protons are accelerated almost

simultaneously to very high energies. In particular, electrons attain

energies of 10 to I00 MeV within one or two seconds of flare onset, and

emit both mm waves and continuum gamma rays of high intensity. This

continuum radiation is accompanied by nuclear gamma ray lines at

detected at Earth (e.g. Chupp 1984).

At the present time there is no widely accepted explanation for

this very rapid acceleration. Some argue that there must be a "first

phase" process because of the very short time scale, possibly involving

electric fields in double layers. Others argue that shock acceleration

can act on short enough time scales (e.g. Decker and Vlahos 1985).

In the radio range, the special characteristic of gamma ray-mm wave

flares is that the flux density increases with frequency. Figure 3

shows the spectra of several flares (Kaufman et al. 1985).

Fig. 3. Flux density spectra of

millimeter bursts associated

with Gamma ray flares

(Kaufman et al. 1985).
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Observations at mm waves are obviously of great interest: there have

been no spatially resolved studies in either mm waves or gamma rays.

Since there are no instruments being designed with arcsec resolution in

the energy range > I0 MeV, the mm wave array is probably the next best

thing for understanding these very energetic solar flares. In order to

study properly the problem of electron and proton acceleration in gamma

ray-millimeter flares, one must have _ 0. i sec time resolution and _ I"

spatial resolution, and measure circular polarization with _ 1%

accuracy. Mapping of wide fields by mosaicing is obviously necessary.

(b) Penetration of electron beams into the lower atmosphere

In many flares, brlghtenings occur in P_, EUV and even white light

simultaneously with hard X-ray bursts. There is a controversy over the

cause of these brightenings, whether due to electrons, protons, or an

ion acoustic conduction front. Each method has problems: it is

uncertain whether electrons are able to penetrate deeply enough into the

dense atmosphere; we do not know how to accelerate an adequate number of

protons in the required 1 s; and heat conduction by an ion acoustic

front may be too slow (Dulk et al. 1986).

Observations of mm waves can help answer these questions because

they originate in the relevant region of the atmosphere, namely the low

chromosphere, in contrast to cm waves which originate in the lower

corona. If the mm wave emission in some flares is due to thermal

bremsstrahlung from the heated plasma, it is relatively easy to relate

radio wave brightness to the density-temperature structure in the heated

region. The relative timing of mm wave vs. cm wave bursts should help

distinguish among the possible causes.

II. MAPPING OF SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS, SOLAR FILAMENTS AND PROMINENCES

Mm wave emission from active regions is due to free-free

bremsstrahlung, and is partially polarized due to the difference between

x-mode and o-mode emissivities. It therefore gives information about

the magnetic field strength and topology in the low chromosphere,

whereas most magnetogram data apply to the photosphere. Changes in

magnetic field topology, pre- to post-flare, should be much larger in

the chromosphere than the photosphere, and hence much more evident at mm

wavelengths (Kundu and McCullough 1972a; Kundu and McCullough 1972b).

Since filaments are optically thick, their brightness temperature

should equal the electron temperature determined at optical wavelengths.

However, the radio observations indicate that the observed brightness

temperature Tb of a filament increases with wavelength. It is believed

that this is due to radiation from the transition sheath where Te
increases from 6000 K at the filament to about 106 K, the temperature of

the surrounding corona. The variation of Tb(_) can provide information

on the temperature and density structure of the transition sheath. This

is important since the temperature gradient determines the amount of

thermal energy conducted into the filament from the corona. Rao and

Kundu (1977) studied this problem by considering a model in which the

conductive flux from the corona balances the energy radiated away by the
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transition sheath. They found that best fit to observations is obtaned

when almost all of the conductive flux is dissipated in the transition

sheath. The observations used by Rao and Kundu were obtained using

single dish telescopes with a few arc minute resolution. Obviously

there is a need for high spatial resolution observations in both mm and

cm domains to determine more precisely the radio spectrum of the

filament transition sheath and then address the question of thermal

conduction into the filament.

Most centimeter and millimeter observations show that the radio and

optical filaments are of very similar size. On the other hand,

observations made between 3.5 mm and II cm wavelengths (e.g. Kundu and

McCullough, 1972a; Kundu et al, 1978) have demonstrated that the radio

filaments are sometimes much larger than their optical counterparts.

The considerabiy larger size of the radio tllament as compared to the

optical filament suggests that the immediate environment of a filament

differs from that of the undisturbed corona. This is consistent with

white light coronal measurements which show that P_ filaments are

sometimes surrounded by low density regions (coronal cavities) with

weaker emission than the ambient corona. These low density regions lead

to a broadening of the optical P_ filament at radio wavelengths. The

radio filament appears as a temperature depression because it is

optically thick at radio frequencies and is cooler than the quiet Sun.

A high resolution study in both cm and mm domains of the radio structure

and spectra of filaments should permit us to understand the physics of
coronal cavities.

For these studies, it is necessary to image a field of about I arc

mln with a resolution of about I arc sec at 1 mm. This is feasible with

a 3 x 3 mosaic, or by under-illuminatlng the i0 m dishes. Quasi-

simultaneous observations at I, 3 and 9 mm including circular

polarization measurements are required.

III. MAPPING OF THE QUIET SUN: QUIET REGIONS AND CORONAL HOLES

At 36 GHz, recent Japanese results (Kosugi et al. 1985), using the

Nobeyama 45 m millimeter telescope, demonstrate that coronal holes are

brighter than quiet regions (Fig. 4a), contrary to what is observed at

almost all other frequencies (e.g. I0 and 98 GHz). Similar results were

reported earlier (Fig. 4b) by Kundu and McCullough (1972a) and Efanov et

al (1980), although this highly unexpected result was not properly

understood, because of the manner the results were presented (namely,

contour maps versus spectacular photographic representation). The cause

of the anomalous brightening is unknown: it is possibly related to a

lower gradient of density and temperature in the transition region of

coronal holes compared to average quiet regions, or to a wider

temperature plateau in the upper chromosphere. Maps with arc sec

resolution are desirable to determine whether the brightness difference

is related to fine structures or widespread emission, and to compare
brightness distributions at the solar limb where the emission scale

height is only about i".
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Fig. 4a. Polar cap

brightening associated

with coronal holes

observed on July 19,

1984 at 36 GHz by

Kosugi et al (1985)

using the Nobeyama 45 m

milll-meter telescope

with 46" resolution

Flg. 4b. Brightening in

the polar region (marked

"P") observed on February

26, 1971 by Kundu and

McCullough (1972a) at

33 GHz with a resolution

of 1J6.
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Other studies include the thermal phase of flares, coronal heating,

and oscillations (both radial and torsional) and pulsations.
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